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PREFACE

The Army Symposium on Solid Mechanics, 1978 was the sixth in a series of
biennial meetings sponsored by the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center in Watertown, Massachusetts. The first conference was held in 1968 on the
general theme of Solid Mechanics. Subsequent meetings~ were held on such themesas: Lightweight Structures (in 1970), Ballistic Problems (in 1972), Structural
Joints (in 1974) and Failure of Composite Materials (in 1976). Starting in 1974,
a Work-In-Progress Session was incorporated into these con fert~nces (called Ongoing
Case Studies Session in this 1978 meeting). These sessions are comprised of a
series of brief presentations and discussions of current, but not necessarily com-
plete, research relating to the theme of the meeting. Abstracts of these presen-
tations are published in a companion document to the regular proceedings. The
transactions of earlier symposia are listed on page iv of this document. Abstract5
of ongoing case studies presented at this 1978 symposium are published in AI+IRC
MS 78-4, dated September 1978.

ParticipaLion in these symposia has broadened with time. Starting with the
1972 meeting, papers have been solicited from in-house and contract researchers
and designers for the Navy , Air Force and other Government Agencies, in addition
to those for the Army. Beginning with the 1974 meeting, the Symposium Committee
was expanded to include representation from the Navy, Air Force, NASA and the
U. S - Army Corps of Engineers. These expansions recognize that many mechanics
research and/or design problems are not unique to a single service or government
agency.

Essentially, these symposia are a vehicle for enhancing the responsiveness of
~ the mechanics research efforts for the design of advanced military systems. They
‘ also facilitate communications and coordination between and among researchers and

designers having common military theme interests whether they work for a govern-
inent service or agency, industry, or at a university or research institute. No
endeavor of the magnitude of this 1978 symposium could have been successfully
conducted without the enthusiastic cooperation and support ot many individuals
and organizations. We gratefully acknowledge:

Headquarters, U. S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command for their
support and cooperation in this undertaking.

The many authors, participants, Invited Speakers who made the presentations
in Session I, Session Chairmen and members of the Panel Session who made this
conference such a success.

The manuscript reviewers from universities, industry and government organiza-
tions, for their diligence in carrying out a thankless task.

Richard S. Hartenberg, Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Emeritus) of The
Technology Institute, Northwestern University, who delivered a delightful and very
interesting historic type Keynote Address on “Design: Right, Risk or Disaster.”

And finally, the clerical staff of the Mechanics Research Laboratory and the
Technical Reports Office of AI44RC for their unflagging efforts in the preparation
and printing of numerous symposium materials.
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

RICHARD SHEA
Symposium Chairman

Chief , Mechanics Research Laboratory
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center

It is indeed a pleasure to open the Army Symposium on Solid Mechanics ,
1978 , and to welcome all of you here today.

This is the six ’i in a series of biennial symposia held under the aegis
of the US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM ) thrpugh
its Materials Advisory Group (MAC ) or more specifically the Mechanics of
Materials Technical Working Group (TWG) .

The Mechanics of Materials TWG is directed by AI’IMRC with members from
all  of DARC OM ’s REED commands . The Symposium Committee is comprised of the
Mechanics of Materials TWG membership, augmented by representatives of the
US Army Corps of Eng ineers , the US Air Force , the US Navy and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. This broader participation, which
began with the 1974 meeting , recognizes that solid mechanics is a key in-
gredient in the development of any advanced system, regardless of the
service involved .

During the course of these symposia we have attempted to make the
themes more and more relevan t to the needs of systems developers . We have
also introduced a work-in-progress session beginning with 1974 , and this
year are trying a case studies approach , as well as a panel session. We
have also invited speakers from each of the services to present the service
views of structural integrity and rel iabil i ty. These innovations are a
direct attemp t to make the systems development community more cognizant of
the need to have mechanics analysis built  into their designs , early in the
development cycle and continuing ri ght on through the cycle.

This year , in particular , we are trying to meet this issue head on.
We have established the Symposium theme as Structural Integrity and Re-
l i ab i l ity ,  and specifically have tried to get the systems development
community invol ved .

The theme , in my op inion , is most appropriate . The solid mechanics
commun ity has been , is now , and always will be vitally concerned with
Structural integrity. The job of assuring structural integrity continues
to become more difficult because of more severe demands on new systems.
These demands are not solely due to enhanced performance , but also to
cost , reliability and schedule considerations. These requirements are at
crossed purposes , which really makes the achievement of structural in-( tegrity a demanding job for the systems developer .
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I mentr,ned that the solid mechanics community will continue to be
vitally concerned with structural integrity, and that its attainment will
continue to be more difficult. One of the ways to minimize these diffi-
culties is to minimize whatever uncertainty we can afford to minimize .
Uncertainty comes in many disguises. There is uncertainty in loads defini-
tion ; there is uncertainty in the mechanics analyses; there is uncertainty
in materials properties; there is uncertainty in critical dimensions. I
feel that dialog between the developers and the mechanics practitioners
can identify those uncertainties which can be reduced .

From the solid mechanics point of view, the underlying issue is the
lack of ability to predict integrity with the high level of reliability we
feel is necessary. However , if history is any barometer, we will  never
be satisfied with our ability to predict structural and material response.
While the quest for predictability must certainly go on, current capabili-
ties must simultaneously be applied as best they can. As I see it, that
is what this meeting is all about.

Today and during the next two days we will be hearing about better
ways of predicting response as well as how to apply both straightforward
and sophisticated , but well established , predictive models to insure the
structural integrity and reliability of equipment . -

I have had an opportunity to read most of these papers, and I feel
that they really accomplish what we had hoped . They demonstrate that the
problems of insuring structural integrity of materiel , while varying in
specifics, have one very strong common denominator. What is required is
the common sense , application of good mechanics analysis before important
design decisions are made. To accomplish this requires a better inter-
action between the system development and solid mechanics communities.
Speaking for at least that segment of the solid mechanics community sited
at AMMRC I would like to have the systems developers leave the symposium
with this message: We stand ready to help. We will be happy to serve as
your consultants to ensure that good mechanics analyses are being applied
to your systems, or we will be happy to carry out the analyses for you.

Again welcome to the Army Symposium on Solid Mechanics, 1978. I hope
that when it is over you will all have found it as worthwhile as I feel it
wil l  be.

4



KEYNOTE ADDRESS - DESIGN : RIGHT, RI SK OR DISASTER

RICHARD S. IIARTENBERG
Emeritus Professor of Mechanical Engineering

The Technological Institute
Northwestern University

ABSTRACT

What rules , guidelines , standards , or tests of materials the ancient
designers and builders may have followed are not a matter of record. The
earliest approach to a design manual of sorts is given the date of 25 B.C. in
the time of Augustus . Forgotten during most of the following centuries, it
surfaced as ~ handbook in the fifteenth century, and was soon supplemented
by more comprehensive , lavishly illustrated “how-to-build-it” manuscripts.

Mythology , in terms of the story of Daedalus and his son Icarus, pub-
lirized the first in-flight structural failure prompted by going beyond the
design limits . The “hero engineer” figure (was Daedalus the first?) is a
rare specimen in modern literature. Two such characters are found in stories
by Rudyard Kipling and Nevil Shute; both deal with fatigue failure, one at
sea, the other in the air.

It is with the Renaissance that searching questions about loads on beams
and columns are put on record , but the answers come much later. Leonardo
made some guesses , but it was Galileo who founded strength of materials as a
science with his book , Two New Sciences, (1636), the second science being
dynamics. Robert Hooke in England observed springs of various configurations —
“As the extension so the force” (1678). The French were very active at this
time , making substantial contributions to the experimental side . Using
Leibniz ’ newly invented calculus , Jacob Bernoulli investigated the deflection
curve of an elastic bar (1694); Euler , also working on geometric forms of
elastic curves, found the buckling-load equation for columns (1774).

Steam boilers and railway bridges fostered structural thought and tests
of many kinds, safety legislation and building codes. The early work (1830’s)
of Philadelphia’s Franklin Institute on boilers, their materials , and their
accessories brought legislation and led to the ASME Boiler Code decades later.
Disasters such as those which befell the Tay Bridge (1879, Dundee , Scotland)
and the Tacoma Narrows Bridge (1940) not only bracketed the aerodynamic
aspects but are also examples of designer callousness. The construction (1850)
of the Britannia Tubular Bridge over Menai Strait posed uniqe problems of
span, load, materials and methods that were solved by that great trio, Robert
Stephenson, William Fairbairn and Eaton Hodgkinson.

5
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Daedalus and Icarus : Earliest recorded structural failure of a composite
during flight, about 1300 B.C. The wax securing Icarus’ wing feathers
melted because of his flying too close to the hot sun, plunging him to his
death in (what is now) the Icarian Sea. The accident report noted that it
was a clear case of exceeding the design limits , and that there was a lack of
backup, such as stitching. Daedalus made it to Sicily as per flight plan.
(From a woodcut of 1493.)
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SOME PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHTS ON THE ARMY’S VIEW
OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRI TY AND RELIABILITY

SEYMOUR J. LORBER
Director , Directorate of Quality Assurance

Headquar ters , U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command

!PMMARY

Structural integrity is a basic and an essential requirement for pro-
ducing reliable systeme . The responsibility for providing structural integ-
rity lies with the designer . The responsibility for insuring that structural
integrity has been provided throughout the life cycle of the equipment lies
with the individual services . The Army has developed what we consider to be
a unique and effective means of insuring that the design performance charac-
teristics have been properly and thoroughly characterized in the technical
data package (TDP). The vehicle for this procedure is what has been termed
the Quality Readiness Review (QRR) .

The QRR is conducted by a team of experts which include government pro-
duction and quality engineers , government inspectors , material experts , non-
destructive test experts , and contractor personnel. A major portion of the
review is directed toward evaluations of tests and inspections, such as
ultrasonic and eddy current inspections , to determine their applicability
with respect to assessing the actual structural integrity of the system.
Reco~~~~ datious are ultimately made for updating the TDP , if required , and
quality assurance probleme during the transition from development to p ro-
duction are, therefore, minimized. In this paper, a discussion of the Army ’s
Quality Readiness Review Procedure will be presented.



NAVY DEVELOPMENT OF FRACTURE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

HANS H. VANDERVELDT
Program Manager, Ship Materials and Structures Research and Development

Naval Sea Systems Command

SUMMARY

Fracture Control Technology as currently viewed within the framework of
technology development is discussed. Particular emphasis is given to the
notion that Fracture Control Technology is one aspect of the overall struc-
tural integrity assessment and consists of an integration of management
concepts with existing fracture mechanics technology. Candidate application
for the development of Fracture Control Technology Concept will be discussed.

10
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CURRENT AIR FORCE AIRC RAFT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PRACTICE

ROBERT M. BADER
Chief, Structural Integrity Branch

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wri ght-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

SU1*IA.RY

Historical events in the evolution of the Air Force Aircraft Structural
integrity Program (ASIP) are summarized. Factors influencing the current
Air Force recommended practice of structural life prediction based on
fracture mechanics principles are reviewed. Air Force standards and speci-
fications that guide currept practice are discussed in relationship to
metallic and composite aircraft structure. The impact of these require-
ments in new aircraft designs as well as the application of the intent of
these requirements to existing aircraft designs is also covered.

Applications of current structural integrity practice to aircraft
systems are presented to illustrate key points of the ASIP and to amplify
the thrust of efforts to improve the damage tolerance and durability of
aircraft structure. The major elements of a damage tolerance and dura-
bility assessment are discussed to illustrate the interrelationship of
the technologies involved in an ASIP. &nphasis is placed on the force
structural maintenance plan, the individual airplane tracking program and
the loads/environmental spectra survey which are the elements of the ASIP
force management task. The value of these assessments that are being
accomplished on many Air Force aircraft is addressed.

A brief look into the future is made in an attempt to identify
research and development activities necessary for the solution to poten-
tial aircraft structural problems and to provide improved methods for
the application of current structural integrity practice.
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ADVANCES IN FASTENER HOLE QUALITY
THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF SOLID MECHANICS

JOHN M. POTTER
Aerospace Engineer
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Air Force Systems Command
Wright—Patterson Air For’ce Base, OH 45433

ABSTRACT

A case st udy is presented for the use of the solid mechanics concept of
the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size to characterize the quality of fastener holes.
As a result of this study, the source of flaws responsible for relatively
quick initiation and flaw growth was identified . The cause of these flaws
was determined as being inherent in the production tooling used to make the
holes. The tooling was modified slightly to eliminate the offending flaws
with the result that the mean equivalent initial flaw size was decreased from
0.0006 inch to 0.0003 inch. This translates into a one—quarter lifetime
delay in structural problems associated with flaw growth which can have signi-
ficant impact on the cost of ownership of the structure.

INTRODUCTION

The recent tightening of durability requirements for military aircraft
structures (1,2) has created renewed interest in the subject of hole quality
and its ef fec t  on crack growth. Preparation of fasteners and fastener holes
are significant to the cost and performance of an aircraft structure. An
aircraft the size of the General Dynamics F—16 has over 250,000 fastener holes
while a Lockheed C—5A or Boeing 747 contains over 2,500,000 fastener holes.
Each hole must receive individual attention and preparation in the manufac-
turing process. The fastener holes have been identified as being primary
locations for flaw initiation that lead to structural problems (3).

While many problem holes in the past have been identified as being caused
by “poor quality holes”, there has been little effort to determine a relation-
ship between flaw growth and hole quality. The term “hole quality” has been
treated with ambivalence; it has been either associated ;~ith the overall
surface characteristic (i.e. surface roughness, existence of “r ifles”, etc.)
or with some measure of the life of the structure but with little quantitative
connection. Little fracture mechanics based data exists to describe the flaw
growth potential of fastener holes. The majority of the flaw growth data that
exists is derived from artificially prepared flaws (4). Thus, there is a gap
in information concerning flaw growth behavior from naturally prepared fastener
holes. Rudd and Gray (5) describe the flaw growth potential of naturally
occurring flaws in fighter—attack aircraft structure. Their fastener holes
had variations in stress level, load transfer , and flaw geometry that could
limit the generality of that data.
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Two possible ways to characterize the small flaw size crack growth
behavior of natural f l aws are: (1) to determine the flaw growth behavior of
microscopic cracks (6), and (2) to determine an equivalent initial flaw by
analytically extrapolating the large flaw behavior to its initial size. The
first of these ways requires an experimental verification of stress intensity
factors and crack growth rates for a great number of flaw geometries. The
second only requires a crack growth analysis in order to obtain the apparent
initial flaw size in solid mechanics terms. The second method was chosen for
this study of fastener hole quality of production fastener holes.

The objective of this study was to quantify the initial quality of
individual production fastener holes in terms of crack length and relate this
to the existence of measurable hole surface defects. The concept of the
equivalent initial flaw size was used to quantitatively characterize the
durability of the fastener holes. The Equivalent Initial Flaw Size (EIFS)
process develops an initial crack length value that can be used in a fracture
mechanics analysis. In order to accomplish these objectives, two major tasks
were required : (1) non—destructive inspection of all fastener holes to detect
hole defects, and (2) equivalent initial flaw size determination to quantify
the structural durability in solid mechanics terms.

After manufacturing of holes and non—destructive inspection, the specimens
were subjected to a load hist~ry derived from fighter aircraft usage for two
equivalent lifetimes. Following the determination of the equivalent initial
flaw size, the location and size of the EIFS was correlated with the NDI data
from each specimen. The purpose of this correlation was to ‘etermine the
severity of those defects detected by NDI in terms of their propensity to
initiate a fatigue crack.

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH

Table 1 shows an overview of the approach and tasks utilized in this
study. The program begins with the manufacture of specimens; for this program
it was felt necessary to have fastener holes that were representative of those
to be found on flying aircraft. Automatic hole drilling procedures were chosen
to hold down the potential amount of variation in hole quality while giving a
representative sample of production quality . No specimens were intentionally
preflawed . All coupons were treated as if they were made for aircraft usage.
Drilling supports were prepared to make sure that the drill had fixturing
similar to production practice.

Following the hole production phase, each fastener hole was inspected with
five NDI methods. The objective of this phase was to quantify, as much as
possible, the hole surface condition. Attempts were made with each NDI method
to obtain repeatable, quantitative data on each fastener hole. For instance,
when employing eddy current the operator was instructed to make each set of
measurements using the same instrumentation, frequencies and sensitivities to
minimize measurement variations. Measurements were made and recorded at
multiple locations on each fastener hole.
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TABLE I - PROGRAN OUTLINE

1. Manufacture Test Specimens

2. Perform NDI on all Spec imens

3. Install Fasteners

4. Subject Test Specimens to Two Design Lifetimes of Loading

5. Determine EIFS on all Specimens

6. Compare EIFS Data to NDI Measurements

Subsequent to the NDI task, fasteners were installed. Each specimen was
individually tested to a fighter load history for the equivalent of two design
lifetimes usage. Loads were applied in a flight—by—flight format. Thus, the
fatigue experience was under conditions similar to that which a structure would
be exposed.

At the end of two lifetimes each unfailed specimen was broken apart and
the equivalent initial flaw size was determined by combining the fractographic
crack growth data with an analytical prediction technique and extrapolating
to the flaw size at the first loading application. Subsequently, the EIFS data
were correlated with data obtaIned in the NDI phase.

SPECIMEN DESIGN AND MANUFACTUR E

A sketch of the specimen employed in the testing program is shown in
Figure 1. Thirty—five specimens of 7475—T7351 aluminum alloy were prepared
for this study. Specimen blanks were prepared and sent to the structural
manufacturing department for hole preparation and fastener installation.
Fastener holes were drilled with the Winslow Spacetnatic automatic drill using
a 0.248 inch (6.30 nim) diameter drill. Hole tolerance was held to 0.250 in.
to 0.253 in. (6.35 to 6.42 mm) diameter. Straight shank fasteners (Designation
NAS 6208) were installed using plant manufacturing torque specifications
(60 in.—lbs minimum).

NON—DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Each of the fastener holes in each specimen was examined using five (5)
NDI methods: Ultrasonic, Eddy Current, Linear & Rotary Profiloineter and Dial
Bore Gage. These methods were chosen as being most likely to give quantitative
measurements of the characteristic flaws that were previously identified as
being responsible for shortening structural life.
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TEST PROCEDURE

Each specimen was individually tested in one of a set of six hydraulic
axial loading frames. A load history based on the P—16 was applied to each
coupon for a duration of two design lifetimes or until fa ilure , whichever came
firs t. The load history was applied as a blocked flight—by—fligh t history .
The history was repeated every 400 equivalent flight hours. The exceedance
curve is shown in Figure 2. The maximum stress applied in this period was
34 ku (234 MPa). This stress level and history is representative of the F—16
lower wing skin design loading environment. If a specimen survived two life-
times at these conditions , it was removed from the test frame and taken to a
static load frame where it was subject to an increasingly high load until it
failed statically. The load history was created by a mini—computer and loads
were applied at an average rate of 5Hz. Standard analog servo load controllers
were used in the feedback circuit.
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DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT INITIAL FLAW SIZE

The separated halves of the specimens were fractographically inspected
to trace the progress of the crack front. The 400 hour repeated history left
distinctive markings on the fracture surface that aided the fractographic
traceback process.

An analytical crack growth curve was prepared for the 400 hour repeated
history presuming a hemispherical initial flaw geometry (a/2c of 0.5) at the
center of the thickness of the specimen. The Wheeler (7) crac~~growth retarda-
tion model was used with an N of 1.6 and a threshold of 0 ksi “in. These
constants were fitted from the crack growth behavior of the first few specimens
tested to the history.

In order to determine the EIPS from each specimen, an a vs. N template
was prepared from the analytical crack growth data. The template was placed
over the fractographic a vs. N data sheet and moved horizontally until the
crack growth prediction matched the observed level over the range of 0.020 in.
to 0.050 in. (0.51 to 1.27 mm). With this comparison, it was possible to
determine the analytical flaw size that would have existed at “cycle one.”

RESULTS

FLAW SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

The majority of the specimens tested survived the two lifetime application
of loading. All of the survivors were found to contain cracks of some finite
size when they were broken apart. The equivalent initial flaw size distribution
that resulted from these specimens is shown in Figure 3. This flaw size
population has a mean flaw size of 0.0006 inch with l0 of the flaws having a
size greater than 0.0012 inch. The fractographic backtracking process yielded
flaw size data periodically during the cyclic load history. Figure 3 also shows
the flaw depth distributions at intervals of one half design lifetime from the
start of the test to two lifetimes. The data at flaw depths over 0.010 inch
is primarily from the fractographic investigation and the smaller flaws were
obtained from analytical extrapolation. This figure indicates tha t the EIFS
distribution is of the same family as the intermediate and final flaw size

• distributions as shown by the fact that the curves do not have different
slopes. Because of this the EIFS can be used directly to predict the flaw
growth at later times . Figure 4 shows the mean flaw size and 90% flaw size
data plotted as a function of lifetime. The data shows a log—linear relation-
ship between flaw size and lifetime. The mean flaw size is seen to increase
by a factor of 10 per~lifetime

NDI CAPABILITY

The flaw size data from each of the coupons were then correlated to the
measurements made with each of the NDI methods. The comparisons of each to
the maximum signal determined by eddy current and ultrasonic equipment is shown
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. These figures indicate that there is no
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direct relationship apparent between measurements done using eddy current or
ultrasonic NDI.

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the measurements of hole roundness
as measured by the dial bore gauge and the EIFS. Again, there appeared to be
no correlation between measurable quantities and the EIFS. The surface
roughness data measured by the linear and rotary profiloTneter also indicated
no correlation with the EIFS but no comprehensive figure could be compiled.
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OPTICAL PRACTOGRAPHY

Certainly, there had been defec ts in the fastener holes that had been
measured by the NDI methods used. The lack of correlation of those details
measured by the NDI method with the equivalent initial flaw sizes means that
either the EIFS process was not being properly applied or the NDI methods were
not sensitive to the fastener hole details that were of importance to
structural life. At this point, the failure origin of the fas tener holes were
closely investigated using the optical microscope. It was found that the
failures typically started at locations remote from gouges, rifles, and other
defects normally detected by NDI. This explains lack of correlation of the
measurements made by NDI with the failure data as measured by the EIFS. The
results of this investigation indicate that the hole surface defects conven-
tionally considered to be damaging to structural integrity may not actually
be important. Similar observations have been made recently by Moore (8)
and Kos ter , Kohls , Cammett and Cornell (9).

Because of the above finding, a search was made for the source of the causes
for shorter lifetimes. Using the optical microscope, the specimens with the
shortest lifetimes (largest EIFS) were compared with those with the longest
lifetimes (smallest EIFS). The main difference that was noticed in these two
sets was that those with short lifetimes had flat initiation sites that tended
to run to half or longer of the thickness of the specimen as shown schematically
in Figure 8k. Those specimens with longer lifetimes had a jagged initiation
site as shown in Figure 8B. The specimens that had the jagged fracture front
had failure sites that had a thumbnail shaped flaw with a depth to width ratio
(a/2c) of near 0.5 in value. Those specimens with flat fracture surfaces had
a depth to width ratio approaching zero. For a given crack depth , the stress
intensity increases substantially as the crack width along the bore of the
fastener hole increases (4). Thus, a crack—like long scratch will grow much
faster than a point source initiation site.

The fracture surface of the specimens with flat crack fronts were
inspected with the optical microscope. Typical microphotos are shown in
Figure 9. With increasing magnification it is possible to see that the cause
of the initiation is a groove (Figure 9B) of very small dimension that has a
“machined” appearance. The fastener hole surfaces of the specimens were found
to have these grooves or scratches; some holes had many scratches extending
the entire depth of the fastener hole whereas on others the scratches were
shorter or nonexistent. These scratches were found to be less than 0.001 inch
in radius (0.025 mm) making their discovery difficult by an conventional NDI
method.

DETERMINATION OF CAUSE OF DAMAGING SCRATCHES AND SUBSEQUENT FIX

An investigation of the specimens with small EIFS indicated the presence
of few, short scratches whereas those with large EIFS indicated many scratches
that extended the entire fastener hole. Thus, it appears that these axial
scratches were the key element to structural durability in these specimens.
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Because of these observations, it appeared that it would be significant to
identify the source of the scratches. The drilling process was investigated.
It was found that the “Spacematic” tool was the cause of the problem. In the
process of drilling , the tool rotates through the metal at a controlled rate.
Upon reaching a preset depth, a valve in the tool resets, thus turning off all
air pressure to the drill motor, directing the pressure to the retraction
piston. This allows the drill motor to coast to stop. If sufficient friction
exists between the drill bit and the fastener hole, the drill may stop
completely during retraction. Any metal particles that adhere to the drill
bit can be physically dragged through the hole. This appears to be the cause
of the damaging scratches. Microscopic examinations of holes that were made
when the drill was observed to be rotating through the entire period of retrac-
tion were found to be free of the axial scratches. It appears, thus, that the
fastener hole scratches that are damaging to structural integrity are caused
by the drill motor stopping during retraction. The solution to this problem
was a simple one; change the air porting on the drill to keep the drill motor
turning during retraction.

MODIFICATION FOR OThER TOOLING

The goal of any quality program is to eliminate the occurrence of defects.
In this case, the defects were determined to be due to the retraction of a
non—rotating drill from a fastener hole. The defects that are significant to
hole quality are small continuous scratches wi th a length of at least one half
of the depth of the hole. Keeping the drill turning during retraction is a
necessary but not sufficient condition to eliminate these defects. For example,
a slow, continuously turning drill with a fast retraction mechanism will also
leave the same defects. The retraction rate should be controlled so that it is
less than 1/20 of the circumferential velocity of the cutting edge. It is
possible also, that similar defects may be created by tooling problems such
as chatter caused by flexible fixtures or insufficient cutting power since
these scratches have been seen in tapered as well as straight holes.

The first step to the elimination of these damaging flaws in a structure
involves their positive identification. The damaging scratches are typically
less than 0.0005 inch in radius and depth. Because of their small size, the
scratches are not visible without low power magnification. If such scratches
are discovered, steps should be taken for their elimination by changing the
drilling process.

QUALITY IMP ROVEMENT

The drill motors used in this study were modified in accordance with the
above instruction and an additional set of test specimens were manufactured.
The equivalent initial flaw sizes that resulted from this second set of speci-
mens are plotted in Figure 10 along with the original data. These data indicate
a decrease in the mean EIFS from 0.0006 in. to 0.0003 inch (.015mm to .008 mm).
Another way of looking at this is to say that 95% of these specimens had EU’S
smaller than the best 50% of the original set of specimens.
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The improved drilling techniques results in approximately a factor of 2
decrease in the mean EIFS, with an apparent decrease in scatter. This level
of decrease in EIFS can result in a one—quarter lifetime improvement (see
Figure 4) in structural durability behavior compared to existing productior.
quality. This directly affects the durability and economic lifetime levels
as well as inspection intervals and maintenance and modification schedules
for the airframe. This improvement in quality has tremendous potential
implications to the cost of ownership of the structure in terms of reduced
maintenance requirements.

DISCUSSION

Basically, the business of engineering is associated with numbers. The
quantification inherent in the EIFS approach provided definition to the
apparent flaw size of individual fastener holes. It is these numbers that were
necessary to determine this main cause of shortened lifetimes . It may have
been possible to have come to the same conclusions by some other means, but
the EIFS creates the possibilities to quantifying structural durability with
an efficiency not available before. The approach employed in this study
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allowed for the determination of the EIFS on individual structures with a
minimum of test and analysis manpower. The majority of effort necessary was
fractographic analysis with emphasis on optical microscopy at crack sizes
greater than 0.005 inch. Once the analysis was complete , the determination
of the EU’S value consisted of sliding the analytical flaw growth template
horizontally on the fractographic flaw growth curve for each specimen. There
was no need for periodic surface crack length measurements during the test.

The approach taken in this study to obtain the EIFS differs from that
used in both the A—i and F—4 structural. integrity audits (5). In both of
these earlier cases, EIFS was determined from fastener holes that had been cut
from a full scale test structure. Those structural locations investigated
had significant variations in stress history, load transfer, and flaw geometry
making a comparison of the data difficult. This study had the distinct
advantage of being able to have multiple specimens at identical load histories,
thus enabling the investigators to obtain the EIFS distributions for a
consistent set of specimens without changes in stress intensity calculations
from specimen to specimen. As a result, the data from this current study is
representative of the hole quality for the materials, processes and load
history conditions applied. In this program, the hole manufacturing process
was changed and the effect on hole quality was immediately apparent. This
aspect of the EIFS makes it a very powerful tool to evaluate manufacturing
processes and, if desired, to compare quality from different vendors.

Using the concept of the equivalent initial flaw size, it is possible
to develop a solid mechanics based durability design methodology. EIFS
provides a ficticious crack size and geometry that reflects the propensity of
the flaw to initiate and grow to a damaging size. For design purposes, it
is more important to know the statistics of the likelihood to grow to a
critical size than to be able to analyze small flaws from specific flaw
geometries. The EIFS approach results in a flaw size distribution that
reflects the existing hole quality in terms that integrate the initiation
and small flaw crack growth behavior. Instead of developing extensive
analytical efforts to characterize flaw growth at very small flaw sizes,
equivalent results can be obtained using EIFS in conjunction with existing
analytical methods.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be made.

1. Fastener hole quality and the propensity to subsequent flaw growth
can be quantified in solid mechanics terms by the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size.
The EIFS level is directly related to the structural durability.

2. Fastener hole flaws did not initiate at defects (i.e. gouges, rifles ,
etc.) that are normally considered to be damaging to structural durability.
In the structures that had the largest flaws at two design lifetimes, the
initiation sites were microscopically small axial scratches. ND! methods were
found to be ineffec tive in the detection of those defec ts that were responsible

( for large flaws at two design lifetimes.
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3. Manufacturing methods were found to have control over the durability
of fastener holes in a structure. The axial scratches in fastener holes were
determined to have been formed dur ing drilling. The durability of these
structural members was demonstrated to be increased by modification of existing
drilling equipment to eliminate the axial scratches . The modifications to the
drilling equipment was done such that there was no change in procedure apparent
to the equipment operator.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of this study, there are three basic general
recommendations that can be made.

1. EU’S is an excellent procedure to quantify the durabJ~lity of a
structure. The EIFS approach provides a quantitative alternative to the
assumption of a 0.005 inch corner crack requirement of MIL—A—83444 (ref. 2).
The resultant procedure can be used in design and will give reliable flaw
growth procedures that are simple to use.

2. Manufacturing methods should be closely inspected to determine if they
are inadvertently producing axial scratches of the type found damaging in this
study. If similar scratches are found, the tooling should be modified to
control the retraction rate to 1/20 of the circumferential velocity of the
cutting edge of the drill. Modifications to this drilling mechanism can
result in a no—cost improvement to durability of a structure.

3. Consideration should be given to a reevaluation of the effectivity
of manufacturing inspection in detecting defects that control structural
durability. The current manufacturing inspection programs emphasize the detec-
tion of large physical defects such as gouges and rifles. These defects were
determined not to be of significance to failure initiation relative to much
smaller scratches caused by drilling. Emphasis should be placed on the
development of methods to detect the existence of small axial scratches in
fastener holes.

iMPLEMENTATION OF FINDINGS

As a direct result of this program, General Dynamics Corporation has
incorporated the “Spacematic” drills , as modified in accordance with the
aforementioned findings, into the F—16 production line. Further research is
on—going to evaluate manufacturing process changes that have the potential
of reducing manufacturing cost while increasing structural integrity. Several
processes have been identified as being in this category. The equivalent
initial flaw size approach will be used in evaluating the change in durability.
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ABSTRACT

Crack initiation and growth near fastener holes is a major cause of fail-
ure of high performance structures such as aircraft. One class of techniques
for improving fatigue life is to plastically expand the hole before or during
installation of the fastener. While empirical evidence shows that fatigue
life is improved, the mechanism is still not completely understood, the opti-
mum degree of coldworking is not known , and design information for different
situations is not yet adequate. An investigation was undertaken to measure
the residual surface strains near holes in aluminum plate which had been ex—
panded plastically to various degrees by a proprietary process. A sophisti-
cated Moire technique which used only standard and inexpensive optical com-
ponents was developed. Gratings were applied to each specimen with photoresist.
The specimen gratings were recorded on glass photoplates before and after cold—
working using high resolution techniques. Improved grating photographs with
multiplication of grating frequency to obtain sensitivity multiplication were
obtained using slotted apertures in the camera lens. The grating photoplates
were superimposed with previously prepared submaster gratings of various spa-
tial frequencies in a coherent optical data processing system to give sharp
high—density Moir~ fringe patterns with sensitivity multiplication and useful
pitch mismatch. These data were digitized and then processed by computer to
obtain detailed and summary maps of radial and tangential displacement and
strain fields. The approach is applicable to a variety of difficult measure-
ment problems.

INTRODUCTION

Fasteners are important components in aircraft structures in terms of
component and installation costs, design effectiveness, and premature struc-
tural failure. The Air Force, aircraft manufactures, and suppliers of fast—
ners maintain continuing programs in fastener development and evaluation.

The study described herein is part of a comprehensive Air Force program
to evaluate the cost and effectiveness of a proprietary fastener system which
utilizes coldworking of the fastener hole ti improve structural performance
under cyclic loading. L such system has been used for several years in
various aircraft. It ha& oeen suggested that the system discussed here is
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cheaper to buy and install, that it is as effective as the older system, and
that it is more suitable for rework applications where new fasteners are to be
installed in existing aircraft which are exhibiting premature structural or
fastener failure.

In addition to studying a particular fastener system, this study is ex-
pected to lead to a better understanding of the coidworking process and its
effects in improving fatigue life. It also yields data which are useful to
designers and manufacturers in establishing load parameters and installation
tolerances.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGAT ION

The goal of this particular investigation was to measure residual surface
strain fields created by coldworking fastener holes to various degrees which
might be appropriate for industrial application.

Since this effort was part of a larger and continuing program of fastener
evaluation, an important auxiliary objective was to choose and develop a
measurement technique which was appropr iate to this complex elasto—plastic
problem and which could be reduced to a procedure simple enough to be performe d
routinely be technical assistants while requiring little new or special—pur-
pose equipment.

The coldworking process and apparatus marketed by J. 0. King Incorporated,
711 Trabert Avenue, N.y., Atlanta, Georgia, 30318, U.S.A. is the only one con-
sidered in this study, although the results could hold for certain other pro-
cesses. The spectrum of coidworking level was limited to seven magnitudes of
radial interference (mandrel radius plus sleeve thickness minus hole radius)
between .097 mm and .20 nun. Attention was directed mainly upon the radial
strain component , but tangential strains were required for at least two levels
of radial interference. The effects of remote loads upon the residual strain
fields were to be established as a part of the study, and the method chosen
had to accommodate that requirement .

BACKGROUND

Crack initiation and growth is a major cause of failure of high—performance
structural components and a serious source of difficulty to the designer. A
review of aircraft structural failures has shown that cracks which began at
fastener holes were the main causes of one—third of early failures (1). The
designer faces a situation where an essential component of his product — the
fastener — might be responsible for its failure. It is importan t to lessen
through improved design procedures, better understanding of crack growth, and
in the development of better fastener systems, the tendency for structural
failure to begin at fasteners.

One class of techniques for improving the fatigue performance of fasten-
ers is to plastically expand the ~o1e prior to or during installation of the
fastener. Several proprietary sc~emes have been invented for accomplishing
this coidworking of the hole in an efficient way (2). While evidence supports
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the assertion that coldworking imp roves fatigue lives (3 ,4) ,  the degree of
improvement for a given amount and mode of coldworking is not clearly estab-
lished.

From the designer’s point of view, the problem is to establish that the
fatigue life of his design is not influenced beyond a specified minimum by
certain flaws at the coldworked hole. Experimental justification in every
design situation is certainly not feasible. The usual approach is to develop
analytical tools which can be used universally, and then to show that these
tools give correct results in many different situations which can be modeled
by experiments or observed through extensive service testing. Most such
analytical schemes will use empirical factors which are derived from experiments
on known cases. Thus are gained the benefits of optimum joining of theory,
computation , and experiment .

Such design procedures for fastener holes are still in the early stages
of development. It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss existing
models in any detail, but mention of certain aspects of extant analytical
models helps to justify and guide current efforts to measure strain fields
near holes. Grandt (5) and Grandt and Gallagher (6), for example, have adap-
ted the methods of fracture mechanics to develop procedures to account for
the effect of coldworking at fastener holes. Their approach has been tested
to a degree by Cathey (7) and by Grandt and Ritmeriths (8). These fracture
mechanics calculations, and probably any other analysis scheme which could be
devised, require knowledge of the stress field around nonflawed holes after
coldworking.

Little information exists about stress fields induced by inelastic radial
expansion of holes. The applicable theories remain quite untested. Note-
worthy is the work of Sharpe (9) who has drawn together theoretical models
and performed experiments to test them . Among other theoretical approaches ,
he checked the simple analytical solution developed by Potter and Grandt (10)
as well as the measurements and finite dJffe~rence analysis of Adler and Dupree
(11). A simple experimental and analytical study of interference—fit fatigue—
rated fasteners has been reported by Ford and his group (12).

The studies mentioned above are limited in one important aspect. They
cover only a very limited range of degrees of coldworking. The values used
are close to that (1.5 mm — 6 ails radial interference) which has been thought
optimum . Only minimal evidence exists to show that this value does indeed
give the best fatigue performance (3 ,4) . Existing information about the stress—
strain field near coldworked holes is not sufficient , then , to adequately
test relevant theories or to serve as a data base for designers. Neither can
one assess the effects of normal industrial tolerances upon either the fatigue
performance or the design procedures. The experimental investigation described
herein was undertaken to narrow this gap in our knowledge.

SCOPE OP PAPER

This report concentrates on the following aspects of the investigation of
coldwork fasteners :
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1. technical considerations leading to choice of measurement technique,
2. description of apparatus and procedures developed to satisfy the

technical requirements as well as those imposed by economic, time,
available equipment and technical manpower considerati-rns, and

3. typical results.

Space limitations prohibit presentation of much technical detail, and the
discussion following Is of quite general nature. All details of apparatus,
theory , and procedure, as well as complete results, are contained in a related
Air Force technical report (13).

CHOICE OF EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The problem of measuring strains in the vicinity of a coldworked hole is
one which severely taxes the common techniques of experimental stress analysis.
Characteristics of the technical problem which had to be considered when plan-
ning an approach to this problem included:

1. The strain magnitudes range from about 10% compression to about 3%
tension.

2. There Is considerable out—of—plane displacement near the hole.
3. Extensive “rumpling” of the surface occurs in the plastic zone.
4. The strain gradient Is large in the region near the hole.
5. The area of prime interest is close to a boundary.
6. The fastener sleeve protrudes slightly from the surface.
7. A typical experiment might take place in one or more non—reversible,

non—repeatable stages.
8. The procedure should be capable of yielding a whole—field map of two

principal strain components (principal directions established by
symmetry) .

One of several modern variations of the moire technique appeared to
satisfy best the conditions of the measurement problem. The method is whole—
field and noncontacting; it offers the possibility of choosing sensitivity
after the raw data has been permanently recorded; and it can yield correct
results in regions of high strain gradient and near boundaries.

The decision was to utilize the moirg technique with gratings of 39.4
lines per millimeter (1pm) or 1000 lines per inch (ipi) applied to the speci-
men using a photoresist coating. Because the specimen surface does not remain
flat, a noncontacting procedure was developed which called for photographing
the specimen grating before and after coidworking the specimen. The photograph
replicas were superimposed with one or more submaster gratings in an optical
Fourier processor in order to form separate “baseline” and “data” moir~ fringe
patterns. Fringe multiplication and pitch mismatch were introduced during this
processing stage in order to obtain increased sensitivity and to improve the
interpolation required in the subsequent computer data processing. For this
processing, the moir~ fringe orders and their positions along the chosen axes
were obtained from the fringe photographs in digital form. Displacement and
strain distributions were generated and plotted using a digital computer.
Several fringe patterns were obtained with each data photograph using various
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submaster gratings in the processor. The results were examined for consistency
and treated statistically.

The experimental procedures used can be divided for convenience of dis-
cussion into three stages. Summary descriptions of the steps involved in each
stage are given below:

CREATION OF SPECIMEN GRATING PHOTOGRAPHS

For optimum flexibility in the moir~ study, it was necessary to obtain
good quality photographic replicas of the specimen grating in its deformed
and original states. These photos were to be superimposed with submaster
photoplates which also had to be produced as part of the technique development.
The requirement, then, is for sharp and contrasting specimen gratings and for
high resolution photographs to produce sharp specimen and submaster grating
replicas for optical processing.

PROCEDURE SUMMARY

1. Master gratings of 39.4 lpmm were obtained and reduced photographically
to create a set of working submasters of various grating spatial fre-
quencies ranging from 39.4 to about 160 lpnzm.

2. After cleaning the polished specimen throughly, a thin coating of
photoresist lacquer was sprayed onto its surface with an airbrush
and the coating dried in low heat.

3. A submaster grating was clamped to the coated specimen and the
assembly exposed to unfiltered radiation from a Mercury lamp in order
to produce a contact image of the grating in the resist.

4. Fiducial marks previously scribed were touched up, highlighted, and
identified.

5. The specimen was placed in a special holder and the grating photo-
graphed on glass photoplates at low magnificaition (l.3x) with high
resolution.

6. The hole in the specimen was coldworked.
7. The specimen was returned to the holder and the grating, now deformed

by the coldwork treatment, was photographed again.

MASTER AND SUBMASTER GRATINGS

A greting having a spatial frequency of 39.4 lpmm on a 100 mm x 100 mm
glass substrate was obtained from Photolastic, Inc., of Malvern , Pennsylvania,
USA, for use as a master grating for most of this study. This grating is de-
signed for use in a Moir~ camera and is not meant to serve as a master copy .
In&.eed, it proved to be of marginal quality for such a purpose owing to the
presence of pinholes and variations of density. Submasters made from a de-
posited metal film grating were used in the last stages of the experiments,
and they gave better results.

The making of 1:1 copies of moir~ gratings has been thoroughly explored
and explained by Lummoore, Holister, and Hermann (14,15,16) and others. Their
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techniques have been used in this study with certain siniplifications . Contact
copies were made by a method similar to that employed by Chiang (17) on Kodak
High Resolution Plate (HRP) using f or the ligh t source a Durst enlarger head
with a 150 mm Schneider lens at f 5.6.

Direct photographic reproduction was employed for manufacture of the
several submaster gratings having various spatial frequencies which were re-
quired for optical data processing of the specimen photographs. Several of
each grating having spatial frequencies clustered near 30, 60, and 90 lpmm
were produced. These values are 1, 2, and 3 times the fundamental spatial
frequency of the specimen grating photographs plus various frequency mismatches.

To produce these submasters, the master grating was held in a laboratory
clamp base and blacklit with li ght from a Kodak slide projector. A ground
glass plate was placed about 3 inches behind the grating to scatter the in-
cident light. The other apparatus was the same as was used in photographing
the specimen gratings and is described below. Camera to subject distances
were estimated by calculation and finalized by trial to give the sought—for
submaster grating frequency on the photographic plate. Focus of the grating
image is absolutely critical in such a situation because of the resolution and
contrast requirements.

Both Kodak HRP and Spectroscopic plate 649—F were used for the photo—
reduced submaster. Grain was noticeable with the 649—F emulsion, but the
gratings were sharp and of good contrast. Because of its higher speed , easy
development and ready availability at the time, 649—F material was used for
90% of the photography in this investigation. Development of the submasters
was for 7—8 minutes in Kodak D—19.

The submaster gratings were checked by observing their diffraction
efficiencies by eye 88 they were produced. It is important to realize that
both the gross transmittance and the diffract ion performance of the submaster
must be complimentary to the characteristics of the specimen grating photo-
graph in the optical data processing stage. For this reason, several dif-
ferent photoplates at each spatial frequency were produced. Exposure and
processing were varied in order to produce submasters having a range of pro-
perties. In general, the denser subtuasters were most useful with the specimen
photos subsequently produced.

To some extent , the variation of density over the extent of each submaster
plate which resulted from cosine4 light falloff proved useful in optical data
processing. It tended to counteract the normal Gaussian distribution of light
in the expanded laser beam to give a near—uniform field in the fringe photo-
graphs.

SPECIMENS

Two types of specimens were used; both are pictured in Figure 1. The de-
sign with two holes was adopted as a means of saving material. Previous
analytical and experimental studies 8uggested that the two strain fields would
not interact significantly given hole separations on the order of those used.
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Figu re 1. Spec imens used for measurement of s t r a i n  near coidwork ed ho le s ;
t ypical f iduc ia l  marking shown .
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In moir~ work where several stages of photographic processing are used, it is
important to have adequate fiducial works and identifying labels on the speci-
men surface. Scribed lines and self—stick lettering were utilized for this
marking. Typical label patterns are included in Figure 1.

The specimens were sawn from a single plate of 7075—T6 aluminum alloy
having 16.4 mm thickness. The sheet is the same stock as that used by Adler
and Dupree (11) , and by Sharpe (9) , so direct comparisons would be valid. Pre-
paration of the specimens was according to good standard shop practice.

SPECIMEN GRATINGS

The photoresist approach to creating gratings on the specimens was chosen
because it is fairly simple, requires minimal special equipment, and offers
the possibility of baking or etching the grating to make it resistant to dam-
age. Given the severity of plastic deformation and the attendant rumpling of
the specimen surface near the hole along with the potential for mechanical
damage to the specimen during various stages of the experiment , the etching
capability seemed important. A further potential is that etched gratings
could be used for studies at temperatures above which the photoresists vapor-
ize or burn.

The findings and techniques described by Luxinoore, Holister, and Herman
(14,15,61) were adopted and adapted. The photoresist chosen was Shipley
AZ13SOJ provided by Shipley Co., Newton, Mass., 02162, USA. This particular
resist is formulated for acid resist coatings on aluminum, and its solids
content is comparatively high at 30%. The companion thinner, cleaner, and
developer were purchased with the resist.

Common methods of applying the resist coating in the thickness and uni-
formity required include spinning, dipping, wiping, spraying , and roller coat-
ing . Dipping and wiping tended to leave some buildup and sagging near the
hole ; that is , in the region of greatest interest. Given equipment consider-
ations, attention settled on the spraying method. An artist ’s airbrush was
obtained and a cleaning and spraying technique which gave satisfactory coat-
ing properties was worked out by trial and error .

The moir~ grating was printed into the photoresist coating on the speci-
men by a simple contact procedure in which the grating submaster was clamped
to the specimen and the assembly exposed to light from a mercury lamp . The
procedure was unusual only in that a lamp much smaller than normal was used
and several improvisations were necessary . Clamping of the subtnaster to the
specimen was accomplished with ordinary spring—type clothespines. Lenticular
effects in the submaster were reduced by using a 50% aqueous glycerine solu-
tion between the emulsion and the photoresist. Later, it was found that the
fluid could be eliminated with little effect. The mercury lamp was the light
source in a “Visicorder” optical chart recorder. This lamp has a power of
only 100 watts, but its arc is so small that it was possible to bring the
specimen to within 120 mm of the lamp without losing acuity or changing the
grating pitch .
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One aspect of the behavior of the photoresist deserves further comment.
It is possible to balance exposure time and coating thickness to produce speci-
men gratings which will photograph more sharply than those one ordinarily
thinks of as “good” gratings . The phenomenon utilized is that incomplete ex-
posure and development leaves “debris” between the unexposed grating lines .
It seems w iser , therefore , to use a thick coating and not try to- cut through
to base metal in the exposure and development . This conclusion may not apply
if more uniform surfaces are produced , especially if the finish has a matte
sturcture.

Figure 2 reproduces photomicrographs of typical specimen gratings in an
unstrained state and after coldwork of the alUminum substrate.

COLDWORKING

In the J. 0. King process, a lubricant—coated stainless steel sleeve
which carries an anvil on one end is inserted into the hole. A tapered man-
drel is pulled through while the sleeve is supported on the anvil. The mandrel
enlarges the sleeve and expands the hole enough to cause plastic deformation
of the adjacent material. The sleeve remains in the hole, but the anvil drops
off.

The restriction to standard sizes of reamers, fastener sleeves, and man—
drels limited the spectrum of coldworking levels to the following degrees of
radial interference (mandrel radius plus sleeve thickness minus hole radius):
0.97 mm , .10 mm , .14 mm , .15 mm, .17 mm , (2 specimens), .18 mm , .20mm.

PHOTOGRAPHY OF SPECIMEN GRATING

The system devised for photographing the specimen gratings is shown
schematically in Figure 3. A photograph of the apparatus appears in Figure
4. As noted earlier, this setup was similar to the one used for producing
the submaster gratings. It was not of optimum quality, but it was simple
and gave good results with available equipment.

The camera used was a 10 x 12.5 cm Burke and James “Orbit” monorail which
was stiffened with angle iron and weighted with lead blocks and steel plate.
The lens was a Goertz Red—Dot Artar Apochromat with a focal length of 24 cm
and maximum aperture f9. The camera was set at full extension to give an im-
age of the specimen which was magnified by a factor of about 1.3. The speci-
men in its specially designed holder , the illuminating source and the camera
rested upon a Gaertner optical table.

Focus of the specimen image is very critical in such a high resolution
situation. The ground glass of the camera was not satisfactory because it
was too coarse and because such focus plates are often not exactly in the
photoemulsion plane . For focus ing , a blank plate of the same thickness and
type used in the photography was developed , fixed , and mounted in a plate—
holder. The Image of the specimen in the emulsion was examined with an Edmund
50x magnifier which had been adjusted to focus In the emulsion plane while
the magn ifier  base rested on the opposite side of the film plate. The image
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Figure 2. Photomicrograp hs of 39 lpinm (1000 lpi) specimen grating
in photoresist:

( (a) in small strain region

(b) adjacent to hole in large strain region.
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LIGHT SOURCE :
KODAK SLiDE PROJECTOR

SHIELD

_  ~iiIIij-1 4*5 VIEW
CAMERA STIFFENED

HOLDING FIXTURE 
AND WEIGHTED

APPARATUS MOUNTED ON OPTICAL TABLE

Fi gu re 3. Sketch of apparatus for photographing specimen grating .
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of the specimen grating could be checked over the whole area of Interest for
maximum sharpness and contrast.

Kodak high resolution plates and backed Kodak spectroscopic 649—F plates
were utilized. The HRP material proved somewhat too slow for the illumination
available , so most of this work was done with 649—F. The glass photoplates
were placed in regular plateholders which had been checked for matching criti-
cal dimensions .

The lens was used mostly at apertures of f9 and f 11. High f—numbers gave
reduced light fall—off and exposure reduction in the extremes of the field.
But , the frequency response of the lens was below the limit required for photo-
graphy of the 39.4 lpimn grating at apertures approaching f 16. The lower f—
number had to be used for proper resolution and the exposure adjusted for the
best compromise over the area of interest. Dodging was utilized to even up
the unequal exposure of the plate caused by the oblique illumination.

Figure 5 is a medium—contrast magnified copy of a typical grating photo—
plate as obtained by this procedure.

SLOTTED APERTURE S IN GRATING PHOTOGRAPHY

Forno (18) and Burch and Porno (19) have demonstrated that slotted aper—
tures can be used to tune a camera lens to give sharpened photographs of
grating structures , improve depth of field , and enhance the rqsponse of a
photographic system to certain spatial freq uencies which might be contained
in a random pattern . The work of Butch and Forno seems directed mainly to-
wards measurement of deformation and strain through elegant but simple im-
provements of the moir~ and speckle techniques.

Cloud (20) described an extension of the concepts which are developed
and utilized in the references mentioned above. Slotted camera apertures
can be used for multiplication of grating spatial frequency in moir~ photo-
graphy. Sensitivity of the measurement, which is often a serious problem
when measuring strains with the moir~ method, can be increased several fold.
Depth of field is increased , and a camera lens of ordinary quality can be
used to photograph the high frequency gratings. The method gives Improved
rendering of grating lines when sensitivity multiplication is not needed .
The photography of two—dimensional arrays (grid and dot patterns) is simplified .
These improvements multiply any gains which are derived from optical pro-
cessing of the moir~ photographs.

Forno (18) summarizes information required to design slotted aperture
f i l ter  masks which will tune a given camera for photographic emphasis of
particular space frequencies. These same principles can be used to obtain
photographs containing gratings having frequencies which are multiples of
the fundamental frequency in the specimen grating if (1) the higher frequencies
are present in the structure being photographed and (2) the camera and film
are capable of responding to these frequencies . The practical significance
of requirement (1) Is that the specimen grating be sharp and of high contrast.
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Figure 5. Photomicrograph of negative photograph of specimen
grating obtained on 649—F plate at f 11 with white
light and no f i l t e r  mask.
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The limits imposed by condition (2) are easily calculated for any camera—film
combination.

Slotted apertures were designed to f i t  behind the iris diaphram inside
the Goerz lens . Slot sizes and locations were calculated to tune the lens
to spatial frequencies of 30 and 60 lpmm in the image plane for green light
(corresponding to 39.4 and 78.8 lpmni in the specimen plane). Since the masks
we re to be placed near the iris , it was necessary to account for magnification
of the mask by the rear lens element . This magnification was foun d to be 1.09.

In establishing a slot width, which governs the bandpass of the tuned
lens, it is necessary to account for the maximum and minimum grating frequen-
cies which will be encountered in the strained grating. The masks used were
designed for a fairly broad bandpass , giving a strain response of more than
+ 10%. Dimensions of the two masks used are shown in Figure 6. The. results
reported here were obtained with apertures which were cut from cardboard with
a pocket knife .

A micrograph of a typical photograph of a specimen grating, taken at
f 11 in white light without any sort of optical filtering, was presented in
Figure 5. Crating frequency in the film is 30 1pm (762 lpi). Negative photos
of this sort were used extensively. Single exposures may be superimposed with
one another to produce observable fringes. They have been used in various
combinations in the optical filtering set—up.

Figure 7 shows micrographs of typical photoplates of the same specimen
used for Figure 5 , but taken with the apertures installed in the camera lens .
Comparison of Figures 7a and 7b , which were recorded with the 30 1pm mask
(referred to image plane) with Figure 5 suggests the degree of improvement
which can be expected from using filter masks in photographing moir~ specimen
and master gratings. Expecially important is the delineation of the grating
in the area where it cracked and flaked because of the plastic deformation of
the specimen . The comparison is more suggestive if the specimen is not f lat
and norma l to the optical axis. The depth of focus for the unmasked lens is
so small that the grating will not be resolved over the whole specimen.

Figure 7c illustrates the grating frequency multiplication which can be
obtained with slotted apertures inside a lens having a rather low upper
frequency limit. The grating in Figure 7c is 60 1pm on the film, which is
equivalent to 78 lpmm (2000 lpi) on the specimen . Although this grating shows
local non—uniformities, it produces very good moir~ fringes when superimposed
with an appropriate submaster.

FORMATION OF MOIRE FRINGE PATTERNS

Although useful moir~ fringe patterns can be obtained by direct super-
position of the grating photoplatea with one another or with a grating sub—
master, such a simple procedure does not yield the best results, nor does it
exploit the ful l potential of the information which is stored in the grating
photo. Increased flexibility and control of the measurement process can be
had by utilizing some of the basic procedures of optical data processing.
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Fig. 6. Slotted aperture masks used in photographing moire gratings:

(a) mask for 39 1pm (1000 lpi) at specimen

( (b) mask for 79 1pm (2000 ipi) at specimen
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Figure 7. Photomicrographs of negative photographs of specimen grating obtained
on 649-F plates with slotted aperture masks and white light.
(a) in small strain region with aperture having 39 lpnnn

(1000 ipi) center frequency at specimen
(b) same as (a) but in large strain region near hole
(c) in small strain region with aperture having 79 1pm

(2000 ipi) center frequency at specimen
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Exploration or discussion of the relevant Fourier optics and diffraction
theory are outside the scope of this paper. Of the many fine treatments in the
literature , the papers of Van der Lugt (21) and Post (22 ,23,24 ) are especially
useful , as is the landmark book by Guild (25) .

SUMMARY OF OPTICAL PROCESSING

The grating photography stages of this experiment produced an assembly
of photographic plates of the undeformed (baseline) and deformed (data) speci-
men gratings as well as several submaster gratings of various spatial frequen-
cies. The steps required to produce moir~ fringe ,photographs from these grat-
ing records were as follows:

1. A photoplate of the undeformed grid was superimposed with a submaster
grating having a spatial frequency of 3 (sometimes 2) times the fre-
quency of the magnified specimen grating plus or minus a small fre-
quency mismatch.

2. The superimposed gratings were clamped together and placed in a co-
herent optical processor and adjusted to produce a correct baseline
(zero strain) fringe pattern at the processor output, where it was
photog raphed.

3. Steps 1 and 2 were repeated with the photograph of the deformed
grating In order to create the “data” or “at strain” fringe pattern.

4. Steps 1—3 were repeated with other submaster gratings to produce
fringe patterns having different pitch mi smatch and , in some cases ,
d i f ferent sensitivity multiplications. bn the average, about 3
such pairs of baseline and data fringe patterns were produced for
each coldworked specimen .

5. The fringe patterns were enlarged and printed in a size equivalent
to about 7 times actual specimen dimensions with medium contrast.

6. The prints were sorted and coded for identification during the
digitizing and data reduction steps .

OPTICAL PROCESSOR

The optical data processing system which was devised for moire analysis
is pictured schematically in ’ Figure 8. This apparatus was subject to a
continuing process of modification and upgrading.

The light source was a 10 milliwatt Helium—Neon CW laser made by Jodon
Corporation of Ann Arbor, Michigan. The laser beam passed through a rather
crude Gaertner ~spatial filter which converted it to a moderately clean diverg-
ing beam. This beam was directed to a sperical astronomical telescope mirror
of 100 mm diameter obtained from Edmund Scientific Co. The mirror folded the
beam to compensate for lack of space, and it also collimated the expanded beam.
The moir~ submaster grating and the photoplate of the specimen grating were
placed with emulsion sides together in the optical path normal to the light
beam, and they were clamped and held to an optical mount by spring—type clothes-
pins. Trial experimentation showed that no fluid was needed between the plates.
After passing through the photoplate , the beam, now containing diffraction
components, was decollimated by two simple lenses (sometimes one) acting in
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series. These lenses were also obtained from Edmund Scientific Co. and were
102 mm in diameter with focal length of 559 mm . The focal plane of the system
was found by trial with the data plates removed. In this plane, which is the
t ransfo rm plane of the field lens combination, was placed a black paper screen
con tainin g a hole of approximately 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) diameter. This screen was
held in the filter mount of a 135 mm Nikor Lens which was mounted along with
several extension rings upon a Nikon F camera. The camera was mounted on a
swinging bar so that the hole in the filter mask could be made to coincide
with th e chosen ray group, a series of which appear as bright spots in the
diffraction pattern. Selection of the proper bright patch was accomplished
with the camera pointed so as to focus an Image of the specimen grating plate
on the camera film. The whole assembly, with the exception of the laser and
spatial filter , was mounted on a simple optical bench from Ealing Optical Corp.

The camera was focused in the apparent plane of the data plate as seen
through the field lens. After proper adjustment of the grating photoplates,
a moir~ pattern was visible upon the image of the specimen in the camera view-
finder.  After  final adjustment of the plates to eliminate rigid body rotation
effects in the fringe pattern, the pattern was photographed on Kodak Tri—x
film.

At this point in a moir~ measurement the flexibility of the optical data
processing procedur e becomes useful. The baseline (zero strain) and defo rmed
grating data are permanently stored on glass photographic plates . It is pos-
sible to superimpose these plates with different submaster gratings in order
to gain maximum useful sensitivity multiplication and to improve subsequent
fringe reading and data analysis by optimizing the spatial frequency mismatch
of the superimposed grating.

In practice , it worked out that the specimen grating photographs had a
spatial frequency of 30 lpmm which results with a specimen grating of 39.4
lpmm magnified 1.3 times. These plates could be superimposed with submasters
of around 90 1pm to get a sensitivity multiplication of 3, or of 60 lpmm for
a multiplication of 2. The various mismatches were chosen to yield the
closest fringe spacing obtainable with good fringe visibility. Most grating
photoplates were processed with at least 3 mismatch levels, and sometimes
with more than one sensitivity multiplication factor for checking purpose and
because it was not possible to assess the quality of a dense fringe pattern
through the camera viewfinder, which was used without a magnifier.

It was also possible at this stage to select by trial submasters which
had density and diffraction characteristics which balanced with the properties
of the specimen grating to produce the best fringe pattern. Also, the ray
group which gave best fringe visibility could always be selected.

Following normal development of the 35 ma negatives of the fringe patterns
in C—76 (Kodak D—76 plus Crone additive), they were sorted, cataloged , and
coded. Most of them were then enlarged and printed in 200 x 250 mm size for
numerical fringe analysis. Final printed image to specimen size ratio was
approximately 7. Samples of typical moir~ fringe patterns obtained are re-
produced in Figure 9.
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values of pitch mismatch.
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REDUCTION OF MOIRE FRINGE DATA

A moir~ interference fringe is a locus of points where the inplane dis-
placement of the specimen surface normal to the grating lines, plus pitch mis-
match if it exists, is a constant multiple of the pitch (period) of the grating.
A picture of the inplane displacement component is constructed by plotting
inoir~ fringe order along a given axis, subtracting mismatch (baseline) fringe
orders , and dividing the rema inder by the prod uct of gra ting spa tial freq uency
and the fringe multiplication factor used in the optical processing. A map
of the strain component is then generated by calculating the derivative of
the displacement with respect to the appropriate space variable.

The volume of moire data accumulated made numerical processing attractive.
A data reduction scheme was developed which incorporated most of the advantages
of high speed computing while retaining some desirable features of cruder
techniques, such as allowing examination of intermediate results and the intro-
duction of a controlled small degree of data smoothing.

SUMMARY OF DATA REDUCTION

1. Hewlett—Packard Model 9820 desk computer with digitizing attachment
was programmed to accept fringe location and scaling factors di-
rectly from fr inge photogr aphs and to compute and print fr inge order
along with fringe location in actual specimen dimensions.

2. The prepared enlargement of a “data” moir~ pattern was taped to the
table of the digitizer unit; fiducial mark locations and other data
were entered as demanded by the program , and the locations of the
intersections of the moir~ fringes with the chosen axis were entered
with the digitizer cursor.

3. Step 2 was repeated for the matching “baseline” fringe photograph .
4. The fringe location data were transferred manually to standard IBM

computer cards along with the data about specimen number, interfer-
ence level , moir~ sensitivity, and so on.

5. A CDC 6300 digital computer with graphics facility was programmed
to accept the moir~ data and plot detailed graphs of the data input
and to compute and plot displacement and strain as a function of
distance from the hole edge.

6. After detailed analysis of each data set , various summa ry and
statistical analysis plots were generated using computer graphics .

Certain aspects of the data reduction scheme for tangential strain dif-
fered from the procedure for radial strain measurement. These differences
are ignored here.

DIGITIZIN G FRINGE DATA

Digitization of the fringe patterns was performed on a Hewlett—Packard
Model 9820 calculator—plotter with a digitizer module attached . A one—
dimensional digitizing program was prepared expecially for moire fringe

• analysis. This program scaled the fringe locations to real specimen dim—
• ensions and incorporated a scale checking feature. The scaling was independent
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of displacement of the cu rsor norma l to the axis of interest , so that fiducial
marks which were not on the axis under study could be used for scaling and
checking.

Followin g in itial ent ry of the various scali ng and identification para-
meters requested by the program, the locations of fringe intersections with
the axis under study were entered with the cursor. It was thought sufficient
to enter only the integral order fringe, although the half—orders could easily
have been included. The digitizer program automatically counted the fringes
as they were entered.

As mentioned , the digitizing process was applied to a moirg data (after
coidvork) photograph and a zero strain (before coldwork) fringe photo. These
two sets of fringe data from a unit for computation and plotting of displace-
ment and strain. Several such complete sets were obtained for each coldwork
level by the use of moirg patterns obtained with different multiplication
factors and pitch mismatches. In several cases, the same photos were digitized
twice in order to analyze experimental errors derived from the digitizing pro-
cess. Each individual run on each side of each hole was treated separately
until summary plots were to be generated.

The digitized data printing by the calculator were punched on computer
cards to f i t  the input format of the computer program for data analysis and
plotting. This manual punching was rather inefficient but it did allow in-
itial examination of the data for digitizing mistakes.

COMPUTER REDUCTION AND PLOTTING

Three computer programs for reducing data and plotting results were pre-
pared. The first of these used a spline function smoothing, curve fitting,
and interpolation algorithm to compute and plot a detailed analysis of each
set of moir~ data and the resulting strain and displacement maps. The second
routine utilized similar procedures to prepare a summary plot of all the data
for each hole. The third program constructed individual and complete statisti-
cal summary plots for any or all the coidwork levels. Because of space limi-
tations, only a summary of the first routine is given here.

The operations performed by the detailed analysis routine were as follows:

1. Read set designation (specimen number plus other identifiers), moir~
sensitivity multiplication factor from optical data processing,
moire grating spatial frequency, distance from primary fiducial
mark to edge of hole, maximum fringe order to be entered, and all
distances from fiducial mark to intersection of each moir~ fringe
for the axis under study for both baseline and data fringe patterns.

2. Generate fringe order numbers to match each fringe location entered
as data.

3. Fit the baseline and coldwork data with two continuous smooth curves
by means of a cubic spline smoothing routine. The degree of smoothing
could be specified by the user; a minimum value was chosen for this
study.
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4. Interpolate the calculated curves to obtain fringe number as a fun-
ction of distance from the fiducial mark at 100 points on the data
and baseline curve .

5. Subtract the baseline fringe order from the coldwork hole fringe
orders for each of the 100 nodes and convert the differences to
radial displacement for the chosen axis .

6. Subtract the distance from the fiducial mark to the hole edge from
each nodal x—value in order to have all results reported in terms
of distance from the hole.

7. Compute by fin ite differences the first der ivative of displacement
with respect to distance from the hole; this result is the radial
strain at each of the 100 nodes.

8. Print, of ordered by the input control cards, all values of input
fringe orders , di splacements and strain.

9. Scale the data and generate a plot of the input data and baseline
curves. This graph shows fringe data points and the smoothed
curves.

10. Plot radial displacement as a function of distance from the hole.
11. Plot radial strain as a function of distance from the hole.

Samples of each of the three graphs produced by this routine are assem-
bled in Figure 10. A typical summary as prepared by the second routine appears
in Figure 11.

The third computer program was devised to serve two purposes in the final
stages of data analysis. First , it applied simple statistics to all the data
obtained for each hole (or each side of a hole) and generated printout and
plots showing average strain and its standard deviation at approximately 20
points on the curve . The second function of this program was to create com-
posite summary plots of the radial st rain map for all degrees of coldworking
which were studied.

The data for this analysis was generated by scaling strain values at
several distances from the hole from the curves previously generated for each
hole. Additional data included hole label and interference level , number of
points along the distance axis, the values of these distances scaled from the
graphs , the number of curves which are used as data , and the radial strain
from each curve at each distance. Where appropriate, opposite sides of the
hole were treated first separately and then together. Also the two specimens
which had identical coldwork levels were first treated separately and then
combined . The flexibili ty of this program allowed it to be used in several
different  ways to fit these various situations without modification. A com-
posite statistical plot showing the distribution of average radial strain for
each of the coldworking levels appears in Figure 12. These plots constitute
the final product of the investigation.

SUMMARY

The moir~ technique described above , while quite sophisticated , proved to( be simple and eff ic ient  enough so that large numbers of strain maps could be
obtained by technicians who are not skilled in precise optical work. The results
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were quali tat ively consistent with expectations . The ef fects  of non—symmetry
of the mandrelizing process were striking, and the strain fields showed the
effects  of irregular slip and the presence of grain boundaries. Agreement with
the measurements of Sharpe (9) and Adler and Dupree (11) were good when allow-
ance was made for different ways of defining the degree of coldworking and the
effects of withdrawing the mandrel. These data suggest that those obtained
by Adler and Dupree (11) from experiment at one coldworking level are accurate ,
and it is their finite—difference model which should be questioned.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE CRACK GAGE TECHNIQUE FOR INDIVIDUAL AIR CRAFT TRACKING
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Wright—Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an on—going research program aimed at evaluating the
“crack gage” approach as an alternate technique for meeting USAF Individual
Aircraft Tracking requirements for the F—4 aircraft force. Individual aircraft
tracking requirements are reviewed and the present F—4 approach is discussed .
Recent developments with the crack gage technique, which employs a cracked
coupon mounted to the aircraft structure as a load sensor and measurement
device , are also summarized . An evaluation of this new approach presently
being conducted on a full—scale F—4 fatigue test article is described and is
followed by a brief discussion of the impact of a successful implementation of
the crack.gage tracking technique to management of the F—4 force. Cost savings
for the crack gage technique have been estimated to be in excess of $7 million
over a five year period.

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF
USAF INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT FLEET TRACKIN G REQUIREME NT S

Maintaining the damage tolerance and durability of USAP aircraft struc-
tures is dependent on the capability of the appropriate Air Force Commands to
perform specific inspection, maintenance, and possibly modification or
replacement tasks at specific intervals throughout the service life (i.e., at
specified depot or base level maintenance times and special inspection periods).
Experience has shown that the actual usage of military airplanes may differ
significantly from the usage assumed during design. Likewise, individual
aircraft within a force may experience a widely varied pattern of usage
severity as compared to the average aircraft. Thus, continual adjustments to
initially determined safe crack growth intervals must be made for individual
aircraft to ensure safety and to allow for modification and repair on a timely
and economical basis.

Force management is the responsibility of the Air Force and is accom-
plished in accordance with the Force Management Tasks of MIL—STD—1530A,
Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) RI, using a da ta packa ge prov ided
by the contractor for each new aircraft system. This data package consists of
the necessary data acquisition and reduction techniques and analysis methods
needed to acquire , evaluate, and utilize operational usage data in order to
provide a continual update of in—service structural integrity.

A bas ic element of the force management da ta package is the Ind ividual
Aircraft Tracking (IAT ) program. The objective of the IAT program is to
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predict potential flaw growth in critical areas of each airframe based on
individual aircraft usage data. A tracking analysis method is developed to
establish and adjust inspection and repair intervals for each critical struc-
tural location of the airframe. This analysis provides the capability to
predict crack growth rates, time to reach crack size limits, and crack length
as a function of total flight time and usage. A data acquisition system is
developed which is as simple as possible and is the minimum required to monitor
those parameters necessary to support the tracking analysis method.

Current practice for acquisition of IAT usage data includes recording
strain, center of gravity motion parameters (e.g., normal load factor, nz)~and flight condition data (e.g. mission segment, configuration, airspeed,
altitude, and gross weight). The tracking analysis method then utilizes this
data to estimate crack growth from assumed initial flaws in each critical point
in the structure. Initial flaw size assumptions required for new aircraft
are specified in Reference 2.

PRESENT F-4 INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT TRACKING PROGRAM

The first IAT program for tracking crack growth in fighter aircraft was
developed in conjunction with the F/RF—4 C/D and the F—4 E(S) damage tolerance
assessments (3 ,41. The present F—4 IAT program consists of a counting
accelerometer data acquisition system and a tracking analysis methodology
which is termed the “damage index and equivalent S—N curve” system. Data
acquisition is accomplished by recording normal load factor exceedances via
counting accelerometers installed in each aircraft. The 1—4 counting accelero-
meters are set to record counts at 3, 4, 5, and 6 g’s. Extrapolation
techniques are used to determine n counts at 7 and 8 g~5~ In addition, VGH
data (airspeed, load factor, altitude) are recorded on approximately 13% of
the force in order to develop baseline operational stress spectra.

The “damage index and equivalent S—N curve” system was developed for the
F—4 to simplify the crack growth tracking process. Instead of conducting a
cycle—by—cycle crack growth analys is for each cr itical loca tion of each
individual aircraft, only one number (the damage index) is computed for each
aircraft based on individual usage. Through the damage index, crack growth
at one location (the monitoring location) is determined. The amount of crack

L growth at other critical locations is evaluated by damage index limits thatr relate to the monitoring location. Individual flaw size assumptions used for
all F—4 critical locations are based on the results of the previously mentioned
damage tolerance assessments (3,4).

Equivalent S—N curves are used to convert individual aircraft counting
accelerometer data to a damage index for each airplane. These are not the
standard S—N curves for fatigue which present stress versus number of cycles to
failure for constant amplitude load ing . These equivalent S—N curves represent
flight-by—flight crack growth at the monitoring location and were developed
fro m crack grow th curves for three usages: mi ld , baseline and sever e (see
Figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of current F—4 tracking analysis method
employing the damage Index and equivalent S—N curve system.
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SCHEMATIC OF CRACK GROWTH GAGE

Fig . 2 Schematic view of crack growth gage attached to flawed structural
component
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To construct the equivalent S—N curves, crack growth testing was used to
determine the percentage of total crack growth caused by each stress level in
the flight—by—flight load history. Then, knowing the percent crack growth of
each stress level and the number of cycles of each stress level in the opera-
tional limit and establishing the damage index at 1.0 at the operational limit,
the allowable counts at each stress level were determined . Thus, the equiva-
lent S—N curves show the number of cycles at each stress level necessary to
reach the operational limit of the monitoring location (i.e., to obtain a
damage index of 1.0).

Tracking data consisting of n counts, flight hours, and tail number are
received from field operations on a periodic basis (normally monthly). Actual
flight hours are not used directly in the structural life calculations but are
used for other maintenance considerations involving avionics or engines. The

counts are examined and grouped into one of three usage categories according
to severity. Then, using the known stress -ne relationship for the monitoring
location, the number of counts or cycles of each stress level are determined .
Note that these stress level counts are those experienced by a particular
airplane in a particular time increment. These stress level counts are then
divided by the allowable counts at each stress level and summed in a Miner ’s
type analysis to compute damage index for a particular airplane.

The F—4 IAT program is typical of the current [AT state—of—the—art in terms
of cost, complexity, and accuracy and is quite adequate considering present
technology. The complexity of this type of system becomes evident when one
realizes the vast amount of data being recorded and the fact that reduction
and analysis of this data requires many manual actions and assumptions such
as screening, editing, and gap—filling for lost or bad data. Each of these
manual actions and assumptions provides a potential source of error. Large
amounts of computer resources are required for analysis due to the sheer mass
of data involved. Operational field support requirements for this type of
tracking system are also very high. Each aircraft counting accelerometer must
be read each month ; this data must then be transcribed and sent to the central
data processing facility. The VGH recorders require approximately 45 minutes
of field support for each flight. In general, the total life cycle cost of this
type of system is very high and the potential sources of error are many .
Clearly, there is a need for simpler , more efficient tracking systems with
reduced life cycle costs. One such system currently under evaluation is
described in the following sections. The proposed technique , which employs
cracked coupons or “gages” as the recording device, is first reviewed , and then
followed by a discussion of a current demonstration program on a full—scale
F—4 test article.

CRACK GAGE TECHNIQUE FOR INDIVIDU AL AIRCRAFT TRACKING

For the past three years, the Air Force Materials and Flight Dynamics
Laboratories have been conducting in—house and contractual research intended
to develop an improved technique for monitoring the effect of service loads on
the extension of possible preexistent structural cracks. The approach being
considered consists of mounting a precracked coupon onto a load—bearing
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structural member as shown schematically in Figure 2. The coupon receives the
same load excursions encountered by the structure (to within a predictable
scaling factor) and responds with a measurable crack extension which may be
correlated with the growth of another crack assumed to be present in the
structural component. One may consider the cracked coupon as an analog computer
which senses the load history, determines its effect on crack growth, and
responds with a measurable output (i.e., gage crack extension). The purpose of
this section is to describe the general features of the crack gage method and
to briefly review the developments (5—10] of this approach which led to the
present evaluation program for the F—4 fleet.

OVERVIEW OF PREDICTIVE MODEL

A mathematical model for relating the crack length a in the coupon (crack
gage) shown schematically in Figure 2 to the growth of structural
flaw a will now be described. The initial structural flaw size and shape is
based 3n the appropriate design criteria (i.e., Ref. 2) ,  while the coupon
geometry may be selected for a given response. The ends of the cracked gage are
assumed to be fastened (e.g. adhesively bonded , riveted , welded , etc.) to the
structural member so that when the structural component is subjected to some
remote stress a , an effective stress a is transferred to the cracked coupon.
This relationsh~p between structural an~ gage loads can be expressed in theform

ag~~~f a g (1)

Here the load—transfer function f may depend on geometry and material proper-
ties, but not on stress level. Determining an expression for f is essentially
a stress analysis problem which can be readily approached by several analytical
and/or experimental techniques [5 ,7,8].

Now, assume that crack growth in the gage and structural materials can be
described by a model of the form

— F(K) (2)

Here da/dN is the fatigue crack growth rate and F(K) is an appropriate function
relating the stress intensity factor K, material proper ties , and other
significant load variables. Much of the success of fracture mechanics tech-
niques for analyzing crack growth problems lies in the fact that such crack
growth models are readily available and are applicable for many structural
materials. Solving Equation 2 for cyclic life N, and observing that at any
ins tant of time the gage and structural defec ts rece ive the same numbe r of load

(
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cycles leads to

N F ( K) — s Fg
(K)

aj~ 
aig

Here a
1 
and a are the initial and final crack lengths, while the subscripts

s and g refer , respectively, to structural and gage quantities.

An interesting special case occurs when crack growth in the structural
and gage materials can be described by the simple Paris Law

= CK
m 

= F(K) (4)

Here K is the range in cyclic stress intensity factor and C and in are empirical
constants. Now, expressing K in the standard form

(5)

wher e ~ is the cyclic stress , a is the crack length , and B is the usual flaw
geometry dependen t stress intensity factor coefficient [11—13], and combining
Equations 1, 3, 4 , and 5 leads to

a a
N =
~:~ 

C
8~~5~~

i-~8
ms Cg f~5 iBg

ini (6)

Note that a is the dummy variable of integration in Equation 6 and that, while
f and B depend on geometric and possibly material properties, neither function
depends on the load level

Further assuming that the gage and structural materials have the same
crack growth exponent in

9 
— in — m (a reasonable assumption if gage and structure

are made from the same material) leads to

a a
S 8ua ua

— 

4ig 
Cg(1~~Bg)in
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Note that all stress level terms effectively cancel in Equation 7. Although
this expression no longer specifies the cyclic life N , it still represents a
valid relationship between gage and structural q uantities. Since the material
properties C , C , and m can be determined from conventional baseline testing ,
the stress in ten~it~, factor coefficients, B, are readily available from hand—
books (11—13 1 or are obtainable by standard analysis methods , and the initial
gage and structural crack lengths a1 

and a
1 

are specified, Equation 7 can be
integrated numerically to obtain the8structJal crack size a as a function of
gage c rack size a . Thus , measuring the gage crack length a’so effectively
determines the gr~wth of the initially assumed structural defect during service.
Of special significance is the fact that when crack growth can be described by
a simple Paris law (Equation 4 ) ,  the a versus a relationship is independent
of loading. Although this apparent load indepen~ence is one feature of the
crack gage approach that seems especially attractive for crack growth based
fleet tracking requirements, it may not hold true for loadings which yield
crack growth rates which cannot be described by Equation 4. An alternate
approach which could be emp loyed for situations where this simple Paris law
is no longer valid is described in a later section . First , however , some
results of experiments conducted to evaluate the crack gage concept will be
described .

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CRACK GAGES

The encouraging results of recent in—house and contractual research
programs are briefly described below . The in—house programs were designed
to provide initial verification of the crack gage concept and are described
in detail in References 5 to 8. In keeping with the spirit of MIL—A—83444
(Reference 2), the structural flaw geometry has consisted of a through—the—
thickness radial crack emanating at the edge of a hole in a f lat  tension
specimen. Gage geometries considered to date include adhesively bonded
coupons which contained edge—cracks, center—flaws, or radially c~racked holes ,
and the more exotic case of a second flaw intentionally placed directly in the
simulated structural member.

Typical fatigue crack growth curves from two of the center crack gage
tests are shown in Figure 3. Here the crack gages were 1.5 in. (3.81 cm) long
(unbond length L) by 1.0 in. (2.54 cm) wide and were made from a 0.031 in.
(0.079 cm) thick sheet of 707 5—T6 aluminum, while the 22l9—T85l aluminum
structural member was 2.0 in. (5.08 cm) wide and 0.24 in. (0.61 cm) thick.
Both members were precracked to the desired initial flaw sizes, and then tabs
left on the ends of the small coupons were adhesively bonded to the large
structural specimen with Hysol Aerospace Adhesive EA 9628 tape. Although
performance of these bonds was quite satisfactory during subsequent fatigue
cycling, no attempt was made to select or evaluate adhesives for long term
field applications. The two assembled specimens were subjected to constant
amplitude loading with an R—ratio of 0.1 (R minimum/maximum load). The
cyclic stress for Test 4 was 18 ksi (124 MPa) while that for Test 3 was 13.6 ksi
(94 MPa) .
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Note in Figure 3 that the fatigue crack growth curves for both the gage
and struc tural defec ts do , of course, depend on stress level. When structural
crack length ~ is plotted versus the gage flaw size a corresponding to the
same cyclic nYc N in Figure 4, however, the- results o~ tests 3 and 4 are quite
similar. Figure 4 also contains data from ano ther identical specimen (Test 2)
subjected to the same loading as Test 3, and includes a predic tion made by
solving Equation 7 by the procedures described In Reference 7. Note that all
3 specimens gave repeatable a9 versus a curves and that the mathematical model
predic ted the behavior extremely well. 81t must be emphasized once more that
the prediction involved no knowledge of the test loads. Other comparisons of
experimental data with analysis are given in Reference 7, while a se t of
similar experiments and predictions for edge—cracked gages (rather than center
flaws) are discussed In Reference 8. AgaIn, rep eatabili ty, insensitivity
to loading , and agreement with theory were generally observed for these other
tests as veil.

A word of caution regarding the load independence observed to date is
in order , however , Recall that the key assumption in the analysis which
allowed the loads to cancel in Equation 7 was use of Equation 4 to correlate
fatigue c-rack growth rates . The stress level cannot be eliminated entirely
when more complex crack growth modeiø are employed (see results from calcula-
tions based on the Porman model [14] reported in Reference 6). Although use
of Equation 4 may seem unduly restrictive , considerable work indica tes that
variable amplitude loading can of ten be described by this simple law. It has
been shown , for example, that it may be useful to interpre t ~ in Equation 4
as the maximum repeating stress in a variable amplitude load history , or
perhaps , as the root mean value of alternating stress (15 ,16]. Indeed , this
approach was employed in Reference 6, where growth of two cracks located in
series in a long specimen subjected to a complex Load spectrum were success—
fully related via Equation 7. Again , no knowledge of actual loads was
required for the prediction . Similar results were obtained in Reference 8
with a speci men tested to a relatively compldx block amplitude loading.

Some limitations with the Paris law have, however , been observed in
References 8 and 9. The results from a set of tests [8] involving two
Identical specimens subjected to different constant amplitude load levels are
shown in Figure 5. Note that although the results of Test 5 agreed well with
the load independent analysis, a9 vers us a curve from Tes t 9 differed
significantly. This disparity was attribu~ed to the fac t that the stress
levels in the second specimen were so small that the initial K levels were
approaching the threshold value of stress intensity for the test material.
Crack grow th rates for the small initial craaks, thus , were no t described
by the same Paris law applicable to Test 5. Once the crack length had grown to
a size resulting in a K level compatible with the baseline da/dN versus AK
curve , however , the resul ts are predic ted adequa tely by Equation 7, as
indicated in Figure 5 by the short curve beginning in the latter portion of
the Test 9 data.

I
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Fur ther experimental studies of crack gages have been conducted under
sponsorship of the AFFDL [9] and the AFML (10]. One portion of the recently
completed PIFFDL program with the Boeing Company sought to determine the effect
of various load histories on the response of crack growth gages . Eight small
coupons were precracked and adhesively bonded to large center—cracked panels
as shown in Figure 6. Uniform thickness edge—cracked gages (with an unbonded
length to width ratio of .375) and center—cracked coupons which had a reduced
thickness over the center portion of the unbonded length were considered in
this effort.

Typical fatigue crack growth curves for the center—cracked gages and
the simulated structural flaw are given in Figure 7. In this test , the
specimen was subj ected to a variable stress history expected to occur at a
given wing location in a transport aircraft. Five additional specimens were
loaded with different stress histories chosen to represent other aircraf t
locations and missions . As seen in Figure 7 , the four center—cracked coupons
gave fairly repeatable fatigue crack growth curves and yielded growth rates
close to that of the structural flaw. The fatigue crack growth rates for the
edge—cracked coupons (not shown in Figure 7) were much slower , however , a
fact which can be expected from the relatively low K levels encountered in
short gage length coupons subjected to displacement controlled loading [17]. a

Composite gage crack versus structural crack size curves were prepared
for all six tests and are summarized in Figure 8. Here the flaw lengths in
the four center—cracked coupons at a given cyclic life were averaged and
plotted against the corresponding structural crack size. The data from
Figure 7 are designated by the composite “Wing, 4B” curve in Figure 8.
Although stress intensity factor solutions were not available for the reduced
thickness crack gages, and Equa tion 7 could not be solved for comparison , such
computations are planned for future work. Note that three widely different
load histories (Wing 4B , Wing 3B , and Fin 3A) gave very similar curves when
plotted in the ag versus a5 format. The results for three other loadings
(Wing 3A—l, Wing 3B—l, and Wing 3A) differ signif icantly, however, pointing
out the limitations of the Paris law based cracked gage algorithm. Another
possible analysis scheme is outlined in the following section .

A LOAD DEPENDENT CRACK GAGE MODEL

The purpose of this section is to briefly describe a mathematical model
which could be used to reduce crack gage data for load histories which yield
fatigue crack growth rates which cannot be correlated by Equation 4. The main
objective here is to present an analysis soheme which could, with a minimum
of data collection and computational effort, incorpora te stress level effec ts
auch as those indicated in Figures 5 and 8.

Returning to Equation 3, recall that the key assumption which led to the
load independent result of Equation 7 was the choice of the simple Paris model
(Equation 4) for describing fatigue crack growth. This assumption allows one
to eliminate stress explicitly in subsequent development of Equation 7. The( choice of more complex crack growth laws precludes cancellation of load terms
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in this manner, however , and requires some measure of stress level to complete
the relationship between gage and structural crack sizes. Since the desired
tracking device is to be as simple as possible, the requirement for another
load monitoring system (i.e., strain recorders) to reduce the crack gage data
would be a severe limitation of the crack gage method for IAT. Thus, the
following scheme was developed for determining the effective stress level for
use with crack gage data reduction.

The major change in the proposed approach is to employ two independent
crack gages at each tracking location . Now , returning to Equation 3, an
analogous relationship can be written for the cyclic life of the two crack
gages, giving

a1 a2
N $ F

1
(K) = S F2 (K) (8)

a11 
a12

where the subscripts 1 and 2 now refer to gages 1 and 2. The functions F1
(K)

and F,(K) , relating stress intensity level with fatigue crack growth rate, are
now tile appropriate expressions for the gage material. Although identical
materials would most likely be used for both gages, giving F

1
(K) = F.,(K) , this

requirement would not appear essential. Since the crack lengths in the gages
will be recorded during serv ice, the upper limits (a1 and a2) on the integralswill be known, as well as the initial crack sizes a11 and ai2. Thus, it is
possible to introduce an effective stress level as an unknown in the expres-
sions for F(K) in Equation 8. After solving Equation 8 for this stress term,
one (or both) of the gages would again be matched wth the assumed structural
flaw as in Equation 3, and solved for the structural crack size a5. Since
this procedure allows one to choose a variety of crack growth laws to
characterize crack growth, including models which address threshold stress
intensity factor behavior , it should be possible to analyze the apparent stress
level problem described in Figure 5. Actual calculations with this algorithm
remain , however , for future work.

APPLICATION OF THE CRACK CAGE TECHNIQUE TO
F-4 INDIVIDUAL- AIRCRAFT TRACKING

An on—going fatigue test of the full—scale F—4 C/D test article being
conducted by AFFDL provides a convenient test bed for evaluating the crack gage
concept f~r use with actual aircraft. The purpose of the F—4 C/D full—scale
fatigue test is to provide full—scale test verification of several life
extension modifications including those designed to extend the life to 8i.,00
flight hours of F—4 ASIP baseline usage. To date, the equivalent of 4000 flight
hours of baseline usage has been applied to the test article. At this point,
the test was stopped temporarily to implement the modifications mentioned
above. Thus, the test was in a hold status and provided an excellent oppor-
tunity to attach crack gages to the test structure at no additional airframe
test cost.
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An eighteen month long research program , including both in—house and
contr actor effort , was developed to evaluate the crack gage concept as a
possible replacement for the present F—4 IAT program. A cooperative program
between AFFDL and Ogden Air Logistics Center (ALC) was established to
accomplish the effort. Funds for the program were provided by the Product
Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability (PRAM ) Program Office of ASD.

Ogden ALC established a contract with McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR)
to conduct detailed analysis and testing which would evaluate the ability of
the crack gage approach to monitor potential crack growth damage in fatigue
critical areas of the F—4 C/D aircraft structure. Under this contract, MCAIR
is to select the three most appropriate crack growth gage locations on the
lower surface of the right wing and one duplicate location oi~ the lef t wing
for monitoring wing fatigue critical regions of the F—4 C/D full scale test
article. MCAIR will provide the crack gages, conduct engineering analypis and
element testing to predict gage performance at each location , and install the
gages on the test airframe. MCAIR will also establish the necessary transfer
functions to rela te crack growth response in the gage to potential cra ck growth
damage in the fatigue critical region being monitored . -

Under the cooperative program, AFFDL will function as the technical
monitor for the MCAIR contract. Also AFFDL will be responsible for monitoring
the crack growth behavior of the gages during the fatigue test. To ensure that
the gages will perform as expected under actual service conditions , AFFDL will
undertake an in—house program to (1) perform qualification testing of the gage
to meet the requirements of MIL—STD—8lOC (18], which establishes uniform
environmental test methods for determining the resistance of equipment to the
effects of natural and induced environments peculiar to military operations ,
and (2) determine the most appropriate method for reading the crack growth
gage data in the field . In this in—house program , AFFDL will estabiLsh (1) the
crack gage sensitivity to typical environmental conditions as well as to
extreme in—service environmental conditions , (2) the durability limits of the
adhe sive system used to attach the gages, (3) the stress limits of the device,
(4) the degree of corrosion protection necessary to ensure that the gage does
not degrade the structure, and (5) the degree of corrosion protection necessary
to ensure continuity of easy i - ~adabi1ity throughout the expected service of the
gage. To ensure field level readability of the crack gage, APFDL will.
(1) develop two feasible methods for collecting crac k growth data in the
field , (2) conduct an evaluation of each method using ground field personnel
who have ASIP respons ibility, and (3) select the most appropriate method for
s.rvice readings. One of these crack gage reading methods will include
pP.oto.acrography of the crack gages as installed on the aircraft. The other
method will utilize a replicating material known as “fax film”. First, an
i~p r .ss j om of the crack in the gage will be taken using the fax film . The

~I’rpa.sLOn will then be measured using a microscope.

~. crack gage geometry selected for this effort consists of a center—
.~~ ,upon with a reduced thickness at the center of the unbonded gage

s. shown i~i FIgure 9. The reduced thickness effectively increases the
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stress intensity factor levels in the gage by concentrating the load trans-
ferred into the coupon through the adhesive into the crack region. This
reduced section approach was shown in References 9 and 10 to be a viable method
for achieving desired K levels .

The crack gages will be adhesively bonded to the F—4 test article since
adhes ives off er the potential for transferr ing a reprod ucible and pred ictable
amount of load from the aircraft structure to the gage without degrading
structural integrity. The adhesive used for this program must meet three
criteria. The first requirement is that the strength and modulus of the
adhesive must be capable of producing the desired load transfer characteristics.
The secoj~d requirement is that the adhesive must survive exposure at the peak
service temperature while maintaining adequate mechanical properties. The
third requirement is that exposure to stress—humidity cycles must not degrade
the bond to the extent that service failures are experienced. Based on these
three considerations , American Cyanimid ’s FM—73 has been tentatively selected
as the adhesive for use on this program.

The three lower wing skin locations proposed for attaching the crack gages
are Butt Line (B.L.) 44.5 at the main spar , B.L . 100 at the 29% stiffener, and
B.L. 132.5 at the 29% stiffener (pylon hole) . These locations are shown in
Figure 10. These three locations were chosen for the crack gage program
because they are at or near control points for which crack growth damage is
calculated in the present F—4 IAT program . Also stress spectra were already
developed and crack growth analysis and test data were available from the
previous F—4 damage tolerance assessments. B.L. 44.5 at the main spar is the
primary monitoring location in the present F—4 TAT program. It is an area of
moderately high design limit stress (see design limit stress contours for the
lower wing skin in Figure 11), and cracks have been found in this area in
previous full—scale fatigue tests. B.L. 100 at the main spar experiences the
most severe stress in the F—4 lower wing skin, and cracks have also been found
in this area in previous full scale fatigue tests. However, a large stress
gradient occurs in the area near the main spar at B.L. 100 which would cause
large differences in gage response with small differences in gage locations.
Therefore , it was proposed that the gage at B.L. 100 be located in an area
of low stress grad ient but still modera tely high stresses, at the 29%
stiffener. B.L. 132.5 at the 29% stiffener is the pylon hole location. This
is also an area of modera tely high stresses , and cracks have been found in
this area in operational aircraft during service as well as in previous full—
scale fatigue tests. It was at this location that catastrophic failure of the
F—4 B/J fatigue test article originated.

If the program is successful and the crack gage proves to be a viable
concept for IAT , a modification proposal. will be submitted to Ogden ALC
Configuration Control Board (CCB) for approval to install crack gages on all
operational F—4 aircraft. Upon CCB approval, the crack gage tAT progr am would
be implemented forcewide.
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TABLE 1. Estimated Costs of F—4 IAT Systems

Present F—4 IAT System Operating Costs

Field/Depot Support — yearly $ 1.3M

Equipment Replacement — 5 years $ 3.5~.

TOTAL COST - 5 years $lO.OM

Crack Growth Gage IAT System Costs

Development $ O.JJf

Implementation $ l.2!1

Field/Depot Operating Support — 5 years $ 1.0)1

TOTAL COST — 5 years $ 2.3)1

NET SAVINGS - 5 years $ 7.7)1
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If the crack gage IAT program were to be implemented , the potential cost
savings over the present IAT program would be significant. After implementation
and after the initial gage data became available, the counting accelerometers
could be removed from the F—4 force. Field reporting of n data would cease,
and Ogden ALC workload associated with n data would be el~mlnated. The VGH
recorder program would be reviewed to determine if a requirement for this data
still ex isted , and the present use of VGH data by Ogden ALC would be cancelled .
The resulting manpower and computer resource savings could be significant.
Ogden ALC has estimated the net savings at $7.7 million over a five year
period . Details of this cost estimate are given in Table 1.

CONCLUDI NG REMARKS

The purpose of this paper has been to describe an on—going USAF research
prog4.am aimed .at demonstrating the crack gage approach f or meeting Individual
Aircraft  Tracking requirements for the present F—4 force. As discussed
previously , MIL—STD—l53OA requires an TAT program for each new aircraft system.
The objective of these tracking requirements is to allow force management
decisions to be based on the possibility for crack growth at specific locations
in individual aircraft. The crack growth analyses are to reflect the actual
service usage of each aircraft. The F—4 was the first USAF fighter to employ
such a crack growth based tracking system , and although an TAT program Is
underway, it is felt that improved tracking methods could Increase accuracy
while also significantly reducing total cost.

As reviewed here, the crack gage method is a relatively new technique
which has been proposed to determine the effects of service loads on potential
crack growth in an initially flawed structure. The approach consists of
relating measured crack growth in a precracked coupon mounted on the structure
with extension of the assumed structural defect. Since it is a relatively
simple task to relate the gage and structural crack sizes without resorting
to other expensive and cumbersome load monitoring devices , the crack gage
method offers the potential for considerable cost reduction and improved
system reliability. As stnnmarized in Table 1 for example, estimated savings
for the F—4 could exceed $7 million over a five year period.

Thus, the present joint program with the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, Ogden Air Logistics Center , and the McDonnell Aircraft Company was
formulated to evaluate the crack gage technique for use with the F—4. Placing
the cracked coupons directly onto an on—going full—scale fatigue test article
allows many practical aspects of the new technique to be examined while still
maintaining a relatively controlled laboratory situation. Successful comple-
tion of this effort could result in introduction of the crack gage monitoring
technique to the TAT program for the F—4 force.
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PREDICTION OF DEBOND SHAPE AND SIZE IN CRACKED,
ADHESIVE LY BONDED STRUCTURES

MOHAN M. RA’IVANI
Senior Technical Specialist
Northrop Corporation , Aircraft  Group
Hawthorne, CA 90250

ABSTRACT

The importance of debond shape and size in predicting crack growth
behavior of cracked, adhesively bonded structures is discussed. A technique
is developed for predicting debond shape and size produced during fatigue
cycling. Using this technique, the debond shapes and sizes are predicted in
a variety of cracked, adhesively bonded structures. The analytically pre-
dicted debond shapes and sizes are compared with those observed experimentally.
The crack growth life of a two-layer, cracked, bonded structure is predicted
using the debond shapes and sizes predicted analytically. It is shown that
the crack growth life can be reliably predicted using analytically predicted
debond shapes and sizes.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of cracked bonded structures has attracted considerable
interest in recent years due to the increased app lication of bonding in aero-
space structures. Analysis methods for bonded structures must be available
during developmental design in order to ensure satisfaction at damage toler-
ance requirements and to establish an allowable design stress for limiting
the amount of slow crack growth. Methods must be developed to predict the
sequence of events where subcritical growth causes failure of one or more
individual elements prior to complete loss ~f the structure.

Consider a two-layer, adhesively bonded , metallic structure with a
through-crack in one -layer, as shown in Figure 1. The flaw in the metallic
layer may initiate as a surface crack. During subsequent fatigue loads, this
flaw becomes a through—the—thickness flaw and propagates longitudinally. The
stress intensity factors in the bonded structure are lower than would be the
case in a monolithic layer having the same remote boundary conditions due to

O the load transfer taking p lace from the cracked laye r to the uncracked layer .
This load transfer to the uncracked layer depends on the relative stif fness
of the adhesive and adherends, the crack length, and debond size and shape
in the adhesive layer. There may or may not be an initial debond in the adhe-
sive around the surface flaw in the metallic layer. If there is no initial
debond in the adhesive, a debonded area will develop in the adhes ive layer
and propagate during fatigue loads along with the crack in the metallic layer.
As the crack in the metallic layer propagates, more load is transferred to
the uncracked layer , increasing the stresses locally in the latter. Due to
the stress concentration and the fatigue load, a crack initiates in the pre-
viously uncracked layet and propagates with subsequent fatigue loads . Thu s,

(
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Figure 1. Two-Layer, Adhesively Bonded Metallic
Structure with Through—Crack in One
Layer

the analysis of a cracked, adhes ively bond ed struc tur e will requ ire
availability of the following: 1) a method to obtain stress intensity factors
to predic t crack grow th behav ior , 2) a method to predict debond shape and
size, and 3) a criterion for the cracking of an initially sound layer. These
analytical techniques have been discussed recently in Refere nces 1 and 2,
where finite element and mathematical methods of analysis have been developed.
Methods to obtain stress intensity factors for cracked, adhe sively bonded
structures have also been discussed in References 3 through 10. A technique
to predict cyclic debonding of a composite-to-metal bonded joint has been
discussed in Reference 11.

The debond shape and size influence the computation of stress intensity
factors in the cracked layer hence, the predicted crack growth in a bonded
structure. Thus , an accura te es timate of debond shape and size is necessary
for accur ate cr ack grow th life pred iction, A technique for predic ting debond
shape and size based on failure stress of the adhesive, obtained from finite
elemen t analysis, has been discussed in Reference 12. The pred icted debond
shape and size based on failure stress of the adhesive will be accurate only
if the debond develops under static loads , The experimental results have
shown (References 1 and 2) that the debond develops and propagates under
fatigue loads even thou gh the str ess in the adhes ive is less than the failure
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stress of the adhesive. The technique developed in References 1 and 2
for predicting the debond shape and size under fatigue loads, and its appli-
cation is discussed in this paper.

ANALYSIS OF DEBOND SIZE AND SHAPE

The debond shape and size are governed by the criterion associated with
the failure of the adhesive. For materials exhibiting nonlinear behavior, a
simple failure criterion could be assumed , that the adhesive has failed when
the strain reaches a critical value.

Consider a sing le-layer plate wi th a crack , as shown in Figure 2a.
Under app lied loading the crack will  open , as shown in Figure 2b . Next , con-
sider a case where this plate is the cracked layer in a two-layer, adhesively
bonded structure (Figure 1). In such a structure, the crack opening will be
smaller than the single-layer opening, as shown in Figure 2c. The reduction
in the crack opening will depend on the load transferred to the uncracked
layer, which is a function of the thickness and material properties of the
adhesive and adherends. Also , the -presence of a crack in one layer of a
bonded structure gives rise to out —of—p lane bending. This load transfer to
the sound layer and the out—of—p lane bending will create normal and shear
stresses in the adhesive.

Consider the cross-section of the two-ply, bon4ed structure shown in
Figure 2d. The displacements in the cracked and sound layer far from the
crack plane will be the same, hence no load transfer through the adhesive.
In the vicinity of the crack plane, the cracked sheet will undergo a large
deformation compared to the sound layer, with the result that the adhesive
on the surface of the cracked plate will deform more in the y direction than
the adhesive on the surface of the sound layer. The difference in the
deformation of the two plates will depend on the distance from the crack
plane. The adhesive in the bonded structure may be looked on as discrete
elements (both in the x and y directions) connecting two plates, as shown in
Figure 3a. These elements are denoted by A 1B 1, A 2B 2, A 3B 3, etc. (at
x = 0), and D 1E 1, D 2 E 2 . . .,  F 1G 1... at other x locations , as shown in Fig-
ure 3b. Under app lied loads , the elements will undergo deformation (Fig-
ure 3c). Points A 1B 1, A 2B2.., will disp lace to A ’1B’1, A ’2B’2•.., respec-
tively, as shown in Figure 3c, which also shows that the displacements are
larger in a cracked plate. Point A 1 displaces Vcj and 81 is displac ed by
V~,. The relative disp lacement of the two points will be Vci — V5,.

The strain e~ in the adhesive (element A1 B, at x = 0), is given by

V - V
= 

Cl 51 (at y = 0) ( 1)
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Similarly, strains C~~~, €~~~... in elements A2B2, A 5B3,.. (at x = 0) are
given by

V - V  V - VC2 52 
___________________ 

C 3  83
= 

h 
(y = y,), £

~~ 
00 

h =

a a

)
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In general, the strain c, at any location is given by

V - V

~ 
C
ha~~
i (3)

The value of the strain will decrease as the distance from the crack
p lane increases. The strains at other x locations (elements D,E,...Fig-
ure 3b) can be obtained in a similar manner. The adhesive will fail if
the strain in the adhesive reaches a critical value 5

R’ which is defined
as the resistance of the adhesive to fracture. The is taken as the
failure strain of the adhesive from a tensile test of the adhesive.

The displacements V and V in the cracked and sound layers are obtained
from the mathematical orCfiniteSelement analysis of the cracked, adhesively
bonded structures at a particular crack length, a. The strain in the

(-
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adhesive is obtained from these displacements using Equation (3). The strain
in the adhesive is obtained from the displacements at var ious (x,y) locations
and from this, lines of constant strain C in the adhesive can be plotted.
These lines are schema t ically shown in Figure 4. The debond shape and size
will be given by the curve corresponding to critical strain, 5R~ 

The predic-
ted shape of the debond in an adhesively bonded struc ture corresponds to a
par ticular crack length, a. in the cracked layer.

y

Crack Length a

- 
- 

—

Figure 4. Lines of Cons tant Stra in in Adhesive for a Fixed
Applied Stress in a Bonded Structure (one-quarter
of contours shown )

As the crack propaga tes under fa tigue loads , the cr ack opening and load
transfer to the sound layer will increase , hence the relative displacements
between the two layers will increase, or the strain in the adhesive at var-
ious x,y locations will continue to increase. As soon as the strain at any
(x,y) location in the bonded region reaches the critical strain CR , the adhe-
sive will fail, and the size of the debond will increase. Thus, the size of
debond can be de termined for every crack length as the crack in the cracked
layer propagates. It may be noted tha t the values of Vc and V~, hence strain

R a t any crack leng th, depend on the size of the ini tial debond presen t in
the adhesive. Hence, to compute debond size at a crack length of a + ~ a,
the displacements V~ and V5 (Equation (3)) obtained for crack length a + ~ a,
assuming debond size predicted at crack length a, may be used (Reference 2).
From the above criterion of debond propagation, the following po ints are ‘

~

observed .

1. The size of the debond is dependent on the adhesive thickness and
properties. From Equation (3), it is seen that if the thickness of
the adhes ive is large , the strain in the adhesive will be small,
hence the size of the debond will be small. If the adhesive thick-
ness is very larg e, the size of the debond may be zero.

2. The size of the debond will depend on the applied loads (a for
fatigue loads). The lar ge app Lied loads will cause large ~~~ck
openings, hence large shear strain in the adhesive.
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3. The size of the debond will depend on the relative elastic
properties of the sound and cracked layers , as these will influen ce
the relative displacement between the two layers.

COMPARIS~~ OF ANALYT ICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DEBOND SIZE S

The debond produced in the adhes ive dur ing fatigue crack growth in a
metallic layer of a two-ply laminate was predicted analytically for a variety
of crack geometries. These analytical predictions were compared with the
debond sizes obse rved in the test verifica tion pro gra m. The debond shape and
size was predicted using the method discussed earlier. The analysis of the
cr acked, adhesively bonded structures was carried out using two-dimensional
finite element analysis (References 1. through 4). In this analysis, the
displacements Vc and V5 are assumed to be constant through the thickness of
each layer, though in reality, these displacements may vary through the thick-
ness if the thickness of the layers is large. The disp lacemen t Vc at the
crack plane (crack surface displacement) in a two-layer, adhesively bonded
structure (Figure 1) is shown in Figure 5 for two half-crack lengths. The

5.0 -

I,a = 1 5
4.0

.n

~ 3.0 -

2 2.0 - 
a 1.0”

1.0

C
0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Distance from Centerline of Crack (inches)

Figure 5. Displacement V~ at Crack Piane in a
two—Layer, Adhesively Bonded Struc-
ture for Various Half-Crack Lengths

displacemen t V5 in the sound layer at the crack plane is zero due to syninetry.
The displacements Vc and V5 away from the crack paine are ob tained from the
f inite element anal ysis and from these, the strains in the adhesive at var-
ious locations are calcula ted using Equation (3). A typical plot of these
str ains is shown in Figure 6, Fr om this plot, the constant strain lines in
the adhesive can be found (Reference 2).
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Half—Crack Length = 1.0 inch

cY 15,500 psi:::: ...__t . °
0.05 

~~~~~~~~~05~~~~~~~~~

0.04 — 0.04

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Distance from Centerline of
Crack (inch)

Figure 6. Shear Strain in the Adhesive at
Various (x,y) Locations for a
Two-Ply, Bonded Structure with a
Center Crack (one-quarter of the
panel considered)

The finite element analysis of a cracked shee t with an adhesively bonded
stiffener (Figure 7) was carried out and the disp lacements V

~ 
and V5 compu ted

(Reference ~ ). 
A p lot of disp lacement Vc at the crack p lane is shown in gig-

ure 8. The disp lacemen t V5 at the crack plane is zero. From these disp lace-
ments, the strain in the adhesive and the debond shapes and sizes are
computed.

During the course of fa tigue cycling the tes t panels , nondestructive
inspection (Harmonic Bond Tester and Ultrasonic C-scan) were used to determine
the debond sizes. The results obtained by these techniques were inconsistent.
Therefore, after obtaining the crack growth data, the panels were peeled apart
in such a way that the debond area was marked by charring the debonded or
loose adhesive. This was accomplished by heating the specimen at 37SF for
three hours , then r emoving it from the oven and dr iving a wedge between the
plies in the area away from the crack.
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The analytical predictions were made for certain crack lengths. After
peeling the test specimen, the crack lengths corresponding to debond shape and
size, were found to be slightly different from those predictions.

Table I shows the comparison of predicted debond sizes and experimentally
measured debond sizes. The experimental debond shape and size measured in
two-p ly bonded structure (e.g., Figure 1) is shown in Figure 9. The crack
length at which the debond shape was observed is 1.8 inches. The debond is
lenticular, with a minor-to-major axis ratio equal to about 0.12. This com-
pares favorably with the predicted shape shown in Table I.

The experimentally observed debond in a cracked sheet with a bonded
central stiffener (Figure 7) is presented in Figure 10. In this case, the
crack length in the sheet is smaller than the width of the stiffener. The
correlation between the predicted and actual shape is good, as noted in
Table 1.

For a cracked sheet with a bonded stiffener panel, the debond is lentic-
ular if the crack length is smaller than the width of the stiffener. As the
crack propagates beyond the edge of the stiffener, the debond changes shape.
An example of this behavior of a debond shape is shown in Figure 11. For
Crack A, the half-crack length at Point R, was 3.0 inches, and at Point Q,
was 2.2 inches. The shape and size of the debond at P and Q agrees well with
that predicted for a half-crack length of 2.0 inches, as shown in Table 1.
For Crack C, the half-crack length on side U is 1.4 inches , and on side S
is 2.2 inches. The shape on side S and at T, compares well with the predic-
ted shape, as shown in Table 1. The debond at U is still undergoing the
transition from lenticular (observed at a = 1 .0 inch) to hyperbolic shape
(observed for a = 2.0 inches).

Figure 12 shows the debond shaped observed for a pane l with a thick
bondline (0.023 inch). The observed size agrees well with the predicted size
of the zero debond , as shown in Table 1.

The predicted shape of the debond in the panel (Figure 7) with FM400 adhe-
sive at a half-crack lengthof of 0.75 inch is elliptical , with a minor-to-
major axis ratio of 0.3. The actual debond size observed is shown in Fig-
ure 13. The predicted debond size compares well with that observed experi-
mentally (Table 1).

APPLICATION OF DEBOND SIZE PREDICTION TECHNI(~JE TO CRACK GR(YI4TH LIFE
PREDICTION

The debond prediction technique was used to obtain debond size, hence
appropriate stress intensity factors for the two-layer, adhesively bonded
structure (7075-T73 aluminum with each layer thickness of 0.064 inch (1.6 mm))
shown in Figure 1. Using these stress intensity factors and the crack growth
equation obtained from fatigue tests on a 7075-T73 monolithic layer 0.063 inch
(1.6 rims ) in the form (K

~ .X — stress intensity factor at maximum load)
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND PREDICTED DEBOND SHAPES AND SIZES

DEBOND 
- 

DEBOND PREDICTED AND ACTUA LPANEL PREDICTION MEASURED DEBOND SHAPES AND SIZE SA T a =  A T a =  

12—inch wide center crack 
1.00 inch 0.90 inch

h=O .00 :” (0.2O mm) 
~~~~~~~ mm) (22 .8  mm) 

2 = 2a 
____

Bonded stiffener 
0.75 inch 0.90 inch

h
a 

= 0.003” (0.07 mm) 
(19.1 mm) (22.8 mm) 

~~~FM73 Adhesive
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(a) Initially sound panel - inside

(b) Initially cracked panel - inside (glue line)

Figure 9. Debonding in a 12-inch (304.8 mm) Wide ,
Two-Ply Bonded Panel

(a) Initially cracked (b) Initally sound
panel - inside panel - inside
(glue line)

Figure 10. Debonding at Crack A in a Cracked Sheet
wi th a Bonded Stiffener
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total crack length = 5.2 inches (132.1 mm)

(a) Crack A
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total crack length = 3.6 inches (91.4 nun)
( (b) Crack C

Figure 11. Debond Shape in a Cracked Plate with a
Bonded Stiffener for Large Crack Lengths

Cracked layer Sound layer

Figure 12. Debond Shape in a Cracked Plate with a
Bonded Stiffener for a Thick Bondline
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-iCracked layer

Figure 13. Debond Shape in a Cracked Plate wi th a
Bonded Stiffener (FM-400 Adhesive)

= 0.0169 x 10
_6 

(K )
2.731

dN max

the crack growth life of the panel was predicted . The crack growth behavior
to propagate the crack from a half-crack length of 0.25-inch (6.35 mm) to
1.0 inch (25.4 mm) is shown in Figure 14. The figure also shows the analyti-
cal predictions assuming no debond in the adhesive and the experimentally
observed crack growth behavior. It is seen that the analytically predicted
crack growth based on correctly compu ted debond size agrees well with the
experimental results. The analytical predictions , assuming no debond in the
adhesive, are unconservative and predict a longer life.

The experimental and analytical crack growth life is shown in Table 2
for two test panels (each having three equal cracks), assuming no debond and
predicted debond in the adhesive. Note that the crack growth life can be
predicted within ten percent of the actual life if the correctly computed
debond size is used. Thus, the crack growth life can be predicted with
greater reliability. The predicted cycles for the crack to grow from
0.25 inch to 1.0 inch (Table 2) differ for the three cracks, as the crack
growth life is predicted by numerical integration from the analytical stress
intensity factors. The numerical integration is done at values of crack
extensions observed in the test for each crack, and the stress intensity fac-
tors are obtained at the observed crack lengths by linear interpolation in
the compu ter program .

CONCLUS ION S

A technique for pred icting debond shape and size in the adhes ive layer
of a cracked , adhesively bonded meta l l ic  structure , has been developed. The
debond in the adhesive has considerable influence on the prediction of crack
growth life. The crack growth life can be predicted wi th greater reliability
by using the properl y computed debond shape and size.
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Figure 14. Comparison of Actual Life and Predicted Life for a Two-
Layer (7075-T3 Aluminum-Aluminum) Bonded Structure

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND PREDICTED LIFE CYCLES

PREDICTED CYCLES
INITIAL FINAL
HALF- HALF- ACTUAL ASSUM- WITH

TEST CRAcK CRACK CYCLES ENG NO PRE-
PANEL CRAcK LENGTH LENGTH DEBOND DICTED NO/NA NP/NAa a N DEBONI)o f A N( INCH ) ( INcH ) 0 P

11—10 A 0.25 1.00 73,048 81,279 74 ,551 1.113 1.020

B 0.25 1.00 73 ,242 81,106 79 ,642 1. 107 1.087

C 0.25 1.00 78,962 85,710 78,331 1.085 0.992

I-il A 0.25 1.00 68,927 77,056 71,063 1.118 1.031

B 0.25 1.00 74,480 82,322 75,372 1.105 1.012

C 0.25 1.00 70,402 79,439 72 ,566 1.128 1.031 j
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ABSTRACT

Three different high shape factor bonded elastomeric disk test samples
were tested to failure in tension . Characteristic of this type of test, the
load-deflection curves showed a distinct “knee” which is a result of inter-
nal cavitation failure In the elastomer . Load-controlled tension fatigue
tests were run on these sampl es to 80%, 90%, 110%, and 120% of the exper i-
mentally determined cavitation loads. Minimum load in all cases was a small
tensile value . All the measured cavitation loads were roughly 2.5 times
higher than those predicted by a generally accepted theory. Data is also
presented for slow tensile pulls of two laminated elastomeric bearings - a
spherical bearing and a thrust bearing. This is shown to be a good agree-
ment with the disk data. It is concluded that the accepted cavitation
theory Is quantitatively In error. Curves are presented which enable the
estimation of fatigue lives over a limited range of tensile stress. Fatigue
lives ranged from 3,000 cycles to 300 cycles. It is further concluded that
even relatively smal l o~clllat i ng tensile stresses can cause rapid fatigue
failures in high capacity laminated parts.

INTRODUCTION

High capac ity laminated (HCL) elastomeric bearings are composed of thin ,
alternat i ng layers of rubber and metallic shims . They are utilized in situ-
ations where a relatively high compression load exists in combination with a
small oscillating motion perpendicular to the compression load direction .
For Instance, this type of bearing is being used as a main rotor retention
bear ing in several military helicopters , such as the UH—60A Blackhawk and
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the CH—53D. The centrifugal force of the rotating blade is borne by
compression of the bearing, while torsional and rotational shear of the
bearing permit blade control motions at relatively low torque levels.

It is comon design practice to avoid placing high shape factor (ratio
of load area to bulge area) elastomeric parts, such as laminated bearings ,
in a service environment which includes any tensile loads, since it is well-
known that the tolerance of such ~ rts to tensile loads is low in comparison
to their compression load capability. In some cases, it is- impractical to
entirely avoid such tensile loads. For instance , a small tension may exist
in a helicopter main rotor bearing when the blade is resting on its droop
stop. A disregard of design criteria might result in a bearing which could
conceivably fail in tension , simply as a result of the rotor blade falling
to its rest position . Alternatively, repeated l andings of the he1icop~tercause a cycling of this tension load and possible consequent fatigue
damage. The present paper presents some design gu idelines for allowable
tensile loads in high capacity elastomeric bearings .

Gent and Lindley [1] were the first to attempt an explanation of the
phenomenon of cavitation in high shape factor bonded elastomer disks which
were pulled in tension . They tested samples to ultimate failure covering a
range of shape factors of 0.5 — 9.0. Their elastomers were carbon black
loaded natural rubber compounds having shear moduli in the range 45 PSI -

284 PSI (0.31 MPa - 1.96 MPa). They found that the “cracking stress” (S’ in
their notation) was a function of modulus alone for any given shape factor
sample, where the cracking stress is defined as the average tensile stress
in the sample at the knee in the load-deflection curve. Tensile strength,
for instance, was found to have little effect. For reference, their results
are summarized in Figure 1.

Gent and Lindley explained thefr analytical results by hypothesizing the
existance of small voids in the elastomer, which are acted upon by the nega-
tive hydrostatic stress which exists fn the central portion of a high shape
factor disk in tension . These cavities behave as stress risers and eventu-
ally rupture catastrophically. This hypothesis was based on the appearance
of the ruptured samples (similar to craters on the moon) and by the audible
poppi ng which occurred simultaneously with the appearance of the knee In the
load deflection curve.

in order to quantify this behavior, Gent and Lindley analyzed an analo-
gue problem . This was the problem of a spherical cavity in an infinite
medium , acted on by a negative hydrostatic (radially outward) pressure at
infinity . An i ncompressible neo-Hookean strain energy function was used and
large strains were allowed. The results were expressed In terms of a rela-
tion between the pressure acting at infinity and the extension ratio of the
elastomer at the surface of the cavity in the circumferential dlrectlqn .
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where:

P = negative hydrostatic stress,G = shear modulus,
A = extension ratio(eXiSting dia. of hole

‘original dia. of hole

1 
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FIGURE 1
CRACKJIIG STRESS VS THICI0IESS/DIN~ TU FIGURE 2RATIO FOR SLOW 1(65111 PULl OF DISK SN6I1s PIG VS EKItUSI~ I RAT I O FOR TRE EXPMSIOH(FWM REFCREKcE 1) OF A SMALL SPRERICAL CAV ITY IN NI ELASTDIER

This relation is plotted In Figure 2. Note that It is independent ofthe size of the cavity (which Is, of course, infinitesimal compared to theentire body). For the neo-Hookean material, the pressure rises as~tnptoti-cally to a value of 2.5 G at high values of A. In other words~ as theapplied stress approaches 2.5 G, the size of the cavity grows withoutlimit . Presumably th is growth wi ll be interupted somewhere In the range4 < A (8 by a rupture of the cavity surface material. However, even thislarge range of ~ corresponds to only a small range of P. This accounts forthe observed repeatability of the measured crack ing stesses, In constrast tothat of most fracture processes.
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The use of strain energy functions other than the neo-Hookean does not
alter the predicted P -X relation substantially . For instance, In Figure
2, we also indicate the results obtained by using a strain energy function
proposed by Ogden [2). This Is indistinguIshable from the neo—Hookean
results up to A = 2.5. In this case, P reaches a maximum of 1.9 G at X=
4.25 and then falls off for higher values of A . Gent and Lindley also used
their own logarithmic form of strain energy function and obtained results
similar in form to the neo-Hookean results, but reaching an asymptotic pres-
sure which was about 7% lower .

The above analytical results Indicate that, i ndependent of the details
of material behavior, an elastomerlc body containing a small spherical
cavity (flaw) should be unable to support a negative hydrostatic stress in
excess of 2.5 6, where G is the classical shear modulus of the material .
Nonspherlcal cavities would be expected to result in a somewhat lower
limiting pressure, but since we are concerned with very large strains , this
effect should not be too severe.

Using a small strain analysis for the extension/compression of a bonded
high shape factor disk made of an incompressible elastomer, Gent and Lindley
calcu lated the maximum hydrostatic stress (which occurs on axis) in their
samples at the point of cavitation. Using their data for samples with a
thickness/diameter ratio of 0.15, they obtained the following relation
between the maximum hydrostatic stress in the sample at cavitation and the
material shear modulus:

~max 
= 2.82 6 + 12.1 PSI, (2)

where:

~max 
= calculated hydrostatic stress at cavitation in the

center of the sample,

6 = shear modulus of the elastomer.

The constant factor, 12.1 PSI, was attributed to the effect of atmos-
pheric pressure, which was not included in their analysis. Gent and Lindley
concluded that the experimental result, I.e., equation (2), is in satisfac-
tory agreement with their theory. We disagree. On the basis of Figure 1,
one would expect 

~max 
to be proportional to roughly 2.1 6, based on an

assumed A= 6 at rupture. The observed value of 2.82 is 34% too high .
Moreover, they state that the same results would be obtained using the data
for other shape factors. This is not so. The discrepancy becomes worse as
the shape factor increases. For Instance, using the data from Figure 1 on
disks with a thickness/diameter ratio of 0.03 results in the 

~max 
- G

relation shown in Figure 3. For low G values , this curve has a slope of
7.11. It becomes non-linear for higher G values . Thus, depending on shape
factor and modulus , Gent and Lindley ’s experimental results are 34% - 239%
higher than their theory would predict.
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Lindsey et. al. [3]observed simi l ar results for urethane samples. For
samples of thickness/d i ameter = 0.05 of a material with 6 = 170 PSI (1.17
MPa), their experimental values were about 40% too hig h. These authors also
attempted to Incorporate a fracture mechanics approach by balancing the
release of elastic energy and the increase in surface energy for a spherical
growth of the cav ity. This approach proved generally unsuccessful , possibly
because of the large number of simplifying assumptions which were required .

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental work on bonded di sks In sumar ized in Tabl e I.

TABLE I DISK TEST RESULTS

Load at
Shear Cavitatión , Lb. (KN)

Sample Di ameter Thi ckness Modulus amax
Type in. (cm ) Diameter PSI (MPa) ~5Vë~ Calculated Observed

A 2.50 (6.35) 0.025 155 (1.07) 1.86 1023 (4.55) 2500 (11.12)

B 3.50 (8.89) 0.025 155 (1.07) 1.86 2006 (8.92) 5550 (24.69)

C 3.50 (8.89) 0.050 155 (1.07) 1.94 1921 (8.54) 5050 (22.46)

The samples were pulled in tension on a Tinius Olson machine at slow
speed (roughly 100%/mm in all cases). The test fixtures were specially
constructed to avoid imposing any bending on the sample - loads were applied
through spherical rod end bearings. No attempt was made to measure the
actual deflection across the sample, although deflection across the entire
test fixture was plotted vs. load . Three of each sample were tested. A
typical load-deflection curve is shown in Figure 4. The response is linear
up to the cavitation load. Subsequent to this , the sample is considerably
softer and non li near, breaking at rather large deflections. The stress dis-
tributi on In the sampl es was calcula ted by means of a general ized plane
strain approach [3] to give the ratio amax , where amax is the maximum

a ave
(hydrostatic) stress at the center of the sample and aave is the average

tensile stress. Assuming °I,iax = 2.5 G at cavitation , the cavitation loads

were calcula ted. Observed results are in agreement with Gent and Lindley ’s
experimental results — they are about 2.5 times the calculated values for
the above samples.
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To support the experimental single layer disk data, production high
capacity laminated bearings of the spherical thrust and thrust configuration
were also tested to ultimate tensile failure . The specimens were tested in
the same manner as the disks, plotting load vs. deflection.

TABLE II BEARING TEST RESULTS

Load at Cavitation Lb (KN)
S. F. Shear Modulus

Sample Range Range, PSI (MPa) Calculated Observed

Spherical
Thrust 16 to 12 75 (0.52) to 240 (1.65) 2731 (12.15) 6250 (27.80)

Thrust 16 140 (0.97) to 215 (1.48) 3074 (13.67) 6500 (28.91)

The production bearings, by design, contained elastomer layers of dif-
ferent shear modulus , different layer thickness and different areas. Due to
the complexity of the bearing geometry, the stress di stributions In the
layers were calculated using finite element techniques [4]. The calculated
load at cavitation was obtained by determining when the peak elastomer layer
stress equaled 2.5 times G.
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Using the experimentally io~observed cavitati on loads on the
disk samples as a basis, fatigue
tests were run at approximately
80%, 90%, 110%, and 120% of the
cavitation load in a load-
controlle d mode on an MTS tester
at 1 Hz. Minimum load was 100# ~

~~~~~~TION

(0.44 1(N) in all cases. No tern-
perature rise was observed under
these conditions. One sample was
tested for each load condition .
The same test fixtures were used IN TENSILE TEST
as in the tensile break tests.
Results are summarized in Figures io
5-7. Here failure was defined as 600 500 600

a complete rupture of the sample. (2.7~ (3.65) (4~1A)
PEAK CVEII C TENSILE STRESS. PSI Ova)

FIGURE 5
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The appearance of almost all the fracture surfaces was very simi l ar -

this is best described by saying they looked like the surface of the moon ,
i.e., highly cratered. The exception was the type A samples . Here the
craters were much less prominent . In addition , the failure plane was much
nearer the bond interface for these samples . The size of the craters varied
with the sample - the number of craters was different for the tensile
samples than for the fatigue samples . Al l of the fatigued samples of any
one type had a similar appearance, regardless of test load .

DISCUSSION

Both the tensile results and the fatigue results are quite well behaved
but defy quantitative Interpretation at this time . The hypothesis for
failure appears to be correct — that is the catastrophic rupture of small ,
naturally occurring cavities in the material . This is borne out by the
fracture surface and by the audible “popping ” noise which occurs at the
cavitat i on load . The size and shape of the cavities is puzzling. They vary
with thickness/diameter ratio and are in the range 0.020” - 0.050” (0.5 n’i, -
1.0 mm). Any natural ly occurr ing flaws must be microscopi c, i.e., less than
0.001” (0.03 mm) in size. This is borne out by other fracture work on
slender tensile samples [5]. The cavities appear to represent the growth of
these natural flaws in some sort of spherical sense. Some of the cavities
showed an “onionski n” effect - that Is individual cavities displayed con-
centric, spherical fail ure surfaces.

The fatigue results shown in Figures 5—7 seem well behaved over the load
range studied , even though this range Includes the experimentally determined
cavitation load in all cases. If the abscissa of these graphs were
expressed in terms of percent of cav it ation load, the three graphs would
overlay quite well. At the cavitation load , life is roughly 700 cycles for
all three samples.

Dynamic load-deflection curves were recorded periodically during the
course of fatigue testing. For the samples tested at 110% and 120% of the
(static) cavitation load, the nonlinearity In the curve was apparent In the
first cycle. For the samples tested at 80% and 90% of the cavitation load,
the initial cycles were quite linear - the nonlinear ity appeared during the
testing. For all samples , the non li nearity became more pronounced dur ing
the test; near the terminal cycles the curve was similar In appearance to
that of a tensile dumbell specimen. Based on the appearance of the fatigued
sampl es, these terminal cycles Involve the stretchi ng of a high ly porous
material - this would be like parallel tensile tests of slender strands of
material . The increasing nonlinear ity of the curves can be attributed to
the increasing amount of material which has undergone cavitation — this
process should proceed axially outward at a rate which depends on the magni-
tude of the load cycle. It would be Interesting to continue the testing
down to lower load values. There may be a distinct limit load at which the
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S-N curve undergoes a change of slope, perhaps even an infinite life
region . This may even turn out to be the calculated cavitation load . This
would imply that the cavitat ion process is less catastrophic than it appears
and that the observed one cycle behavior may just represent the culmine .tion
of many microscopic events which were each too minute to markedly affect the
gross l oad-deflection curve of the sample.

The knee in the load-deflection curve for the spherical thrust bearing
was not as pronounced as the knee shown in Figure 4. This was attributed to
the multitude of elastomer stocks used in this HCL bearing. The Inter-
section of the two distinct slopes was defined as the cavitation load . When
the var ious layers were evaluated using this observed cavitation load to
obtain the maximum (peak) stress, it was found that more than one-half of
the layers were at a hydrostatic stress of approximately 6 G. Therefore, it
is believed that the smooth change in slope in the load-deflection, curve is
due to the successive cavitation of the various l ayers. Figure 8 is a plot
of the tension stress across l ayer 14 of the spherical thrust bearing, with
the shape of a typical tension load-deflection curve for this type of
bearing inserted in the upper right hand corner. The 6 G stress level is
also overlaid for comparison .

The knee in the load deflection curve for the thrust bearing was simi l ar
to Figure 4, i.e., it had a distinct change in slope . This could be
expected , since even though a multitude of elastomer stocks were used in
this HCL bearing design , 85 per cent of the layers were of one modulus.
Figure 9 is a plot of the hydrostatic tension stress pattern across the shim
profile , as determined using finite element analysis. The 6 6 stress level
is also overlaid for comparison.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The accepted theory of Gent & Lindley which predicts internal cavitation
of high shape factor parts Is quantitatively Incorrect. (This can be
demonstrated with their own data.) Experimental data indicates that for
thickness/d iameter ratios of 0.025 - 0.05, the hydrostatic stress at
cavitation is roughly six times the shear modulus , rather than 2.5
times , as predicted by theory.

2. RelatIvely smal l oscillat i ng tensile stresses can cause rapid fatigue
failures in high capacity laminated bearings. For Instance, a tensi le
stress cycle of 0 - 400 PSI (2.76 MPa) on a disk having a thickness/
diameter ratio of 0.025 will cause complete failure in 3,OCO cycles.
Under a similar compression cycle, the life of the disk would be
virtually infinite .

3. The cavitation point for high capac ity laminated production bearings
agrees with the experimentally determi ned value of 6 times G. There-
fore, the cavitat i on data and tension fatigue data obtained on flat
circular disks may be applied directly to the design of high capacity

• laminated bearings.
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FIGURE 8 FEGURE 9
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IN LAYER 14
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ABSTRACT

Photoelastic analysis of the dovetail joint region of the third-stage fan disk in the TF-30 turbojet
engine indicates that the stress concentration factor at the critical fillet is 5.2. Redesign of the fillet
using the photoelastic model as a guide reduced the stress concentration factor by 27%. Photoelastic
models with simulated cracks were analyzed to determine the mixed.mode stress intensity factors for
the crack growth path observed in the prototype part. A new method was developed to analyze the
photoelastic fringe loops around the tip of the simulated crack.

INTRODUCTION

Early failures in the TF-30 turbojet engine, used in the Navy ’s F-14 aircraft , have resulted from
fatigue cracks in the lugs of the third stage fan section shown in Figure 1. The cracks initiate at or near
the junction of the fillet and bearing area of the disk lug, extend upward across the lug until they
encounter the compressive stress field near the upper fillet and then turn through an angle of 45
degrees and propagate across the upper region of the lug as illustrated in Figure 2. Cracks in many lugs
have been observed in third stage fan disks during periodic maintenance inspections and the cracked
disks are retired after relatively short service life.

A stress and fracture mechanics analysis was conducted to determine the cause of the failures and
to redesign the junction to increase the service life. The investigation had the following objectives:

(I) determine the stress concentration factors associated with the existing design;

(2) determine the stress profile along the direction of observed crack growth;

(3) redesign by contouring the fillet region to lower the peak tensile stTess in the criti-
cal region;

(4) determine the stress intensity factor at the crack tip as it extends along the known
crack growth path.
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Two experimental approaches were used: photoelasticity and photoelastic holography. Iso-
chromatic and isoclinic patterns were obtained using a sodium diffused-light polariscope of conventional
design. isopachic patterns were obtained using a holographic polariscope (II which facilitates absolute
retardation measurements. Either method gives sufficient data for a complete stress analysis (21. how-
ever , it was found mote efficient to use both methods.

Isoclinics and isochromatics were obtained from conventional photoelasticity. Isoclinics give the
directions of the principal stresses throughout the field. The isochromatics give the difference of princi-
pal stresses over the field and the tangential stresses on all free boundaries. The isopachics , obtained
from holography, give the sum of the principal stresses throughout the field. Half of the sum of the
isochromatics and isopachics gives one principal stress , and half of the difference gives the other.
Thus , the complete stress field in two-dimensions , i.e., both principal stresses and their direction , can
be determined at any point from the isochromatics , isopachics , and isoclinics.

The fracture mechanics analysis was conducted by util izing the same model which was used in the
photoelastic analysis. It was found that the crack growth path (see Fig. 2) corresponded to mixed mode
crack propagation. The analysis showed (hat a significant forward shear mode (K ,,) occurred together
with the opening mode (K ,) . In order to determine the stress intensity factors K , and K ,, from the
observed isochromatic fringe loops , it was necessary to develop a new analysis method.

Primary consideration in this case study is given to the loads produced by centrifugal forces as the
disk and its 36 blades are rotated. The centrifugal force exerted by each blade must be carried by the
blade surfaces which are in contact with the mating surfaces on the disk. These surfaces are subse-
quently termed either load-bearing surfaces or simply bearing surfaces.

Other i n-service loads acting on the disk-blade assembly that might contribute to crackin g, but
were considered less important , are the ~as loads on the blades , centrifugal forces on the disk both
above and below the bearing surfaces , thermal gradients , and low-level vibratory stresses on the disk. -

~~~~
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PHOTOELASTIC STRESS ANALYSIS

To represent the disk/blade dovetail region , two disk slots were modeled. Figure 3 shows the
disk model; it represents the disk lug in the region between the slots. Figure 4 shows the blade model
geometry. The blade models simulate the blade cross section in the area below the platform. The
rdgion above the platform was made uniform for a sufficient length , and then a reduced width shank
region was added for calibration purposes. An area for clampmg was left at the far end of the blade
model. 

-

Model dimensions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4; these dimensions are 3.409 times the actual dimen-
sions. To simplify the loading, the disk model was dimensioned so that the loads acting along the blade
axes were parallel to each other. This simplification eliminates the 5° angle between blade and disk lug
axes but does not introduce significant error into the analysis. The parallel distance between the blade
axes for the model was scaled from the circumferential distance between the blade axes at the center-
line of the bearing area.

Models were machined from 1/4-in. (6-mm) thick sheets of Homalite 100’ and Plexiglas lit by
routing with a precision template. The models were each loaded in a small universal testing machine
where the centrifugal forces were simulated. The Homalite 100 model was used to provide iso-
chromatic fringes in a conventional polariscope. The Plexiglas model gave isoclinic fringes in the polar-
iscope and isopachic fringes in the holographic polariscope.
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Fig. 3 — Dimensions or the disk model
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Representative fringe patterns are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The dark-field isochromatic pat-
tern of the center lug at 640 lb (2 850N ) is presented in Fig. 5. The isopachic pattern for the blade and
l ug is shown in Fig. 6. The isoc linic composite for the blade is presented in Fig. 7.
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I i~ I’ — Holographic pattern (isopachics) of model
of blade/disk dovetail region
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Fig. 7 — Composite isoclinic pattern of the blade model

The isochromatic patterns provide data to determine the stress concentration factor in the fillet of
the disk lug. The choice of a definition for the stress concentration factor (SCF) is somewhat arbitrary
and will be defined here as the ratio of the maximum tensile stress along the filLet edge to the average
stress in the minimum section of the disk lug. Since the area of the minimum section is known , this
average stress can always be calculated if the load is known.

The stress-optic law for uniaxial stress such as on an unloaded boundary is:
Nf ~0•= —  (1)

where:

a’ is the stress at a point on the free boundary

N is the fringe order at the same point

h is thickness of the model

f ~, is the material fringe value (the photoelastic constant).

The corresponding SCF is

~
. N117 A 

(2)
a’~ j p Ph
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whe re

ti n , is the average stress in the disk neck
A is the minimum disk lug area (A — hw)

P is the total vertical load on the disk lug (also on the blade)

w is the width of the minimum section of the lug.

In determining the SCF’s every attempt was made to keep the blade loads equal and in individ-
ual tooth loads equal and symmetric. It was possible to obtain symmetric patterns over most of the
model , but in the regions of the bearing surfaces , this was impossible. Each contact region possessed
an individual pattern associated with how the contact was made. The individual fillet fringes varied
slightly with th e variation of magnitude , position , and direction of the contact loads. In determining
SCF’s the average of the fringes in all four fillets was used to obtain a value of 5.2.

To illustrate the SCF in terms of stresses , consider a blade revolving at 10,500 rpm that weighs
0.738 lb (3.28 N) and has a centroid at r 1, — 10.75 in. (273 mm) from the axis of the disk. The force
due to the weight of the blade will be

F — 
weight w2 r ,,, (3)
g

where g is the acceleration of gravity, 386 in/sec 2 (9.80 m/sec 2) and w is the speed of rotation in
radians/sec. Therefore ,

F = 
0 738 

110 .500 -Ii-] (10.75) — 2 4 ,900 lb (110.7 kN) (4)

The net section of the disk just below the fillet has an area of 1.138 in. 2 (734 mm 2). The average stress
in the net section is then 24 ,900/1.138 — 21 ,900 psi (151 MPa).

The estimated maximum stress in the fillet of the disk is

a’0 — (21 . 900) (5.2) — 114 , 000 psi (786MPa) (5)

Note that any variation in the engine speed will vary the stresses by the square of the speed change.
Thus , if the speed is increased 10% the stress will increase by 21% — 100 (1.1 2 _ I) .

The stress distribution along the entire free boundary of the fillet can be obtained just as the
SCF’s were obtained. The tangential stress distribution along the fillets of the disk is shown in Fig. 8.
Notice that the tensile stress tangential to the boundary at the lower edge of bearing area has a SCF in
excess of 4. This stress has an important effect on the initiation of fretting fatigue cracks.

Stresses away from the free boundaries were determined by combining the isochromatic and iso-
pachic data. Results showing the normalized isopachics (°‘i + a’2)/a’a&, the normalized isochromatics
( T l 

— 
~“2)/°’~~, and the normalized principal stresses a’I / a ’aI , and a ’2/0 r,. are shown as a function of

position in Fig. 9. Other stress distributions are reported in Reference 3.

These stress distributions indicate a rather sharp dropoff of the maximum principal stress in direc-
tions normal to the fillet boundaries , as opposed to the gradual dropoff of the fillet stress along the free
boundary as shown in Fig. 8. This is typical of fillet stress distributions.

With the fringe pattern of Fig. 5 serving as a guide , the original disk lug template was modified in
the two central fillet regions. The original model was then rerouted following the modified template ,
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and isochromatic patt erns of the rerouted model were photographed. The process was repeated and the
photoelastic results indicated that the fillet geometry was nearly optimum. The modified fillet radius
was measured and a new templat e was prepared to the optimized dimensions. Note that all of the fillet
modifications were made in the clearance region between the blade and the disk and are thus applicable
to existing disks by reworking the slots between th e disk lugs.

The isochromatic pattern of the modified fillet model for the same load as that in Fig. 5 is shown
in Fig. 10. The SCF from the pattern of Fig. 10 , determined as previously described , was found to be
3.8. The stress distr ibution along the optimized fillet is presented in Fig. 11. A comparison between
the original and modified fillets (Fig. 8 and Fig. 11) shows a reduction of 27% in the maximum stress in
the fillet and a reduction of about 50% in the tensile stresses at the edge of the bearing area. It is
believed that these reductions in stress , associated with the modified design , will result in an increased
fatigue life by about an order of magnitude.

- 

, ..
~
1.

Fig. (0 — Dark field isochromatic pattern of disk lug
with modified fillet radius

FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS

A crack along the line of failure was simulated in the Homalite model by cutting with a fine-
pitched jeweler ’s saw and then sharpening the crack tip with a file. The model was loaded in a sodium
diffu sed-light polariscope and isochromatic fringe patterns were photographically recorded. The crack
was extended incrementally by sawing and filing; then the loading and photographing sequence was
repeated. A total of 18 combinations of load and crack length were analyzed.

Typical isochromatic fringe patterns obtained for three different lengths of cracks are illustrated in
Fig. 12 and an enlargement of the fringe loops at the crack tip is presented in Fig. 13. Inspection of

( these fringe patterns shows that the loop tilt  angles °m (defined in Fig. 14) and the maximum radii , r ,,,,
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associated with the fringe loops above and below the crack line are not the same. Thus, the cracks are
propagating in a mixed mode field with both K, and K,, affecting fatigue crack extension.

A method to determine mixed mode stress intensity factors from isochromatic fringe loops has
previously been developed by Smith and Smith (41. Their method which neglects the non-singular far-
field stress r ,,, originally introduced by Irwin [SI can be applied only when the axes of the upper and
lower fringe loops lie along a common line. Examination of Fig. 13 , i ndicates that this condition is not
satisfied for the problem being considered here. For this reason it was necessary to extend the method
of analysis to include the a’,,, term.

For a crack subjected to both tensile and shearing loads, the stress field in the neighborhood of
the crack tip (r  << a) can be approximated [61 as:

_ _  
0 . 0 . 3 9  .0  0 39

= 
~~~~ -

__ K 1 cos~ - I — stnj - su n— i— — K,,sin~ - 2 + cosj- cos-~j 
— 0W ,,

1 0 . 9 . 3 9  . 0  0 39
= 

,,,
.~~
..__ K,cos~ - I + sin-j sin-j — + K iisIn-j cos-j - cosT

1 . 0  0 39 0 .0 .3 0
= 
,,,,~~

__ K,sinj - cosj cos —~— + K,,cos~ - I — sinj - sin— i— . (6)

where the co-ordinates r and 9 are measured from the crack tip.

The Cartesian components of stress are related to the isochromatic fringe order by:
( Nf,,/ h) 2  — (~

. — )2 + (2r ~,)2 (7)
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) gives

(Nf,,/h)2 — .~
i-_. {(Ki sin 9 + 2K,, cos o12 + [ K ,, sin 012j

+ 
2o~,,, 

sin-p- (K , sin 0( 1 + 2 cos 0) + K,,(l + 2 cos2 0 + cos 9)1 + ~~~~~~~ 
(8)

~~~~ 2

Equation (8) is the basis of all the methods to detarmine stress intensity factors from iso-
chromatic patterns. In this generalized form the equation is non-line ar in terms of K ,, K ,,, and ~~~~~ In
this investigation several different methods were developed to solve Eq. (8) to determine K ,, K ,,, and
er ,,, (see Ref. 7) . The best approach developed was a least squares method which fit Eq. 8 to a large

p numbe r of points in the isochromatic field near the crack tip. Since Eq. (8) was non-linear , a numerical
technique based on the Newton -Raphson method [81 was employed together with the least squares
app roach.

To describe the Newton-Raphson method , consider an arbitrary function , h A of the form:
h 4 (K ,, K,,, a’ ,,, ) — 0 (9)

where k — I Al. If initial estimates are made for K,, K ,,, and r , , , ,  and substituted into Eq. (9) ,
the equality is not satisfied since the estimates are in error. To correct the estimates , a series of itera-
tive equations based on a Taylor series expansion of h A are written as:

(hj ,~ 1 — (h A) , + (-
~

-—

~~

—

~ 
~K, + 

~~~~~ 
AK ,, + (::,~ 

AU ,,,. ( 10)
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where the subscript i refers to the i th iteration step. AK, AK,, and Aa ’0~ are corrections to the previ-
ous estimates. The corrections are determined so that (h k) , + l — 0, and thus , Eq. (10) gives:

Oh k O h AAK , + AK,, + Aa’0~ — —(h k) , . (11)
8 K , , 8 K ,, 

,

Rewriting Eq. (8) in a form suitable for use with the Newton-Raphson method gives:

gk (K ,, K,,. ~~~ — —
~

-—— [ K , sin 9~ + 2K,, cos °k 12 + (K ,, sin 9~J2
2 ir r~

+ 
2a’~ sin~~- (K , sin O k (I + 2 cos 

~~ 
+ K ,,U + 2 COS2 9 k + COS Ok)1

+ o~~ — (N4f,,/ h) 2  — 0 (12)

where Nk is the fringe order corresponding to the point (r*, a k).
Applying the iteration scheme suggested in Eq. (11) to M ( > 3)  equations of the form given in

Eq. ( 12) , results in an overdetermined set of linear equations in terms of the unknowns AK ,, AK,, and
Ao ,. of the form

8g1 8g1 8g1
8K , OK ,, 8O’ ox

-~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~ - —~~~~~~~-- AK ,
— — 

OK , OK ,, Oa ’~ AK ,, (13)
Ao 0~

OgM Og,,~ 8gM
OK , OK ,, 8o~ ,

for brevity rewrite the matrices in Eq. (13) as

[gJ — [a] [AK ] (14)

It can be shown that AK in Eq. (14) can be determined in the least squares sense by multiplying both
sides from the left by ía] T, where [a] T~~ the transpose of [a] , i. e.

Ia]T [gJ — I a l T [ a ]  [ A K]  (15)
or

[dJ — Eel lAX) (16)
where

Id] — (a]T (g]

Ic] — (a]TIa].

Finally,

(AK ] — (cl ’ Id]
where Ic ] ’ is the inverse of Ic]
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The solution of Eq. (17) gives AK ,, AK ,,, and Aa’0~ which are used to correct initial estimates ofK ,. K ,,, and rr ,~, to obtain a better fit of the function g to the M data points. Utilizing the matrix
operations available in BASIC, a computer program [7] was written to determine K,, K,,, and a’,,,, using
data from 10 points over the fringe field.

Data read from negatives showing the isochromatic fringe loops were processed on the computer
to determine K ,, K ,,, and o~~,,. Ten data points were used for each determination , 5 from an upper
loop and 5 from a lower loop. When more than 10 data points were available , different combinations of
data sets were employed and several estimates of K,, K,,, and a’,,,, were made. In these instances,
averages of the individual determinations were taken. The mean values of K,, K,,, and o ,,,, are
presented in Table I.

Table I — Summary of Results for K, K,,, and o ,,,,
from the Photoelastic Model

Number P Crack K, K,,
of Load Length

Readings lbs in. psi ~~ psi ‘,/i~ psi
Before the crack turns

(1) 800 .096 573 -569 2482
(1) 1000 .096 693 -706 2974
(1) 200 0.122 439 -216 327
( 1) 200 0.185 475 -159 238
(5) 200 0.241 348 .219 377
(6) 200 0.357 318 -285 357
(7) 200 0.466 512 -203 298
(7) 200 0.622 539 -281 318
(5) 200 0.710 549 -221 134
(3) 200 0.843 392 -334 152
(5) 200 0.955 351 -444 213

After the crack turns
(1) 200 .100 793 .365 370
(3) 150 .190 782 -184 431
(1) 200 .190 1038 .198 533
(2) 100 .296 815 -86 131
(1) 100 .296 786 .163 154
(I) 100 .410 1044 244 -326
(1) 100 .518 

— 
1196 347 -519

1 psi — 6.895 kPa
I psi ‘jTh — 1.099 kPa ~~1 in. — 25.4 mm

An example of the ability of the least squares method to give accurate estimates of the mixed-
mode stress intensit y factors is illustrated in Fig. 15. This figure shows a computer plot of the iso-
chromatic patt ern generated from Eq. (8) using the values of K ,, K,, and a’,,,, determined with this
method . The crosses are the original input data. It is evident that the fit is excellent.
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Fig. 15 — Theoretical mixed-mode fringe pattern for K, — 319 psi .,J] ii.. K,1 — 293 psi .,,/ in.,
and — 355 psi (crosses denote data points used to compute the stress intensity factors )

Conversion of the results from the photoelastic model of the turbine disk to results which
correspond to the actual prototype, requires the use of a scaling relationship. The scaling equation for
K, or K,, Is:

(K ,,,,)~ — .~hj~:;~ A 2 A3(K ,,,,) m (18)
where subscripts p and m refer to the prototype and modil respectively. The terms A 1, A 2, and A 3 in
Eq. (18) are scaling factors defined below:

A 1, the in-plane scaling factor — wm/ wp — 3.409 (19)
where:

w,,, th e center to center dimension between two adjacent blades on the model is 3.808
in. (96.7 mm) , and the corresponding dimension of the prototype w~, — 1.117 in.
(28.28 mm) .( A 2, the th ickness scaling factor — him/ h p — 0.111 (20)
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where :
h~ — 2.30 in. (58.34 mm) is the length of the dovetail slot and
h,,, = 0.255 in. (6.48 mm) is the model thickness.

A 3. the load scaling factor Pp/ P m — 124.5 (21)

where
P,, 24 ,900 lb. and P ,,, — 200 lbs.

The scaling equation for the length , a, of the crack is
a,, = am /A j (22 )

It should be noted here that these scaling relations assume that the crack in the prototype prop-
agates in a two-dimensional manner (i.e., as through-thickness cracks with a straight front . Inspec-
tion of the fracture surface of the lugs which have been pulled from the disk as shown in Fig. 16 indi-
cate that the cracks propagate with three-dimensional characteristics. The cracks initiate at a point and
do not extend along the entire thickness of the disk. Instead , the crack front exhibits significant curva-
ture. Because of these differences in the crack shape between the model and the prototype , the results
presented here should be considered as a first approximation. More exact predictions require three-
dimensional photoelastic studies to more adequately model the crack shape.
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Fig. 16 — Typical fracture sur faces showing three.d imen~, .n.,I
characteri st ics of fatigue crack
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To assess the influence of the combined effect of K, and K,,, it is appropriate to consider the total
strain energy release rate 4 which is given by:

(23)
where , for plane strain:

— 
1 ~~~~ K? (24)

1 Ti” 
K,2,

and E — modulus of elasticity and ii Poisson ’s ratio.

Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (23) gives

— 
i ~~~ K~ 1 (25)

where
a’ Ia’2 a’2
“eff ~V ”~ + I’% /,~

The effective stress intensity factor Keii, which governs the rate of crack propagation da/dN ,
increases from zero to a value of about 14 ksi -JEii (15.4 kPa .~/i~ ) as the crack extends to a depth of
about 0.100 in. as shown in Fig. 17. Continued crack extension from 0.100 to 0.280 in. (2.54 to 7.11
mm) occurs at nearly constant K~ ~~. As the crack approaches the upper fillet of the lug where the
stress field is compressive , the volume of K, decreases and IK ,,I increases until the crack turns through
an angle of 45 degrees. After turning, K, becomes dominant and K~11 increases markedly with further
crack extension. The rate of crack propagation increases rapidly after the crack turns.

CONCLUSIONS

A stress analysis using photoelasticity and photoe lastic holography showed that early failures were
due to a sharp fillet which exhibited a SCF — 5.2. Using photoelasticity the fillet was redesigned to
lower the stress concentration factor to 3.8 providing a 27% reduction in the maximum stress level. It
is believed that fatigue life can be extended by a factor of 10 if the optimized fillets are employed in
reworked disks.

A new method of analysis was developed using a combined least squares , Newton-Raphson
numerical method to determine K,, K,,, and a ,,,, from an isochromatic representation of a mixed mode
field. Results of the fracture mechanics analysis showed that Keti was nearly constant as the fatigue
crack extended into the lug (prior to turning ) . This fact implies that da/dN remains constant during
the early propagation phase. Since da/dN is relatively small the cracks grow slowly permitting operation
of the engine after crack initiation.

The results presented here are part of an overall materials and mechanics study into the origin of
the failures in the third-stage fan of the TF-30 engine. The emphasis in this paper has been on the opti-
cal mechanics aspects of the solution to the problem and was intended to demonstrate that these
methods can provide valuable information to an overall failure investigation.
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MODEL 540 MAIN ROTOR BLADE RIS K ASSESSMENT

ARTHUR J. GUSTAFSON
Aerospace Engi neer
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Ft Eustis, Virginia 23604

ABSTRACT -
The all-aluminum Bel l Model 540 main rotor blade , wi th an allowed life of

1100 flight hours , is used on several helicopter models , incl uding the AH-lG ,
tiM—iC , and UH-1M. The occurrence of catastrophic helicopter accidents due to
structural failure of this blade triggered an i nvestigati on by an AVRADCOM-
appointed Risk Assessment Team.

The Ri sk Assessment Team ’s first task was to define the scope of the
problem , which was accomplished by conducting i nterviews wi th field personnel
and analyses of the failed structure. A failure analysis was conducted for
the Team by the US Army Material s and Mechanics Research Center, which
included metal l urgical and chemical tests of the failure surface and residues
found on the surface. These examinations showed the probable cause of
fai l ure to be fretting fatigue between the spar and spar spacer in the areas
of disbond between these elements.

A new safe life for the Model 540 rotor was calculated using the known
failure rate and populati on distribution using the censored populati on
ana lys i s due to A .M. Stagg . Al so , nondestructi ve techniques were reviewed
for applicability to detecting disbonds between the spar and spar spacer. An
ul trasonic shear-wave technique was selected.

A substantiati on of the new safe life was made by fatigue testing three
full-scale Model 540 blades. Each blade had a varying bond/disbond conditi on
and accumulated flight hours. The approach taken in this test was to apply
the same load spectrum as that used during the original substantiati on of the
Model 540 blade fatigue life conducted by Bell Hel icopter Company. Existi ng
inspection techniques for bond/disbond detection were used and eval uated,
with emphasis placed on nondestructive test techniques.

It was concluded that a fully bonded Model 540 blade is flightworthy for
1100 flight hours ; blades with accumulated disbonds less than 3.feet long are -

flightworthy for 550 flight hours.

INTRO DUCTION

The all-alum inum Model 540 Bell Helicopter Company main rotor blade , with
a safe fatigue life of 1100 hours, is used on several Army hel icopters and
one Navy model , incl uding the AH-lG, UH-lC , UH-1M , and the AH-1J (Navy).
Seven Model 540 rotor blades devel oped structural failures in the time period
from April 1968 to December 1973. Four were Army helicopters and three were
Navy. Two of these failures were catastrophic, two had cracked spars, and
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three had cracked skin just aft of the spar with no spar cracks. All
exhibited a disbond between the spar and the spar spacer, with some evidence
of fretting in that area.

In response to direction from the Comanding General , US Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Coninand (DARCOM), the US Army Research and
Technology Laboratories (USARTL) conducted a technical risk assessment to
determine the cause of the Model 540 rotor blade failures on the AH-l and
UH-l aircraft and to reconirend corrective action . A team of engineering
specialists from ~.everal Army agencies and NASA conducted the assessment.

The i nvesti gation of these failures by the Risk Assessment Team included
(1) determination of the cause of the failures , (2) examinati on of stress
states in the spar and skin for a bonded and a debonded spar spacer, (3)
review of blade loads , (4) eval uation of nondestructive inspection techniques
as applied to the Model 540, and (5) development and substantiati on of a new
safe fatigue life . These actions are described in greater detail below .

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 540 ROTOR BLADE

The Model 540 rotor blade is approximately 19 feet (5.79 meter) l ong with
a 27-inch (.69 meter) chord and 9-1/3% thick syninetrical airfoil. The spar
Is made from a C section extrusion of 2024 aluminum alloy and forms the basic
profile of the airfoil leading edge. The spar spacer (see Figure 1) is also
a 2024 alimi lnum extrusion and , when bonded in place , it controls airfoil
thickness . The lips of the spacer engage the shallow grooves inside the “C”
s par , converting the C secti on to a D section. The tolerance of the spar in
its free state and the spacer range from .035-inch (.00089 meter) clearance
to .265—inch (.0067 meter) interference, excl uding bonding adhesives. The
blade from the spar aft is composed of alumi num honeycomb and skins bonded to
the spar and to an extruded aluminum trailing edge piece. The spar is
tapered chordwise between stations 80 and 140 (see Figure 2), the section
being constant outboard of this point. The trailing edges are also tapered ,
this taper being the only difference between two Model 540 blade types.

CAUSE OF FAI LURE
The Risk Assessment Team, as a first step, investigated the cause of

fai lure of each rotor b lade. Thi s was accom pl i s hed by interv iew ing the
accident investigati on personnel at Corpus Christi for the Army and at
Pensacol a, Florida, for the Navy. Personnel at Bell Helicopter Company had
also assisted in diagnosis of the accident cause(s), so the results of their
analysis were also reviewed. All failures had been classed as fatigue
failures and were Identi fied tentati vely as the result of stress corrosion .
Minimum fractography or chemical exami nation had been performed.

Fortunately, specimens of the fracture surface were still available from
three of the failed blades. These specimens were examined by personnel of
the US Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC). The results of
their examination clearly indi cated that these failures were caused by( fretting fatigue . Further exami nati on revealed that all failures occurred in
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regions of di sbond along the spar/spar spacer bond line . This area is shown
in Figure 1.

The macroscopi c appearances of fractured “C” spars and their mating
closures are respecti vely simi lar. Figure 3 illustrates the origi n of a
fracture in the spar of blade S/N A2—723 (Ft Sill) which failed catastrophi-
cally. In this illustrati on, a series of radial marks eminate from the upper
left corner of this fracture. The origin can be found by determining the
locati on at which these vestigial radial marks intersect—-near the concave
surface. This l ocation is the interface of the spar, spar spacer , and bond
where fretting had occurred.

BLADE STR ESS

A stress analysis of the Model 540 was made by AMMRC analysts except for
the bond between the spar and spar spacer, which was analyzed by the Applied
Technology Laboratory/Langley personnel. These analyses were made as a
check on the original stress analysis performed by Bell Hel icopter Company.

AMIIRC found that , in the absence of unusual conditi ons , e.g., fretting ,
corrosion , etc., the “C” s par should not fa il in fat igue regardless of
whether the spar spacer remains bonded or not. On the other hand , the trail-
ing aluminum skin does become marginal wi th respect to fatigue after loss of
bond at the spar spacer.

The analysis also showed that debonding of the spar and spacer for the
ful l length of the blade woul d drastically reduce blade torsional stiffness,
resulting in a noticeable change in flight characteristics. However, in most
of the reported blade failures , debonding was noted to be localized in the
region of the fracture initiation. This would have little effect on the
overall blade stiffness and fl i ght characteristics. Consequently, blade
damage occurred insidiously during flight operations. Interim flight visua l
inspection would reveal damage only after cracks appeared in the skin , which
may or may not have occurred prior to initiation of spar fracture.

A finite element analysis was made by the Appl ied Technology Laboratory/
Structures Lab of three possible bond-line configuration s based on tolerance
of the spar and spar spacer. All confi gurations analyzed were observed on
cross sections of actual spars and are considered to be typical. The stress
concentration factor varied from 2.0 on a good uniform bond , to 3.5 and 5.5
on nonuniform bonds. When these stress concentrati ons are applied to the
average and alternating stresses in the bond line for the AH-1J and AM— JG ,
then fai lure may occur by normal loads whi ch produce stresses beyond the
ultimate strength and/or by normal loads which produce stresses beyond the
fatigue limit. These conditi ons are slightly worse for the AH-lJ because of
the higher normal loads. The Appl ied Technology Laboratory/Structures Lab
found that the bond between the spar and spar spacer was not adeqi~atebecause of the high probability of stress concentration in the bond. These
s cress concentrations may be cause d by several factors : thin bond lines
created In manufacture; poor adhesion to the spar and/or spacer because of
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inadequate surface preparation of the adherents; and voids in the bond
allow ing metal-to-metal contact of the spar and spar spacer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ SPAR SPACER

- - - - - 
- - - - 

- 

SPAR

Figure 3. Origin of Fracture on the Spar of Blade S/N A2-723

BLADE LOADS
A review was made of a Bell Helicopter Company report on the 540 rotor

system and an Applied Technology Laboratory/USARTL study which reassesses the
flight loads and fatigue life of several rotor components for the AH-1G,
Reference 1. There was no indicati on that fatigue loads were greater than
those used for design of the rotor system. The gross weight of the aircraft,
flown in combat, tends to be heavier, than design gross weight, and this
Increases the mean loads. The alternating loads were less , however , becaus e
of reduced airspeed throughout the flight regime . Reference 1 suggests that
these two factors are offsetting, resulti ng in only a small change from the
fatigue life of the rotor wh ich was calculated during blade design.

The analysis reported in Reference 1 is based on flight loads measured in
Southeast Asia (SEA) by Technology Inc. duri ng the period August 1968 to
Apri l 1969 under Contract DAAJO2-77-C-0076 for the Appl ied Technology
Laboratory/USARTL . The reconstructed miss ion profil e presented in
Reference 2 is probably a good representation of flight operations of the
AH-lG in SEA . It probably is more severe than that encountered in
Continental United States (CONUS) operations. However, It cannot be stated
with assurance that the ai rcraft which had the defective rotors were flown
within the mission profile described In Reference 1. Although one cannot
discount the possibility that each of these aircraft experienced a damaging
load sufficient to fail the spar closure and initiate fretting , this is
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considered unlikel y. The nuither of flight hours on each ai rcraft falls in a
relatively narrow range (659 to 867.4 hours), which is indicative of fretting
fatigue starting on each blade at the same relative time. If the fretting
fatigue was induced by an overload , one would not expect this load to occur
at the same relative time in each aircraft.

It was concluded from the foregoing studies that:

(1) Cracked spars were caused by fretting fatigue of the spar and spar
spacer in the bond line .

(2) There are three possible causes of failure on the bond sufficient to
allow fretting; these are listed in decreasing order of probability below.
Any contination of the factors is possible.

(a) Metal-to—metal contact occurs duri ng manufacture because of the
scraping of the adhesive upon the insertion of the spar spacer in the spar
and/or cold flow of the adhesive under pressure created by the spri ng acti on
of the spar on the spa r spacer .

(b) Weak bonds are created during manufacture by an unfavorable colthina-
tion of dimensions of the spar and spar spacer or inadequate treatment of the
bonded surfaces .

(c) Blades experience overloads which cause debonds that eventually
induce fretting fatigue conditions .

MODEL 540 NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION CRITERIA

The Model 540 rotor system was designed using safe-life design pro-
cedures. Safe-life design requi res that a service life in operational hours
be established and that ~the component be removed from service at or beforethis elapsed time to reduce the probability of catastrophic failure to a very
low level . The advent of the failures described in this paper requires that
the safe life be drastically shortened because a fretting fatigue condition
exists that was not considered in setting the current safe life of 1100
hours . Nondestructive inspection procedures had to be developed to detect
spar-to-spacer debonds that are large enough to allow fretting fatigue of the
spar and spar spacer.

Various inspecti on procedures were reviewed by AVRADCON, the Navy, and
Bell Helicopter Company. The Ri sk Assessment Team selected an ultrasonic
technique for detecti ng disbond between the spar and spar spacer as the best
overall technique for blade inspection.

FATIGUE LIFE DEVELOPMENT AND SUBSTANTIATION

To calcu late a safe life for the b lade , three thi ngs were required:

(1) The number of blades in the fleet susceptible to the fretting( fatigue failure.
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(2) The distributi on of times to failure which v~6uld occur if all sus-
ceptible blades were flown unti l they failed by the fretting fatigue mode at
the spar-to-spacer bond line .

(3) A criterion specifying the risk of failure that is acceptable.

The information that was available and the assumptions that had to be
made for each of the above i tems are discussed below.

(1) Fleet Size - Based on teardown inspections of blades removed from
service for reasons other than fretting fatigue failure , it was determined
that not all bl ades in the fleet showed evidence of spar-to—spacer debond and
associated fretting fatigue. From the results of these inspections, it was
estimated that perhaps only 2500 of the 18,481 blades manufactured would
develop the debond. Since the number of blades susceptible to the fretting
fatigue fa il ure mode was not known exac tly, several population sizes were
assumed in order to determine the sensitivity of the failure distribution
parameter estimates to fleet size.

(2) Failure Distributi on — As in practically all instances in which a
safe life is to be calculated , the type of distribution was assumed and the
parameters of the distribution were estimated from the information avai lable.
In thi s case , the times to failure were assumed to be lognormally distri-
buted. A l so, since the actual distribution of high flight time blades that
had no fretting fatigue was unknown , severa l failure di stributions were
assumed. These assumed distributions are illustra ted in Figure 4.

24
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Figure 4. Assumed Population Distributi ons
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The method used to estimate the failure distribution parameters is
described in Reference 2. The results of applying this method yielded a safe
life of 500 flight hours with a risk criterion of one failure on the average
in a fleet twice as large as the one under consideration.

In order to confirm the foregoing, as wel l as to establish an inspection
criterion and inspection interval for these blades, a fatigue test of three
blades was conducted. The details of this fatigue test are given below.

TEST SPECIMENS

Three blades were selected for the test program; their conditions are
presented in Table I.

TABLE I

TEST SPECIMEN CONDITION PRIOR TO TESTI NG

DEBOND FLI GHT BLADE
SER. NO. STATION HOURS TYPE

IHB-3057 100-112 105 540-011-250-1

IHB-3298 no debond 89 540-011-250-1

A2-2822 no debond 608 540-011-001-5

These test specimens were modified slightly for testi ng purposes . On a
production blade, a lead weight is embedded near the blade tip to increase
the local Inertia. A 22—inch section from the tip, incl uding the tip weight ,
was removed to accomodate the end fitting. Al so , a lami nated stepped
aluminum doubler was installed by Bell Helicopter Company similar to the one
used by Bell Helicopter Company in the original fati gue—life substantiati on
of the 540.

FATIGUE TESTING MA CHINE

The Appl ied Technology Laboratory rotor blade fatigue test machine ( see
Figure 5) was used to fatigue test the specimens. This machine is approxi-
mately 44 feet (13.41 meter) long, 10 feet (3.04 meter) wide , 12 feet (3.57
meter) h igh , and it can accept specimens up to 25 feet (7.62 meter) long.
Ini tiall y, it could apply only centrifugal force (C.F.) and bending loads;
upon modification of the machine for this test, its load application capa-
bility was expanded to include torsional loads. The loads were applied on
the specimen by two actuators, one located at each end of the test section
of the machine .

By controlling the frequency of excitation , the blade-gri p system was
made to resonate near Its first bendi ng mode natural frequency. As the
forci ng frequency approached the blade-grip natural frequency, the blade ’s
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center span amplitude became larger. The beam bending moment was controlled
in this fashion.

The loads used for the test were furnished by Bel l Helicopter Company and
were identical to the l oad spectrum used by Bell Helicopter Company in their
original fatigue-life substanti ation of the Model 540 blade. The in—plane
loading (due to drag force) has a negligible effect on the spar spacer
fatigue life of the blade and , therefore, was not applied .

The load spectrum and its rate of appl ication was considered an important
parameter in this test. Bell Helicopter Company provided flight l oad data
which shows the interrelationship of the bending and torsional loads , as wel l
as the wave shape of each. Figure 6 indicates the trace of loads appl ied
during flight and during fatigue testing .

The load spectrum furnished by Bel l Helicopter Company represented
approximately one flight hour , and included 15 different load segments which
encompassed the entire beam and torsion spectrum.

The C.F. is a body force and its magnitude is a function of the blade
length , the mass distri buti on along the blade , and the rpm. In the fatigue
test, the flight loads furnished by Bell Helicopter Company were represented
by a uniform tensile load. Since the simulated C.F. load is uniform along
the full length of the specimen and the inflight C.F. varies wi th blade sta-
tion , the simulated l oading is equal to the fl ight l oads at one station only.
Consequently, the simulated loads were calcul ated to be equal to the fl i ght
loads at a chosen test section .

FATIGUE TEST RESULTS

All three test blades successfully sustained the simulated loading for an
equivalent of 550 flight hours . One blade , serial numbe r IHB-3298, was
tested for an equivalent of 1100 flIght hours. The successful performance of
each test blade substantiated the new fatigue life of 550 flight hours.

SUI~IIARY

The R isk Assessment Team , in a s pace of 11 months , established the cause
of the Mode l 540 failure , recoctnended an Inspection technique that was
applied to the entire stockpile of Model 540 blades , calcu l ated a new safe
life , and substanti ated this life by full—scale fatigue tests. These
accomp li shments requ i red the combi ned s ki lls and talen t of many peo ple
throughout the Army, Navy, NASA , and Bel l Helicopter Company, and
dramatically illustrates the far—reaching consequences of structural
deficiencies in operational ai rcraft.

(
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PREMATURE FAILURES OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER
CATAPULT “TENSION BARS” CAUSED BY ILL-CONCEIVED REDESIGN

THOMAS W. BUTLER
Professor
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapol is , Maryland 21402

ABSTRACT

A frangible hold back bar is used as part of a release mechanism for
aircraft being catapulted from aircraft carriers. When this bar was re-
designed to save machining costs, the redesigned bars were found to break
prematurely in service with serious consequences. The only substantive
difference between the old and new hold back bars (whose cross-sectional
areas are equal) was an axial hole through the original bar. This paper
outlines an analysis of the failures which demonstrated that the redesign
did not take into account the reasons for the axial hole in the original
hold back bar.

INTRODUCTION

Although landing aircraft on aircraft carriers is commonly thought
of as a hazardous operation, the launching of aircraft from carriers has not
been without its problems .

The common method used to launch aircraft from carrier decks uses
a release mechanism to restrain the airplane from forward motion while the
catapult and the aircraft engines are developing thrust. This paper discusses
a problem which arose when a seemingly innocuous redesign was made of the
frangible hold back bar which was used as the release mechanism. The
problem arose because the redesign failed to take into account the reasons
for certain features of the original design . The author of this paper
became involved in the problem at the request of the Naval Air Systems
Command after the new style hold back bars had been introduced into the
fleet and premature failures of these bars had caused the l oss of aircraft.

LAUNCHING OF AIRCRAFT FROM AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

In order to allow aircraft to be accelerated sufficiently for take-
off from a carrier , catapults are used to assist the aircraft engines .
Typically, the nose gear of the aircraft is connected by means of a launch
bar to the shuttle of the catapult. While force in the catapult is being
built up, the aircraft is held back from forward motion by the hold back
or “tens ion bar ” . When the forces on the hold back bar reach the level
necessary to break the bar, the bar fractures resulting in the aircraft
being catapulted from the carrier deck.
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Clevis Hold back bar Catapult shuttle
Cable

Figure 1 - Sketch of an airplane about to be catapulted from an aircraft
carrier deck. Thrust due to engine and catapult causes
hold back bar to break, releasing aircraft .

Figure 1 is a drawing of the arrangement used which was involved in the
case di scussed here . The cable shown al low s for ease in attac hi ng
the hold back bar to the carrier deck.

ORIGINAL AND REDESIGNED HOLD BACK BARS

The ’is~ecj fication for hold back bars , MIL-T-23426A(A S ) - “MILITARY
SPECIFICA 1~IOP1—TEN SION BARS AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING ,” incl udes specifications
for bars ‘With breaking forces from 17,500 lb (78kN ) to 75 ,000 lb (334 kN).
The specif4ed breaking force depends upon several variables including
the type of. aircraft being catapulted. Due cautions are emphasized in the
specifications regarding the workmanship required when manufacturing the
bars (section 3.8):

The items covered by thi-s specification are used in
launching military aircraft from aircraft carrier
and shore-based catapults. These items were designed
with a minimum margin of safety and are subject to
critical loading applications. Premature failure
of any bar can easily result in loss of life and
destruction of the aircraft and constitute a servicing
impediment to fleet readiness.

I
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Figure 2 - Or iginal and Redesigned Hold Back Bars . Original (hol low )
hold back bar is darker colored bar. Note nominal maximum
load of 63,000 lb (280 kN) stamped on end of each bar.
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The original hold back bar is the darker colored bar shown in
Figure 2. This hollow original bar has a minimum outside diameter
in the reduced section of 1.000 in (25.4 m) and an inside diameter
of 0.661 in (16.8 mm). Stamped on the end of the bar is the nominal
maximum load the bar can carry, 63,000 lb (280 kN), as wel l as other
marks required by the specification. The minimum cross-section area
of the original bar is 0.442 in2 (285.2 nm 2); consequently, the nominal
axial ultimate tensile stress is 142,500 psi (982.5MN/m2).

In an attempt to save machining costs, a solid bar with the same cross—
sectional area made of the same material was substituted as a replacement
for the hollow bar. The diameter of the lighter colored , Solid bar shown
in Figure 2 is 0.750 in (19.1 nm) which gives it the same cross—sectional
area as the hol low bar. The end of this bar is also stamped with th~nominal maximdm l oad of 63,000 lb (280 kN). Specifi cations call for
breaking loads within 3 percent of the nominal maximum load.

Properties of the hollow and solid hol d back bar cross-sections are
shown in Table I.

TABLE I - Cross-Section Properties

0.0., in (mm) I.D., in (mm) Area, in2(m2) J, in~ (nm)~
Hollow Bar 1.000 (25.4) 0.661 (16.8) 0.442 (285.2) 0.0794 (33100)

Solid Bar 0.750 (19.1) 0.442 (285.2) 0.0310 (12900)

PROBLEMS ENCO UNTERED W ITH SOLID HOLD BACK BARS

When solid hold back bars were substituted for the hollow bars which
had been previously used , the solid bars reportedly broke before the cata-
pult had devel oped enough force to enable aircraft to be successfully
launched . Since both the hollow and solid bars were designed to break
at 63,000 lb . it was thought that the solid bars were “ fault y” . Conse quently,
the use of the original hollow bars was resumed until the cause of the
problem could be determined . Unfortunately, none of the bars which failed
prematurely were recovered. An investigation could uncover no flaws in the
solid hold back bars; bars from the same lot broke wel l within specifications
in laboratory tension tests.

ANALYSIS OF FAILURE

When the present author was presented with this probl em, it was made
clear to him that no metallurgi cal problems had been found. He was told
that one theory whi ch showe d some promise of expla ining the premature
failures involved the differences in the peak stresses caused by stress
wave propagation in the hollow and solid bars due to geometry differences
during the relatively rapid build-up of force in the bars . Another
more basic factor was actually found to be the reason for the prema ture
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failures experienced when the solid bars were used .

Since the solid hold back bars broke wel l within specifications in
laboratory tension tests, attention was then focused on the type of
loading experienced by the “ tens ion bars ”. When a hold back bar Is pulled
in tension by a cable in series with it, the twisted strands making up the
cable tend to untwist. The cable used aboard the carrier was not special
non-spinning hoisting cable.

Holding Fixtures
\ Aircraft

\ 
connection

Hold Back Bar

Clev i
Cable

0
Figure 3 - Details of hold back arrangement.

Figure 3 shows the cable arrangement in some detail. The clevis
end of the cable is restrained so that it cannot rotate. Similarly,
the holding fixture attached to the airc raft cannot rotate . Since
neither end can rotate and friction keeps the hold back bar from rotating
in the fi xtures , a torque is induced In the hold back bar by the untwisting
cable. This torque exists whether the bar being loaded is hollow or solid.
However , the shear stress due to torque applied to a shaft is inversely
proportional to the polar moment of inertia, J, of the cross-section
and directly proportional to the distance from the shaft ’ s axis, p.
If a hollow tube and a solid bar of the same cross-sectional area
are loaded in torsion with the same applied torque, the hollow tube will
have a smalle r max imum s hear stress s ince it has a lar ger J/p ratio.
This combined stress state with a larger shear stress would then In principle
cause the sol id bar to break at c - ser axial load.

To determine the magnitudes of the stresses involved to see if the
untwisting of the cable introduces a significant effect, a simple stress
analysis using electrical resistance strain gages was performed . A cable
was used in these tests which is identical with those on the aircraft
carriers involved . Two rectangular , three-gage, 45° strain gage rosettes
were moun ted on opposite sides of the reduced area section of a solid holdback bar and wired in series .
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The solid bar was then mounted in holding fixtures (Figure 4a). One
fixture was gripped in a universal testing machine; the other fixture
was part of the cable assembly which was loaded by a shear bar through
its clevis.

At an axial force, P, of 20,000 lb (89 kN), the strains indicated by
the strain gages (Figure 4b) were = -370i.ic, £

2 
= 1640 ~1C, c~ 

= 1480 tic.
By using these strains and the elastic constants for the steel of the hold
back bar, it was found that the torque induced in the hold back bar due
to the untwisting cable was 1780 in-lb (201 N~m). Figure 4 shows the
tension-torsion load path corresponding to these values . The load path
was found to be linear for loads <20 ,000 lb (89 kN). In order to convert
the load path into stress paths for each of the bars, the effects of the
combined load states were considered. The elastic relationship for shear
stress due to torsional loading is

12.t 
J (1 )

where: t = shear stress

T torque
p = distance from axis

J = polar moment of inertia

Using the values for p and J for each cross-section and the relationship
found for the elastic range for this cable-bar combination :

T(in- lb) = 0.89 P(lb) (2)

stress paths In axial stress-shear stress space were generated. These
are shown in Figure 4d for both the hollow hold back bar geometry and the
sol id hold back bar geometry. In this figure the slope of the line
representing the stresses in the solid hold back bar is approximately
twice the slope of the line representing the stress in the hol l ow hold
back bar. Consequently, while the hold back bar is in the elastic
range and for a given axial force, the shear stress imposed by the
untwlstlng cable on the solid hold back bar Is about twice the shear stress
imposed on the hol low hold back bar.

The “fracture ” curve in a- - r  space is reminiscent of the elliptical
yield curves of Tresca or Mises in a- -i space. Consequently, if two linear
stress paths with different slopes are traveled by two specimens, the
specimen loaded along the stress path with the steeper slope will fracture
at a lower axial load than will the other. The solid hold back bar was
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pulled to fracture with a cable in ser ies and instead of fracture occur ing
at 63,000 lb (280 kN), the bar fractured at 54,400 lb (242 kN), 13.7%
less than the 63,000 lb figure.

Shear Stress (ps i )

100,000 —

“Fracture

50,000 _______ 

Y ield Curve Curve”

0 

~~~~~~~~~~ Axial

0 100,000 200,000

Figure 5 - Schematic description of effect of increased shear stress on
axial load at fracture

Figure 5 shows that , because of the shape of the fracture curve , the axial
fracture load reduction due to a solid bar as opposed to a hol low bar of
the same cross-sectional area is much larger than might be expected.

LESSON TO BE LEARNED

It is clear that the hollow bar was chosen by the designer of the
original hold back bar because he apparently knew what effect the
untwistlng cabl e has on the stress state. However , when the solid
bar was allowed to be substituted , the effects of the cable had
apparently-been forgotten or perhaps not known by the “redesigner ”.
It also may be that the title of the military specification “TENSION
BARS AIRCRA FT LAUNCHING” and the caninonly used name “tension bar”
mislead the redesigner. It is clear that in this case bars loaded in
series with a standard cable experience a significant torque as wel l as
tension.

The obvious lesson to be learned from this analysis of these
premature hold back bar failures If that before a redesign is implemented,
the reasons for original design features must be understood. Subsequent
to the problems Involved with the cable-hold back bar system, an entirely
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new system which utilizes no cabl e was developed and is now in use. The
author, realizing that testing machines which generate combined states of
stress are of use in materials testing , designed and built a simpl e tension-
torsion testing machine utilizing an “untwisting ” ca bl e (1, 2).
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IMPACT DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY LAMINATE S

N .M. BHATIA
Engineering Specialist
Northrop Corporation
Aircraf t  Group
Hawthorne , CA 90250

ABSTRACT

In this paper , the results of an experimental program to evaluate impact
damage susceptibility and residual strength capability of graphite/epoxy
structures are presented. Monolithic and sandwich all-graphi te laminates and
hybrid laminates of graphi te-glass and gr ap hi te-Keviar were evaluated. It is
shown that graphi te composites are readily damaged and lose significant
strength capability even at low impact energies. It is also shown that damage
resistance of graphite composites can be improved by increasing laminate thick-
ness or by using graphite-glass hybrid laminates. Design procedures for
impact damage tolerant structures are developed. Finally, a case study is
described involving the application of these design procedures to an advanced
aircraft wing/fuselage structure.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to resist impact damage is an important design consideration
for mili tary aircraft structures. Impact damage can occur during ground hand-
ling, landing, take-off , and in fl ight due to foreign object damage (FOD).
Extensive data on FOD incidents obtained during the last several years have
indicated the severity of this problem on aircraf t  structures. Since app lica-
tions of advanced composite materials are currently undergoing a transition
from secondary to increasing use on primary, that is , safety-crit ical  compo-
nents , impact damage susceptibility of advanced composites is receiving
increasing attention. Furthermore , graphite/epoxy , which is a widel y used
advanced composite material because of its high strength and stiffness proper-
ties, is more susceptible to impact damage than conventional metal structures,
because it is relatively more brit tle. Therefore, characterization of impact
damage resistance of graphite structures has become of ininediate concern.

Many aspects of impact damage are continuing to be investigated and
reported in the literature. The objective of this program was to evaluate the
damage suscep tibi lity and residual strength capabili ty of graphite/epoxy air-
craf t struc tural components and to develop design guidelines for improved
impact damage resistant structures. The parameters considered in the test
program were: all-graphite and hybrid laminates with E-g lass and Kevlar-49,
laminate thickness and orientation, nonsandwich and sandwich construction ,
damage modes and streng th , and impact energy levels. Impact damage may be
caused by hard object s (e.g., tool drops and ru nway rocks) and soft objects
(e.g., bird impacts that occur at low altitudes during landing and takeoff).
In the presen t investiga tion, only ha rd object impacts that generall y cause
locali zed damge to s tructural components are considered.
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IMPACT DAMAGE SUSCEPTIBILITY

The low-velocity hard-object impact to graphite composites can cause
laminate damage including surface denting , p ly delamination , matrix cracking,
and fiber failures spreading out from the impact point. In the present study,
the impact damage susceptibilities of monolithic and sandwich AS/350l-5
graphite/epoxy laminates and hybrid laminates of graphite with E-glass and
Kevlar-49 were evaluated . All laminates were fabricated of n/4 orientation.
Impact tests were conducted on 9-inch by 6-inch panels using the impact device
shown in Figure 1. The specimens were supported on the cylindrical base of
the impact device and impact damage was caused by dropping a 4.0-pound steel
bar on the flat end of the impactor shown in the figure. The steel bar was
guided in a graduated cylindrical tube and dropped from selected heights to
provide the desired impact energy .

Ea ch panel was impact-damaged at 16 locations using eight impact energy
leve ls that were se lec ted f rom ini t ia l  screening tests. The damage levels
varied from no visible failures to significant fiber failure. The typical
impact-damaged panel and its C-scan record are shown in Figure 2. Typically,
the back- faces of the panels showed considerably more damage thazi the front
faces. Also, for the lowest impact energy levels when the front and back
faces showed no visible surface damage, the C-scan records indicated some
internal damage. The impact-damaged sandwich panel with the adhesively
bonded honeycomb core is shown in Figure 3. The photomicrographs of the dam-
aged cross—sections show significant localized core crushing adjacent to the

______ 
v,J

— ,~~~~~
-
~
.
~~—-----—--—--

Figure 1. Impact Test Device
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Impacted face

No. 1 (36 in-lb)

No. 2 (3-2 in— Ib)

No . 3 (28 in—lb)

No. 4 (24 in-lb)

AS13501-5 (RTD), 8-ply (O/90/±45)~ Laminate , FM-l23 Adhesive
Core : 4. 5 pcf , 1/8-5056-0.001, 0.625 inch thick

Figure 3. Impact-Damaged Graphite/Epoxy Sandwich Panel
)
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skins and interlaminar failure of the skin. The adhesive layer remained
attached to the core. For the test panels, the observed levels of surface
damage and C-scan records were used to establish damage levels and damage size
versus impact energy relationships. The detailed results are documented in
Reference 1. In this paper , those results are used to establish design curves
for laminate thickness versus impact energy for visual threshold of fiber
failure and are presented on a log-log plot in Figure 4. These curves show
that the impact energy required to cause a visual threshold level of damage
increases with laminate thickness; furthermore, that generally, it is not a
linear function of thickness. The figure also shows that graphite-glass
hybrids with glass plies on the back face provi.de the best damage resistance
capabil i ty .

The curves presented in the figure may be used to establish the jninimum
skin thicknesses required to achieve impact damage tolerant designs for speci-
fied impact energy levels. To demonstrate the use of these curves, consider
a composite structure that is subjected to a potential threat of 48 in-lbs
impact energy (based on a 4-foot drop of a one-pound tool, or a 200-ft/sec
impact of a 0.5-inch diameter rock with a density of 0.1 lb/in3). To prevent
the occurrence of fiber failures at this impact energy, the minimum skin
thicknesses determined from Figure 4 are 0.110 inch for the graphite laminate,
0.082 inch for the graphite sandwich laminate, and 0.058 inch for the graphite-
glass hybrid laminates . These results show that for structural applications
requir ing thin skin laminates where durability requirements dictate laminate
thickness , the u se of graphite-glass hybrids can result in significant weight
savings .
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RES IDUAL STRENGTH OF IMPACT-DAMAGED LAMINATES

St rength redu ct ion cau sed by impact damage is also an important design
comsideration to satisf y the safety-of-flight requirements for aircraft
structures . To evaluate residual tensile strength capability of impact-
damaged laminates , 2 inches by 8 inches, coupons of AS/350l-5 graphi te/epoxy
and hybrid laminates of graphite-glass and graphite-Kevlar were tested. Spec-
imens were impact- tested with back faces supported with aluminum honeycomb
core to simulate sandwich skins. A group of impact-damaged specimens was
sta tic tested to failure and a second group with identical impact damages
was subjected to two lifetimes of tension-dominated fatigue exposure before
static testing to fai lure .  For the fa t i gu e test specimens , the impact-
damaged areas were measured before and after fatigue on the laminate front
and back faces and from C-scan records. This was done to measure possible
growth of the damaged areas caused by fatigue exposure.

Test results for residual strength versus flaw size are presented
graphically in Figure 5, and results for residual strength versus impact
energy in Figure 6. These results show that graphite composites undergo sig-
nificant strength loss even at very low impact energies when the front sur-
face shows no damage. The fatigued specimen data are not separately shown

AS13501-5 (RTDI. .14 LAMINATE
CORE: 4.6 pcI. 119-5068-0.001.

1.0 0.625 IN. THICK
0.625 IN. DIAMETER IMPACTER

0.9 BACKFAC EIC-SCAN

08 
12.PLY

} 
IMPACTED

— THROUGH SLOT . WIDE PANEL

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 1.0
DAMAGE WIDTH. IN.

Figure 5. Residual Strength versus Damage Width
for Grap hite/E poxy Laminates
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RESIDUAL STRENGTH AFTER IMPACT DAMAGE IRTO)
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*Damage not visible on front face .
Figure 6. Residual Tensile Strength of Impact-Damaged Grap hite

Composite Laminates

since the residual strengths were nearly identical to those of the unfatigued
specimens. Also, the measured damage size did not appear to grow during
fatigue exposure . The present results , showing that fa t igue exposure does not
further degrade the residual s trength of impact-damaged laminates , is signif i—
cantl y d i f feren t from previous results reported by Verette and Labor 2 for
identical tests on nonsandwich laminates. In those results , further  strength
loss due to fat igue exposure was noted indicating possible growth of the
damaged area due to fatigue exposure. This important difference in the impact
behavior of nonsaudwich and sandwich laminates needs fur ther investigation.

In Figure 5, the residual strength of the 11/ 4 laminate wi th a throug h-
slot is also presented. Comparison shows that for damage sizes larger than
0.25 inch , the impact damage is not as severe as a through-slot in reducing
laminate strength . This difference is due to the fact  that for impact dam—
ages , the crack length varies through the laminate thickness and is generall y
largest on the back face. The C-scan observations show larger damage sizes
because this method detects fiber fa i lures , as well as ply delaminations
which typically cover a larger area.

The residual tensile strength data plotted as functions of impact energy
per laminate thickness in Figure 6, provide the followi ng characteristics of
impact-damaged laminates. For the all-graphite laminates of three laminate
thicknesses , residual strength curves are nearly coincident . This indicates
tha t  at least for the range of the considered thickness , impact energy for a
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specified strength is a linear function of laminate thickness. The curves
also show that residual strength decreases as impact energy is increased and
the residual strength reaches a lower bound value when through-penetration
occurs. Assuming that the through-penetration damage can be approximated by a
circular hole of the same diameter as the impacter, the approximate lower
bound value is shown in Figure 6. The results also show that graphite-glass
hybrid laminates with glass plies on the back face provide the best improve-
ment in residual strength. Hybrid laminates with glass or Kevlar plies on
the front face provided no improvement in residual strength. It is important
to note that the typical damages, both below and above the visual threshold
level, are not expected to be strength critical, since in current design prac-
tice, the design ultimate strength does not exceed the matrix failure strength
value shown in the figure.

The residual strength data presented in Figure 6 have been u sed to
develop design curves for residual strength versus laminate thickness for lam-
inates subjected to 24-, 36-, and 48-in-lb impact energies, and presented in
Figure 7. Additional curves for higher or lower impact energies can readily
be generated if required. These design curves may be used to establish mini-
mum skin thicknesses and the corresponding residual strength of laminates sub-
jected to a specified impact energy.
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Figure 7. Residual Strength versus Laminate Thickness af ter Impact Damage
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COMPARISON OF STRENGTH DATA WITH ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS

Numerous analytica l approaches have been described in the literature for
predicting residual streng th of impact-damage laminates. Two approaches tha t
are based on linear elastic fracture mechanics consideration of an idealized
through-crack simulating the impact-damaged area, are evaluated for applica-
bility to the present experimental data. For predicting residual strength
from the size of the damaged area, Awerbuch and Hahn3 considered an idealized
through-slot to represent impact damage. However , for graphite/epoxy lami-
nates with through-slots and impact damages, the strength versus damage size
data presented in Figure 5 show poor correlation. Therefore, using an ideal-
ized through-slot to predict the residual strength of impact—damaged laminates
would , at best, provide a crude approximation of residual strength. An
improved analytical model needs to be developed that could account for through-
the—thickness variation of damage size.

An analyt ical  model for predicting residual strength as a function of
impact energy was developed by Husman, Whit ney, and Halpin.4 In this approach ,
an analogy was considered between damage infl icted by a single-point, hard
pa r t i c l e  impact , and damage caused by a through-crack of known dimensions in a
s ta t ic  tensile coupon . The analy tica l mode l ~~~ represented by the following
equation

1w - i ~~_~~~~
_

~~~~ / s ke
a V  w
0 5

where

is the residual st rength

is the unflawed laminate streng th
W is the s t ra in  energy required to break the unflawed laminate under

static load (= oo
2 /2E L for linear stress-strain response).

Wke is the impact energy per uni t  laminate thickness imparted to the
specimen

K is the effective damage constant determined by fitting the test
data to the theory at one value of impact energy.

Good correlation was shown between the predicted and test results for resid-
ual strength as a function of impact energy for relatively low impact energies
that caused much less than through-penetration damage. For the present test
data , the predicted residual strength curve based on Equation (1) is shown in
Figure 6. The values of W3 and K were calculated using the undamaged and
damaged laminate strength data. For the undamaged all-graphite 17/ 4 lamina tes ,
the average strength and modulus values were
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= 63.1 ksi
avg

and

EL = 6 .98 x 106 psi

Therefore, W5 = ao2 /2E L = 285.3 in—lb/in3. The value of K, calculated using
one data point in Figure 6 is

K = 0. 515 in 2

Comparison of the predicted strength curve with test data shows that the ana-
lytical model is not valid for relatively large impact energies that are still
well below the through-penetration energy. The current data did not go to
impact energies low enough to provide a comparison with the predicted strength.

DESIGN OF IMPACT DAMAGE TOLERANT STRUCTURES

The results presented above have demonstrated that graphite composites
are susceptible to impact damage by hard objects. The extent of impact damage
can vary considerably from barely visible skin dents to extensive indentation
and skin punctures. The extent of damage depends on the geome try of the air-
craft structure and the size, shape , and velocity of the impacting object.
During the service life of the aircraft, impact damages that exceed a speci-
fied size and depth must be repaired. The objectives of a damage-resistant
design, that satisfies the durability and safety-of-flight requirments imposed
on aircraft structures, are to minimize the need for repeated repair of damage
resulting from the most frequently occurring impacts, and to prevent the occur-
rence of catastrophic failures.

To evaluate the potential for impact damage, the ground servicing require-
ments for a specific aircraft system may be investigated to establish the
probability of occurrence and the severity of the impact threat for specific
areas of the aircraft. In the absence of specific criteria , or extensive ser-
vice experience, judgments may be made to define low, medium, or high proba-
bility threats. For example, the low probability threat may be assumed to
occur once per lifetime per aircraft. The medium probability threats may be
assumed to occur up to 10 times per lifetime per aircraft. The high probabil-
ity threats may be assumed to resul t fr om the most frequent ground servicing,
which occurs for each flight. These may involve refueling, ground electrical
and hydraulic power connections, servicing of the oxygen system, aninunition
rep lacement, etc.

This approach was used to assess the potential for impact damage to the
wing/fuselage components being analyzed at Northrop under the Air Force con-
tract “Wing/Fuselage Critical Component Development Program.”5 The aircraf t
surfaces were zoned on the basis of the potential for impact damage by the
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vario us types of threats.  Since specific cri teria based on service experience
were not available , threats were defined using engineering judgment. Each
threat was assigned a maximum potential impact ei~ergy value. For example, in
the equipment service areas of the wing upper surface, these ranged from a
4-ft-lb medium probability threat from dropped hand tools to a 50-ft-lb low
probabi lity threat from install ation or removal of fuel pump or hydraul ic  mo tor
and gear box . For the 4-ft-lb threat, the minimum skin thickness determined
from Figure 4 for the all—grap hite Laminate is 0. 11 inch . Since the design
thicknesses in this area ranged from 0.16 inch to 0 .224 inch , the 4 - f t - lb
impacts wil l  not cause fiber fa i lures  requiring repairs . Furthermore , Fig-
ure 6 shows that the 4-ft- lb impact is not going to be strength critical
because the design u l t imate  stress does not exceed the matrix failure strength
value shown in the f igure .  The 50-ft-lb impact is expected to cause signifi-
cant fiber failures of the impacted area. However, since this may occur pos-
sibly once per service life of the aircraft, it is more economical to repair
or replace the damaged component instead of designing it to be impact damage
tolerant for this potential threat.

CONCLUSION S AND RECOHMENDATIONS

Resul ts  presented above have demonstrated that relat ively thin graphite/
epoxy laminates are susceptible to foreign object damage even at low impact
energies. Damage occurs in the form of matrix and fiber failures and the dam-
aged panels undergo a significant tensile strength degradation. Therefore,
composite structures that are exposed to foreign object impacts should be
designed to resist damage and strength degradation. The significant conclu-
,sions and recommendations of this investigation are:

1. Impact damage resistance of lamina ted composites increases wi th
thickness.

2 . Back faces of graphite laminates generally undergo more severe
damage than the front faces .

3. The use of honeycomb core provides some improvemen t in damage
resistance of face sheets , however , core crushing and disbonding
are addi t ional  damage modes encountered.

4. The use of E—g lass p lies on the back faces of graphi te laminates
provides s ignif icant ly improved resistance to impact damage.

5. Residual tensile strength of impact-damaged specimens decreases
as the size of the damaged area increases, which in turn, increases
with impact energy levels.

6. Visual inspection indicates only the size and extent of surface
damage, whereas, C-scan inspection indicates the overall size of
the damaged area.
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7 . For sandwich panel  skins , f a t i gue loadi ng does not appear to increase
the size of the damaged area and does not appear to reduce residual
s t a t i c  te nsi le st rength of damaged laminates. This differs from
previous resul ts , which shoved tha t for nonsandwi ch lamina tes ,
f a t i gue load in g redu ces residual static tensile strength of damaged
1 ami na te s.

8. Typica l ground handling impact damage that goes undetected is not
likel y to ca u se ca t a s tr ophic f a i l u r e , because , in the current design
practice for advanced composites , re la t ive ly  low design u l t imate
strength values are specified . Therefore , the sa fe ty-of - f l ight  is
less of a concern than the durability requirement to minimize the need
for repeated repairs.

The above conclusions have been based or. results for relatively thin 11/4
laminates up to 16 plies . Impact damage behavior of thick laminates and lami-
nates with discrete stiffeners was not considered and is being investigated
under an ongoing NADC program being conducted at Northrop. Residual tensile
strength of impact-damaged laminates was investiga ted under the present pro-
gram. Behavior of impact-damaged laminates under compression and shear load-
ing and the influence of environmental exposures also needs to be investigated .
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ABSTRACT

Structural  strength reproducibility of graphite—epoxy composite spoilers
for the Boeing 737 a i rcraf t  was evaluated by statically loading f i f teen
spoile rs to failure at conditions simulating aerodynamic loads. Spoiler
strength and s t i f fness  data were statistically modeled using a two—parameter
Weibull distr ibution function. Shape parameter values calculated for the
composite spoiler strength and s t i ffness were within the range of corresponding
shape pa rameter values calculated for material property data of composite
laminates . This agreement showed that reproducibility of full—scale component
s t ructural  properties was within the reproducibility range of data from
mate rial property tests.

NOMENCLATURE

Values are given in both U.S. Customary and SI Units. Measurement8 and
calculations were made in U.S.  Customary Units. Factors relating the two
systems are given in reference 1.

F = Failure load
P0 — Probability distribution function

S = Structural stiffness
X = Random variable
a = Weibull shape parameter
p = Statistical mean
a = Standard deviation

Superscript
Weibull scale parameter

INTRODUCTI ON

Several f l ight  service programs are being conducted with composite
components on transport a i r c ra f t .  These include Keviar 49—epoxy fairing
components on Lockheed L—lOll a i rc ra f t  ( ref .  2 ) ,  boron—epoxy—reinforced
wing—box s t ructures  on U.S .  Air Force C—l30 aircraft  (ref.  3), graphite—
epoxy rudder section on McDonnell Douglas DC—b a ircraft  ( ref .  4 ) ,  and
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~graphite—epoxy spoilers on Boeing 737 aircraft  ( ref .  5).  These components
are being carefully monitored to determine their ability to withstand the
norma l day—to—day aircraft environment .

The Boeing 737 composite spoiler (ref .  5) ,  which is the component dis-
cussed in this paper , is in flight service with several airlines. To date
approximately one million hours of f l ight time have been accumulated .

Even though considerable composite material property data are in the
literature , usually, only one—of—a—kind s tructural  components have been
tested . Insufficient  data are available for adequate confidence in designs
which minimize structural weight. A broader statistical base would aid in
this respect. The statistical distribution functions that are normally
employed for strength and s tructural  reliability are discussed in references
6 to 10. One of these functions is the Weibull dis tr ibution which is described
in greater detail in reference 11. In reference 12 , this dist r ibution
function is used to develop a reliabili ty plan for composite materials static
st rength based on the macroscopic material properties .

The purpose of the present paper is to report the results of an initial
portion of a structural reproducibility evaluation of a composite aircraft
component . The entite program consists of structural  tests of the component
and static tensile , compression , and inte r laminar shea r tests of the same
material as used in the component construction . This paper is restricted to
reporting the structural component tests. Fifteen components were evaluated
by loading to structural fai lure .  This is the f i rs t  series of structural
st rength tests with suff ic ient  replicates for a statistical analysis of a
bui ltup composite structural component fabricated on a production basis.
Component s t i f fness  and strength data are examined statistically and are shown
to f i t  a two—parameter Weibull distribution. The two parameters , the shape
and scale factors , were computed. In addition , some initial comparisons are
made of the Weibull shape parameter for the component tests with shape
parameters for material property test data from several NASA contracts.

MATERIALS

The composite materials discussed in this paper were combinations of
graphite or aramid fibers and epoxy resins. The specific materials were :

Thornel 300 graphite fibers , manufactured by Union Carbide Corporation

AS graphite f iber s, manufactured by Hercules Incorporated

Keviar 49 aramid fibers , manufactured by E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.,
Inc .

Narrnco 5209 epoxy resin , manufactured by Narmco Materials , a subsidiary
of Celanese Corporation

3501 epoxy resin , manufactured by Hercules Incorporated
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EA 9628 epoxy adhesive , manufactured by Hysol , a division of Dexter
Corporation .

Identif icat ion of commercial products in this report is to adequately
describe the materials and does not constitute off icial  endorsement , expressed
or implied , of such products or manufacturers by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

TEST COMPONENTS

The test articles (f ig.  1) were graphite—epoxy aircraft  spoilers that
were developed for and are being evaluated in the fl ight service program
previously discussed (ref.  5). Spoiler construction was similar to the
standard aluminum production spoilers on the Boeing 737 transport aircraft
except that graphit e—epoxy skins were substituted for the aluminum skins
(fi g. 2 ) .  These composite skins were fabricated from Thornel 300/Marmco
5209 prepreg and were bonded to the substructure with EA 9628 adhesive. The
s t ruc ture was designed f or a stif fness criter ion and design limit load
[3 ,790 lb (16 ,858 N ) ]  and design ultimate load [5 ,685 lb (25 ,287 N ) ]  criteria
were also satisfied. The spoilers tested in this investigation were among
the last 25 of a production run of 140 items . Fifteen of these spoilers
were loaded to fai lure . The remaining 10 spoilers will be used in other
tests. All spoilers used in this evaluation were new and flight qualified .

PROCEDURES

Spoilers were loaded with a whiffletree arrangement which applied a dis-
t ributed load to simulate aerodynamic loading . Spoiler loading pads are
shown in figure 3 and the test setup , mounted on a rigid backstop , is shown
in figure 4. The load was applied to the spoilers by a hydraulic cylinder
pulling down on the crossbeam below the spoiler . Through this arrangement ,
the spoiler s were loaded to fa ilure and the values of load , strain , and
displacement were recorded on magnetic tape throughout the tests. Strain gage
locations and the three points along the trailing edge of the spoiler where
displacements were measured are shown in figure 3. The strain gages were
located on the upper and lower surfaces near the corners of the hydraulic
actuator attachment box where the maximum strains were expected to occur .
Disp lacements were measured using weighted st rings tu rn ing calibrated ,
10—turn , variable resistors . Failure was taken to be the point of maximum
load which was also the point at which catastrophic structural failure
occurred . Figure 5 shows a failed spoiler in the test rig .

RESULTS

All f i f t een  spoilers appeared to fail in the same mode . The lower skin
(compression side) buckled around the actuator attachment frame and the upper
skin (tension side) failed at one or both of the frame aft  corners . These
failures are shown in figure 6. Trailing edge deflection at the corners of
the spoiler at fai lure was approximately 2.7 in. (69 nun) . A typical load—
deflection curve is shown in figure 7 and the failure loads and deflection
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data are given in table 1. Using load—deflection data , comparative initial
S st iffness values (table 2) were computed . These st iffness values were

obtained by divid ing the applied load by the associated deflection.

Failure loads of the 15 spoilers are plotted in figure 8 in the sequence
tested . The solid line represents the mean failure load of 10,190 lb
(45 ,325 N) for all the tests. The two dashed lines represent an arbitrary
±10 percent band. All of the data are within this band except for two points
which are 12.9 and 14.5 percent below the mean failure load of the spoilers .
The lowest failure load of 8,709 lb (38 ,708 N) is 53 percent above the design
ultimate load of 5 ,685 lb (25 ,287 N) .  As indicated in table 1, the standard
deviation of the load data is 673 lb (2 ,994 N ) .

A test was made f or normal distribution of the failure loads by plotting
the data on a normal probability scale . If they are normally distributed ,
the data should f i t  a straight line . In figure 9 , failure loads are plotted
in this manner where the ordinate represents the probability of survival . A
straight line based on the computed mean and standard deviation is not a
good f i t  of the data.

As previously discussed , references 11 and 12 indicate that
experimentally measured parameters may be described by the two—parameter
Weibull distribution function

P (X) = exp [ — (—) 1 (1)
X

where X is the random variable such as fa i lure load , is the scale
parameter , and a is the shape parameter. The parameter ~ is the
characteristic value or estimate of the mean and a gives the shape of the
distribution and some measure of dispersion or scatter . Large values of a
are indicative of small scatter In the data. P(X) is the probability of
survival and l—P (X) the probability of failure .

The failure load data are replotted in figure 10 on ordinate and
abscissa scales such that a Weibull distribution lies along a straight line .
The solid line is a least square f i t  of the dat a with a slope , a , of 14.70
and a scale parameter , F , of 10,532 lb (46 ,846 N).  The parameter F is an
estimate of the mean failure load .

Compa rative initial stif fness values (table 2 ) are plot t ed on a normal
probability scale in figure 11. The data f i t  a straight line based on the
computed mean and standard deviation. These results indicate that the
computed in itial stif fn ess data , which have very l i t t le scatt er , are normally
di stributed .

(
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Figure 12 is a Weibull plot of the stiffness data. The shape parameter
value of 69.19 is indicative of a small amount of scatter in the initial
stiffness of the spoilers.

To compare the shape parameters for the spoiler failure load and stiff-
ness with material dat a, values of c~ were calculated for data from several
test programs performed under NASA contracts and are given in table 3. The
calculated shape parameters for failure load and stiffness of the spoilers
(figs. 10 and 12) fall within the range of ct values in table 3. Note that
the scatter in the structural component data is less than that in the material
property data. The reproducibility of the structural components strength was
better than that of the composite material from which they were built.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fifteen graphite—epoxy spoilers were tested to determine failure load and
stiffness reproducibility at static loads simulating aerodynamic loading. All
spoilers exhibited the same mode of failure; the lover skin (compression side)
buckled around the actuator attachment box and the upper skin (tension side)
f ailed In tension at one or both of the frame corners . The load standard
deviation was 6.6 percent of the mean failure load Indicating only a small
variation in failure load . The spoiler failure load and stiffness data f i t
a two parameter Weibull distribution model. Shape parameters for spoiler
failure loads and stiffness values were larger than all but one of the shape
parameters calculated for the composite materials ’ property data. These
results indicate that the scatter of the full scale structural components was
less than that of the composite material.
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DANAGE TOLERANCE OF LIGHTWEIGHT AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

DONALD F. HASKELL
Mechanical Engineer
Ballistic Research Laboratory
US Army Armament Research and Development Command
Aberdeen Proving Ground , Maryland 21005

ABSTRACT

The tolerance of lightweight aircraft structure to damage inflicted by
high-explosive projectile has been studied . Test results of both US Army Cobra
and Huey helicopter tail booms damaged while under flight load by bare explo-
sive charges and/or high-explosive projectile fire are presented and discussed
in terms of the tolerance of these structures to the incurred damage . In this
study the Ballistic Research Laboratory developed and demonstrated by test a
simple, low cost tail boom modification for the current fleet of Cobra and
Huey helicopters that very significantly reduces their vulnerability to the
severe, Soviet 23mm high-explosive projectile. The tests have demonstrated
that, without the modification, the tail booms fail when hit in various
critical regions by a single 23mm HEI-T projectile. However, with the modifi-
cation , the tail booms can survive multiple hits in adjacent bays.

I NTRODUCTI ON

In combat the tail boom of a helicopter, because of its relatively high
presented area, can be expected to receive a high percentage of the fire
directed at the helicopter. This factor, combined with earlier work at the
Ballistic Research Laboratory by W. Vikestad, J. Foulk and R. Mayerhofer that
indicated the potential vulnerability of the Huey and Cobra tail booms to small
caliber , high explosive projectile, formed the impetus for the present effort.
The object of this particular study was to develop a simple , low cost tail
boom modification for the current Army fleet of Huey and Cobra helicopters to
reduce their vulnerability to the severe Soviet 23mm high explosive projectile
threat.

In this paper , test results of both Huey and Cobra (see Figure 1) helicop-
tail booms damaged while under flight load by bare explosive and/or small-
caliber , high explosive antiaircraft projectile fire are presented and discuss-
ed in terms of the tolerance of these structures to the incurred damage . Such
knowledge of damage tolerance may be employed in the design process, both in
the design of damage tolerant aircraft as well as in the design of antiair-
craft munitions. It can also be used to assess the vulnerability of existing
or proposed aircraft as well as in the vulnerability reduction of existing
aircraft. In addition , a modification conceived , developed and tested by BRL
for these tail booms is described that very significantly reduces their vulner-
ability to the Soviet 23mm HE! projectile. This modification has been proposed
as a product improvement for both the Cobra and Huey helicopters .
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Figure 1 Cobra Tail Boom Showing Stiffening
Arrangement with Skin Removed .

TAIL BOOM DAMAGE TOLERANCE TESTS

Semimonocoque tail booms from the current fleet of Army Cobra and Huey
helicopters were tested. Both were roughly the same size. The Cobra tail
boom, see Figure 1, consisted of eight bays along its length plus its
empennage. This tail boom was essentially an all-aluminum alloy boom. The
Huey tail boom consisted of ten bays plus empennage, with an aluminum alloy
stiffening system. Its top and bottom skins were of aluminum alloy with a
magnesium alloy for its side skins.

In some of the tests these tail booms were modified with additional exter-
nal longerons and stringers to determine their influence on reducing tail boom
vulnerability. These longerons and stringers were obtained from other, untested
Huey tail booms. Identical longerons and stringers were used in the modifica-
tions of both tail boom types. One Cobra tail boom was modified . Two
longerons and two stringers were added to the predominately tension side of
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the boom. Two of the Huey tail booms were modified. In this case two longer- )
ons and two stringers each were added to both sides of the Huey tail booms. In
all , a total of seven booms were tested: three unmodified and one modified
Cobra booms, and one unmodified and two modified Huey booms. (See Table I).
Rivets were used in all cases to attach these longerons and stringers to the
exterior of the tail booms.

TABLE I Tail Boom Test Data

TEST MODIFICATION BAYS APPL IED SKIN LOSS SCALED
NO. ** DAMAGED ~~~1) TOTAL SKIN DEFLECTION

AREA INCREMENT ,
10

_S

*1— 1 NO 4-S MAXIMUM 0.093 2.2

A.1—2 NO “ 0.193 4.2

*1-3 NO 0.305 6.3

A1-4 NO 0.351 FAILED

A4 NO 7— 8 MAXIMUM 0.05 1.8

A l—S NO 0.11 3.2

*2 NO 0.34 FAILED

*3 YES 0.35 6.5

81 NO 3—4 .63 MAX . FAILED

32-1 YES 2-3 MAXIMUM * SUSTAINED
LOAD

B3—l YES

32-2 YES 3-4 MAXIMUM * SUSTAINED
LOAD

83—2 YES

13-3 YES 4-S MAXIMUM * SUSTAINED
LOAD

* NOT MEASUR ED
** A indicates Cobra tail boom

B indicates Huey tail boom

n
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In order to test these tail booms while loaded, they were bolted at their
manufacturing joint to a rigid fixture and deadweight-loaded at their elevator
and tail rotor attachment points as illustrated by Figure 2. As shown, the
boom axis in this arrangement was horizontal . In all tests but one, the tail
booms were loaded to simulate their maximum flight load conditions. These
conditions were different for the two types of tail booms. The maximum
flight load condition for the Cobra helicopter corresponds to 130 knot level
flight . This condition imposes a 560 lb force downward at the tail boom
elevator and 652 lb to the right (looking forward) at the tail rotor attach-
ment point. The maximum flight load condition for the Huey helicopter is also
130 knot level flight . This condition imposes a force equal to 842 lb in the
downward direction on the Huey tail boom at the elevator and a 582 lb force
to the right at the tail rotor. In one test the Huey tail boom was loaded to
only 63 percent of its maximum flight load .

Two types of damaging agents were employed, a 0.0395-pound (18-grain) bare
spherical 50/50 Pentolite explosive charge and a Soviet 23mm, high explosive
projectile. The bare charges were statically detonated at various standoff
distances from the helicopter structure to achieve the desired levels of
damage. These charges were all detonated within the tail boom interior at
points located midway between adjacent frames of the bays tested. The pro-
jectile was fired so as to strike the boom normal to its longitudinal axis at
the longitudinal midpoint of the selected target bay. The striking speeds
were approximately equal to 60, 67, and 100 percent of the projectile muzzle
velocity. All projectiles detonated within the interior of the tail booms.
The aimpoints were varied from test to test.

Figure 2 Tail Boom Test Fixture and

- 
Arrangement.

Measurements of overall tail boom deflection and skin loss were made.
Two surveyor ’s transits located roughly along the tail boom longitudinal axis
and about 40 feet (12.2 m) behind the tail boom were used to measure deflec-
tion at the tail end of the booms. These measurements were made both after
the load was applied to the boom and then after the boom was damaged by the
bare explosive charge or projectile. In this manner, the increase in
deflection caused by the damage was obtained . Gross skin loss was also
measured . Included in this measurement was the total area of the skin that
was blown away or otherwise removed from the structure by the damaging agent.
The area removed by fragments that perforated the skin was not included in
the skin loss measurements .
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Figures 4, 5, and 6 are photographs of tail booms damaged by the 23mm
HEI projectile while under load . In Figures 4 and 5 the tai l booms were struck
by the projectile in approximately the same region . These figures show the
left side of the tail boom , or the side oppos ite that struck by the high ex-
plosive round . The whole left side of the tail boom in Figure 4 was severed
under the combined action of the projectile detonation and the tail rotor
torsional load causing the aft portion to be practically twisted free from the
remainder of the tail boom. This situation would represent a kill of the
helicopter. The tail boom pictured in Figure 5 was modified by the addition
of longitudinal straps prior to the test. In contrast, this tail boom sustain-
ed considerably less damage than the unmodified tail boom shown in Figure 4
and was able to carry the applied load with little additional deflection . The
straps not only increased the tail boom stiffness but served as crack stoppers.
They stopped cracks that would otherwise form and propaga te around the tail
boom circumference. In this manner they restricted the damage to a relatively
small region . This modification shown in Figure 5 cons ists of four longitudi-
nal straps that can be rivetted to the outside of the tail boom, two to each
side , in the f ield or manufactur ing facility for abou t $1000. Total added
weight is 9.7 lb or about 4.5% of the present tail boom weight. Figure 6
shows an overall view of a tail boom with added longerons and stringers that
continues to carry the full , maximum applied load with three 23m HET shots
fired into three adjacent bays .

Figure 4 Damage inflicted on a Huey tail boom by a single 23mm HEI
projectile hit while the tail boom was loaded to its
maximum flight condition statically. The damage shown
(complete severance of one side) would cause the helicopter
to be killed if it were in flight .
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Figure 5 Huey tail boom modified with longitudinal straps, loaded
to its 130 knots maximum flight cond ition statically and
damaged by a single 23mm HEI projec tile in the same area
as shown in Figure 4. This modified tail boom sustained
its maximum flight load while in the damaged condition
shown.
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Figure 6 Tail boom with added external longerons damaged by three
23mm hits in adjacent bays . This modified tail boom
continued to carry the full 130 knot forward fli ght
load statically applied during and after damage incurred
by the 23mm hits.
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The test results of these bare charge and dynamic projectile firings
are given in Table I. In this table the test number, modif ication (yes or no) ,
applied load, bays damaged , skin loss-to-total skin affected ratio , and
scaled deflection increment are listed. The test number indicates the type
of boom (A for Cobra and B for Huey) , the number of the boom tested (given by
the first digit after the letters A or B), and the number of the test perform-
ed on the boom. For example, Al-2 refers to type A tail boom, the number 1
tail boom, and the second test firing into boom number Al. A total of five
test firings were performed on boom number Al. Four of these were in bay 4-5
(tests A1-l through Al-4), and one test firing was made in bay 7-8 (test Al-5).
Bare explosive charges were used in these tests. The high explosive projectile
was used as the damaging agent in all the other tests listed in Table I. In
this table the applied load is listed as maximum flight load for all the tests
except test Bl. The applied load employed in test Bl was 63 percent of tije
maximum flight load. The extent of skin damage to the structures is listed in
Table I as the ratio of skin that was lost because of the damaging agent to the
total skin area in all bays affected by the damaging agent. Damage to the
skin in terms of skin actually removed from the structure generally occurred
over more than the target bay. The two adjacent bays generally suffered some
skin loss as well as the target bay. Consequently, the total skin area
affected was either the skin area in one, two, or three bays, depending upon
whether skin loss was confined to only one bay or extended to a second or
third bay , respectively.

The measures of damage tolerance used in these tests are: (1) whether
the tail boom failed or sustained the applied load under fire, and (2) scaled
deflection increment . Scaled deflection increment is the ratio of deflection
caused by the incurred damage to the overall length of the tail boom. As
described previously, this additional deflection is obtained by measuring the
deflection after a test and subtracting from it the deflection of the tail boom
under the applied load measured before the firing test. Scaled deflection
increment is proportional to the maximum strain in the structure and as such
is considered in this study as a good measure of damage tolerance. The lower
the scaled deflection increment for a given amount of skin loss , the higher is
the damage tolerance of the structure.

The data listed in Table I are discussed in the next section. The deflec-
tion data for the Cobra (type A) tail booms are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

4
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DISCUSSION

In this discussion, damage tolerance is characterized by scaled
deflection increment. Scaled deflection increment is used to gauge the
tolerance of the complete helicopter tail boom to structural damage. The test
data listed in Table I for two separate bays of the Cobra, or type A , tail
booms are shown plotted in Figures 7 and 8. The abscissa in these figures i s
skin loss from blast divided by the total area of skin in all bays damaged by
the explosion. The ordinate in these figures represents the added deflection
at the endpoint of the tail boom caused by the blast-induced skin loss. As
described previously, the tail booms were damaged by either a statically
detonated bare charge explosive or a 23mm high explosive projectile fired into
the tail boom while the boom was statically loaded to simulate the maximum
flight load condition. Figure 7 concerns damage inflicted on bays 4 and 5
located near the middle of the tail boom . Figure 8 concerns damage inflicted
on bays 7 and 8. These bays are located near the tail end of the boom . If
the tail boom is treated as having a circular cross section, the ratio of
moments of inertia about a diameter for bays 4-5 and 7-8 is about 1.8.

As described previously, each tail boom was loaded by the simulated flight
load . Under this load the boom deflected a certain amount. Then the boom
was damaged by either the high explosive projectile or a bare charge. Because
of the damage incurred , which consisted of blown-away skin, cut longitudinals ,
bent frames , etc., the tail boom suffered additional deflection . This addi-
tional deflection divided by the overall boom length is defined here as
“scaled deflection increment” and is the ordinate in Figure 7 and 8. Boom
strain is directly proportional to this scaled deflection increment.

Both Figures 7 and 8 show that damage-induced deflection increases with
an increase in skin loss and that for the conditions investigated , deflection
caused by skin damage is approximately linearly related to the amount of skin
lost. The intent here of presenting the data shown in these figures is purely
to indicate trends and is not meant to be definitive. The vertical line
labeled “failure” in both figures corresponds to the relative amount of skin
re~oved by the bare charge or projectile in those tests in which the boom
failed under the applied flight load. The skin loss associated with these
failures does not necessarily represent the minimum amount of skin that has
to be removed to cause the boom to fail. This value should be fairly well
represented by the failure line of Figure 7 since the nearest data point , at
skin loss/total skin area equal to about 0.3, is fairly close to the failure
line where skin loss/total skin area equals 0.35. However, the modified
structure failure line of Figure 8 at skin loss/total skin area - 0.34 is far
removed from the next nearest data point at skin loss/total skin area equal
to about 0.1.

The slope of the data line in Figure 7 corresponding to damage in bays
4 and 5 is 0.022 while the slope of the modified boom data line in Figure 8
corresponding to damage in bays 7 and 8 is 0.032, indicating that the damaged
structure of bays 4 and 5 is 1.45 times stiffer than that of bays 7 and 8.
This is understandable, particularly since the moment of inertia in the
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undamaged state of bays 4 and 5 is approximately 1.8 times the moment of
inertia of bays 7 and 8 in their undamaged condition , that is , the bulk of
the structure in bays 4 and 5 is located farther from the boom cross section
neutral axis than that of bays 7 and 8. This fact that damage tolerance
increases with an increase in section size and structural stiffness was
predictable before testing .

Fi gure 8 illustrates the result of longitudinally st iffening the tail
boom. In this case two longerons and two lightweight stiffeners were added
to the predominately tension side of the tail boom . These longerons and
stiffeners were identical to those used in the orig inal , unmodified tail
boom . The resultant slope of the modified structure deflection-skin loss
line is 0.018. This represents a 44 percent increase in stiffness over the
original unmodified tail boom structure . Also , as indicated on the figure ,
at a skin loss to total skin area ratio equal to 0.34 , the unmodified tail
boom failed . (This value may actually be high since tests were not performed
at skin loss/total skin area values between about 0.1 and this 0.34 fi gure.)
However , the modified tail  boom was able to carry the maximum f l ight  load
while sustaining skin loss/total skin area equal to 0.35 -- essentially the
same value at which the unmodified tail boom failed . So , the additionally
stiffened tai l boom , with 35 percent of the skin in two adjacent bays lost due
to blast damage , was able to sustain its load while an unmodified tail boom
with the same damage failed . Furthermore , the stiffeners added 44 percent
to the rigidity of the tail boom .

As described in the test description section , the effect of added
stiffening on damage tolerance was also evaluated on the Huey , or type B ,
tai l  booms . Longerons and stringers identical to those used to modif y the
Cobra tai l booms were employed on the Huey booms . Two longerons and two
stringers each were added to both sides of the Huey booms whereas they were
added to only one side of the Cobra booms . Three of the Huey tail  booms
were tested . One was used as a control and was tested in its original
unmodified condition . The other two boom s were tested as modified . A total
of seven projectile firings were made into these booms . As indicated by
Table I , a single shot into the unmodified tail  boom caused it to f a i l , and

- this occurred with only 63 percent of max imum f l ight load applied to the
tai l  boom . However , the modified tail booms , hit  at the same point by the
same type of projectile under the same firing conditions , were able to
sustain the fu l l , maximum f l ight load . Furthermore , as shown in Table I , a
total of three projectiles each were fired into both of the modified tai l
booms -- both of which sustained the fu l l , maximum f l ight  load . Therefore ,
it may be seen that the added st iffening allowed the Huey tai l  booms to carry
their maximum f l i ght load whi le  sustaining mul t ip le  hits in adjacent bays ,
whereas the unmodified tail  boom failed at only 63 percent of i t s  maximum
f l ight  load from the action of a single projecti le.
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CONC LUSIONS

1. Damage tolerance of the helicopter tai l  booms investigated in this study
have been found to be proportional to the section modulus of the undamaged
section and inversely proportional to the amount of skin removed from the
structure by the damaging agent .

2. It has also been shown that an increase in longitudinal st iffening,
achieved in this particular study by addition of longerons and stringers , can
provide an increase in structural damage tolerance of at least 44 percent.

3. Furthermore , it has been demonstrated that the simple addition of a few
lightweight longitudinal stiffening members can mean the difference between
catastrophic fai lure of a helicopter tail boom from the damage caused by a
single high explosive proj ectile and a tail boom that can continue to carry
its maximum f l ight load with multiple hits in the same critical area by the
same projectile. The longitudinal strap is a simple , low weight , low cost ,
and test proven modification applicable to both the Huey and Cobra helicopters .
This modification consists of four longitudinal straps that can Le rivetted
to the outside of the tail booms in the field or by a manufacturing faci l i ty
for about $1000. Total added weight is 9 .7 lb or 4.5% of the present tail
boom wei ght .  The tests have demonstrated that , without the modification , the
tail booms fail  when hit in various critical reg ions by a single Russian 23mm
HEI -T projectile.  However , with the modification , the tai l booms can survive
mul t ip le  hits in adjacent bays .
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ABSTRACT

This is a study of part design. The problem is fluctuating fatigue
stresses on a roadwheel spindle. The solution chosen evolved thru three
designs toward a final design with a median life of 58,229 cycles of wheel
loading. The predicted life was accomplished from application of stress
analysis and extended with a prediction of life dispersion.

NOMENCLATURE

= nominal tensi le stress

Kt = theoretical stress concentration factor

= section modulus

6~a = al ternati ng component fluctuati ng stress

GFn = steady component fluctuating stress

k = modifying factor

Sn = fatigue stress at N cycles

Se = endurance l im it

Q = scale parameter of Gumbel extreme value distribution

v = variance factor

R = rel iabi l ity functional value
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INTRODUCTION

This report is a case study of part design. The part Is a roadwheel
spindle of a tracked vehicle being developed by the FMC Corporation for the
U. S. Army. The design features are evidenced as the discussion of the
progress toward an improved design proceeds. Because the spindle Is an
active suspension component taking the load of the vehicle during roadwheel
travel , the main concern is fatigue. The goal is to keep the spindle at
low weight while Increasing the predicted rel iability of the design. Re-
liability is expressed In terms of the number of fatigue cycles til failure.
This , however cannot be predicted with certainty, therefore , a probability
measure will be introduced.

In the first section the design changes in three steps will be
described . The steps are three different parts 11672817, 12250918, and
12258631. The spindle is a steel forging machined to two bearin
diameters (for roller bearings), a shoulder, etc. (See Figure 1

The fatigue properties are enhanced by mater ial improvements and
stress relief in the area of the critical section of the spindle.

SPINDLE STRESS CHARACTERISTICS

Stress analys is across var ious sec tions of the spindle under four
loading conditions shows that the critical section of the spindle is at
the shoulder. This diameter is finished to a minimum 1.970” in step 1
design and changes to a minimum of 1.999” in step 3. The bending moment
of 80,652 lb-in occurs here under load. This is a combined side wheel
loading and vertical impact. The reverse stress condition applies when
the vehicle is just settling on the torsion bars in a semi-static load.
Then the bending moment obtains 26,720 lb— in adjusted to a lower value for
torsion bar preset. The torsion bars are attached to the wheel spindle
indirectly thru the road arm (and trunnion).

The typical bending stress is tension in the outer fibers, where the
formula for the nominal stress , S~ is

S~ = Mdl (1)
Here I/c = ,r d3/32

for appropri ate diameter d. Table I shows the parameter values
for eacn step 1, 2, 3 in design . Stress values6are gi ven in po~nds persquare Inch (psi) or million Pascals (1MPa = 10 newton’s/meter ).
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Table I - Stresses

Step d ,in ,cm I/C-1n 3,cc M, lb-in S
~
max ,psi,MPa S

~
min

~
psi
~
MPa

1 1.970(5.004) .750(12.3) 80652 107499(741.17)
2 1.970(5.004) .750(12.3) 80652 107499(741.17)
3 1.999(5.077) .784(12.8) 80652 102870(709.26)
1 1.970(5.004) .750(12.3) - -9790(67.50)
2 1.970(5.004) .750(12.3) - -9790(67.50)
3 1.999(5.077) .784(12.8) - -9790(67.50)

Note that these are nominal stresses, and no stress concentration has
yet been discussed. It is in the stress concentration that the design
changes are effective. Therefore, this important feature not only was
analyzed, but was an interacting agent in the design-analysis process.

The stresses are not triangularly distributed across the neutral ax is
as adroitly as In the case of a rectangular cross section beam. Thus a
theoretical stress concentration factor, K is to be used to alter the
nominal stress, S.~ calculated from the be~ding moment formula. At the
critical section, the spindle shoulder, there is a reduction in diameter
of the spindle with a fillet radius, r, appearing at the base of the should-
er. The diameter reduction ratio, d/D, Is a strong indication of stress
concentration. Both fillet radius ratio , r, d, and the diameter reduction ,
d/D, are jointly prescribed as arguments in stress concentration studies ,
that are suninarized in works such as Peterson (REF. 4). The stepwise
Improvement of the ratios is displayed in Table II.

Table II Stress Concentrati on Factors

Step r,in(m) d,in(cm) D,in(cm) r/D D/d Kt
1 .06(1.5) 1.970(5.004) 2.375(6.033) 0.030 1.205 2.3
2 .09(2.3) 1.970(5.004) 2.500(6.350) 0.046 1.27 2.04
3 .22(5.6) 1.999(5.077) 2.690(6.833) 0.110 1.35 1.64

Clearly a reduction in stress concentration has been achieved .

With the stress concentration factor, K , and the nominal stresses
del ineated, the corresponding strength of t~e spindle will be determined
In the next section, and from the joint results the fatigue life will be
determIned. However, the stress discussed above has been static, to
determine fatigue stress the alternating and steady component stresses are
defined, thus:

= (S
~~~ 

- 

~~~~ /2 alternatIng (2a)

c~m = (S~~~ + 
S~~~) /2 steady (2b)

These quantities are displayed In Table III.
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Table III - Fatigue Stress

Step 
~m 

Steady Component ~~A1ter. Component

1 48855 psi (336.84MPa) 58644 psi (404.33MPa)
2 48855 psi (336.84MPa) 58644 psi (404.33MPa )
3 46540 psi (320.88MPa) 56330 psi (388.38MPa )

When the probabilistic definitions are considered , in the reliability
section , the stress levels will be represented as modes , or the most
frequently occurring values.

FATIGUE STRENGTH

The basic strength comes from the material , 4142H, 4145H, 864511 steel ,
where the “H” designates H steels of known hardenability band. 32-37
Rockwell C steel throughout is specified but further local properties are
derived from flame or induction hardening . Induction hardening was
accomplished only after step 1 , the surface was later specified at 45-50
Rockwell C, to a 0.12 inch minimum depth .

Beyond the basic material , the fatigue endurance limit furnishes an
insight to the life characteristics of the part. The endurance limi t is
evaluated from modifying “k” factors appl ied to a standard rotating beam
specimen , with endurance l imit Se’. The relationship, Shigley (REF 3)
gives :

Se = k k bk k d Se’

where ka; Surface factor = 0.89 for 63 finish

kb ; Size factor = 0.85 for 0.3”~- d L 2”

k
~
; Reliability factor = 0.85 for 95% durability

kd ; Stress concentration modifying factor

The stress concentration modify ing factor k = l/Kf, is a defined
quantity related to notch sensitivity q and the ~tress concentration factorKt (table II).

Kf = l  + q (Kt - 1) (3)

Because of the hardness of the material and the large fillet radius
r, q=l here. Thus kA = 1/Kt. It is only required to render the endurance
Se’ to a numerical value to obtain Se. Shigley suggests that Se’ is half
the ultimate strength.

I
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Table IV - Endurance Limit

Se Su

Step 1 19360 psl(133.48MPa) 140000 psi(965.26MPa)
2 22060 psi (l52.1OMPa) 140000 psi(965.26MPa)
3 39200 psi (270.27MPa) 200000 psi(1378.94MPa)

The actual fatigue strength of the spindle is represented as the S-N
relationship, a well known log-log formula for steel :

N 106 (SN/Se) 
M for lO~< NclO

6 cycles (4)

The exponent M = 3/log1 (Se/.9S ). The fluctuating stress condi-
tion imposes a restriction oR the poiHt failure, 5N’ after N cycles, therestriction is actually a design prediction of the spindle life in
endurance cycles. The Modified Goodman failure criteria has the form:

+ ~~ /S = 1 restriction

The predicted strength is presented in Table V , this strength va1u~will represent the mode of the probability distribution of the random
material strength.

Table V - Modal Fatigue Strength

Step l/M N,cycles SN~ 
psi , MPa

1 -.27116 34476 90078(621.06)
2 -.252255 37827 90078(621.06
3 -.22066 58229 73413(506.16

RELIABILITY

The stress exceeding the strength causes local failure. When the
fai lure is general , the spindle is no longer serviceable. Over
increased endurance cycles the working stresses cumulate and the strength
decl ines - at some point there is a crossover of stress-strength. This
is indicated by a point where the S-N curve crosses the cumul ative
stress curve. In the discussion above, the changes were evaluated in
a parametric way, where it was noted that the predicted failure stress
and predicted failure strength were not exact point at which failure
must occur, but the most frequently occurring values at failure. In the
appendix the probabilistic treatment of failure is derived . Under the
assumptions of extreme value distributions of strength and stress, the
parameters Q1 and 

~2 
are related to the modal strength and stress by

the power fotmulas :
lnO = S (lO

_6
N)m S-N relationship1 e (mode)

(decreasing)
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lnQ2 = A NL cumulative stresses
(mode)

( inc reas ing)

where A is a constant ~~termined from the crossover point ~~N’ table V).
The exponent m = l/M and the exponent L = 1.3.

The reliability function is shown in the appendix to be:

R (N) = 11(1 + ~ 2 /

After some algebra it is found:

R (N) = 1/ 1 + exp (BNm _ CN1)

The reliability function was evaluated by computer, for the final
design only, the function is plotted in Fi gure 2. The first two steps
of design , have reliability function that are to the left of Figure 2
on a lower scale (not shown).

In the appendix , the derivation of the reliabilit y includes only two
parameters, Q1 and Q~,. These parameters are sufficient to locate thecrossover point 5N but not to determine the variation of the random
variate number of fatigue cycles. Therefore, a linear function of the
nomina l number of fatigue cycles, 58229 cycles, was derived empi rically
from the following data:

N’ = (N-58229) v + 58229 for lO~ ~ N’ ~

Table VI - Computer Generated Rel iabi l i ty

v Percenti le Range/Median

.00020 0.271

.00010 0.539

.00008 0.679

.00006 0.872

.00004

Values of the percentile range/median ratio in Table VI were
compared with some data in the ASM Metals Handbook Vol 1 , Ref. No. 1 ,
on dispersion of fatigue data points . The percentile range/median
ratio is defined as N’ - N 

/ N’ median, with a value of about
.9 In the dispers ion datt It concluded that v = 0.00006.

Note that the l inear transformation is such that N ’~ 0, but thiscorresponds to the band l imi ted condition of the S-N relati onship.
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SUMMARY

Three designs of a roadwheel spindle have evolved from the interaction
of stress analysis—des i gn change—reliability analysis. The changes pro-
ceeded thru material specification and stress relief to a much improved
part. The predicted life in endurance cycles range from 34476 to 58229.
There is , however, considerable dispers ion in the predicted life represent-
ed by the fatigue reliability function of the final design.
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APPENDIX - RELIABILITY

Both strength and stress are considered random processes with
random variates:

Strength : x(t) ... d.f. Ft (xly)

Stress: Y(t) ... d.f. Gt ~~
The strength distribution function F (xly) is conditiona l

probability P(X(t)~~x lY y), it is necess~rily conditioned on the stressbecause the physical realization of strength is only found when a stress
is appl ied . Thus material strength test is conducted at a known
stress level y, applied to the material and then the strength is
inferred from the type of failure (i.e., yield , ultimate , elastic strain ,
etc.) that has been observed.

Failure occurs locally in the material where the strength is
exceeded by the stress in magnitude. However, reversed stress are
possible , that is negative stresses (i.e., compressi on) and positi ve
stresses (I.e., tension ) are present. The reliability function is then
the set function determined from the event that X(t)<y<o, the strength
is less than the negative stress (i.e., more compressive strength than
stress) and in the event that X(t)>y~~o, the strength , is greater thanthe stress (I.e., more tensile strength than stress). The two events
are mutually exclusive . Thus the reliability :
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R(t) = P (X~y l  y~o ) +P (X.~y l  y~o)

A reduction of notation is now used to obtain an expression for the
reliability in Stieltjes integral form, for Ft (x ly) write F(x) and for
G~(y) write G(y). (0

R(t) = f 1 - F(y) dG(y) + ) F(y) dG(y) (A-i)

wi th no reversed stress, G(y) = o (A-2) for negative values of y.

It is now clear that the distributi on functions of X(t) and Y(t)
contain the theory that will be used here to evaluate the reliability
function R(t). These distribution functions will have parameters that
are monotonic in the continuous time parameter t (the age or life). In
the sections to foll ow the monotonic age parameters correspond to working
stresses and deteriorating strength.

The integrals in equation (A-i) are evaluated here for the two
given extreme value distribution:

F(x) 1 - exp ((-exp x) / 9~ )

G(y) = I - exp ((-expy ~ ~
Note that a single parameter only is given for each distribution

function F, G. This must be compensated for when the variability of
the strength and stress are considered. The mode of the extreme value
distributions is lnQ . Substituting the formula into Equation (A-i) the
reliability obtains:

R(t) = 1 -exp (_l/92) + 2 exp 
~
-1I8

~ 
- 1/92) - 1

+ 1)

Applying Taylor series analysis estimation methods , with lnQ , and
considered large (20,000) so that 9.

~ 
and are very large, the

reliability approaches

R(t) = 11(92/ ~l 
+ 1).

The estimate has a Landau function:

0((l/9l + 1/92)
2).
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an experimental and analytical investigation of
the desi gn and performance of closed spherical vessels for containment of
explosive blast for application by explosive ordnance disposal teams . The
design criteria for the spherical shell, port reinforcing ring, and inter-
nally overlapping door are discussed. An extensive program to evaluate the
performance of eight vessels was completed . Good agreement was obtained
between dynamic strain gage records and elastic—plastic model predictions
of a thin shell for the first cycle response to the high explosive 50/50
Pentolite in 3.0—ft (91—cm) and 4.5—ft (137—cm) diameter vessels. Agree-
ment was also good between the model and plastic deformations observed on
2.0—ft (61—cm) diameter vessels. The ultimate failure mode for bare
charges appears to be front the “static” internal pressure from the detona-
tIon product gas.

INTRODUCTION

The Battelle Ordnance Technology Group has been invo1v~~ for several
years in a program sponsored first by the Army and more recently by the
Navy for the development of portable , affordable , and reliable explosion
containment vessels. The primary goal has been to provide explosive
ordnance disposal teams with a convenient and safe means of transporting
hazardous explosive devices in built—up urban areas. Additional applica-
tions include various aspects of explosive device manufacture and disposal
(demilitarization).

*Research supported by the U. S. Army Picatinny Arsenal , Dover , N.J.
under Contract No. DAAA21—72—C—0129.
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Spherical vessels have the advantage of biaxial strain for efficient
energy absorption and an absence of sharp corners , where shock loading can
be greatly intensified. The requirements for a portable, low usage device
have lead to the selection of a design capable of several percent plastic
deformation as the result of a single design—limit explosion. Two of the
more challenging aspects concern vessel material selection for low service
temperatures and control of high velocity fragments. Both of these
aspects are topics of research in progress not reported here.

The vessels discussed in this paper demonstrated an acceptable design
approach for explosion blast containment. Since then a number of additional
requirements have been addressed with vessels employing a variety of steels
and door closure designs, but the basic design principles have held up quite
well. The early vessels were mounted in cradles or had four casters.
Figure 1 shows a prototype trailer—mounted, 3—ft (91—cm) diameter, 0.72—inch
(1.83—cm) wall thickness vessel with an externally hinged door, which is a
direct result of the research reported here. Guidance and information from
Picatinny Arsenal and the FBI Bomb Data Program concerning this vessel have
been published.1’2

The following sections of this paper discuss the analytical, design,
and experimental efforts of the initial Army program. A brief overview of
the current program is also provided. The emphasis has been given to prin-
ciples of explosion containment design and development. Specific engineer-
ing details are available in Reference 3.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The general design procedure that has emerged for a spherical, totally—
enclosed explosion containment vessel involves the following steps:

• Analyze and refine the engineering and operational requirements.

• Select the vessel material based on cost, availability, yield
strength, ductility, lowest service temperature, fracture toughness,
and weldability.

• Select the vessel diameter and door closure mechanism in light of
the operational requirements and engineering experience with door
designs.

• Select the vessel wall thickness in consideration of the maximum
explosive charge anticipated , the configuration of the most severe
design explosive device, the maximum allowable vessel weight and
the permissible amount of plastic deformation in the vessel wall
as the result of a single detonation.

• Design a compatible vessel door and port reinfQrcing ring using
procedures outlined below.
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• Design the door closure system in consideration of structural and
operational requirements.

• Perform a detailed design, specifying welds, door stops, door sup-
port , door closure mechanism , charge support system, lifting rings,
doubler plates, etc.

• Design the transportability items, such as the trailer, cradle,
or casters, etc.

• Iterate the general design procedure at least once to approximate
practical optimization within the constraints.

The general design procedure originated with the initial Army program3
and has been refined by recent projects. Feasibility at room temperature
was the initial concern. Hot pressed hemispheres of A537 or A5l6 steel were
selected primarily from cost and availability considerations. Figure 2
gives a schematic side view of a 4.5—ft (137—cm) diameter , 1.0—inch (2.5—cm)
wall thickness vessel with a single—pin door support mechanism, which is a
design representative of the vessels evaluated experimentally for the Army.

For the explosive ordnance disposal application , a relatively large port
is required for insertion of the potentially odd—shaped bomb package . We
have limited the port size to not greater than the vessel radius for prac-
tical reasons. The resulting vessel radius has been large enough that the
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FIGURE 1. Trailer—mounted containment FIGURE 2. Schematic side view of
vessel with an externally hinged a 4.5—ft (137—cm) diameter spheri—

V door. Vessel weighs 900—lbs (409—kg). cal containment vessel with a
single—pin door support mechanism
(U. S. Patent 4,056,212).
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only remaining design analysis is to determine the wall thickness. In
general , however , the analysis outlined can be used to determine both
vessel radius and wall thickness.

SHELL ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss a design tool used for selection of the
spherical shell dimensions for a given size of explosive device-, amount

V of explosive to be contained , and type of material selected for the
structure.

Although subsequent motions of the shell are quite complicated due to
the asymmetric mass distribution, the first cycle response øf the explosion
containment vessel shell to the detonation of a centrally located spherical
charge of explosive is well approximated by the radial “breathing” mode of
a simple thin shell . This problem was adequately described by W . E . Baker4
and will be summarized briefly .

The one—dimensional differential equation of motion for a unit area
of the shell is given by:

(1)

where p is the mass density, h is the shell thickness , a is the vessel
radius , u is the displacement In the radial direction from the initial
position, t is the time, a is the tangential stress in the thin shell, and
p(t) is the instantaneous pressure on the inside surface of the shell due
to the blast wave loading. The first term gives the inertial effect,
the second describes the biaxial stress restraint, and the third expresses
the blast wave driving function. Equation (1) is simplified by assuming
that u is small, using a bilinear constitutive relation for the elastic—
plastic properties of the material, and employing a triangular pressure—
time model for the reflected blast wave . Strain rate effects are approxi-
mated by selecting a yield strength larger than the static value.

A computer code SPLAS is used to calculate the significant aspects
of the solution of Equation (1) as a function of the explosive charge
weight, for example, the peak stress, strain, and time of occurrence of
the first cycle response and the resulting residual strain. The shock
wave parameters are based on the synthesis of data on Pentolite by Goodman
and the residual static pressure results of Proctor.6 Further explanation
has been published in Reference 7.

The vessel thickness is principally selected by examining a parametric
output from SPLAS to insure that the single shot response of the vessel will
not exceed a specified user criterion, for example , a peak f irst cycle
stress equal to some fraction of the yield stress (e.g., 50 percent) or
perhaps a particular incremental residual strain (e.g., 1/2 percent).
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Accuracy of the elastic—plastic response predictions can be improved using
experimental results from an earlier vessel made of the same material.

It was found from log—log plots of the peak first cycle stress a versus
the explosive weight w, the thickness h , and the diameter • that a simple ,
accurate scaling law could be obtained for the elast-ic response of steel
vessels. Using the elastic constitutive relation:

E E u (2)
1—v 1—v a

where c is the strain, E = 30 x 106 psi (207 CPa) and v = 0.28, we obtained
graphically the formula

0.768 —1.0 —1.324a = c w  h • . (3)

Expressing a in psi, w in pounds, h in inches, and $ in feet, we found
c0 = 9.80 x l0~. Expressing a in NPa, w in kilograms, h in centimeters,
and + in meters, we determined c0 = 653.

An important design point concerns the significant weight advantage
possible if an elastic—plastic response of the vessel shell is selected.
It is straightforward to show using the impulse approximation7 that an
elastic—plastic design translates into a weight advantage ratio over a
conservative elastic design (emax O.2ey) varying from 5 to 35 depending
on the frequency of intended use.

DESIGN DISCUSSION

As described in the introduction, a spherical geometry was selected
for the blast containment chambers under development. To meet the require-
ments of the explosive ordnance disposal application, a relatively large
access port is needed to allow for the easy insertion of shapes such as
attache ’ cases. Such a port will require a reinforcing ring at its edge
to prevent a large stress concentration in the spherical vessel shell
when internally pressurized by the detonation product gas.

Considerations of maximum strength, desired low cost, and high relia-
bility indicated in our judgment that the closure door should be designed
to overlap the inside edge of the port reinforcing ring over the full 360°
of the port. Practical considerations suggested that the maximum port
opening diameter in the spherical vessels should not appreciably exceed
the radius of the vessel. Following these guidelines design techniques
described in this section were developed which have proven to work satis-
factorily when fabr icated from tough , ductile materials. However, certain
aspects of the design , for example, the conf iguration of the door cross
section, have not yet been fully optimized from a minimum weight stand-
point.
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Due to the nearly total absence of experimental data on veSsels for
the complete containment of explosive blasts at the beginning of this pro-
gram and the relatively high cost of complete dynamic analysis of a blast
containment vessel equipped with the desired large port, a reJ.atively simple
design technique based on static internal pressure loading of the vessel
and port was developed. To keep the analysis simple and allow the generation
of experimental data for comparison, the vessel wall thickness was restricted
to 1/20 or less of the vessel radius. This constraint allowed use of thin
shell analysis with some confidence.

The concepts behind the design of the reinforcing ring and door were:

• The deflection of the sphere and the ring were to be equal at
their weld junction.

• The maximum stress in the door was to be no greater than the
maximum stress in the sphere.

• All eccentricities of load paths were to be minimized.

• Adequate bearing area to prevent premature plastic deformation
was used in the overlap area of the ring and door.

8,9,10Elastic analyses for static loading from handbook formulas for
stresses and deflections were used to derive expressions for the pertinent
quantities as shown in Figure 3. The meaning of the symbols not defined
by the figure are as follows:

= stress in the shell due to static pressure loading.

ab the lower of the compressive yield—stress values
for the door and ring materials.

v = Poisson’s ratio.

This figure and its equations were used to iterate the cross section
of the ring from rectangular to a trapezoidal cross section in order that:

• The transition or change in cross section between the sphere and
the ring could be made as smooth as possible to avoid large
stress concentrations.

• The sum of the moments caused by the bearing load from the door and
the lo&ding by the sphere could be made as near equal to zero about
the centroid of the ring cross section as possible to minimize the
tendency of the ring to twist under load.

The use of static design for a structure to be dynamically loaded
cannot be defended in principle. In this application, however , it led to a
good practical design for the ring and perhaps somewhat of an overdesign
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FIGURE 3. Geometry of the junction between the sphere,
port reinforcing ring, and door, and design
equations.

for the door. The large mass concentration represented by the ring and
door in comparison to the spherical shell means that they move more slowly
under the impulsive blast load. There appear to be two major results of
this inertial mismatch. One is that the ring and door deform plastically
much less than the spherical shell at points away from the ring. The
elastic deflection matching technique employed for the ring design meant
that the ring was designed to operate at somewhat lower stresses since it
is primarily in uniaxial tension leading tá a lower effective modulus. This
design approach would be expected to produce smaller strains in the ring as
well. This feature for the ring has been retained in subsequent designs
because It better retains the overlap of the door after plastic deformation
of the vessel.

The other major result is that the vessel responds in an asymmetric
manner leading to the generation of bending modes of vibration near the
ring—shell interface. These bending modes focus at the pole of the shell
opposite the port after several cycles of vibration of the fundamental
“breathing” mode of the shell. This focusing action leads to up to five
t imes the f irst  quarter cycle maximum surface strain at this location for
small , otherwise elastic impulsive loadings of the shell. These large
localized surface strains could lead to a fatigue failure in this area after
repeated loadings, although this possibility has not yet been investigated
in depth. At larger loads when the shell is slightly deformed plastically ,
the plastic deformation appears to damp out the vibrations leading to these
large late—time strains.

I
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The design thickness for the door presented here is quite conservative.
In practice, it has been observed that the door suffers little deformation,
if any, even when the spherical chamber is loaded explosively to produce
significant plastic deformation. A detailed dynamic analysis of the door
using realistic blast loading and support functions is needed to produce
a minimum weight door design. To date , this has not been accomplished .

The static loading formulas used in the design calculations are appli-
cable to the state of the chamber after it has ceased vibrating and contains
the high pressure gaseous products. For this case and during a hydrostatic
test of one chamber, the stated criteria performed well.

EXPERIMENT AL EVALUATION

Eight spherical experimental blast containment chambers were evaluated
in the programs reported here. They comprised 2.0—ft (61—cm) diameter
vessels with 0.5—inch (1.3—cm) wall thicluiéss, 3.0—ft (91—cm) vessels with
0.72—inch (1.83—cm) wall thickness, and 4.5—ft (137—cm) vessels with 1.0—
inch (2.5—cm) wall thickness. A total of 117 charges were detonated in the
vessels, comprising five explosive compositions and three principle charge
configurations. In a limited series of tests the air in the vessels was
partially replaced by experimental shock attenuating materials. All charges
were detonated in the center of the vessels.

All of the vessels were completely enclosed using doors which over-
lapped the port rings from the inside. Three different types of door clo-
sure mechanisms were employed. They were: an internally hinged door with
hinge pins vertical; a subsequently patented mechanism (see Figure 2),
which supported the door on a single vertical pin penetrating the vessel
wall. to allow external operation of the door; and the external hinge design
shown in Figure 1.

Two principal diagnostics were used to measure the performance of the
vessels. One was foil—type strain gages bonded to the vessels at various
points. These served to monitor the dynamic performance of the vessels
during explosive loading and the residual plastic strains at low values of
strain. Specialized techniques3 were required to maintain the integrity of
the gage adhesive bond and associated wiring during the large impulsive
loads encountered.

The second principal diagnostic consisted of a number of gage lengths
between adjacent reference marks on the vessel surface. These were generally
arranged along three orthogonal great circles. Measurement of these gage
lengths between experiments produced data reducible to the plastic strain
distribution over the vessel surface, and allowed calculation of the
average vessel strain.

2
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HYDROSTATIC RESPONSE

A 4.5—ft (137—cm) diameter, 1.0—inch (2.54—cm) wall thickness vessel
was filled with liquid, sealed, and pressurized to obtain a calibration of
the strain gage response with internal pressure. The investigation served
to verify the dynamic results, as well as showing something of the vessel
material properties. The pressure readings were obtained with a BLH SR—4
pressure transducer.

Figure 4 gives an example of the data for strain gage 3 located at the
pole position opposite to the door. The hydrostatic test was conducted in
three cycles of pressurizing as indicated. The data was linear with no
hysteresis up to 1500 psi (10.34 MPa) on the first cycle, which corresponds
to no significant plastic deformation for stresses up to 20 ksi (137.9 MPa).
Pressurization on the second cycle was terminated at 2725 psi (18.79 MPa)
when creep became noticeable. On the subsequent depressurization and repres—
surization, plastic deformation was confirmed and some work—hardening
demonstrated. The pressure was taken to 2885 psi (19.89 NPa) during the
third cycle, corresponding to 39,700 psi (273 MPa) biaxial stress or 80 per-
cent of the minimum 50 ksi (345 MPa), 0.2 percent offset yield strength ex-
pected for this A—537 material. Further details on the creep data are
available.3

DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT S

The results obtained included measurements of the effects of explosive
charge weight, composition, and configuration on both the dynamic and
residual plastic strain of the vessels under explosive loading. The attenu-
ating effects of experimental vessel—fill—materials were also obtained. Of
these we report only selected results of the effects of charge weight here
to illustrate verification of the design methodology. The complete results
of all tests are given in Reference 3.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the first cycle maximum strains mea-
sured from the dynamic strain gage records with the same quantity calculated
from the analysis for the 4.5—ft (137—cm) diameter vessels. The predicted
curve was calculated using the data for full density 50/50 Pentolite.5 Our
data were taken using low—density , 0.73—0.80 s/cc, granular Pentolite which
produces a much lower initial shock pressure.~

1 We ascribe the difference
between the predicted curve and the curve fitted to the data shown in
Figure 5 to this effect. A nearly identical comparison between theory and
experiment was obtained in a 3.0—ft (91—cm) .diaineter vessel, thus verifying
the scaling relationships as well.

Figure 6 shows the maximum strains observed, independent of their time
of occurrence, taken from the same data set plotted as first—cycle response
in comparison. The occurrence of the large maxima shown, are explained by
the generation of a flexural mode oscillation at the port—vessel skin inter-
face, where the ring and door respond less rapidly to the impulsive load
than the vessel skin due to their higher masses. This flexural mode wave is
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constrained to a small amplitude near the ring, as evidenced by the fact
that the gage 1 records do not show large maxima. As the wave propagates
around the vessel, the maximum observed strain occurs later in time and V

with larger amplitude as observed on the dynamic records. Figure 6 shows
the increasing amplitude of this wave through gages 2 and 4, reaching a
maximum at gage 3 as the wave converges at the pole opposite to the port.
Huff ington and Robertson12 calculated a similar phenomenon using the PETROS
3.5 finite difference computer program for an explosively loaded hemisphere.

As shown in Figure 6, dynamic, oscillatory surface strains up to 0.65
percent were recorded , which most certainly caused at least local plastic
deformation, although no permanent strain was detected using gage length
measurements on the vessel surface, with a precision of at least 0.1 percent.
Static strain gage measurements showed random compressive and residual
strains of only 0.01 percent following shots with maxima above 0.3 percent
strain. The point of this observation is that vessel designs intended for
the containment of many repeated detonations must be carefully evaluated
for the possibility of fatigue failures due to these high amplitude
oscillatory stresses which may be seen to reach five times the amplitude
of the primary first cycle maximum stresses. To date our programs have
not been concerned directly with this problem , as the explosive ordnance
disposal application is infrequent in nature and is more concerned with
the containment of large charges where general plastic deformation of the
vessel is expected to be the primary failure mode.

Before passing on to the effects of overall plastic deformation, it
should be noted that appreciable effects due to charge configuration were
also observed. In general, non—spherical or non—compact charges, such as
rectangular prisms or rods, produce the largest effects normal to the
charge’s longest dimension and largest flat surface. This effect , as mea-
sured by the ratio of peak first cycle stresses for non—compact versus com-
pact charges increases with Increasing char.ge weight. In this program3,
for the largest charges fired, 10 lbs (4.5 kg) in a 4.5—ft (137—cm) dia-
meter vessel, this ratio reached a value slightly in excess of three. Thus,
non—spherical charges are more difficult to contain due to large localized
strains than spherical charges.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between observed and calculated residual
plastic strains for spherical charges of Composition C—4 plastic explosive
in 2.0—ft (61—cm) diameter vessels. Except for the two smallest deforma-
tions shown, each of these data points was obtained on a new, undeformed
vessel. The SPLAS—calculated curve was based on an assumed 80—ksi (582—MPa)
dynamic yield strength, the shock wave parameters5 for 50/50 Pentolite and
the static gas pressure loading calculated6 for a composition similar to
Composition C—4. The plotted points represent the average surface strain
from 13 gage lengths on the vessel surface. The error bars show the range
of surface strains measured from individual gage lengths. The measuring
accuracy of gage length was 0.06 percent strain. The material used for
these vessels ~as A—516, grade 70, which had a static (0.2 percent offset)
yield strength of 53 ksi (365 MPa) and an ultimate strength of 75 ksi
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(517 MPa) for the lot. An additional vessel tested with 7.0 lbs (3.2 kg)
of C—4 suffered catastrophic failure with all fractures showing essentially
full-shear ductile fracture. The calculated confined explosion gas pres-
sures for this charge and the largest successfully contained charge of
6.5 lbs (3.0 kg) led to calculated static stresses in the vessel walls
which bracket the ultimate static strength of the vessel material. Thus
we conclude that the plastic deformation can be reasonably calculated and
that the ultimate failure mode for vessels of the class represented here
appears to be due to static stresses generated by the confined detonation
product gas.

SUMMARY

This paper has summarized an innovative U.S. Army R&D program to
demonstrate the explosive blast containment capability of closed spherical
vessels. The results confirm the conclusion that closed spherical vessels
fabricated from high fracture toughness material and designed for a small
number of elastic—plastic responses provides a safe, high performance,
transportable , and weight efficient solution for the explosive ordnance
disposal application. The present design methodology is straightforward
and reliable, however it is conservative and could be improved upon by a
dynamic analysis of the ring and door response to explosive loading.
Analysis of the large body of experimental data has shown that fiducial
mark readings and first cycle responses of dynamic strain gages can be con-
sistently related to mechanical properties, thus making it possible to
perform scaling calculations for alternative designs. Limited destructive
testing by intentional explosive overload suggests that the principal
failure mode results from the initial contained static gas pressure ex-
ceeding the ultimate strength of the vessel.

RECENT AND CURRENT RESEARCH

Development progress for explosive blast containment vessels since
the initial Army program has concentrated on improved door design from an
operational standpoint, fragment restraint systems, and dynamic fracture
resistance of materials in the plastic strain regime. This work7,13 has
been conducted primarily at Battelle under sponsorship of the Naval Explo-
sive Ordnance Disposal Facility at Indian Head, Maryland. Additional
publications are planned. The most recent progress~

4 concerns the design,
fabrication , and evaluation of 3—1/2—ft (107—cm) diameter, 0.88—inch (2.24—
cm) thick vessels based on HY—80 steel alloy and using a cable and spider
support mechanism to achieve door closure. These vessels can withstand
repeated detonations of 10 lbs (4.54 kg) of Composition 0-4 explosive at a
service temperature of —30F (—34.4C).

- 
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ABSTRACT

A rotor with suspected flaws found by EDt was subjected to a structural
integrity investigation that included measurement of fracture toughness and
tensile properties, thermal and mechanical stress analyses under various
start—up and shut—down conditions, and a fracture mechanics analysis that
included both fatigue and residual strength considerations. Miniature com-
pact tension specimens in conjunction with a S—integral method permitted
measurement of KIc without destruction of the rotor. Measured values of Ki~were considerably greater than minimum literature values and led to larger
permissible flaw indication sizes being acceptable in the fracture mechanics
analysis. The investigation indicated that none of the suspected flaws would
reach critical size in an additional 1100 start—up and shut—down cycles,
including an annual overspeed test.
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INTRODUCTION V
During a nondestructive investigation of Pennsylvania Electric Company ’s

Seward Station No. 5 low pressure turbine rotor, nine holding indications were
found by ultrasonic inspection. These suspected flaws were located in the body
of the rotor and were at or near the bore wall as shown in Figure 1. Also shown

STAGE 20 ~I ~2 23 24

Sorpis .9

fi4€J~JJ~~~26.~
_®

I - - _® ®_ -® 
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Figure 1. Rotor Flaw Locations; Flaws 1 Through 9 are NDI
Indications While 10 Through 12 are Hypothetical
Flaws Introduced at the Regions of Greatest Stress.

is the temperature of the steam entering each stage. An Investigation designed
to assess the structural integrity of the rotor was undertaken which consisted
of several interrelated activities. First, the fracture toughness, tensile
properties, and hardness were determined. These data provided support for a
thermal and mechanical stress analysis of the rotor under various start—up and
shut—down conditions. Finally, a fracture—mechanics analysis was performed
which involved fatigue—crack growth analysis for 1100 start—up and shut—down
cycles with periodic overspeed cycles.

The determination of the structural integrity and reliability of the rotor
was intimately linked with the fracture toughness and the flaw dimensions. For
components manufactured prior to the development of fracture mechanics, the dis-
covery of flaws rais - crious doubts about structural integrity because of the
lack of fracture to data for the specific component. Were such data
available, it would ~ible to define combinations of stresses and flaw
sizes that would per tinued safe operation of the component.

The use of minia racture toughness specimens in combination with
recently developed J—iru 1 .. ,., - al methods offers promise of providing fracture
toughness data in an essentially nondestructive manner . In contrast with con-
ventional methods for obtaining Ki~ values, 

based on ASTM E 399—74 Method of
Test for PL~w—Strain Fracture Toughness of Metallic Materials ~11 

which
require relatively large test specimens, the new method can employ specimens
weighing only a few grams. For many components , this means that test specimens
can be removed without compromising subsequent performance.

Recently, exploratory studies were conducted on the use of miniature
specimens to measure K11-. of large steel rotating components. In one case, tre—

panning was used to remove a cylindrical sample several inches long by 3/4—inch
diameter. In the present case study, a ring of 3/4—inch square cross section
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was- removed from a noncritical region. Details of the test procedures and
analyses are given in the following .

UNITS

The investigati,n described in this paper was conceived and conducted in
English units. Thus, English units are used exclusively. Conversion to SI
units can be accomplished as follows:

To Convert From To Multiply By

inch mm 25.4

psi Pa 6895

ksi MPa 6.895

kai /i~~ 
MPa / 1.1

lb/ in N/rn - 175

Additionally , °C ~ (°F —32).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DETERMINATION

Tests were conducted to measure hardness, tensile properties , and fracture
toughness of the ring of material removed from the outside diameter of the
generator rotor. The ring had an arc length of approximately 80 inches and a
cross section measuring approximately 3/4—inch square. It was taken from the
coupling end of the rotor. Two samples labled AB and DE, each approximately
4—3/4 inches long were sawed from the ring at diametrically opposite locations.
They displayed similar strength and hardness properties as tabulated below.

Table 1. Mechanical Properties

0.2% Offset
Upper Yield Lower Yield Yield Tensile Elong.,

Hardness, Point, Point, Strength, Strength , pct in
Sample R~ ksi ksi ksi ksi 1/2 in.

AB 94—95 80.5 78.6 79.2 97.5 19

DE 93—96 78.5 78.3 78.8 97.9 18

Fracture toughness specimens were machined from the two samples as shown
schematically in Figure 2.
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o / Al through A7)fr om ~iece A B) or as Dl through

~ / D 7 ( f ro m  piece DE)

Figure 2. Pattern For Machining Test Specimens From Sample Ring of Rotor Steel

The amount of rotor material available was inadequate for conducting valid
fracture roughness (Kic) tests , as described in ASTM E399. According to the
ASTM soecification , the minimum thickness (B), width (W), and height (2H) of
compact tension specimens are governed by the yield strength (ow ) and Kic
thr ough the emp ir ical  rela tionships

B > 2.5 (Kic/o )
2 (1)

where W = 2.5 B
2H = 2.4 B

Shown in Table 2 are the minimum dimensions for compact tension specimers

of the rotor steel , assuming a value of SO ksi for and various values for

K1~~. Note that even for the lowest assumed K Ic value of 50 ksi/i~T, the mini-
mum specimen size is approximately 2.5 inches square by 1—inch thick.

Table 2 Minimum Dimensions for Compact Tension Specimens
Based on ASTM E399 and Assuming a~ = 80 ksi

Minimum Dimensions
Assumed KIc, Thickness (B) Width (2.5B) Height (2.4B)
ksi/i~T Inch 

- 
inch inch

50 1.0 2.5 2.4

75 2.2 5.5 5.3

100 3.9 9.8 9.4

125 6.1 15.3 14.6
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I
Recently developed J—integral techniques permit the use of smaller compact

tension specimens [2]. In these techniques, specimen dimensions; a (crack
length) ,  b (uncracked ligament), and B (thickness) must equal or exceed the
quantity 25 uIc/Of, where o~ 

is the flow stress and can be taken as the average
of yield and ultimate strengths. The specimen design selected for this Invest-
igation is shown in Figure 3. According to the most recent developments in
J—integral testing, ~~~pecimen of this size is capable of measuring Kic values
of at least 135 ksilin., assuming b 0.16 inch and a~ = 89 ksi.

The J—integral technique required a graph of load versus load—line dis-
placement for several nominally identical specimens, each loaded to a different
level of displacement, as shown schematically in Figure 4. After unloading
from a specified level of displacement , the specimen was heated at 600F in air
for about 30 to 45 minutes to oxidize the crack surfaces, including the pre-
existing fatigue crack and any newly created crack surface. The specimen was
then cooled in dry ice to make it brittle and is broken open to reveal any
crack extension (ta) that occurred in the initial step. A graph of J versus
t~a was prepared and a best f i t  line was drawn through the data points. The
intersection of this line with the blunting line (see Figure 4) is termed

— /

~

__
~0~t00 inch

I I:— 0.400±0.00 2 ‘ ‘ 
~~~~~ •.-

I ~~~~~~~ , ..~~~ 5. s
~ *0.500±0.004 ~~~~~~~~ - • 

~~~~~~ ~.-wi~

i i 0.200
0.004

Figure 3. Miniature Compact Tension (MCT) Specimen for Measurement of Jic
Note: Dimensions are in inches; to convert to millimeters,

( multiply by 25.4.
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STEP NO. PROCEDURE

(1) Load MCT specimens to displace— 
2 13 4sent levels 1, 2, 3, or 4 and

then unload I 1 I

(2) Compute J1 2A/B b , where B I I I
thickness and b = uncracked I I I
ligament rea~Aj -

(3) Heat tint at 600°F to oxidize Displacement
crack surface

(4) Break specimens open at low
temperature to reveal any crack
extension , ~a

Blunting line
(5) Plot J1 versus Aa J1 ~2o~Aa
(6) Obtain 

~~ 
by locating inter-

section of J-vs-A a curve with
blunting line

(7) Calculate Ki~ 
from the expression 

/

Ki~ _____ 

JIC

(l-y )

Figure 4. Measurement of KIc By J—Integral Technique

The fracture toughness can then be calculated from the expression

K1 = [EJ Ic
/(l_v 2) ] l/2  (2)

where E is Young’s modulus, taken to have a value of 29 x io6 psi , and v is
Poisson’s ratio, taken to be 0.3.

In conducting the fracture toughness tests in this investigation , the
compact tension specimens were pin—loaded through a double—clevis arrangement
in an Instron testing machine at a crosshead speed of 0.005 inch/minute.
Three different test temperatures, 77 , 126, and l7OF , were employed . The two
higher temperatures were achieved by wrapping electrical heating tape around
the pull rods and conducting heat to the specimen through the d evises. To
monitor temperature, thermocouple lead wires were spark welded lightly to
opposite faces of the specimen so that the specimen became the thermocouple
junction. Temperature was controlled within about ± 2F by means of a variable
transformer in the heating circuit.

Specimen displacement was measured along the loading line with a rod—in—
tube extensometer arrangement that transmitted the displacement outside the
hot—zone where it was measured with a standard Instron extensometer .
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Results of J—integral tests are shown graphically in Figure 5. The inter-
section of the J versus t~a curve ‘with the experimental blunting line was
defined as 

~Ic~ 
J1~ values at each temperature are indicated in Figure 5,

along with KIc values calculated from Equation 2. These KIc values are plotted
in Figure 6 as a function of test temperature. For comparison, valid Kic data
from other rotor forgings are included in Figure 6.

KIc was seen to be strongly dependent on temperature, i.e., it increased
sharply with increasing temperature over the temperature range investigated.
This behavior was similar to that reported in Reference (3) for other Ni—Mo—V
rotor steels, shown as a band in Figure 6. It should be noted that valid KIc
data at relatively high toughness levels involve some finite amount of crack
growth , whereas KIc data derived f rom J1,~ tests are based on crack initiation.
Thus, KIc values obtained in this investigation could reasonably be expected
to be somewhat less than those reported in Reference (3).

As noted earlier, the material tested in this study was taken from a
noncritical region of the rotor forging. Thus, there is no assurance that the
toughness values reported here are representative of the entire forging. How-
ever, in limited tests conducted on a failed rotor, Clark, Kramer, and Tu (5)
reported only relatively small differences in Ki~ for specimens taken attwo radial positions (0.8 inch and 4.0 inch). Furthermore, the KIc values
reported by Clark, et al for material containing scattered small indications
from ultrasonic inspection were similar to those for clean material. This
provides some basis for assuming that the toughness values reported here are
typical of the entire forging.

STRESS ANALYSIS

In order to perform a crack—growth analysis of the suspected flaws in the
turbine rotor, an accurate knowledge of the stresses, stress gradieiits, and
distributions that would tend to propagate the flaw was required . Handbook
stress analysis methods are not sufficiently accurate for this problem due to
the complexity of the turbine geometry and loading. Therefore, stresses in the
turbine rotor were determined by finite element stress analysis techniques.

Because the turbine rotor was a solid of revolution, an axisymmetric
finite element analysis was performed . The axisymmetry condition implies that
field quantities such as temperatures, pressure loads, stresses, etc., are not
dependent upon angular orientation with respect to the axis of symmetry. This
allows geometrical treatment of the structure in two dimensions using radial
(R) and axial (Z) coordinates, thus simplifying the problem. The well—tested
and proven computer code AXISOL by E. L. Wilson was used in the analysis.

The finite element model of the turbine rotor is shown in Figure 7. The
model, with 893 elements and 956 nodes, considers half of the turbine since

S
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Figure 5. Curves of J1 Versus t3a For Rotor Steel Specimens
Tested at Several Temperatures
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• 956 Nodes

• 893 Elements

Figure 7. FInite Element Model

there was a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the axis of rotation at the
center of the shaft. The model did not include the generator coupling end due
to nonaxisymmetry caused by the bolt holes. A large number of elements were
used in the model, particularly in the notch areas of the rotor disks, to en-
sure a converged solution and to adequately define the stress gradients.

The model was loaded by temperatures from the thermal analysis, loads
induced in the rotor by rotation, and pressure loads at the outer radius of the
rotor disks to account for the inertial loads of the blades. Boundary condi-
tions for the model consisted of zero displacements in the axial direction at
both ends. The fixity at the left end was a result of the symmetry condition,
while the fixity at the right end was used because it gave a more severe stress
state, when compared to allowing the nodes at this end the freedom to move in
the axial direction.

Results of the finite element stress analysis were displacements, axial
and radial directions at each node, and stresses and strains at the centroids
of each element. Figure 8 shows the stress components of axisymmetric
analysis. For the crack—propagation analysis, the shear stress, trz ,  and the
axial normal stress, 0~~, were sufficiently small and neglected . The ramaining
two normal stress components, the radial stress, 0r ’ and the circumferential
stress, 

~~ 
(hoop stress) were of appreciable magnitude and would tend to prop-

agate tracks oriented perpendicular to these directions.
The finite element analysis was performed for the rotor with a 4.5 inch

diameter bore in the center of the shaft. The rotor geometry was analyzed with
three different load cases. The first case was a thermal stress analysis in
which the worst case thermal gradients were applied to the rotor. The second
case, the most severe operating condition, included the thermal loads and mech-
anical loads due to rotation at 3600 rpm, while the last case, the overspeed
condition, considered thermal loads and rotation at 4140 rpm.

The radial thermal stresses were generally small, except in the notch
areas of the rotor disks. At the worst case thermal gradient condition, rela—
tively large temperature differences exist on either side of the disks; hence,
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large localized stresses develop at the notches. On the hot side of the disk,
there was tension, while on the cooler side, there was compression, indicating
some bending of the disks. Figures 9 and 10 show the radial and circumferen-
tial stresses at operating conditions. At the bore wall, the stress was zero,
rising to a peak value rather rapidly, then dropping off toward zero at the
diameter where the rotor disks were attached.

Figure 9. Radial Stress in ksi at Operating
Conditions; 3600 rpm and thermal
transients

7••

•

’•
~ ~ 

~

Figure 10. Circumferential Stress in kai at
Operating Conditions; 3600 rpm and
thermal transients

The circumferential stresses due to a combination of the mechanical
rotating loads of the shaf t and blades , and large thermal grad ients in the
rotor during a starting with a cold turbine , are quite low except near the
longitudinal midpoint of the shaft which is at the left end of the axisymmetric
half section of the rotor depicted in Figure 7. In several areas , the circum—
fer ent ial stress is compressive, which would tend to close cracks in those
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areas of the rotor. The circumferential stresses at operating condition start
at a peak at the bore wall and decrease while moving radially outward.

FRACTURE—MECHANICS ANALYSIS

Table 3 has been compiled to summarize the stresses at the flaw

Table 3. Summary of Stresses at Flaw Locations
For Operating_Conditions

4.5-Inch Bore

Hot Start Cold Start H ot Overs peed
0 0 , 0 , 0 , ~~~ . 0 ,

Flaw r c r c r c

Number psi psi psi psi psi psi

1 0. 26000. 0. 21930. 0. 33870.
(92.)(a) (85.) (92.)(a)

2 -- -- 6380. 9820. -- --
(80.)

3 843. 2078. 869. 2096. 1118. 2754.
(85.) (80.) (85.)

4 844. 2078. 869. 2055. 1119. 2754.
(85.) (80.) (85.)

5 885. 2294. 851. 1591. 1173. 3040.
(85.) (83.) (85.)

6 115262.1 22491. 117995.1 25335. I20~Di 29956.
p126 .) (104.) (126.)

7 11057 . 130070.1 14710. ~40200.l 14697. 139950.1
(170.) (117.) (170.)

8 11664. 17129. 15020. 12073. 15204. 22126.
(252.) (207.) (252.)

9 8700. 12495. 14310. 5827. 11760 . 16556.
(346.) (286.) (346.)

0. L s ~3~i 0. 151400.1 0. 139343 .1
(299.) (176.) (299.)

24450. 20196. 14395!J 21040. 32390. 26756.
(346.) (299.) (346.)

l2~”~ 1355 19. 1 29239. 38410. 29000. [47019.1 38699.
(126.) (126.) (126.)

(a) Temperature , F
(b) These are hypothetical flaws
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ipdication locations. The table presen’-s the radial and circumferential
stress , as well as the temperature at each flaw indication for a hot and cold
turbine rotor condition during start—up and overspeed. The cold start condi-
tions include the thermal gradients from the thermal analysis, while the hot
condition considers only the mechanical rotational loading. No hot start data
were reported for the flaw 2 location since it was in an area of neglible ther-
mal gradients. In all cj~ses, the stress magnitudes are less than 78 ksi to 81
ksi measured yield stress of the rotor forging material.

The fracture—mechanics analysis consisted of cyclic fatigue—crack growth
and residual—strength analysis. The main objectives and assumptions are listed
below. -

(1) Assume a critical flaw geometry for the nine original
nondestructive testing indications

(2) Three additional flaw geometries were assumed at the
three highest—stressed locations in the turbine rotor

(3) Incremental fatigue—crack—growth behavior was determined
for all flaws. The fatigue stress spectrum was developed
for 1100 start—ups and shutdowns with an annual overspeed
for test purposes.

(4) The ratio of critical crack length to actual flaw length
was determined for all initial flaws.

Figure 1.1 shows schematically the fundamental concepts of fracture—
mechanics analysis. The residual strength curve, Figure lla, shows the applied
stress level, o, versus crack length, a, which is defined for the critical con-
dition by KIc. At instability, the critical applied stress was acr and the
corresponding critical crack size was acr. The fatigue—crack—growth curve,
Figure llb , shows crack length, a, versus applied stress cycle, N. The total

HSfOb
~ 

; 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

cr7

Crock Length, 0 Cycles

a Residuat Strength b, Fatigu e-Croc k Growth

Figure 11. Fracture—Mechanics Analysis
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curve was determined from the initial flaw size, aj, to fracture instability
as determined by acr at the maximum applied stress level.

STRESS—INTENSITY FORMULATIO1’~

Three types of flaws were assumed to determine the appropriate stress—
intensity solution, K1, for use in residual strength determinations. Figure
12 shows the types of flaws assumed. A surface flaw, with aspect ratio a/i,
is shown with the K1 solution in Figure l2a. This solution was utilized exten-
sively in treating surface flaw/crack growth fracture mechanics problems.
Figure l2b shows the embedded flaw geometry and stress intensity solution.
This stress intensity solution is presented in a form for total flaw width, a,
not for a/ 2 as is sometimes customary. When a = i , the solution reduces to
the stress intensity solution for a circular embedded disk as shown in Figure
12c. For a/i = 1.0 in Figure l2b, 4) = rr/2 , and the K1 solution reduces to that
shown in Figure l2c.

SERVICE SPECTRUM

The fatigue—crack—growth behavior of the NDI flaws in the rotor turbine
was determined for an applied service spectrum which was generated based on
the past operational history of the turbine. In summary, the turbine was
subjected to 353 start—ups and shutdowns in 195 months of operational time,
an average of 22 start—ups per year. Although the actual annual overspeed test
occurs at a level less than 110% of rated speed (3600 rpm), for the purposes
of a conservative fracture—mechanics analysis an overspeed condition of 115%
of the rated speed was applied once per year in the service spectrum. The
average yearly service spectrum was developed in the form of applied stress,
o, versus cycles for each flaw. The stress magnitudes were those determined
from the stress analysis at the flaw location.

RESULTS ON FATIGUE-CRACK GROWTH

Fatigue—crack—growth calculations for the service spectrum were performed
using the APFDL “CRACKS III” computer program [6). This computer program con-
tained the stress—intensity solutions and B—options for the required analysis
of the flaws in the turbine rotor. The B parameter accounts for modifications
in the applied stress to consider the flaw propagating in a nonuniform stress
field. Cycle—by—cycle incremental fatigue—crack growth was determined for the
cold start/cold overspeed service spectrum. Forinan’s fatigue—crack—growth
equation was used in the integration. Linear accumulation of damage was per-
formed to minimize the load or stress interaction effects of the overspeed
stresses. Thus, the results were essentially the same for any application of
the overstress within a 1 year span.

Table 4 shows the incremental fatigue—crack—growth results for the 12
flaws. The table defines the flaw number and the incremental growth in terms
of As and AL for 1100 start—ups and shutdowns. The 1100 cycles include the
overspeed cycles. The growth analysis assumed that flaws 3 and 4 were joined
to consider the most severe case. The results of the analysis show that AK

• developed by flaws 3—4 and 5 were below the threshold AI(th of 5.0 ksi v’i~~
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a. Surface flaw

1 
H 

K1
a EQ 1

LQ1 ½ *~~ = f(!)

b. Embedded flaw, ellIpt ica l dIsk

_ _ ~~
.f(a/L)

c. Embedded flaw, circular disk

K
1 

- Ba ~~~~~~~~

Figure 12. Stress—Intensity Solutions for Flaw Size Equivalency
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Of the existing flaws, flaws 6 and 7 showed the largest amount of growth in
1100 cycles, whereas flaw 11 was predicted to show the most growth for the
hypothetical flaws. None of the flaws grew to a critical length in this
analysis.

Table 4. Incremental Fatigue—Crack Growth in 1100
Start—Ups (4.5—in. Bore)

Flaw
Number isa, in. M~, in.

1 0.00225 0.00450

2 —— 0.0005
0.00007 0.00041

3—4 —— ——Below 
~

Kth Below 
~~th

5 ——Below 
~
K
th 

Below

6 —— 0.00416
0.00227 -0.01135

7 —— ——
0.00472 0.00661

8 —— 0.00277

9 —— 0.00115

10 0.01539 0.03078

11 0.01069 0.0338

12 0.00394 0.00788

RESIDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS

Flaws 6 and 7 were identif ied as the most critical flaws and were treated
as embedded elliptical disks where the applied stress, a, is perpendicular to
the disk. The B—parameter shown in Figure 12 reflects changes in the applied
stress due to stress gradients in the rotor when flaws of various lengths are
considered.

Based on the K~~ data presented earlier, a lower bound room temperature
Kic of 65 ksi /17 was selected for residual strength analyses of flaws 6
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and 7. Each was considered at room cemperature even though the thermal
analysis showed the material temperature to be slightly higher.

Table 5 shows the critical applied stresses at each flaw location which
would cause the flaw to propagate in an unstable mode of fracture . The ratio
of critical stress to applied stress as determined in the rotational stress
analysis is also shown. The applied maximum stresses are for a 15% cold over—
speed.

Table 5. Critical Applied Stresses at Each
Flaw Location

Flaw a 
a

Flaw Depth, a, Aspect cr aNumber inch Ratio, a/i ksi applied

6 0.625 0.2 63.0 1.863

0.75 0.25 60.0 1.775

0.875 0.30 58.0 1.715

7 0.775 0.58 75.0 1.399

0.90 0.75 76.0 1.418

1.075 0.95 78.0 1.455

SUMMARY

The application of the J—integral technique to the measurement of the
fracture toughness of the rotor material has been shown to be a valuable
tool in an overall integrity evaluation. The technique was nondestructive and
conservative in the estimate it gives for Kit. In this case study, the mea-
sured lover bound of 65 ksi un. would have had to have been replaced with a

value of 40 ksi /j.. if only the literature had been available as a source of

fracture toughness data. However, the higher actually measured values of Ki~
led to larger permissible flaw indication sizes being acceptable without
reaching the estimated larger critical crack size.

Stress and fracture mechanics analyses were conducted on the rotor. Cal-
culated stresses were applied to the detected and assumed flaws in order to
calculate the fatigue—crack growth which would occur in 1100 start—ups and
shutdowns. Analytically, none of the flaws showed growth to a critical size.
In addition, a residual strength analysis was conducted on the most critical
flaws for the overspeed condition. It was shown that these flaws (flaw 6 and
7) would not propagate in an unstable fashion under this loading.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE MACIS IAC ADP/COMM SHELTER

C. M. BLACKMON
Aerospace Engineer
Naval Surface Weapons Center
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448

ABSTRACT

The Marine Air to Ground Intelligence System (MACIS) consists of
several components, one of which is the Intelligerce Analysis Center (IAC).
The IAC itself consists of a data processing and communication shelter
(ADP/COMM) and one or more analyst shelters. The shelters to be used were
8’ x 8’ x 20’ (2.44 x 2.44 x 6.lm) and were ori ginally designed for approxi-
mately 9000 pounds (4082kg) gross weight. The equipment to be used in the
ADP/COMM brought the gross weight to approximately 14,500 pounds (6577kg) ,
a significant increase. This paper describes the design requirements ,
structural analysis using the finite element method , and subsequent modi-
fication of the MACIS [AC ADP/COMM shelter.

INTRODUCTION

The Marine Air to Ground Intelligence System (MACiS) consists of
several components, one of which is the Intelligence Analysis Center (IAC) .
The IAC itself consists of a data processing and communication shelter
(ADP/COMM) and one or more analyst shelters. Data is received from various
types of observations, processed in the ADP/COMM and passed to the analyst
where data is interpreted and given to tactical commanders.

The shelters to be used were 8’ x 8’ x 20’ (2.44 x 2.44 x 6.lm) and
were originally designed for approximately 9000 pounds (4082kg) gross weight.
The equipment to be used in the ADP/COMM brought the gross weight to approxi-
mately 14,500 pounds (6577kg). No significant weight change occurred in
the analyst shelter. For all new structures and those in which significant
changes have been made, an analysis should be done to insure the structural
integrity of the item.

This paper describes the design requirements, structural analysis and
subsequent modification of the ADP/COMM shelter. There were two basic
objectives to be met. First, to determine if the shelter would be structur-
ally sound with the current design requirements and new equipment suite;
second, if the shelter was not sound, develop modifications to preserve
integrity.
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SHELTER STRUCTURE

The ADP/COMM shelter Is manufactured by Craig Systems Corporation,
Lawrence, Massachusetts. Difficulty was encountered in ascertaining the
complete structural makeup of the bare shelter. The documentation package
on this shelter had not been purchased originally and thus was not available,
and since the drawings contained proprietary information, Craig Systems was
reluctant to release the drawings. They were willing however , to allow
plant visits and answer questions by telephone. Through visiting, X—Raying,
dismantling and using some drawings available , it is believed that sufficient-
ly accurate structural detail for use in the analysis was obtained .

The ADP/COMM shelter is composed of six basic panels with cutouts for
doors, air conditioning, power plugs, etc., as required. While the dimensions
of the individual parts are not iden tical , the construction of each panel
is typical. An outer skin Is spot welded to extruded hat sections, which
make up the main stiffening members of the panel. Wood spacers are bonded
to the top of the hat sections and , in turn an inner skin bonded to wood
spacers. The wood spacers serve as a thermal barrier. The entire perimeter
of each panel is closed by a box ext rusion to which the skins and hat
sections are welded. All voids in the panels are filled with urethane foam.
The six panels are then assembled into the 8’ x 8’ x 20’ (2.44 x 2.44 x 6.lm)
shape with closure angles. These closure angles are pop riveted to the
perimeter box extrusions with 3/16” (4.763mm) rivets.

The floor panel has, in addition to the main floor beams (hat extru-
sions), intercostal beams running perpendicular to the floor beams. These
intercostals are comprised of box sections and are welded to the floor beams.
The intercostals are arranged in a pattern evidently suited to the ori ginal
equipment for which the shelters were designed. Figure 1 shows a cutaway
of a floor panel. rF0AM FItIER

WOOD
SPACER INNER

SKIN

PERIMETER
BEAM

INTERCO STA L

HAT SECTION

OUTER
SKIN

Figure 1. Cutaway of Typical Panel
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The skins, beams and intercostals in the structure are all comprised
of only one material type, that being 5053—H36 aluminum.

The entire shelter is mounted on two skids manufactured by the
Barry Division of the Barry Wright Corporation, Burbank, California. The
top and bottom structures of the skid are 606l—T6 aluminum with elastomer
elements set between them. A section of the skid is shown in Figure 2.

When necessary to transport the shelter, a set of wheels, or mobillzers,
is mounted forward and af t  converting the shelter into a trailer. A
modified A/M 32U—l5 end—moun t mobilizer is used for the MACIS IAC .

DESIGN CRITE RIA AND LOADS

The shelter must be designed to maintain structural integrity for the
specified requirements as shown in Table 1. The basic mobility requirements
are defined by Type V specifications of MIL—M—8090F. All drops are made
from a height of 12 inches (30.48cm).

The following paragraphs give a brief description of each of the load
conditions.

DROP TESTS

For the corner drops, one corner is placed on a 12” (30.48cm) timber ,
then the opposite corner is raised to a level position and allowed to drop
onto a concrete surface. For the edge drops, one side of the shelter is
supported at a 12” (30.48cm) height and the opposite side allowed to drop.
The flat drop is performed by lifting the shelter to a height of 12”
(30.48cm) and releasing onto a concrete surface.

CRANE/HELICOPTER LIFT

The shelter is supported from the upper corners by four cables each
168” (427cm) long. The four cables are suspended from a single point. The
cables are assumed to be given a steady vertical acceleration of 4g, i.e.,
the acceleration due to gravity is assumed to be included .

FORK LIFT

The shelter is to be lifted by a fork lift with tines extending across
the entire width (2.44m) of the shelter. The shelter will be subjected to
a steady acceleration load totaling 3g, i.e., the acceleration due to gravity
is included .
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Table 1. Shelter Design Requirements

Test Description

1 Corner Drops

2 Ed ge Drops

3 Flat Drop

4 Crane/Helicopter L i f t

5 Fork Lift

6 Rail Hump

7 Rough Road

Figure 2. Skid Section

(
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RAIL HUMP

The shelter will be placed on a rail flat car. It will be secured by
wooden timbers around its lower perimeter and cables stretched from the
upper corners to the rail car floor. The assembly will then be accelerated
to a speed of 8—10 miles/hour (12.87—16.09KW ) and allowed to impact another
rail car. Table 2 is a sunmiary of accelerations based on measurements made
with filtered piezioelectric accelerometers mounted to the base of a series
of shelters tested at Aberdeen Proving Grounds , Maryland.* The horizontal
and vertical accelerations are considered to act simultaneously.

Table 2. Shelter Accelerations From Rail Hump

Impact Acceleration (g) Duration

Velocity

(MPH) Vertical Longitudinal (MSEC)

8 (l2.87KPH) 8 to 10 10 to 15 10 to 30

9 (l4.48KP11) 1O to 12 15 to 25 10 to 30

10 (16.O93KPH) 1.5 to 20 20 to 30 10 to 40

* McKay P., “Private Coninunication,” Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland,
December 1976.
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ROUGH ROAD

There are four types of rough road courses the shelter must traverse
without failure, i.e., the six—inch (15.24cm) washboard, the Belgian block,
the radial washboard, and the gravel road. Profiles of the first three
courses are shown in Figure 3.

The six—inch (15.24cm) washboard profile approaches a sine wave with
a double amplitude of six inches (15.24cm) and a complete cycle occurring
every six feet (1.83m) for a distance of 800 feet (244m). The course surface
is concrete. The Belgian block course consists of a cobblestone road which
provides an irregular and bumpy surface. The individual cobblestones average
approximately five inches (12.7cm) in width. The course irregularities,
which not only vary along the length (3936 feet, l200m) of the course but
also across its width, have crests of about three inches (7.62cm). The
crests are such that a vehicle traveling over them is subjected to both
pitching and rolling motions.

Two 90 degree (l.5705rad) radial turns make up the radial washboard
course along with symmetrical bumps which vary from two (5.08cm) to four
(10.16cm) inches in height and from one (.3m) to six feet (l.83m) from crest
to crest. The course is 255 feet (78m) long and 20 feet (6.lm) wide.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The structural analysis of the shelter comprises many pages of data.
In fac t, a detailed summary of all analysis would in itself be quite lengthy.
This section includes a general description of the analysis methods, a
relative comparison between the two finite element programs used, and a
description of the changes needed as indicated by the analysis.

Initially, a conventional, manual component by component stress analysis
was begun using as a baseline the equipment suite as shown in Figures 4 and
5. This was going to be a lengthy and laborious process. It was also
evident that the possibility of human error in evaluating all the loading
conditions was quite high. However, these analyses indicated failures in
many of the welded joints, particularly the intercostal to floor beam and
floor beam to perimeter beam welds.

The failures indicated by the manual analysis led to a decision to
employ the finite element technique to get a detailed stress analysis of the
entire shelter structure.

The Naval Surface Weapons Center let contracts with the Center for
Building Technology of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the David
Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC) to perform two
simultaneous finite element analyses . These analyses were done concurrently
so as to provide a check since no testing would be possible except on the
completed system.
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Figure 3. Road Courses
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MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

Identical data is supplied to the participants for the analyses. In the
roof , floor and wall panels, the perimeter box beams, ribs, wooden spacers,
and inner and other skin are considered to be load carrying members. The
foam insulation is assumed to be rigid enough and to adhere to the skin well
enough to keep the inner and outer skin from local buckling.

In addition to the preceding basic members, several other members are
considered to be load carrying. Scuff plates on the roof and fork lift pads
under the floor panel are represented by increasing the thièkness of the
outer skin in the area occupied by the plates. The doorway frames, the
Intercostal members in the floor, the skid mounting plates4 and the external
beams under the floor panel that abut the mobilizer bearing pads are included
as load carrying members. The angles that join two panels along their edges
are included as load carrying members and as connections between panels.

Doorways and vents in panels are represented as openings. The doors are
considered to carry no load, however their mass is included. Also, the
following are not included as load carrying members: the shoe plates of
the skids, since they are attached by flexible mounts; and the ventilation
and lighting suspension, since they are not mounted firmly to the shelter.

The internal equipment is represented as nonload carrying members
attached to the floor or wall as required .

ANALYS IS

NBS used the SAP IV program and DTN SRDC the NASTRAN program. In both
the NASTRAN and SAP IV analyses, internal stiffeners which consist of box
and hat extrusions along with the door frames were treated as equivalent
aluminum beams with appropriate transformed areas and bending and torsional
stiffnesses. The equivalent section values used included both the wooden
spacer and aluminum skins and were obtained using conventional methods of
analysis for transforming beam sections.

The panels between the internal stiffeners are thin—faced, foam core
sandwich panels. The thickness of these panels is quite large compared to
their widths. A typical width to thickness ratio for the walls was 10 to 1
and for the floor 5 to 1. The ratio of these panels indicate that core shear
will not be a constant through the panel thickness. Fortunately, failutm
due to core shear had not been indicated and was not considered to be a
problem. Only the relative magnitude of the in p ane stresses were considered
to be important since failures were expected at beam joints. The typical
plate element used in both analyses span the nominal distance (22”, 55.9cm)
between frame sections and has an aspect ratio of 1 to 1.

The CQUAD1 element of NASTRAN was used for sandwich panels and for SAP IV
an equivalent plate of constant thickness used. This was done by transform-
ing the cross—section geometry and material properties of the sandwich panel
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Figure 6. Fundamental Mode Shape from NASTRAN, 11.5 Hz
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Table 3. Comparison of NASTRAN and SAP IV for Shelter Structure

NASTRAN SAP IV

Grid Points 386 Grid Points 496
Beams 804 Beams 675
CQUAD]. 218 Plate (QUAD) 573
CTRIA1 207

/

r4~ç.~ ~ ////////A

Figure 7. Typical Corner Fix 
_
)
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to those of an equivalent cross section for an anisotropic plate of constant
thickness. (1) The thickness for the equivalent plate he is given in terms
of the face plate thickness, t f and distance between face plates, d by

he =

The shear modulus, Ge for the equivalent plate is given in terms of the core
shear modulus, Ce. This relationship assumes complete restraint against
warping as indicated in reference 2.

Ge dGc
he

The relationshio between elastic modulus and Poisson ratio for the eauivalent
plate and face material is given by

Ee Ef
= ____

Table 3 shows the major types and finite element used in both the
NASTRAN and SAP IV models.

After creation of the model the next step in the analysis of the shelter
was to determine natural frequencies so that the tvne of reaction to
excitations of various frequencies could be anticipated.

The boundary conditions for the load conditions fall into two classes.
In considering the rail hump and flat drop, the shelter is sitting on the
skids. However, for the road tests, the shelter is mounted on a mobilizer.
The mobilizer units are being designed under separate contract and their
characteristics are not known. A conservative approach was taken and was
assumed that a rigid link connects the shelter to the point of rotation on
the present mobilizer, thus neglecting any attenuation of the mobilizer
spring—shock system.

NBS calculated a fundamental frequency of 34 hertz for the skid support
condition while the frequency for a mobilizer type support was calculated by
DTNSRDC as 11.5 hertz. Figure 6 shows the fundamental mode shape from the
DTNSRDC model .

A discussion was held with the test and evaluation group* at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds , Maryland pertaining to the relative severity of the test
conditions. In general it had been found that if a shelter passed the rail
hump and flat drop it would survive the road course tests.

Based on the above information, it was decided to limit the analysis to
the rail hump and flat drop conditions. A static analysis would be done
*McKay. P.. “Private Communication’.! Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD, August 1977.
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using a combination of 20g vertical with 30g horizontal (see Table 2) for the

rail hump and 20~ vertical, Og horizontal for the vertical drop. A recent
report by Yancey’.3) of NES, which data from the work by Ostrem (4) is
included indicates the values used for rail hump will be conservative. A
shock spectra envelope for a coupling speed of 11 mph and a damping ratio
of C/C .03 indicates the maximum acceleration for a shelter with a
natura’ frequency of 34 Hz will be on the order of lOg. The damping ratio
C/ Cc = 0.03 ~.s indicative of nonshock isolated cargo according to Ostrem
and’ Foley (5.~.

The results of the analyses indicated points of probable failures.
Extensive failure patterns were found throughout the floor, and areas of
failure in the ceiling. The failures are not in the beams or skins them-
selves but their connections. The failures are of the following basic
types:

(a) failure of floor beams ‘0 perimeter beam welds, -

(b) f~1L~re of intercostal, to floor beam welds, 
-

(c) failure of ceiling beam to perimeter beam welds, and
(d) failure of floor and ceiling beam to exterior skin spot welds.

SHELTER - MODIFICATION

The solution to the probable failures consisted of several modifi-
cations. First, additional beams were installed running longitudinally
between the equipment and existing inner floor. This serves two purposes;
the first is to spread the load, the second is to raise the neutral axis
thus reducing the tensile weld failures induced by bending. A larger closure
angle was incorporated to provide mechanical fastening between the floor/
ceiling beam and perimeter beam. This relieves a portion of the load on the
weld and also corrects a moment transfer failure in the existing angles.
Figure 7 shows this fix. Failure of spot welds in the exterior floor/
ceiling skins was taken care of by providing rivets between existing spot
welds.

The results of the two original analyses agreed within 5 to 10 percent
so the verification of the redesign was done only by DTNSRDC on their NASTRAN
model. During the course of the analysis, the NASTRAN output including its
graphical capabilities was found to be much easier to correlate to the
original structure than SAP IV. All fixes were verified by the reanalysis.
A modified shelter is shown in Figure 8.

TEST PROGRAM

Structural testing of the shelter was carried out in two phases. The
mobility and transportation tests were c&rted out at Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Maryland. These tests consisted of traversing the road courses and perform-
ing the rail hump. The second phase was drop testing done at NSWC.
Between these tests the shelter was taken to DTNSRDC for strain gaging. A
crane lift was done and test data taken. This data will be compared to a
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similar condition done on the finite element model. The shelter with a full
suite of equipment has undergone all structural testing with no failure
found.

~~~~~ I 
- 

~~~~~~~~~~ lI~~~~~ - 
~~~~

_

~~~~i

J 

—

Figure 8. Modified Shelter
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CRITICAL SIZE FLAW INVES TIGATION OF THE HIFRAG PROJECTILE

CHARLES B. PALMER
Aerospace/Mechanical Engineer
Naval Surface Weapons Center
Dahlgren , VA 22448

ABSTRACT

This report presents a theoretical analysis and a preliminary verifica-
tion of the defect which the 5-inch/54 Mark-82 (Hifrag) projectile will tol-
erate before brittle failure occurs due to gunfire loads. Using a finite
element analysis, the highest tensile stressed region that the projectile
experiences during gunfire was determined. Various size semielliptical sur-
face defects were placed in this region and two gtrnf ire tests to date con-
firm the analysis; however , further tests are needed to prove the validity
of any proposed correlation between theoretical and experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of structural failure by catastrophic crack propagation
(fracture) at average stresses well below the yield strength has been known
for many years. Brittle failures have occurred with increasing frequency as
the strength and size of our engineering structures have increased. Army and
Navy requirements for very high strength, lightweight hardware have given
added importance to the problem of brittle fracture and greatly emphasized
the need for a quantitative approach to the general problem of crack toler-
ance in structures.

In the past few years, special steels have been utilized in projectile
designs to produce desired fragmentation characteristics. The Naval Surface
Weapons Center (NAVSURFWPNCEN) recently completed development of the
5—inch/54 Mark-82 (Hifrag) projectile in which the high fragmenting steel
HF-l is used. The Hifrag is of two-piece construction, having a press-fit
joint as shown in Figure 1. The tangential stress around the joint, due to
the press-fit1 , makes this round very susceptible to fracture during gunfire.
with the aid of the ZPI-l finite element computer code2 the tangential
stress in the joint was determined . Based on plain strain fracture theory ,
a critical flaw (a defect that propagates catastrophically during gunfire)
was determined . Various size semielliptical surface flaws were placed in
the joint. The flawed rounds were gunfired at a service charge condition of
approximately 13,000 g ’s acceleration. The work described in this paper
attempts to correlate experimental data obtained from gunfire tests with
analytical results.
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FIGURE I. SCHEMATIC OF 5 /54 H !-FRAG PROJECTILE

ANALYTICAL APPROACH -

PROJECTILE DESCRIPTI ON

The 5—inch/54 Mark-82 (Hif rag) projectile design is shown in Figure 1.
The body is of two-piece construction , weighing approximately 69 pounds
(31.3 kgf). The projectile is forged from HF-l steel that has the following
proper ties: 150 ksi (l,O34 M P a ) minimum yield strength , 198 ksi (l ,365 M P a )
ultimate tensile strength, 8.9 percent elongation, and a fracture toughness
of 35 ksiv1t~ (39M PaV ). The explosive load is approximately 6.6 pounds
(3 kgf) of PBXW-1O6 castable plastic bonded explosive [loading density of
0.059 lbs/in3 (1,630 kg/rn3)]. The explosive is cast as a billet in a plas-
tic beaker. The maximum chamber pressure under proof condition is 63.2 ksi
(436MPa) which corresponds to a maximum acceleration of 15,500 g’s for the
Hifrag projectile. The flawed projectiles were gunfired at a service charge
cond:~tion of approximately 13,000 g’s acceleration.

METHOD

The finite element method was chOsen for the stress analysis of the
projectile because of its accuracy in the analysis of complex shaped and
loading conditions. The ZPI-l code was chosen over other available codes
due to its user oriented nature and accuracy in the elastic—plastic analysis
of axisynmtetric shapes. This code is a modified version of the ZP-26 code3

which was written by Dr. Gif ford at the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research
and Development Center. The ZPI-1 code was modified by Dr. Lindeman at the
Naval Surface Weapons Center to include stress analysis of interference
fits. In addition to interference fits, the ZPI-l program can perform
static, elastic-plastic analyses of axisyminetric structures containing con-
tact surfaces. The structure may gap or slide along these surfaces.

t
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The major advantage of this program lies in the fact that only the
geometry of the two members and the material properties are needed for input.
Unlike other methods used in the analysis of interference fits, neither the
interference pressure not final deformation of the two members must be
assumed .

FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM

Since the press-fit interference influences the stress state of the
Hifrag projectile , test rounds were selected with approximately the same
radial interference [0.008 inch (0.20 mm)] . A Stress analysis was then per-
formed on the Hifrag projectile , with this radial interference , using the
ZPI-l finite element computer program2. Using St. Venant’s principle, only
a small portion of the projectile around the press-fit joint was modeled as
shown in the finite element mesh (Figure 2). This allows for greater ele-
ment detail of the joint without affecting the stress distribution.

IQINT
UNION

ILCUIPT

a 
___________

9 .oo ~~oo ~ .oo
R-AX IS

Figure 2. Mesh Used for Joint Analysis

LOADING CONDITION

In performing the analysis an acceleration of 13,000 g ’s was assumed
for the projectile gunfired at service charge conditions. As it turned out,
the two projectiles tested had peak accelerations of 13,260 g’s and
13,300 g’s. All loads were assumed to be axisymmetric, or unchanging in the
circumferential direction.
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The force exerted by the forward portion of the projectile not shown in
Figure 2 was assumed to be uniformly distributed on the top flat surface of
the model. The value was estimated by multiplying the mass forward of this
surface by the acceleration and dividing by the cross—sectional area. The
magnitude determined by this method was 28.96 ksi (200 M Pa). The bottom
surface of the model was fixed from moving in the longitudinal direction.

The explosive load was assumed to behave as a liquid during gun launch.
The pressure acts in a direction normal to the projectile wall and has a
varying magnitude, P, given by

P pgh (1)

where

P = explosive pressure
p = explosive mass density
g = acceleration
h = distance below the top surface of the explosive

The magnitude of explosive pressure varies linearly in the axial direction
from 5.5 ksi (38M Pa) at the top surface to 9.0 ksi (62 M Pa) at the bottom
surface of the model. The explosive is generally assumed to be imcompressi-
ble (Poisson ’s ratio = 0.5); therefore, the hydrostatic assumption is valid
for small deflections.

The computer model provides a static stress analysis of the projectile.
The effect of angular velocity and acceleration and the dynamic effects due
to acceleration body forces are neglected in this analysis. The accuracy of
this type of analysis was estimated to be within 4 to 5 percent of the true
stresses1 .

The effects of a knurled face on the press-fit surface of the Hifrag
projectile was also studied. As shown in Figure 3, the male press-fit joint
has a knurled surface. The knurled surface as such could not be modeled by
the computer code; therefore, the top surface of the knurl was modeled as a
smooth surface. Strain gauges were placed in the hoop direction on the out-
side diameter of nine forward Hifrag projectile noses near the joint to
determine the accuracy of this assumption. The noses were then pressed onto
the bases. Figure 4 shows the comparison of measured values of hoop strain
with that predicted by the computer model, and that the knurling has an
upper bound equivalent to a solid surface. Thus, the computer results can
be considered as the upper limit or worst case under any loading situation.

Using the mesh shown in Figure 2, an elastic-plastic stress analysis
for a radial interference of 0.008 inch (0.20 sun) was obtained. Figures 5
and 6 show that the female joint section is a high stressed region with a
maximum Von Mises stress of 155 ksi (l,O69M Pa) and a maximum tensile hoop
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stress of 94 ksi (648M Pa) in region A. A flaw would most likely propagate
in a high tensile stressed region. Therefore, region A was chosen as the
appropriate area for incorporating a flaw in the projectile hardware used in
the experimental portion of this study.

~~~~ ~~~~~~~

, 
____

A

Figure 3. Knurled Press-Fit Joint
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Figure 4. Measured Hoop Strain Versus Radial Interference
on 5—Inch/54 Hifrag Projectiles
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CRITICAL FLAW SIZE ESTIMATION

Fracture initiation is controlled by a complex interrelationship
between defect size (ratio of depth over length) and stress state in the
vicinity of the defect. The failure stress of a given defect will depend
primarily on its size. Fracture initiation can occur at nominal stress lev-
els below gross yielding. A necessary condition for this to occur is that
the fracture must emanate from a defect. Without a defect present, failure
will not occur at a nominal stress below the gross yield stress.

The defect chosen for the critical flaw tests was a semielliptical sur-
face flaw (Figures 7, 8, and 9). This shape defect can be easily machined
into a projectile. A surface defect is more severe and more likely to occur
than an embedded defect. The worst orientation for this flaw is such that
the tensile hoop stress is normal to the crack surface. The equation~

’5
used for estimation of critical flaw depth IS:

acr 
= 

1.21ff (K
i)2 (2)

where /

K
1 

= plane strain fracture toughness

= average tensile hoop stress in vicinity of crack

a 2

Q = flaw shape parameter equal to ~)2 - 0.212 ( ~i)
and where

= elliptical integral whose value depends on the shape of the crack
(aspect ratio)

a = yield stress of materialy

A graphical solution for the determination of the flaw-shape parameter
Q for various surface and internal-flaw geometries is presented in Figure 7•5
The determination of critical flaw size was initiated with the selection of
an appropriate aspect ratio. Ideally, the aspect ratio for the flaw would
be zero (i.e., an infinitely long shallow crack) since this type of configu-
ration would yield a minimum (worst case) flaw depth. However, since a
crack with an aspect ratio of zero cannot be machined into the joint region
of the projectile, a crack with an aspect ratio of a/2c = 0.1 was chosen.
This ratio has been found to provide an accurate representation of the most
severe types of cracks normally found in projectile bodies.6
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Figure 9. Fatigue Precracking Setup

For a 0.008—inch (0.20-nun) radial interference at 13,000 g’s and a
fracture toughness of Kic = 35 ksi/Th (39 M PaV~) for HF—l steel, the criti-
cal flaws for region A of highest tensile stress are shown in Table I. For
surface flaws with a/2c ratios ranging from 0.0 to 0.5, Table I shows that
the critical flaw depends on shape (both length and depth), not on a single
dimension such as depth. Since the Hifrag press-fit joint is only 1-inch
(25-mm) long, a flaw with an aspect ratio between 0.1 and 0.5 may be pur-
posely machined into the joint without being critical as long as the length
is between 0.41 inch (10.0 nun) and 0.184 inoh (4.7 mm), respectively. The
next step was to place critical and larger than critical flaws in region A
of several Mark-82 (Hifrag) projectiles and gunfire them to verify the ana-
lytical results.

Table I Critical Surface Flaw at 0.008 inch
(0.20 sun ) Radial Interference

acr 2c
[ksi (MPa)] a/2c (in (mm)] (in (mm)]

80.659 (556) 0.0 0.037 (0.94)
0 1 0.041 (1 04) 0 410 (10 41)
0 2 0.049 (1 24) 0 245 (6 22)
0.3 0.061 (1.55) 0 203 (5.16)

“ 0 4 0.076 (1 93) 0 190 (4 83)
“ 0.5 0.092 (2.34) 0.184 (4.67)
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HARDWARE PREPARATION

FLAW SIZE INITIATION

Flaws can be induced during manufacture of the projectile components.
The flaws may be the result of the forging process, tempering or material
impurities. Such flaws cause weaknesses that can lead to structural failure
during gunfiring. Naturally flawed components for testing are difficult to
obtain so artificially flawed components must be generated. This was done
by machining notches and cyclic stressing the flaw to induce fatigue cracks
that simulate natural flaws. Although “fatigue” cracks will, be mentioned
throughout the text that follows, the reader should bear in mind that there
is no “fatigue” problem associated with projectile manufacture and use and
that the discussion is really centered on manufacturing defects or “flaws”.

A small elliptical notch was generated in region A in several Hifrag
projectiles (Figure 8) with the use of an eiectrical~discharge machine (EDM) .
The depth of the notch ranged between 0.0196 inch (0.498 nun) and 0.0230 inch
(0.584 mm), and the length ranged between 0.315 inch (8.001 mm) and 0.345
inch (8.763 mm).

In linear elastic fracture mechanics, the calculation of flaw sizes is
based on the assumption of a sharp crack (root radius < 0.005’ inch (0.13 nun)].
Therefore, the EDM notch was cyclic loaded to generate a sharp fatigue crack
approximately 0.05 inch (1.3 mm) beyond the notch, as recommended in ASTM
E399.7 Figure 9 shows how fatigue cracks were generated , and Figure 10
shows two fatigue cracks that resulted. Length and depth measurements were
taken of seven fatigued cracks, and Figure 11 shows a least—squares fit of
this data in a linear curve of depth versus length. The equation of this
curve is:

D = —0.0480 + 0.3l12L (3)

To verify the assumption that a linear relationship was valid, length
and depth measurements were taken of seven fatigued NY-i steel test speci-
mens. Figure 12 shows that this linear relationship does indeed exist.
These ring, specimens were cut from 5-inch (127-mm) bar stock that was heat—
treated to the same Rockwell hardness as Hifrag projectiles, 39 + 3. The
forging of the HF-i steel in Figure 11 probably was the reason for the
slight change in slope of the two curves.

The linear curves of depth versus length in Figures 11 and 12 show very
good agreement with the actual measurements of the fatigue cracks. The per—
centage difference between the actual fatigue cracks and that of the curves
ranged between 0.0 and 11.8 percent. Based on the above result, the depth
of a fatigue notch in the test projectile was determined by substituting the
known length of the cracks into equation (3). Measurements of length were
taken with a microscope.
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Flaw 2

Figure 10. Fatigue Cracks
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LENGTH

Figure 11. Fatigue Crack Measurements in the Hifrag Projectile

Ultrasonic measurements were taken of the fatigue cracks in Figure 11
before the cracks were sectioned. These measurements failed to detect some
cracks and grossly overestimated the size of others.8 Most nondestructive
inspection methods can fail to detect cracks or defects that are tight
(fatigue crack) or in an inconvenient orientation; and, human error must
also be expected. Therefore, in the selection of rounds to be gunfired, the
estimated flaw depth was determined solely from equation (3).

.41’

.31

.15 II .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .11 .05 .70 .75 .00
UNGTII

1’ Figure 12. Fatigue Crack Measurements in Ring Test Specimens
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GUNFIRE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two flawed rounds have been gunfired to date. Based on equation (3),
the first and second rounds had estimated flaw depths of 0.037 inch (0.94 mm)
and 0.109 inch (2.77 mm), respectively. After correcting for the small
plastic zone in front of the crack tip, the effective flaw depth and length
was 0.045 inch (1.14 mm) and 0.288 inch (7.32 mm) for round 1 and 0.118 inch
(3.00 mm) and 0.513 inch (13.03 mm) for round 2. Using equation (2) and the
average tensile stress (80.657 ksi (556M Pa) determined from the finite ele-
ment code] in the vicinity of the crack, the critical flaw depth was calcu-
lated to be 0.056 inch (1.42 mm) for the first round with a semielliptical
area of 0.041 in2 (26 mm2) and 0.065 in (1.65 mm) for the second round with
a semielliptical area of 0.19 in2 (123 mm2).

Based on the above data, the second round was expected to fail during
gunfire because the fatigue crack was 82 percent larger than the expected
critical flaw. The first round was not expected to fail because the fatigue
crack was 20 percent below the estimated critical flaw. Only the second
round with a flaw depth of 0.118 inch (3.00 mm) failed (Figure 13). The
gunfire results along with other data such as chamber pressure and accelera-
tion are shown in Table II. Much more testing is necessary before any true
comparison can be made between the experimental data and analytical results,
but the two gunfire results show promise.

As mentioned earlier, ultrasonic inspection of the small fatigued EDM
flaws was not accurate. Another nondestructive test, such as a proof pres-
sure test, should be considered. Pressurizing the projectile to loads
slightly higher than at gun launch with no fracture occurring will ensure
that no failure occurs during gunfire.

Precise analysis of crack growth kinetics, and fracture behavior is dif-
ficult because uncertainties such as local material heterogenetics, residual
stresses and toughness strength exist in the analysis. For example, an
error of 20 percent in fracture toughness causes a 44 percent error in crit-
ical flaw depth. The fracture toughness data of HF-i steel has a range of
35 to 45 ksiIi~ (39 to 49M PaV~), a difference of 29 percent.

9 This range
may result from manufacturing operations such as forming and heat treatment.
Therefore, the critical flaw size will fluctuate depending on the actual
values of fracture toughness.

A gunfire recovery facility has been established at NAVSURFWPNCEN since
the two flawed rounds were fired. With the utilization of this facility,
the actual material properties of each projectile (e.g., yield stress and
fracture toughness) can be determined after recovery, even if the round
fractures during firing.
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Round 2

Figure 13. Gunfired Flawed Rounds, 25 Feet from Muzzle

Table It Gunfire Results

Estimated Critical
Projectile Chamber Flaw Flaw Expected

Intrf Weight Pressure ?iccel Depth Depth Gunfire Gunfire
Rnd (in (nsn )) (lbf (kgf)~ (ksi (MPa)] (g ’s) (in (sin)] (in (sin)] Results Results

1 .008(.2) 69.20(31.4) 55.6 (383) 13 ,300 .045(1.14) .056(1.42) No Failure Did Not
Break Up

2 .008(.2) 69.15(31.4) 55.4 (382) 13 ,260 .118(3.00) .065(1.65) Failure By Nose Sect
Fracture Broke Up

(
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The actual shape of the flaw can be determined before gunfiring if a
quarter-shape flaw (half of a semiellipse) is used instead of a semiellipti-
cal flaw. The procedure involves the placement of a semielliptical notch in
an extended Hifrag joint (Figure 14). The notch is then fatigued -and the
extended joint is machined until only half of the semiellipse remains (Fig-
ure 14). Both sides of the quarter-shape flaw are then visible and can be
polished; and, measurements of length and depth can be taken with the aid of
a microscope. Magnified pictures of the polished sides will also reveal the
actual dimensions (Figures 15 and 16).

By conducting the flawed tests this way, no uncertainties exist as to
the shape of the flaws before gunfiring, or as to material properties after
gunfiring. With most of the uncertainties controlled , a good comparison
between experimental data and calculated results can be properly made.

1) MAKE A LONGER HIFRAG PROJECTILE JOINT.

EXTENDED JOINT

HIFRAS hOIN~~~~~

2) PLACE A SEMIELLIPTICAL FATiGUE CRACK IN JOINT.

L~t~tI
3) MACHINE ~CUT) THE EXTENDED JOINT TO ACHIEVE ORIGINAL

NIFIAG JOINT.

4) POLISH 10TH SURFACES OF EXPOSED CRACK AND MEASURE WITH
MICROSCOPE.

Figure 14. Procedure in Determining Quarter-Shape Flaw Dimensions
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Figure 15. Quarter-Shape Flaw, Top Surface
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. No conclusion as to critical flaw size was reached, as this study
was based on only two tests. However, it appears that the upper and lower
bounds are known for the 13,000-g load and that further tests should be con-
ducted to determine the critical flaw size.

2. These additional tests to determine critical flaw size should use
some form of projectile recovery to enable the failed area to be more thor-
oughly analyzed.

3. The use of a quarter-shaped flaw over a semielliptical flaw has the
definite advantage in that the flaw dimensions are known, and should there-
fore be considered in future tests.

4. Behavior of PBXW-106 explosive during sethack should be determined
from experimental tests. -

5. The possibility of replacing the ultrasonic inspection with a proof
pressure test should be considered when examining projectiles for critical
size flaws.
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ABSTRACT

Because of the failure of the JFF-l EDT projectile in December 1976
the threaded joint between the rocket motor and the bulkhead of the XM-753
projectile was redesigned. The successful solution of this joint problem
employed a pinned joint with snap rings to retain the pins .

Specifi c design requirements included structural integrity under launch ,
barre l exit and inflight loads , and disassembly and reassembly in the field
without damage to components .

The new pin joint developed has been installed and test fired without
incident in ten XM-753 test projectiles at normal and overtest g levels.

The easy assembly and disassembly of the snap ring assemblies in these
projectiles shows that final design requirement also was met.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the failure of the first of a series of advanced development
test projectiles in December 1976 the threaded joint joining the rocket
motor to the aft bulkhead of the XM-753 projectile was redesigned . The
successful solution of this joint problem employed a pinned joint with
snap rings to retain the pins and was the result of a combined effort
involving contributions from ARRADCOM, Sandia Livermore Laboratories and
M4MRC. This paper briefly discusses the analysis of the failure, the redesign
studies and the design resulting from the studies .
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BACKGROUND

The XM-753 is an 8” nuclear projectile. Its conventional ammunition
counterpart is the XM-650 . Both projectiles util ize a rocket assist system
requiring the connection of a rocket motor to the aft bulkhead of the XM-753
and to the warhead of the XM-650. The early versions of these projectiles
utilized the threaded joint shown on the XM-65O projectile in Figure 1.

In a threaded joint the large torsional forces, wh ich resul t from
the rotational acceleration imparted to the projectile through engagement
of the rotating band with the gun tube rifling twist, are transmitted
primarily by friction forces on the contact interfaces of the joint. These
surfaces are usually knurled to increase the friction coefficient. However
during assembly the act of tightening the joint tends to smooth out the
knurling and produces a dilemma in which tightening of the threaded
joint to produce higher normal contact force to increase friction
force also tends to reduce the friction force by smoothing out the
contact surface. The actual friction resistance available is therefore
uncertain at best. At worst, it is possible for the joint contact surfaces
also to be lubricated accidentally by cutting oil , thread locking compounds
or moisture which fur ther reduces the friction coefficient and the available
resisting friction force to unsafe levels.

The projectile failure which led to the redesign of the joint occurred
as a relative rotation of the mating components of the joint through 35Q 0

resulting in stripping of the threads, functional failure of internal systems
and reduced range. Although it was apparent that the resisting friction force
had not been large enough to carry the applied torque, post-failure examination
proved inconclusive as to the exact cause of the failure - whether excessive
torsion load , deficient frictional resistance , or a combination of the two.
Only traces of friction-reducing foreign substance were found in the interface.
Also rotational accelerations were not measured .

In order to maintain firing schedules reinforcing pin retrofits were
designed for the remaining projectiles in the test series and these were
tested successfully. In addition , because of the uncertain torsion-carrying
ability of the threaded joint, the design of the pinned joint was undertaken.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The principal requirements which the pin joint must satisfy were as
follows :

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Structural integrity under the following conditions with ample safety
margin was necessary

1. At Launch

a. Combined axial load and torque (10,400 g).
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2 b. Impulsive torque only (free run condition) due to 260,000 rad/
sec peak angular acceleration with 0.5 millisecond duration.

2. At Barrel Exit

a. 2000 g negative setback acting on rocket motor mass
b. Pin retention under centrifugal forces.

3. In Flight

a. 3000 psi internal pressure with rocket motor on for 2.5 to
4 seconds.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

The interference fit of the pins must not produce out of plane local
deformation (bulging) of the seal surface greater than .00025 inches. For
field disassembly and assembly the pins must be extractable without damaging
the pin hole surfaces and at a pull out load not exceeding 5000 pounds.

APPROACH

The short time available precluded elaborate 3-D mathematical or
experimental analyses of candidate designs in all of which the critical
problems were 3-D. However, an earlier 3-D photoelastic analysis of another
joint had been performed and the stress data from that analysis was adapted
to the current problem to obtain an estimate of the stress levels that could
occur. In addition selected tests on simplified models of the joints were
performed and these demonstrated failure modes and gave approximate values of
failure loads.

ANALYSIS OF FAILURE OF THREADED JOINT

GENERA L

It has been standard practice to assume that axial and angular accelera-
tions acting on a projectile during gun firing occur simultaneously. This
presumes that the rotating band of the projectile is in contact with the
rifling initially . In the JFF projectile the rotating band may not be
initially in contact with the rifling ; axial and angular acceleration conse-
quently may not be simultaneous. This condition could result in a high
angular acceleration and torsion without axial set-back .

The joint failure was probably caused in part by this non-simultaneity
of the axi~ I and angular accelerations which occur at early times (within the
first 2 to 4 milliseconds) in the launch environment. The JFF projectile
could travel approximately 1” axially before the rotating band engaged
the rifling . Associated with the axial displacement is an axial velocity
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and axial acceleration of the projectile. Since the rotating band is not
initially engraved into the tube rifling, there is no rotational motion
associated with the axial motion until the rotating band encounters the
rifling and the projectile suddenly experiences a torsional load which
results in an angular motion. The initial large angular acceleration causes
a large inertial torque to be generated at a time when the axial acceleration
is relatively low (perhaps 2000 to 3000 C’s). Consequently, an abnormally
large coefficient of friction is required to transmit the inertia torque
across the threaded joint interface. Once the rocket motor begins to rotate
relative to the bulkhead, the coefficient of static friction decreases to a
dynamic value and the relative rotations can further increase.

FREE RUN ANALYSIS

The study by Benedetti’ computed the torsional impulse for a free-run
distance of 1.0” with a spin-up distance of .40”. (The spin-up distance is
the length of the scar at the leading edge of the engraved rotating band
and is a measure of the distance travelled from the initiation of rotational
motion to the time at which the projectile motion exactly follows the rifling
twist.) The force producing rotation is provided by the gradually increasing
resistance of the band as it engages, presenting increasingly more area
against the forward thrust of the projectile. The peak torsional impulse is
determined by the ability of the band material to provide the required force,
which ability is assumed in Benedetti’s analysis. This assumption in addition
to the rigid body assumption results in the torsional impulse magnitude
being an upper bound.

The torsional impulse computed by this analysis was 425,000 rad/sec2

with .27 mi1lis~cond direction for an assumed sine-squared impulse shape and
360,000 rad/sec with .27 millisecond duration for a sine impulse shape. The
resulting angular acceleration curves are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.

Modification of the rotating band reduces the free-run dista~ce to .090”
for which the torsional impulse is predicted to be 60,000 rad/sec for the
assumed sine-squared impulse shape.

The study by Schmidlin2 performed a dynamic analysis of the projectile
using the “Super Scepter” technique. For torsional motion the projectile is
represented by a dynamic system of four masses and three springs. For axial
motion the projectile is assumed to be a rigid body. Free-run is assumed
to be one-inch for the original band. “Spin-up” distance and maximum torque
is determined by the strength of the band material in shear during the
engraving process.

1. Benedetti, C. A ., “Estimates for the Minimum Coefficients of Static
Friction Required at the Rocket Motor Bulkhead Interface Joint for the W79”.
S. L. L. Memo, 12 May 1977.
2. Schmidlin, A. E., “Computer-Aided Simulation of In-Tube XM-753/XM-650
8-Inch Projectile Dynamics”, ARRADCOM (LCM-NAD) Study It , June 1977
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In Schmidlin ’s computations the band material was assumed to be able at
all times to provide the resistance to projectile movement which produces the
torsional impulse. In this respect this analysis gives an upper bound
similar to the first analysis. However, since this analysis models the
projectile as a multi-degree dynamic system, which is more realistic than
assuming rigid body response, this analysis can be expected to give more
accurate predictions of the impulsive forces produced. The accuracy of the
analysis appears to be substantiated by agreement obtained in experiments
with the XM-650 projectile.

For a one-inch free-run conditi~n this analysis predicts a torsional
impulse magnitude of 260,000 rad/sec with a duration of approximately 0.5
multiseconds. (See Fig. 3) For the modified l~and with a free-run of .090”the analysis predicts a peak of 62,000 rad/sec4.

CONCLUSIONS FROM FAILURE ANALYSIS

The effect of high levels of torsional imp~.ilse on other components inaddition to the probable contributions of torsional impulse to the failure
of the test projectile led to the decision to modify the rotating band to
eliminate the free-run condition in unworn guns. This was accomplished by
cutting down the leading section of the band. The resulting band geometry
was adopted for the XM-753 and is referred to as the “new” band or the “cut ”
band.

However , the possibility of a free-run condition of somewhat less
severity arising in worn guns or because of copper deposits in the bore of
any gun tube still remains and it was considered necessary for the
joint design to be able to carry some level of torsional impulse at low
axial acceleration levels. Since these levels are unknown and are now
being determined by test, the joint was tentatively assumed to be
satisfactory if2it could safely survive the torsional acceleration of260,000 rad/sec with duration of 0.5 milliseconds corresponding to a
one-inch free-run condition.

To avoid the uncertainties of the friction force at the joint interface
and thus give assurance that similar failures would not occur, the threaded
joint i.1 the XM-753 projectile was replaced by the pinned joint shown in
Figure 4.

FINAL PIN JOINT DESIGN CONFIGURAT ION

The final pin joint configuration is shown in Figure 4 and, in detail
in Figure 5. The joint uses sixteen 12 mm diameter pins of 4340 steel ,
Rc 35 hardness, equally spaced around the projectile and in line with the
forward pins of the bulk ead-to-case joint. The pins are assembled with
an interference of .0001” to .0005” and are retained in place by a standard
1/2” snap ring and groo”e system.
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A C-ring seal with a tightly compressed coil spring core provides a
s~tatic vapor seal against out-gassing vapors from the propellant and a
dynamic pressure seal against the gases from the burning propellant.

In addition to strength analysis under all loads, analysis and engineer-
ing was necessary to limit the magnitude of the bulges on the bulkhead seal
surface produced by the pin interference and to ensure reliability of the
pin-snap ring sytem both in retaining the pins and for trouble free dis-
assembly and reassembly.

The use of soft pins CRc 35) for joining harder (Rc 45) components
serves to concentrate the material damage in the pin during launch and
during, pin extraction, thereby protecting the structural components and
eliminating the need for refinishing holes during disassembly and reassembly
in the field.

STRENGTH ANALYSIS FOR LAUNCH SET-BACK AND TORQUE, lO,40(~ g~

The joint between the bulkhead and warhead case is located less than an
inch forward of the redesigned joint. (See Figure 4). Because of their
proximity each can affect and can be affected by the other. Also, since both
were pinned joints of similar basic form and structural function located in
zones with similar stress distributions and magnitudes, it was anticipated
that the analyses and test results of the earlier forward joint would
contribute to and expedite the development of a safe redesign of the present
joint. Because of these two factors the forward joint analyses and test
results provided important information to the redesign effort and are
described below .

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The finite element stress analysis utilized extensively was that of
Callabrese and Murphy.3 The analysis was axisymmetric, did not include the
3-D joint configuration and omitted the effect of torque. However, the
behavior of internal components was well represented and the stress data were
considered valid for use in this redesign. This analysis had been used as a
source of stress data for combination with the results of three-dimensional
photoelastic study to predict the actual stress conditions in the bulkhead-
to-structural case joint.

The results of this analysis were used for the present study , as
described below , to obtain estimates of the stress condition in the bulkhead-
to-rocket motor joint.

ThREE-DIMENSIONAL PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS

A photoelastic analysis by Benicek4, early in the XM-753 program,

3. Callabrese, M. C., and Murphy, L. M., “Preliminary Stress Analysis for the
79 Artillery Projectile” SAND 75-8247 , Sandia Laboratories , Livermore , CA (SRD).
4. Benicek, M., “Three-Dimensional Analysis of a Pin Joint by Scattered
Light Photoelasticity” (in preparation)
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utilized scattered light photoelastic techniques to determine locations and
magnitudes of high stress in the pin joint between the bulkhead and structural
case. This type of experimental analysis provides elastic stress concentra-
tion factors which can be used in conjunction with general m~fhematicalanalysis of the projectile to estimate local stress conditions.

Of great significance and usefulness to the present studies were the
stress distributions and stress concentration magnitudes as shown in Table 1
and in Figures 6 and 7. The quantities shown are the ratios of the stresses
at the various points to the nominal or average stress at a distance in
the axial (y) direction beyond the stress-flow disturbing effect of the pin.

The distributions in Figure 6 clearly show the effect of rotation of the
pin in the vertical plane of its axis resulting in high stress concentrations
and stress gradients in three directions not predictable by the mathematical
analysis in two dimensions .

Of additional interest and usefulness is the stress distribution along
the joint interface shown in Fig. 8. The marked reduction in contact stress
directly below the pin is a direct result of the transfer of load from the
structural case through the pin into the bulkhead . Locating the pins of the
new rocket-motor-to-bulkhead joint directly below the pins through the
structural case has the advantage of the reduced contact stress to minimize
the stresses in the new joint.

ESTIMATE OF MAXIMUM JOINT STRESSES FOR SETBACK AND TORQUE

The finite element analysis of the new joint area (which by necessity
excluded the 3-D complications of the pins) was combined with the photo-
elastically derived stress concentration factors to provide estimates of
setback and torque induced stresses. These were then combined variously
with the stresses produced by centrifugal force or pin interference to
obtain engineering estimates of the magnitudes and locations of critical
stresses in the joint and an estimate of the structural safety of the new
joint.

Since the new joint was similar in configuration to the earlier bulkhead-
to-structural-case joint, an approximate comparison of the relative strength
of the two joints was made. This was accomplished by assuming that stress
concentration factors and stress gradients in the new joint with its longer
(compared to diameter) pin would be, at worst, only as severe as those
obtained by the 3-D photoelastic study f~r the older joint. These stress
concentration factors were applied to the stress values obtained by the
Callabrese, Murphy finite element analysis. Estimates of the magnitudes of the
stresses (assuming elastic behavior) distributed along the horizontal plane
through the top of the pin (where the highest stresses occur) were obtained.
These are shown for both joints in Figures 9 and 10. Comparison of the stress
values of the two cases show the estimated peak stresses and the average
stresses to be generally lower in the present pin joint than in the earlier
joi nt.  Since the earlier joint had a history of successful firings at 12,000( g using the same components more than once , it was expected that the new joint
would also prove satisfactory.
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The final proof lies in test firings and load tests to failure. To
date examination of test components and pins fired at up to 12,000 g have shown
no measurable damage except for a slight deformation of the soft pins which
was expected and , in fact , designed to occur.

JOINT STRENGTH UNDER TORSIONAL IMPULSE LOAD

Although modification of the rotating band has, as discussed above,
eliminated an obvious cause of free-run, the possibility of free-run
occurring through some other mechanism makes it necessary for the joint to
be strong enough to survive some level of torsional impulse . Although the
impulse levels from some other cause were expected to be less than that
associated with the original rotating band, since those other ‘evels were not
known, the ability of the joint to survive the 260,000 rad/sec torsional
acceleration peak 0.5 milliseconds in duration was determined.

Earlier pin tests using the soft Rc 35 pins joining RC 45 components had
shown pin shear strength to be 15,500# with an estima~ed yield strength of
l3,700#. A torsional acceleration of 260,000 rad/sec produces a peak shear
load per pin (sixteen 12 mm pins) of l4,200#. Thus, over the short period
of the pulse, yielding of the pins can occur and would produce, at worst, a
small inconsequential permanent plastic deformation in shear.

JOINT STRENGTH UNDER NEGATIVE SETBACK AT BARREL EXIT

This requirement arises from an impulsive negative set-back effect on
the projectile that results from the sudden pressure drop off and elastic
recovery of the projectile at barrel exit. For the present joint this
effect is equivalent to a negative 2000 g acceleration acting on the mass
(61 pounds) aft of the joint and produces an average load per pin of 7625#.

A brief examination of the problem led to the conclusion that the three-
dimensional behavior of the joint in this case cannot be ignored and cannot
be approximated with sufficient accuracy by a simple two-dimensional math-
ematical analysis. Therefore a series of test specimens simulating the
tensile load condition on the pins were designed and used. Four double-pin
test configurations were eventually required before a final design was
attained.

Figure 11 shows the test specimens for the final candidate configura-
tions including the design configuration used in the projectiles. Except
for the non-cylindrical shape of specimens, which were made flat, the
detailed configuration and the important behavior modes of the joint under
tensile load were reproduced.

Strain measurements were made at key points and were extrapolated to
the extreme fiber. These measurements showed extreme fiber strains (excluding
the effect of stress concentration) to reach yield levels at loads on the
order of 8500 to 9000 pounds per pin and well in excess of the expected
load. The failure of the final joint design under tensile load was found
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to be 15,500 pounds per pin and occurred by shear failure of the soft pin .
The maximum strength of the joined components was measured at 18,450
pounds per pin accompanied by gross deformation. Complete failure
did not occur. Thus the strength of the joint in this case was limited by
pin shear as desired and exceeded the expected applied load by a factor of
two.

PIN RETENTION UNDER CENTRIFUGAL FORCE AT BARREL EXIT

It is necessary to prevent the pins from being ejected from the
projectile under the effect of centrifugal force at barrel exit. For a
12 mm steel pin 0.9” long the centrifugal force at barrel exit is approxi-
mately 750 pounds.

Two methods were studied. The first was to use an interference fit to
provide the resistive force required to hold the pins in place. The other
approach was to use a mechanical lock - in thi~ case a simple snap ring -

to lock the pin in the hole.

Reliability, ease of assembly and disassembly, and the effect of the
pin retaining devices or pin installation procedure on the surrounding
structure and on the performance of the projectile were major considerations.

INTERFERENCE FIT METHOD

The interference fit method had been used successfully and routinely
by S.L.L. for the bulkhead-to-structural-case joint of the XM-753 and for
other devices. However certain conditions in the present joint made it
inadvisable to use the same technique. These conditions were as follows:

(1) The longer length of the pin compared to the short pin length of
the bulkhead-structural-case joint made the pin extraction force signifi-
cantly higher for the interference fit (.0006” to .0012” diametral
interference) recommended for pin retention. This higher force made pin
extraction difficult and extraction without damage to components an
uncertainty.

(2) The large interference, .0006” to .0012” on diameter, produced
bulging of the nearby seal surface in excess of the .00025” specified as
a maximum for satisfactory functioning of the seal.

SNAP RIN PIN RETENTION

The use of a snap ring evolved from discussions among the three groups
ARRADCOM, S.L.L. and AI44RC. Initially a “standard” 12 mm snap ring design
was adopted and installed on two test rounds for firing. The snap ring,
the groove dinensions, and the special groove cutting tool as recommended
by a snap ring manufacturer were used for these projectiles. Pins were
inserted with small interference on the order of .0002” to .0004” diametral .
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Only one of the projectiles was test fired since 15 snap rings and
eight pins were ejected at barrel exit as shown in Figure 12. Examination
of the projectile showed that the snap ring grooves as fabricated to the
specified depth with the special groove tool were not sufficiently deep nor
well enough formed to provide assurance that the centrifugal force of the
pin pressing on the snap ring would not force the snap ring out of its
groove. Figure 13 shows groove dimensions as obtained by Castone impression
projected on a Shadowgraph projector.

As a result of the test failure a special snap ring retention system
and procedure was designed using an “oversized” .500 inch snap ring normally
specified for a .500 inch pin. This system assured adequate snap ring
groove fabrication and rendered it impossible for the snap ring to be
ejected without shearing the metal lip of the snap ring groove.

MAXIMUM PIN INTERFERENCE LIMIT

This limit arises from the necessity to maintain a vapor and high
pressure seal between the propellant and the pins. A specific flatness
specification on the seal seat limited out-of-flatness of the seal seat to
less than .00025”. Since the insertion of interference fit pins into holes
near the seal surface produces local bulging of the seal surface, the limit
on the magnitude of bulging, specified at .00025”, in turn limited the
amount of pin interference that could be used.

To determine the relationship between pin interference and seal surface
bulging a combined experimental and analytical study was made. Comparison
of experimental measurements to mathematical prediction provided a check on
the accuracy of the analysis to allow the use of the analysis for other pin
diameter and interference values.

Experiments consisted of inserting pins, with interferences of .0003”,
.0006”, .0009” and .0012” in sets of four into the sixteen holes of rocket
motors and simulated bulkheads. Measurements were made over each section
using a sensitive, specially designed, strain gaged displacement transducer.
An example of the trace obtained is seen in Figure 14. Readout sensitivity
was 2 inches pen displacement for .001 inch seal surface displacement. Each
trace was repeated three times to ensure reproducibility.

Mathematical analysis was two-dimensional and utilized both collocation
techniques and collocation combined with finite element techniques. The only
shortcoming of the analysis was the inability of plane analyses to consider
varying edge distances along the axis of the pin - a three dimensional effect.
Since an edge step occurs on the bulkhead because of the seal groove geometry,
exact predictions of the bulging produced on the seal lip, where sealing
actually occurs, could not be made. However, as shown in Figure 15, the
two extremes reasonably bracket the experimental measurements as one would
expect. Thus, it appears reasonable to conclude that for non-three
dimensional cases the analysis will give accurate prediction of the surface
bulging produced by interference fit pins.
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The analytical curves in Figure 5 were a guide for fairing a curve
through the experimental bulge measurements made on the seal surface of the
bulkhead. This curve provides a usable relationship between interference
and bulge magnitude. In general , the bulge magnitude is approximately 35
percent of the interference magnitude for this particular configuration.
Therefore to stay within the limit of .00025” bulging the pin interference
must be limited to less than .0007” (less than .0005” to be on the safe
side.)

FIRING TEST RESULTS

To date ten XM-753 test projectiles with the new pin joint design have
been assembled and fired successfully at normal and overtest g. le~re1s with
no loss of snap rings or pins and no indication of damage.

After the firings the pins extracted showed some permanent deformation
in the form of a .001” step at the location of the radial interface of the
mating parts. However, this type of deformation was expected and indicates
that the “soft” pin is yielding and absorbing strain which otherwise
would be absorbed by the components.

The successful performance of the total of 160 separate pin and snap
ring assemblies indicates that the joint is performing in a safe, controlled
fashion as designed .

SUMMARY

The pin joint connecting the rocket motor to the bulkhead required a
many faceted study embracing the gamut from exploratory research to hardware
manufacture. The effort was aided by the availability of advanced math-
ematical and analytical techniques for most of the problems that arose.
However, for certain key problems it was found that sufficiently accurate or
effectively usable techniques, either mathematical or experimental, were not
available. For these problems it was necessary to resort to practical
engineering judgment and selective testing and it was extremely fortunate
that timely workable solutions were found. These particular problems
involved three-dimensional elastic-plastic structural behavior which is a
characteristic of joints in advanced highly stressed projectile systems.
For efficient handling of problems of this type it is necessary to have
better tools. These can be three-dimensional computer codes or combined
three-dimensional photoelastic-finite element treatments, in advance, of
a large family of typical problems that may be expected to arise. Whatever,
there is a definite need for preparation in anticipation of the next series
of problems (which may be even more difficult and urgent) to ensure that
they can be solved efficiently and with the desired timeliness.
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The analytical curves in Fi gure 5 were a guide for fai ring a curve through
the experimental bulge measurements made on the seal surface of the bulkhead .
This curve provides a usable relationship between interference and bul ge magni-
tude. In general , the bulge magnitude is approximately 35 percent of the inter-
ference magnitude for this particular configuration. Therefore to stay within
the limit of .00025” bulging the pin interference must be limited to less than
.0007” (less than .0005” to be on the safe side).

FIRING TEST RESULTS

To date ten X14-753 test projectiles with the new pin joint design have
been assembled and fired successfully at normal and overtest g. levels with
no loss of snap rings or pins and no indication of damage.

After the firings the pins extracted showed some permanent deformation in
the form of a .001” step at the location of the radial interface of the mating
parts. However , this type of deformation was expected and indicates that the
“soft” pin is yielding and absorbing strain which otherwise would be absorbed
by the components .

The successful performance of the total of 160 separate pin and snap ring
assemblies indicates that the joint is performing in a safe , controlled fashion
as designed.

SUMMARY

The pin joint connecting the rocket motor to the bulkhead required a many
faceted study embracing the gamut from exploratory research to hardware manu-
facture . The effort was aided by the availability of advanced mathematical and
analytical techniques for most of the problems that arose. However, for certain
key problems it was found that sufficiently accurate or effectively usable tech-
niques, either mathematical or experimental, were not available. For these
problems it was necessary to resort to practical engineering judgment and selec-
tive testing and it was extremely fortunate that timely workable solutions were
found. These particular problems involved three-dimensional elastic-plastic
structural behavior which is a characteristic of joints in advanced highly
stressed projectile systems. For efficient handling of problems of this type
it is necessary to have better tools. These can be three-dimensional computer
codes or combined three-dimensional photoelastic-finite element treatments, in
advance, of a large family of typical problems that may be expected to arise.
Whatever, there is a definite need for preparation in anticipation of the next
series of problems (which may i.e even more difficult and urgent) to ensure that
they can be solved efficiently and with the desired timeliness .
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ABSTRACT

Exploitation of Fracture Mechanics in the design process requires the
integration of three factors: a stress analysis; a measure of the fracture
toughness; and the capability of inspecting for cracks. The immediate goal
of the inspection process is to render decisions as to acceptability of the
component based upon general consideration of those factors and more spec-
ifically upon the size of crack like defects relative to a critical size.
Since however the critical crack size is a function of the stress levels as
well as the type and orientation of the crack, this critical crack size in
general will vary from point to point in a component. The Crack Inspection
Map (CIMAP) is being developed to assist the inspector in sorting out
critical crack sizes throughout the component. In its present state of
conceptual development, CIMAP can be visualized as a graphical display of
the structural component divided into regions, each of which is identified
with a critical crack length and type .

In the present illustrative application to Copperhead, a Cannon Launched
Guided Projectile (CLGP), the stress fields are predominately compressive
(associated with launch). The role of these large compressive stresses has
stimulated some interesting considerations; fracture mechanics generally has
not been considered pertinent to situations of compression dominated stress
fields. Nevertheless it is shown that these stress fields, by virtue of the
induced shear and/or tensile stresses, can in fact cause fracture; the applic-
ability of conventional fracture mechanics under such loading is illustrated
and included in the CIMAP concept.

I INTRODUCTION

The elements of Fracture Mechanics are well documented elsewhere, e. g.
Broek1 or Knott’. The reader is well advised to consult these if further back-
ground is desired. Review and digestion of these ‘elements’ of fracture mech-
anics leads to the observation that exploitation of fracture mechanics entails
three thrusts; (a) a stress analysis, (b) characterization of the material
(primarily toughness) and (c) inspection for cracks.

In the present paper we attempt an integration of these thrusts aimed at
(a) providing an inspector with a map or guide to facilitate identification
of ‘critical’ cracks and (b) illustrating the extended role of fracture
mechanics to load states which are predominately compressive.
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As a vehicle for pursuing these objectives, we will consider “Copper-
head~,* a Cannon Launched Guided Projectile (CLGP). Copperhead is a pro-
jectile which can be launched from a standard 155 mm artillery howitzer and
subsequently guided via a laser homing system to a (moving) point target.
Fig. 1 shows CLGP being launched. Fig. 2 is a line drawing identifying its
major components. We shal1 limit the emphasis of this presentation to the
Control (Section) Housing though the concepts should be generally applicable
to any structural component. Fig. 3 is a sectioned view of the Control
Housing. Basically it is an intermediate thickness circular cylinder which
houses the fins, wings and the control actuating system. This housing, the
principal axial load carrying member, is designed to sustain the large launch
“g” loads. The rotational continuity of the housing is interrupted by two
sets of 4 each longitudinal slots to permit deployment of the fins and wings
after launch.

II THE CRAC K INSPECTION MAP (CIMAP)

1. Motivation and Conc~pt: A most useful product of a ‘fracture mech-
anics analysis’ is the calculated value of the critical (i.e., maximum allow-
able) crack size. The structural integrity phase of product inspection is
geared in general first to the detection of these critical cracks and then
to an ultimate accept/reject decision. Obviously intelligent decisions demand
an effective means of communicating the critical crack sizes from analyst to
inspector. The Crack Inspection Map (CIMAP ) is proposed as a visual aid in
implementing this communication.

For components where weight is not critical and stress analysis not
available, it may suffice to assume a constant maximum tensile stress level
throughout the structure and to calculate a-conservative single valued “crit-
ical crack size” without regard for such factors as orientation*~ placement*~
crack type**or the complexities of the stress’ state. This “worst case” cal-
culation (Fig. 4(a)) leads to an inordinately small allowable crack size.t A
somewhat less conservative approach taking into account the crack type is
shown in Fig. 4(b).*** Either of these approaches could be used if a stress

~~~ had been anticipated that the stress analysis of Copperhead would have
been available to the present authors in time to incorporate the results in
this paper. That analysis is not yet completed. Nevertheless in order to
provide a time ly and concrete illustration of the concepts of the present
paper, we have arbitrarily selected as a vehicle for demonstration a thick-
walled hollow cylinder under a combination of internal and external pressure .

*eThese terms relate to the angular orientat ion, the location of the crack
relative to other discontinuities, and the class of crack, i.e., surface
crack, edge crack, corner crack, etc., respectively.

tSee Appendix A, Level 1(a), analysis.

***See Appendix A, Level 1(b), analysis.
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analysis were not available but the results would be expected to be overly
conservative. For weight critical components, such conservative approach
could seriously compromise the design. Generally stress states and stress
intensities vary spatially and the “critical crack size” can not be treated
as unique even for a given crack type. Rather, it becomes essential to
specify these critical sizes taking these factors into consideration. Im-
mediately following we shall consider two of these factors in detail; crack
type and stress state.

2. Crack Type: It being recognized that the nature (configuration)
of a crack significantly influences the critical crack size , it is therefore
necessary to qualify each critical crack size, by the crack type. For prag-
matic reasons we shall consider, in this paper, only several basic (and
idealized) types;

(a) Isolated* through cracks in an infinite plate

(b) Isolated edge through cracks in a semi-infinite plate (or a
long surface scratch)

Cc) Isolated surface (semi-elliptical) cracks in an infinite plate

(d) Isolated corner cracks in a square tension member .

In general cracks may not be isolated; they may originate in sharp fillets
or from boundaries of holes, etc. Surface cracks may not be ideally semi-
elliptical. Cracks will occur in components which can not be construed as
being a plate. Nevertheless we shall for the purposes of illustrating the
CIMAP concept restrict our attention to the above idealized configurations.

3. Stress States: In projectiles, the dominating loads are compress-
ive and arise from the large ‘set back ’ or longitudinal accelerations of the
launch. We shall see momentarily how such compressive loads may lead to
fracture. Furthermore it will be implied that the methods of fracture mech-
anics which usually treat fracture as a tension or shear field phenomena can
also be applied to this compression load regime. We first consider, at least
briefly, both the tensile and shear mode of fracture but will emphasize the
lesser appreciated role of compressive stress fields.

Fracture inducing tensile and/or shear stresses may arise in a loaded
component in either a direct or induced (parasitic) fashion as summarized in
Table I. A plate under uniformly distributed uniaxial tensile loading ex-
periences both the obvious direct tensile stresses and an induced or parasitic
shear stress; likewise shear loadings give rise to ~iiect shear stresses aswell as parasitic tensile (and compressive stresses).

*fs Iso1ated~I in the sense used in this paper means remote from any sign ificant
effects of neighboring discontinuities , i.e., holes , fillets, etc.
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TABLE I FRACTUI~E MODE IDENTIFICATION

Remote Loading Local Fracture Initiation Stress Fracture Mod e

Tension (Direct) Tension I
(Parasitic) Shear II , I I I
(Parasitic) Compressive Benign, N/A

Shear (Parasitic) Tension I
(D irect) Shear II , III
(Parasitic) Compressive Benign , N/A

Compression (Parasitic) Tension I
(Parasitic) Shear II , I I I
(Direct) Compressive Benign , N /A

To complete the pattern we note significantly that compression loading
leads not only to direct compressive stresses but to parasitic tension and
shear stresses. The direct compressive stresses are benign with respect to
fracture. However both parasitic tensile and parasitic shear stresses in-
duced by the compressive loading are potential fracture initiation causes.
If the loaded structure contains for example a through hole, then para-
sitic tensile stresses are induced at certain regions of the hole boundary;
the magnitude of these tensile stresses may be of the same order as the
applied compressive stresses. However since fracture associated with crit-
ical cracks in these parasitic tensile stress fields may be treated essen-
tially as for the direct tensile stress fields we will not consider them
further. In developing a CIMAP for a predominately compression loaded
structure such as Copperhead, we shall emphasize the role of the parasitic
shear stresses.

It is clear that critical crack sizes throughout a projectile must be
computed not only for those regions stressed in tension (direct or parasitic)
but also for those regions stressed in shear particularly compression in-
duced shear. Fracture by this induced shear may be either a Mode II (in-plane)
shear fracture or a Mode III (out of plane) shear fracture. We will later
(Part III) discuss the pertinent K11 determination. We will not dwell on
K111 determination.

4. Representations of CIMAPS - Resume: In paragraph 1 above we de-
scribed two elementary models of CIMA P, Level I, and qualified their general
utility. We are now in a better position to consider alternative (see Appen-
dix B) to those limited models exploiting varying levels of sophistication.

The elementary CI!4AP models above (Fig. 4 - Level I of Appendix B) rep-
resent essentially the lowest levels of sophistication and are intended to
represent only interim CIMAPS pending the acquisition of appropriate stress
analyses.
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The ultimate level of sophistication (Level III of Appendix B) requires
first, extensive structural/elasticity/plasticity competence so that nec-
essary ‘cracked structures’ stress analyses can be carried out and appro-
priate K’s determined and secondly that the material be adequately character-
ized with respect to the various fracture mode toughness levels K1 , K71and Kiii~ and with respect to their interaction in defining a frac~ure~e~-velope. With this level of sophistication one can also incorporate the
alleviating influence of friction in apparently augmenting the critical
value of K11 or KIlT under compression loading. Unfortunately much of the
background aata neeaed for this approach is not currently available.

Between these two extremes lies a usefu l compromise , (Level II of
Appendix B). For this compromise we presume (a) that the results of a~ non-
crack stress analysis are available (i.e., one which neglects the crack in
the basic analysis), (b) that cracks exist in the worst orientation (i.e.,
normal to tensile fields or at 45 0 to compressive fields), (c) K11 is taken
equal to K1 pending acquisition of specific data, (d) the coefficient of
friction i~ ~s taken as zero, and (e) that there is no interaction between
K and K or K11 and Kit. It is further presumed that the relevant stress
iAtensit~ ~actor may be approximated where necessary from ‘off the shelf’ crack
solutions of idealized specimens using as the pertinent remote stress some
measure of the local stresses taken from the stress analysis. Representative
and idealized crack types are considered. An obvious disadvantage of this
compromise approach is that it is highly dependent on the judgement and ex-
perience of the analyst. This however must of course be weighed against its
relative simplicity.

It should be evident now that the allowable crack size £ * will  depend
not only on the crack type and orientation but also upon the ~tress state.
How can this information be presented pragmatically to the inspector? To
simplify an otherwise complex multidimensional problem we restrict our CIMAP
to a 2-D model and consider only crack size and crack type; we include crack
orientation by assumption that the crack is always oriented in the worst way
relative to the stresses. With the problem now reduced to the 2 vaziables,
crack size and type, we proceed with the preparation of a CIMAP per Level II,
Analysis.

Fig. 5(a) shows a quadrant of a loaded thick wall cylinder (TWC) which
we use as a vehicle for illustrating the preparation of a CIMAP . As indicated
the TWC has a wall thickness ratio W = D/d = 2 and is subjected to internal
and external pressure of 200 and 100 ksi respectively. It is assumed that the
fracture toughness K1 = KT1 ~ 40 ksi /i~~corresponding t2 fracture modes
I and II.t A simple ~tres~ analysis, e.g., per Timoshenko leads to princi-
pal stress contours. Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) portray typical sets of these rep-
resenting the maximum and minimum principal stresses. Note these contours
are concentric circles. Each contour line has been identified with its stress
level. For each region between contour lines , the allow able “th rough the
thickness” crack length has been determined assuming conservatively th at the
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crack is oriented in the most critical direction relative to the stress fields .
The crack sizes and governing stress states (t) tension, (c) compression shown
in Fig. 5(d) are the result of such calculations. For other than “through the
thickness ” cracks , correction factors should be used .

III FRACTU RE MECHANICS IN ThE COMPRESSIVE REGION

1. Background: Here we are concerned principally with the determin-
ation of K

11 
induced by compressive loading. Table I identifies fracture

modes steam ing from different gross or remote loadings. As indicated
earlier , f racture is usually identified with tensile stresses. However as
illustrated in Table I and discussed earlier , fracture can also occur by
direct shear or shear induced tension and/or by compression induced tension
or compressive induced shear. In projectiles compressive stresses frequently
dominate the high stress reg ions. Copperhead is no exception to this
and it is necessary therefore to treat these compressive stresses as po-
tential fracture initiators. We will not consider the induced or parasitic
tensile stresses since they may frequently be treated in a conventional
manner. However the short range nature of these induced tensile stresses
may significantly complicate even this case. In this section, we exploit
the concepts of conventional fracture mechanics to calculate critical crack
sizes in materiel which is loaded predominantly in compression . Fi gs. 6a and
6b show the induced shear and tension stresses induced under compression ; as
indicated above we shall not consider the case of induced parasitic tensile
stresses , Fi g. 6(b) .  Althoug h the present deve lopment will hi ghli ght Mode I I
fracture , the rationale holds equally for Mode III fracture . We assume for
simplicity that fracture occurs at a critical value of K11 = K11 and is not
influenced by the K1 producing load component. (Actually the appropriate
K 1, K 11 fai lure env~ 1ope should be ascertained and used.)

2. Analysis: Refe r ring to Fig. 6(a) , note that the stress state in
the vicinity of the crack tip is de f ined at most by the two stress intensity
factors K and K1 and the effective coefficient of f riction 1~ between the
crack surfaces. here K1 and KT T  refer to the normal mode and the in-plane
shear modes of loading respectt~ely (relative to the crack plane).

*For purposes of the present paper , all all owable crack lengths have been cal-
culated with nominal limitations imposed by plasticity considerations. Two
guideli nes have been used : (a) the crack tip plastic zone size calculated
should be very smal l relative to the thickness of the component and (b) the
nomi nal net section stress should not exceed 0.8 -times the yield strength .
Maximum allowable crack sizes in regions where the nominal stress exceeds this
value are taken as the same as though stressed to 0.8 times the yield strength.
tAs indicated earlier it is assumed here that KT is independent of K and
vice-versa. However this is not essential to t~~ concept discussed aAd appro-priate data should be used as made available. The yield strength of the cylin-
der is taken as 250 ksi.
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If f riction is ignored , (i.e. ~i = 0) and the crack is small , (i.e.
2a << W) it is readily ascertained by superposition (see Fig. 7) that the
KT1 value applicable to the compressively loaded crack of Fig. 6(a) is
iaentically equal to that of the corresponding tension case, (with sign
reversed), i.e.

Kiic = _K
IIG (since K11~ = 0) (1)

Fortunately solutions for the required tensilely loaded case (Fi g. 7(b)
are either generally available in the literature or readily computed. By
contrast solutions for compressively loaded inclined cracks are both sparce
and difficult to obtain because of the inherent crack closure problem. In-
clusion of friction effects would be expected to lead to (a) a decrease in
the effective stress intensity factor K11 or alternatively (b) an assoc-
iated apparent increase in the fracture toughness K11 ; hence neglecting
friction tends toward a conservative prediction of fracture.

For 
~~ &!. cracks, the asymmetry associated with the proximity of the

ooundary leads to KIIF, ~ 0 and the superposition model , Fig. 8; in this
we obtain

KIIC, = _K
IIG, 

_K
IIF, (2)

We observe here that though solutions for K 11 , are available in the liter-
ature at least over a limited range of param~ters, the complementary solu-
tion for case F’ is neither av~ilab1e nor readily obtained because of the
crack closure problem. Freese solved for case C’ directly rather than for
the two superposable components. Fig. 9 compares his results for KTTr,
with the tension case (Case G’). As will be noted the asymmetry effê~ts are
quite pronounced.

IV SUMMARY

The concept of a Crack Inspection Map (CIMAP) has been presented and
illustrated for several levels of technical complexity or sophistication.
The lowest levels of sophistication are only of interim interest in the
design/inspection process since they merely replace actual stress distri-
butions with constant amplitude stresses uniformly distributed. Neverthe-
less one modification of this approach was applied to Copperhead and led
to an enumeration of maximum allowable crack lengths associated with differ-
ent types of cracks. Higher levels of CIMAP sophistication could not be
applied to Copperhead at this time since the stress analysis was not yet
available; however a Level II CIMAP was illustrated for a thick-walled
cylinder.

The authors have highlighted the applicability of Fracture Mechanics
to compressively loaded structures. This load regime is of particular con-
cern in projectiles during the launch period, but has not generally been
identified with fracture initiation. The role of compressive stresses in
fracture is illustrated at the Level II CIMAP prepared for the cylindrical
model.
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APPENDIX A

LEVEL I ANALYSIS, SUMMARY INCLUDING CORRECTION FACTOR (k)

Level I (a) (1)L a (through edge crack) = .014”

Level I (b) (2)La = k L0 [2~ = .034” (Isol ated through crack in tension)]

Tension [(a = .8 ay5 = 172 ksi); Kic = 40 ksi v’IW

Crack Loading and Type Correction Factor k

Isolated through Crack , Ref. 3, Fi g. 1 1.00

Edge Crack , Ref. 3, Fi g. 55 0.40

Surface Crack (L/c = 5), Ref. 3, Fig. 186-7 2.77

Corner Crack~
3
~, Ref. 3, Fig. 177 0.76

(1) Ref. 3, Fig. 55 for small cracks yields K1 = 1.12 av’~i~for K = ksi i’T~ and a = .8 a = 172 ksi , L 0.014”IC MS

(2) Ref. 3, Fi g. 1 for small cracks yields K1 =

2
for Kic = 40 ksi v’T~~~ and a = .8 = 172 ksi , L = 0.034”

(3) Quarter Circle Crack in Square Bar under Tension

APPENDIX B

LEVELS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS

Level I - No Stress Analysis Available

(a) Single Valued Critical Crack Size (Through Edge Crack)

Stress assumed to be uniform tension everywhere of magnitude
.8 x yield st rength

(a .  8 o  = l72 ksi)

Fracture Toughness Kic taken as 40 ksi v’T~~~~
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(b) Multi Valued Critical Crack Sizes ([)epending upon Crack Type)

Correction Factors (k) for Crack Type other than Isolated
Through Cracks

Stress assumed to be either uniform tension everywhere as in
Leve l 1(a) above .

Fracture Toughness K
ic taken as 40 ksi II~

Level II - Crack Free Stress Analysis Available

‘Isolated Through Crack ’ taken as reference crack

Correction factor for other crack confi guration

Compression induced fracture considered

Coefficient of friction ~i = 0

K
ic = 40 ksi /I~~~ - No interaction of K1 with Kii~ or K11 with K ic

Level III - Cracked Bo4y Stress Analysis Required

In teraction affects cons idered

Compression induced fracture considered

Coefficient of friction effect evaluated

Plasticity effects considered
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PLANE STRAIN RESPONSE OF A CYLINDER TO BLAST LOADING

NORRIS J. HUFFINGTON, JR.
Supervisory Mechanical Engineer

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

ABSTRACT

The structural integrity of solid propellant rocket motors subjected to
transverse air blast loading has been investigated. For long, slender motors
it is appropriate to consider the response of a cylindrical body in a state
of plane strain. An analytical modal solution was derived as a supplement to
a previously reported numerical analysis and comparisons were made between
predictions by the two approaches. Results from such calculations reveal the
highly nonlinear dependence of maximum deflection on internal pressurization
(such as that produced by propellant combustion) for a fixed blast loading
and suggest a possible procedure for enhancing the survivability of rocket
motors when subjected to long duration air blast.

NOMENCLATURE

E = Youn g ’s modulus
I Integral defined by Equation (18)

= Circumferential bending moment/unit length

R = Outside radius of motor case
U = Shock front velocity
a = Mid-surface radius of motor case

= Natural frequencies of cylinder

h = Thickness of motor case
k = (h/a)2/l2
n = Circumferential wave number

= External (blast) pressure

= Internal pressure

p0 = Ambient pressure
p~ = Coefficient of ~th term of series for p

= Reflected peak overpressure

p5 = Side-on overpressure

q = (l-v 2)p1a/ (Eh)
s = Mede family identifier
t = Time
t = Time of arrival of shock fronta
v = Circwnferential component of displacement

( 

w = Radial component of displacement

_______ — —— 
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w~ = Amplitude of ~th term in series for w

— 
12(l_ v 2)a k

a 
Eh 3

B 
Eh

— 

(l-v2) pha2
= Circumferential membrane strain

0 = Circumferential angular coordinate
A = Blas t wave decay coefficient
v = Poisson ’s ratio
p = Mass density

= Yield stress
= Dummy time variable in convolution integrals
= Period of the (n ,s) mode

w = Circular frequency

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories and the
Missile Research and Development Command the Ballistic Research Laboratory
has undertaken to provide appropriate methodology for assessing the vulner-
ability of sol id propellant rocket motors to lateral air blast loading ,
especially that produced by nuclear weapons detonation . A two-fold approach
to this task was undertaken: (1) a contractual effort designed to prov ide
maximum compatibility with two-dimensional finite element analyses presently
in use by the design community and (2) an in-house study employing the
PETROS 3.5 response code [1] which prov ides numerical solutions for f ini te
amplitude elastoplastic deformation of shell structures by the finite
difference method. In its present form the PETROS 3.5 code can model an
entire rocket motor case but can treat the prope l lant only through a lumped-
mass approximation. To provide comparison with results to be produced under
the contractual effort the PETROS 3.5 code was applied to the plane strain
problem of response of a transverse cross section of the rocket motor during
and follow ing envelopmen t by an air blast shock wave. Results from this
numerical analysis were presented at the 48th Shock and Vibration Symposium
[2].

In addition to the foregoing, the author has derived an analytical
solution far the plane strain cylinder problem which , while restricted to
small amplitude elastic response, provides useful insight into the meaning of
certain phenomena revealed by the numerical analysis. In this paper details
of this hitherto unreported analysis model are given , results obtained there-
from are compared with numerical data derived by use of the PETROS 3.5 code,
and conclusions regarding possible vulnerability reduction and enhanced
structural integrity are drawn .
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ThE ANALYSIS MODEL

Although several al ternate versions were considered it appears that the
simplest theoretical development which contains the desired effects can best
be presented as a generalization of Fli~gge ’s equations [3] for the buckling of
cylinders. When Flugge’s formulation is particularized to the case of plain
strain and augmented by the addition of inertia and load terms the resulting
differential equations of motion become:

/a 2v aw’ 1 ~
2v(1 + q)

~~j~~
+ 

~ 
= (1)

av /
~~w a2w \ lay a 2w\ i a2w

(2)

J~2
-~~~~~~~~~

.

Figure 1. Sign Conventions for Displacements and Loads
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The symbols employed in these equations are defined in the Nomenclature and
the si gn conventions for positive values of displacements and loads are
indicated in Figure 1. The effects of transverse shear deformation and
rotatory inertia are neglected in this formulation but the buckling terms
necessary to represent the effect of internal pressurization produced by
propellant combustion are included . It should be reiterated that this
formulation is valid only for elastic , small deflection response.

If desired , one can eliminate the tangential displacement v and obtain
a single differential equation for the radial displacement w . To ach ieve
this , Equation (1) is differentiated with respect to 0 and Equation (2) is

avsolved for

/a 3v a~w\ 1 93v( 1 + q) + = •

~~ ae~t~ 
(3)

q [ ~ 

~
(
~~

+ 2 ~~~~~~ ~)+ q !._~~ - c&kpe 
- (4)

Successive differentiation of Equation (4) y ields the terms needed for
substitution in Equation (3); when this is accomplished and terms are
colle cted one obtains:

~~~~+(2~~~~
)
~~~~ + (l -~~)!~~

.+a!.~~~

(5)

= 
1 ~~ +~~2(l

_
~~~~

_ l
~ 

a4w 
_ _ _

+ q) [30 4 3t 2 ~ / 

~
) ae~at 2 

~ 
k / at 2 Bk at 4 at 2

FREE VIBRATIONS

Before attempting a solution of Equation (5) for the forced response of
the cylinder it is expedient to consider the free vibration characteristics
of the system defined by the preceding equations. Setting 

~e 
= 0 in Equation

(5) and substituting

w = w~ cos nO sin w~t (6)
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demonstrates that the function cos nO is an eigenfunction* and leads to the
frequency equation:

= 1 + (1 + 2q)n2 + k ( l  -

(7)

2 3 4 ½1~~
± [(1+ n2) + 4(2 + q)qn 2 

+ 2k( l -n 2 ) + k2(1 - n2) ] j
Equation (7) reveals that there are two natural frequencies associated

with each value of n. Consequently in the sequel the frequencies will carry
two subscr ipts; e.g. , ~~~~ where s 1 or 2. Further, it should not be
assumed that the v and w components of displacement are independent. If the
radial componen t of the nth mode is assumed to be

= cos n O (Wn i  sin w~~1t + w~~2 sin ~n,2
t) (8)

where w and w~ 2 are arb itrary amp litude coefficients, then the tangential
displacements in the same mode must have the form

v = +~~n{[n
2 h m n 2 1~~ 

~ ½- {(n2+l)2 + 4(2+q)qn2 - 2k (n 2 -l) + k2 (n2-l) } ]w~~1 ~~~~

+ [(n
2
~ l ) {l~ k (n 2~ l ) }

+ ~(n
2+l)2 + 4(2+q)qn2 - 2k (n 2-l) + k2 (n 2_l) }]w~~2 sin (A)n 2 t}

(9)

takes on only integral values. The sin nO is also an eigenfunction but,
since we are concerned only with modes symmetric with respect to 0 0, no
use will be made of this function .
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in order that 
~n ’ 

w~ satisfy Equations (3) and (4) simul taneously.  Since
either of the amplitude coefficients Wn l  or wn 2  can be taken to be zero , it
is clear that there are two distinct families of modes having frequencies
Wn l  and Wn 2~ 

the lower frequency family being identified with s = 1.

Certain useful characterizations of these two families of vibration modes
can be achieved by substitution of their individual displacement components
into the expressions for circumferential membrane strain

~~ 
=

~~(~~~

÷ 

~) 
(10)

and for circumferential bending moment

Eh 3 Ia 2w \M = — i-——- +w i (11)
- 0 12(l—u 2)a 2 \302 ,/

For the s = 1 modes with n ~ 2 the membrane strains are insignif icantly small
while the bending moments are appreciable. Thus, this lower frequency set of
modes can be identified as the family of inex tensional bend ing modes of a
cylinder . The special cases for n = 0 and n = 1 (for s = 1) are not vibratory
modes; n = 0 corresponds to a static expansion or contraction of the cylinder
while n = 1 represents a rigid body translation of the cylinder cross section
along the 0 = 0 axis.

Turning to the s = 2 family of vibratory modes and making use of
Equations (10) and (11), it may be deduced that th is is an extens ional set of
modes which , in general , also entail flexural stresses. The n = 0 mode of
this set is the axisymmetric breathing mode of the cylinder.

FORCED VIBRATIONS

The response of the plane strain cylinder to the prescribed blast
loading has been analyzed in the classical manner, representing both the
applied loading and the radial deflections by infinite series in the free
vibration eigenfunctions:

= ~~ p~ (t) cos n O ( 12)
n=0
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w(O,t) = w~ (t) cos nO (13)

The co~fficients for the load series may be determined from

p0(t) = 

~~

. J’ ;~~(O ,t)dO (14)

p~ (t) = 

~ 
f  ~e(°’~) cos nO dO . for n > 1 (15)

When the expressions for 1
~e 

and w given by Equations (12) and (13) are

substituted into Equation (5) to effect a separation of variables the
following ordinary differential equations for the coefficients w (t) are
obtained : n

+ Bk[n’ - {2(l - - 1}fl2 + 
(~~~)]~n

+ 82k(l + q)n 2{n~ - (2 - ~)n
2 + 1 - ~~~~ = - aBk~j~ + B(l + q)n2p } (16)

*

n = 0,1,2,3 

These equation s were solved in the conventional manner employing the Laplace
transform technique, imposing the initial conditions of zero displacement
and velocity at t = 0 for both radial and tangential components of
displacement . Since the tangential displacement v was eliminated in the
derivation of Equation (5) (at the expense of raising the order of the
differential equation for w) it was necessary to have recourse to Equations
(1) and (2) to establish initial values of and which would ensure that

( *
A dot over a variable indicates differentiation with respect to time.
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v ( O ,t) = 0 and -
~f 

(O ,t) = 0. When the solutions for the ind ividual wn (t) are
inserted in Equation (13) the total radial response component is obtained :

w (O,t) - 
~~~~~~~ 

J . p~ (t-t )  Sin di

+ 
C05 0 

(i 
- ~(l+~)) f  p~ (t-r)  sin di

1,2 1,2
0

+ ~ ~~~~~~ ~f p~(t—T)~~~~~~ 
n,1 sin Wn l T (17)

n=2 n,2 n,l n,1
0

w~~2-B(l+q)~
2 

. 1
+ 5 m w  ~r diWn 2  n ,2 ]

t

- B (l + q) 
~~~~~ ~ I  p~~( t- r)  r di

phw2 J1,2 0

The last term in this equation is a non-vibratory term which represents the
ri gid body translation of the rocket motor section in the direction of the
O = 0 axis produced by the transverse blast loading . It may be omitted if
one is only concerned with the deformation of the section relative to its
moving mass center. The circular frequencies appearing in Equation (17) are
the free vibration eigenfrequencies defined by Equation (7). If the
tangential displacements v(O,t) are also desired they may be readily obtained
by substituting the result for w(O,t) from Equation (17) into Equation (4)
and performing a single integration with respect to 8.

A dig ital computer program has been written to facilitate the use of
Equation (17). This program evaluates the convolution integrals appearing
therein by numerical integration for prescribed pressure coefficients pn(t)

This formulation is quite satisfactory provided w(0,t) is to be evaluated for
only a few values of time. However, if w is to be calculated for numerous
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values of t (e .g . ,  to obtain data for a time-wise plot of w) the evaluation
of the convolution integrals over the range 0 ~ ~ t become s costly and
wasteful . This difficulty can be circumvented by use of the following
computational algorithm . Equation (17) contains numerous integrals of the
type

1(t) = f p(t-T) sin wi di = f p(i) sin w ( t - i)  di

= sin wt f p(i) cos di - cos ut f pCi) sin wi di (18)

= I
c(t) sin wt 

- 15
(t) cos wt

where

( Ic(t) = f p(i) cos wi di (19)

15(t) = f p(i) sin wi di (20)

The integral of Equation (18), when evaluated at a time t~t later than above,become s

I(t  + ~t) = I (t + ~t) sin w(t + ~t) - 15(t + z~t) cos w(t + ~t) (21)

But,

t+At t+At

I
~
(t + ~t) = f

. 
p(t) cos wi di — I

c(t) +

,( 
p(r) cos wi di (22)

0 t
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Defining

AIc(t+) = j p(i) cos wi dr (23)

4

t+~t
M5(t+) = J p(i) sin un di (24)

t

one obtains:

+ ~t) = 11 (t) + M (t+) } sin w(t +

(25)
— {15 (t) + 1~I 5 ( t +) }  cos w( t +

Consequently, it is only necessary to evaluate the expressions of Equations
(23) and (24) (by numerical integration unless the interval t~t is taken sosmall that a cruder approximation suffices) and to accumulate the values of
I
~
(t) and I5(t) by incremental additions. The computer program which was

developed for evaluation of Equation (17) has been modified to incorporate
this algorithm.

APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS

The foregoing modal analysis of cylinder response to air blast has been
applied to the same configuration for which the PETROS 3.5 calculations cited
in the Introduction were made. This configuration (see Figure 2), while not
corresponding to any specific rocket motor, is a generic one having
parameters representative of several current tactical and stategic missile
systems.

ROCKET MOTOR PARAME TE RS

In addition to the geometric data shown on Figure 2 the material
properties listed in Table I were employed in the plane strain response
calculations. For the PETROS 3.5 calculations the steel motor case was
modeled as being elastoplastic with linear strain hardening but no strain-rate
effects. However, since the modal analysis is only applicable to elastic
response, comparisons with the numerical solutions will only be made where the 1)
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Table I
Material Properties

Motor Case (Steel

Young’s modulus E
c 

= 200 GPa = 29 x 106 psi
Poisson ’s ratio v = 0.3

Yield stress a
~ 

= 483 MPa = 70,000 psi

Mass dens ity = 7850 kg/rn 3 = 0.000735 lb sec2/in4

Propellant (Viscoelastic Solid)

Young ’s modulus E~ = 689 MPa = 100,000 psi

Poisson ’s ratio = 0.472
Mass density p

~ = 1660 kg/m 3 = 0.000155 lb sec2/in4

p•(9•t)

SHO~~~ ~4~~ PE~1T su
FRONT 

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I _ _
~~~~~~~~~ r~~~~J

O.152n~~~ 
~

/ 

\.

6.35mm (0.250” ) CASE THICKNESS
Figure 2. Rocket Motor Cross Section
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response remains elastic. Although the propellant is being mode led as a
viscoelastic material in the cited contractural effort, the lumped mass
treatment of the propellant in the PETROS 3.5 calculations and the modal
analysis required use of only the propellant density. The resistance of the
propellant grain to deformation is also neglected in this modeling , an
approximation which may not be too serious owing to the relatively low
streng th of the propellan t in compar ison to that of the steel motor case (see
Table I) and the weakening effect of the slots in the propellant grain.

LOADS DEFINI TION

The b last load ing wa~ introduced as a plane shock wave having an
exponential l y decaying tail , moving down from above as shown in Figure 2.
Al though surface overpressures 1)e(0~t) obtained experimentally or by refined
hydrodynamic calculations can be readily employed it was convenient to employ
the follow ing functional represen tation for the blas t load ing which includes
the essential aspects of wave reflection , diffraction , and post-envelopment
drag loading :

0 fort<t
-A(t~-t ) a

Pe
(0
~
t) = 

~~r 
cos O + p5(l-cose)}e 

a for -90° ~ 0 ~ 90°

-A(t-t ) Ifor t 
~ 

t
aa for 900 < 18 1 ~ 1800)

(2 6)

ta 
= 
R(l - cosO) (27)

While response predictions have been made for several values of incident
overpressure, the results which follow have been obtained for one level of
blast loading, the parameters for which are listed in Table II. For use in
the modal analysis the blast loading function of Equation (26) was expanded
in a Fourier cosine series as indicated in Equation (12), using Equations (14)
and (15) to determine the coefficients. As a check upon the adequacy of the
Fourier representation of the applied loading, plots were made comparing the
initial blast loading of Equation (26) with 10- and 20- term Fourier
representations at various times during and after the diffraction phase of
loading. Three of these plots are shown in Figure 3. It may be seen that at
the early stages of envelopment the maximum number of terms in the series
representation is desirable whereas , at later time s , fewer terms would be
adequate. However, for results to be presented subsequently, the full 20-
term series was employed.
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Figure 3. Fourier Representations of Pressure Distributions
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Table II
Blas t Wave Parameters

Parameter SI Units English Uni ts

p 101 kPa 14.7 psi

79.3 kPa 11.5 psi

U 440 rn/ s 17300 in/sec

A 4.35 s_ i 4.35 sec ’

207 kPa 30.0 psi

In addi tion to response predictions using the foregoing external load ing ,
which would correspond to the pre-ignition response for the rocket motor stage
under consideration, calculations have also been performed for cases where
the motor additionally had an internal pressurization p1 (produced by
propellant combustion) prior to and during this blast loading . For the most
part the value p~ = 6.89 MPa (1000 psi) has been used but a discussion of the

effect of varying p1 is included .

CYLINDER OSCILLATIONS

Al though not obvious from the form of Eq’iation (7) the inextensiona l
vibration frequencies of a plane strain cylinder are strongly dependent upon
the magnitude of the internal pressure p1. When the parameters of the generic

rocket motor case (omitting propellant) are introduced into Equation (7) the
period 12,1 

(= 2vt/w2 l~ 
of the fundamental extensional mode is found to vary

as a function of p1 in the manner shown by the sol id curve in Figure 4 . The
vertical dashed line in this figure at p1 = - 0.214 MPa (-31.1 psi) where the

12,1 
curve becomes asymptotically unbounded represents the magnitude of

uniformly distributed external pressure at which the cylinder will buckle
statically. It may therefore be anticipated that for small values of p~ the

response of the motor case for a given blast load will be considerably
enhanced over that for greater internal pressurization . This is verified by
the results of PETROS 3.5 code runs for four values of p~ wh ich are presented
in Figure 5. Each of these runs was performed using the same blast loading,
defined by the parameters of Table II. The periods of post-peak elastic
oscillation for each of these cases were measured from plots of transient
displacement response (which was principally in the cos 20 mode) and the
values are shown as circled points in Figure 4. For the larger two values of
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p,(ps i)
-200 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

p 1 (MPa )

Figure 4. Effect of Internal Pressure on Period of Fundamental
Inextensional Mode

the agreement between these points and the curve derived from Equation (7)
is amazingly good. The fact that the other two points lie somewhat above the
theoretical curve may be attributed to the large amplitude of the response
for these cases and to an effective (but unplotted) reduction in the value
of 1’~ 

due to the non-uniformly distributed external blast pressure. To test

this hypothesis, these two cases were re-run at the same values of p1 but

with greatly reduced blast loading and the values of free vibration periods
plotted within triangles were obtained . Thus there is excellent agreement
between the theoretical predictions and the numerical analysis for all cases

( where the theory should be valid.
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I N T E R N A L  PR ESSUR E p, (p si )
0 500 1000 1500

s o — i  ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ 
. , , , 3.2
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60 . - 2.4~~’—
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~~40 
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20 -
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0 I I 4 —1— — ... ....J 0
0 2 4 6 8 10

INTERNAL PRESSURE p
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Figure 5. Effect of Internal Pressure on Peak Response

I t might be assumed that the extensional family (s = 2) of modes, which
exhibit only a slight dependence on internal pressurization, make little
contribution to the response of a rocket motor. However, examination of
Figure 6, which is a plot of the radial acceleration at 0 = 0 for an
unpressurized motor including propellant obtained with the PETROS 3.5 code,
reveals that this is not necessarily correct.. Frequencies for this case
derived by use of Equation (7) are listed in Table III. It may be seen that
the acceleration response of Figure 6 consists of contributions from modes
having frequencies in the range of the extensional modes listed in the table
whereas the contribution from the fundamental inextensional mode is impercep-
tible. The explanation is simple: relatively low amplitude extensional
modes when amplified by the square of their large circular frequencies (as
is effectively done when calculating accelerations) can become dominant in
the manner illustrated in Figure 6.
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Fi gure 6. Acceleration at 0 = 0
0 for Unpressurized Motor Case

Containing Propellant

Table III
Frequencies of Unpressurized Rocket Motor

(Hz) 
~n,2 

(Hz)

0 0 838.3

1 0 1185.5

2 10.2 1874.5

3 28.9 2651.0

TRANSiENT RESPONSE CORRELATIONS

A comparison of deflections at 0 = 0 obtained with the PETROS 3.5 code
and Equation (17) of the analytical solution is shown in Figure 7 for a bare
motor case with p~ ~ 6.89 MPa (1000 psi). The portion of the solution shown

in negative time represents the PETROS 3.5 calculation for the establishment
of the state associated with the static internal pressurization, i.e., the
radial expansion of 0.803 nm (0.0316 inches) and the associated strains and
stresses, and the damping out of the oscillations associated with this quasi-
static calculation . The standard blast wave (parameters of Table II) then
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Figure 7. Comparison of Predicted Responses of Motor
Case for = 6.89 MPa (1000 psi)

arrives at t = 0, driving the shell at 8 = 0 inwards and exciting the
vibratory response which follows. It may be seen that the agreement between
the two solutions is quite satisfactory for engineering purposes for this
case of small amplitude response where the linear elastic analysis should be
valid. In fact, the analytical solution should give accurate results for all
values of p1 to the rig

ht of the “knee” of the curve in Figure 5. Conversely,

one would not expect it to provide accurate results where the amplitude of
response is large and this is borne out by the comparison of responses for
P1 = 0 shown in Figure 8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The foregoing analysis of solid propellant rocket motor response to air
blast loading was restricted to the plane strain case partly to conform to
present design practice and also because it was desired to proceed in an
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evolutionary manner . Wh ile this restriction limits the applicability of its
results to long slender motors the failure mechanisms revealed will certainly
have to be considered when more general , three-dimensional analyses are
performed . The analytical model provides insight into response behavior even
where certain assumptions made in its derivation are violated ; -e.g., the
large amplitude response of the unpressurized motor when the blast loading
approaches the critical buckling load . In addition to providing an
independent check on the validity of the PETROS 3.5 solution , the modal
series solution is preferred for long term response both for economy and
because it does not entail the progressive discretization error of the time-
marching numerical analysis .  Of course , it is appreciated that neither of
these approaches models the dissipative mechanisms which are present in
physical rocket motor structures but they can certainly provide an upper
bound to the response parameters.
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The combination of the PETROS 3.5 and moda l series methodologies
provides the designer with a useful approach for assessing the structural
integrity of proposed or existing rocket motor- configura tions when exposed
to a hostile load environment. Several extensions of the work reported herein
are clearly desirable. The finite element modeling of the viscoelastic
propel l ant gra in presently under devel opment will prov ide the des igner with
required information concerning critical stresses both within the grain and
at the propellant-case interface . A three-dimensional analysis model is also
needed , espec ia l ly  for the shorter rocket motors. For an adequate vulner-
abili ty assessment of rocket propulsion systems in the presence of nucl ear
detonations an analysis including the nuclear thermal flux deposition
properly time-phased with the air blas t ar rival must be considered .

Consideration should be given to the possibility of enhancing the
survivability of rocket motors when introduced to a potential nuclear battle-
field area by providing a pre-pressurization sufficient to avoid the large
amplitudes response to air blast characteristic of unpressurized motors.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to develop practical computational proce-
dures for fatigue crack growth and life estimations for gun-tubes. According-
ly, two general aspects of these procedures are investigated. First, determin-
istic calculations are completed for several commonly used crack growbh equa-
tions . The deterministic estimates varied by a factor of two for the formula-
tions considered. Second , a probabil istic formulation to predict failure of
gun tubes is explored. This is achieved by ass~Ining appropriate distribution
functions for selected random variables in the crack growth model and then
employing the Mont e Carlo technique. Numerical results are presented for ge-
ometries representative of 175—nun gun tubes for both deterministic and probab-
ilistic life estimates. A direct comparison with experimental data is also in-
cluded.

NOMENCLATURE

A ,B=Empirical constants , function of ma— Nf =N +N Total failure cycles
terial properties and crack shape N = N ~~beP of cycles for a crack to

a,a0,a =Crack size, initial and criti— grow from a to a
ca~ crack sizes ( semiminor axis of n=Number of logd cyc’es
elliptic crack) p=Exponent in crack growth equations

af Value of a for which da/dn approaches P.=Internal pressure
infinity R=Stress ratio; ratio of minimum

C=$/(EKICc, ) stress to maximum stress
C1,C ,Cç,C~~Proport~~nality constants R=Residual stress capacity

~rack growth equat ion R1,R 0=Internal and external radii 5f
c Crack size (maj or axis of elliptic gun tube

crack ) H =Ultlmat e strength
d=a/c=Ratio of crack dimensions r~R0/H .
E=Young ’s modulus ~~mipihcai constant , function of ma-
E (k ) Complete elliptic integral of the terial properties

second kind ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ of stress intensity fac—
K1 Stress intensity factor tor and the same at threshold
Kc,KT~~Crjtjcal stress intensity factor 0=Angle (see Fig. 3)
K ~Maxinium stress intensity factor A=Empirical parameter, function of
M’~~~)=Curvature correction factor crack size and residual stress
M~~ ( 0 ) Stress magnificat ion factor lI

~
,a
~
=Mean value and standard devia—

m~~xponent in crack growth equations tion of X
N (int), N (ext )Total number of cyclescl0,S=Hoop stress and maximum borecr for cra~~ to grow from a~ to criti— stress

cal internal and external crack ~ Yield strength
size a

C
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INTRODUCTION

Gun tubes are an important system whose life must be estimated with a
high degree of accuracy in order to establish reasonable retirement limits.
Typically, a heat check pattern develops on the inside surface of the tube
near the breech end (see Fig. 1) . Once the cracks are started, they become
larger with continued firing . Rate of crack growth is influenced by numerous
factors in design , materials and fabrication, as well as actual firing condi-
tions. The mechanisms of cracking, erosion, wear and failure have been the
subject of continuing studies (see, for example, References 1 through 5).

While these mechanisms are understood in a general sense, there are many
remaining areas of uncertainty, particularly with regard to wear and erosion
phenomena. An historically important objective ii. gun tube performance has
been to achieve a balance between wear and erosion and fatigue resistance.
In this regard , each gun tube type and munition must be considered in detail.
Fig. 2 , for instance , suggests in a general way that condemnation limits of
certain cannons are related to the specific system and its requirements. In
this paper , wear and erosion aspects are not considered. Our intention is to
explore the problem of fatigue crack growth in detail in order to comprehend
the status of such life estimating procedures.

In the spring of 1966 a 175—mm Mll3 gun tube (Serial #733) fractured in
Viet Nan. When the tube was sectioned , it was shown that the mechanical pro-
perties varied significantly along its length. Subsequently 38 gun tubes
were sectioned and certain of their mechanical and fatigue properties evalu-
ated. These data as well as the extensive information on gun tube properties
generated by Wat ervliet Arsenal presented an opportunity to compare predicted
and observed behavior of gun tubes under fatigue conditions. Therefore, the
following tasks are completed .

First , in order to gain insight into procedures for fatigue life estima-
tions , deterministic integration of several different crack growth formula—
tions for the cases of internal and external cracks in thick—walled cylinders
are studied. ‘rF~ur specific crack growth equations are treated and tube
stress capacity and fatigue crack growth estimates are completed for the sim-
ple case of cyclically pressurized cylinders. The importance of these deter-
ministic calculations is to establish the relative behavior of the different
crack growth equations.

Second , a probabilistic formulation to predict failure of gun tubes is
explored since fatigue life is obviously a random variable and a statistical-
ly based estimate of fatigue life has to be completed in order to make a com-
parison to experimental observat ions . This is accomplished by assuming ap-
propriate distribution functions for selected random variables in the crack
growth model and applying Monte Carlo techniques to calculate fatigue lives.

INFLUENCE OF THE CRACK GROWTH EQUATION

To investigate the influence of the crack growth equation on life esti-
mation, the problem of semielliptic internal (pressurized) and external (not
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Figure 1 Typical Heat Check Patterns in an Eroded Cannon section.
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pressurized) cracks in thick—walled cylinders was studied. The, shape of the
cracks is depicted in Fig. 3, and as shown in the detail, the major axis is 2c
and semiminor axis is a. The ratios of the outside to the inside diameter for
the cylinder is taken to be more than 1.2 so that the developed stress gradi-
ents can be expressed by Lane’s equations from the theory of elasticity. In-
ternal pressures considered range from 30 to 50 ksi. The general behavior of
fatigue crack growth is shown schematically in Fig. 14~

The relationship between the stress intensity factor K1 at a point alongthe crack tip and the crack size a in a pressurized cylinder can be written as6

K1 
= M (6)M.~5

(8)[7
0v
’i/E(k)]/~7~ic

2sin2O + a2cos2O)¼ (1)

where the point is specified by the angle 0 as shown in Fig. 3

a0 = 2P .R~ / (R ~ - H~ ) (2)

and E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind;

E(k) = i~
/2

ti — (1 — a2/c2)sin2OJ dO

— (¼) (1 — a2/c2) — (3/64) (1 — a2/c2 ) — .. ii
311/8 + (Tr/8)(a2/c2). (3)

The curvature correction factor M (0) and the stress intensity magnification
factor MKS

(8)  are given by Kobaya~hi 6 for several ratios of Ho/Ri and a/c .

The st ress int ensity factor given in Eq. 1 clearly varies with angle 0.
For example ,

K1 = M
~

(O ) M
~~

( O ) [ c T o V / E (k ) ] c ( ,/
~7~

) ,  o = .o (~)

K1 = M (71/2 )M~~ (7r / 2 ) (a ov4~/ E (k ) J 1~ , 0 = 71/2 . (5)

Equat ion 1 can also be written as

K1 = M ( 0 ) M KS ( 0 ) [ G o
~~~

/ E ( d) ] /
~

[ (l/ d 2 )sin 20 + cos 2
~ i ¼ (6)

where

d a/c (7)
E ( d )  = (n/8)(3 + d2 ) .  (8)

To describe the relationship between the stress intensity factor and the
crack growth rate, the different expressions evaluated are summarized in Table
j, These expressions relate the crack growth rate da/dn (in./cycle ) to the
range of stress intensity factor ElK (ElK = K — K )~~7

max mm
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Table I Summary of Equations

Type Equation Remarks

Paris da/dn = C
1
AKm No effect from stress ratio R.

~m p Power law region. Effect from
Walker da/dn = C [K ~l - R) I3 max stress ratio R is included

Modified Elber AK = (A + BR)AK Power law region includes ef—
e fective and remote stress in—

da/dn = C
5

(AK ff ) tensity ranges . Effect fr om
e stress ratio B is included.

Barsoni dafdn = C
6

(AK )~ (l - R )~~ Power law region. Useful for
steel. Effect from stress
ratio B is included.

THE PAR IS EQUATION

The primary behavior between the rate of crack growth and AK in the power
law region for < AK < AK

~ 
can be expressed as

da/dn = C
1

AK8” (9)

where C1 and in are material constants. This law does not account properly for
crack growth in the regions below K

~~ 
and above K .

Assuming K in = 0, one obtains from Eqs. 6 and 9

da/dn=C1 M
00P

O
a
DV2 (10)

where

M = M(0,d) M (0)MKS(0)(2R~
Vc
~

/ {(R
~ 

— R~) E(d)}1 (11)

Solving Eq. 10,

a(n) = {a~ 
-m/2) 

+ (1 — ~/2)C1M
mP~fl}

2
~
(2_m ) (12)

where n is the number of cycles of load (P ) application and a0 is the initialcrack si ze at n = 0. The parameters C an~ m vary with material property , tem-
perature, humidity , test conditions, etc.

THE WALKER EQUATION

The Walker equation can be written as

da/dn C
3
(K (1 — R)mJP. (13)
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This equation does take the stress ratio R ( minimum stress/maximum stress)
in~o consideration but does not have the modification for the high crack
growth acceleration. From Eqs. 6 and 13, one obtains

da/dn = c
3
M~P~ [(1 — R)mjpaP/2. (1)4)

Solving for a (n ) ,

a(n) = {a
0
(21

~~
’2 

+ (l—p/2)C
3
M~

3P~ ((1 — R)in]Pn}. (15)

THE MODIFIED ELBER EQUATION

A generalized linear equation that relates the effective and remote stress
intensity ranges, AK ff and AK , respectively, can be written as

K ff 
= (A + BR)AK (16)

with A and B determined experimentally. Then,

da/dn = C
5

(AK
ff
)~ ( 17)

From Eqs. 6, 16 and 17, one obtains

a(n) = {a
(2
~

P)/2 + (l—p/2)(A + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (18)

THE BARSOM EQUATION

da/dn = C6(AK )~~(l — R ) ”½ (19 )
where

B > 0 , 6.)4(i. — 0.8510 < K < o.o )4V~~ (20)

in which a is yield strength and E is modulus, of elasticity. From Eqs. 6 and
19, the so’ution for a(n )  is obtained as

a(n )  = {a~
(2_

~~~
2 

+ ( l—p/2 ) ( l  — R )~~MPC6P~
n }2R2_~~ (21)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The following data are used for the numerical ~~lculations: a = 0.03 in.
(initial crack size), C1 = C

3 
= C C

6 = 3.6 x 10 (proportional9ty con-
stant), R = 8 In. (internal radi~s of the cylinder), R0 = l.5Ri (external ra-dius of tAe cylinder), P = 30 kal (internal pressure), 0 = ir/2 (location of
the front crack), m = 3 ~exponent for the Paris law), p = 3, m = 1 (exponents
for Walker equation), p = 3 (q~~onent for Elber equation), p = 3 (exponent for
Barsom equation), K = 75 ksiv’in. (critical stress intensity factor), B =
120 ksi (ultimate s€rength of material), d = 0.2 (semielllptic crack si~e ra-
tio), and B (stress ratio = 0).

Numerical results are obtained for cracks located on the Internal and on
f~ 

the external surfaces of the cylinder. Two types of results, namely the crack
L- depth a, and the rat io of the residual tube strength to the ultimate material
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strength ~/R , are plotted a~ainst number of cycles N

The values for N are defined as cycles after an initial critical crack
size a Is reached an~ the cylinder stress capacity starts to decrease. The
N (in€ ) and N (ext) indicate the total number of cycles for a crack to grow
f~~m a specif’1~~ initial crack a0 

to the critical crack size a for internal
and external cracks , respectively. The relationship between t~e remaining
strength ~ and the fatigue crack a is obtained from Griffith—Irwin type equa—
t I ( 1 1 .

= Ia /a(N )]½ , for a(N ) > a (22)

where the critical crack a can be calculated from

a = (2/~ ) ( K /R )2. (23)

The crack size a(N ) and the ratio R(N )/R are plotted in Figure 5 using
the various solutions rgr a(N ). in genera~ it

Ucan be seen that a crack initi—
ited ~~Y 1 the external surface ~f the cylinder propagates more rapidly than a
crack on the internal surface. This is due to the fact that the stress inten-
sity m agnification factor and the curvature correction factor M given in
Ref. 6 are larger for outer cracks for the data chosen in this study. Similar
results were obtained for Paris, Walker, Elber and Barsom crack growth formu-
las. Depending on the particular parameters chosen for each of these models,
crack ~row-th is sensitive to the type of predictive model used. Table II lists
the results obtained and indicates that the Barsomn and Elber equations essen-
tially span the range of cycles to failure.

Table II Summary of Estimated Cycles to Failure

Equation Internal External

Par is 14 20)4 2092

Walker 5766 2869

Elber 8210 )4o85

Barsom 3988 19814

DETERMINISTIC FATIGUE OF 175-MM GUN TUBES

In this case failure cycles are calculated from N = N + N , where N
is the number of cycles for a crack to grow from Initi~ l crask a0

5to the cr~~
tical crack a

~
, and N Is the number of cycles for a crack to grow from a~ to

the failure crack a~. The failure crack af Is defined as that value of a atwhich da/dn becomes practically infinite.
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The numerical results are obtaine’i for a0 = ~~~~~~~~ R~ = 3.575 in.~~,
R0 = 2R1, P~ = 48 ksi and P1 = 50 ksi, X~ = 140 ksi/in. and 

~ 
= 110 ksi/in.,

— 190 ksi and R.~ = 150 ksi . In Figure 6a the craék size a and the strength
ratio R/RU are obtained using the Paris crack propagation law for a specified
crack size ratio a/c. Results corresponding to other a/c ratios are determined
and life cycles Nf are calculated. These results are shown in Figure 6b. Ex-
perimental results from References 8 and 9 are indicated in this and other
figures for a/c ratios in the vicinity of 0.6 for the semielliptic cracks. All
the experimental results are for cracks on the internal surface of the cylinder.
Similar results are given in Figures 7a and 7b for Elber-type crack growth equa-
tion. In Figure lb the life cycles Nf are plotted for severa l values of param-
eter A (see Equation 16) and the stress ratio R = 0. Different values of A

I
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Figure 7 a) Crack Growth and Strength Degradation , b) Cycles to Failure for
175-mm Cylinder , Elber Equation, P~ — 48 ksi, Ki~ 

140 ksi/I~~, R~ 
= 190 ksi.

could account for the autofrettage effect in the gun tube . Results correspond-
ing to internal pressure P1 = 50 ksi, critical stress intensity factor K~ 

= 140
ksi/i~T and ultimate strength R.4 = 190 -ksi are shown in Figure 8a and 8b. Simi-
lar results, but for 

~~ 
- 110 ksiv’i~~ and R.4 - 150 ksi, are plotted in Figures

9a and 9b. From these results it can be observed that the life of a gun tube
due to cyclic pressure is very Sensitive to the values of constant A, crack size
ratio a/c, and the magnitude of internal pressure P1. In all the calculations
coi~,leted thus far , the Paris and Barsom formulas for crack growth were found
to result in shortest life estimates . The Paris formulation offers simplicity
in numerical co~ ,utations . Referring to Figures 7, 8, and 9, it appears that
di fferent values of A give better fits to the experimental observations. For
instance, a value of A • 0.8 yields reasonable approximation to the data of
Reference 8. Figure 8b suggests that A - 0.7 is a best fit to the data of
Reference 9 , and a value of A slightly larger than 0.5 is reasonable for the
data shown in Figure 9b .
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PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATES OF FATIGUE LIFE

Considering the relatively conservative life estimates which resulted
from the Paris equation it is reasonable to adopt this formula for our calcula-
tions. Accordingly, to construct a probabilistic model for fatigue life of
cylinders under cyclic internal pressure loading, we assumed that the rate of
crack growth pe~ cycle da/dN can be related to the range of stress intensity
factor AK in the power law region AKm ~~ AK < K~~ by the Paris equation

da/dn — C~IC~ (24)

where C and in are material constants, AK~~ is the range of the stress intensity
factor at threshold, and KIC is the critical stress intensity factor at which
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the rate of crack growth becomes infinite. The relationship between the range 
4

of the stress Intensity factor ttK and the crack size a is taken as 10

= Asv~~ ( 25)

in which S is the maximum hoop stress at the bore of the cylinder,

S = P
1
(r2 + l) / (r 2 

- i) (26)

with

r =

A = empirical parameter which depends on crack shape and residual stresses
due to the autofrettage process.

In deriving Equation 25 it is assumed that B = 0 (hence K = 0) and that P.
is the maximum internal pressure. From Equations 214 and ~?we obtain

da/dn = C(AS)in(.lra)m1~
’2 ( 27)

Solving Equation 27,

a(n) = {a
0
1_m/2 

+ (l_m/2)C(AS)m (l~)
m/2n}2i

~~
2_m ) 

for m ~ 2 (28)

a(n) = a
0 
exp{C(AS)2rrn} for m = 2

where a~ is the initial crack size. It is suggested in Reference 10 that the
proportionalIty constant C can be expressed as

C = B/ (EK icay ) (30)

where 8 is an empirical constant depending on material properties and varies
with in to maintain dimensional homogeneity, E is Young’s modulus, and a is the
yield strength of the material. y

Solving EquatIons 28 and 29 for n and using Equation 30, the number of
cycles to reach a specified crack size a Is determined as

n = E2Ec1yKIC/(8(AS1~)
m(m_2))1(a

o
l_m/2 

— a
1_int2 for in ~ 2 (31)

n = rEayKic/~B (A s) 27t }JLn (a /ao ) for in = 2. (32)

Failure of the gun tube occurs when the crack depth a is either equal to the
thickness of the cylinder (R0 - R1) or Is equal to the critical crack size aat which the crack growth becomes unstable. Such unstable growth in cyllndefs
occurs at 10

= (A/ n )  lCic/( AS) 2 (33)

where A is an empirical constant which is a function of material properties
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and crack shape . The failure cycle or the fatigue life N f is obtained fromEqs. 31 and 32 with a replaced by the smaller of af and B0 — B1.

The fat igue life Nf of a cylinder under cyclic internal pressure Is a func-
tion of many system parameters. For the present study we assume that all, the
system parameters are constant within a given cylinder, but vary statistically
from cylinder to cylinder. Furthermore, only the parameters a0, A , K 

~~
‘ 
a

and m are taken as independent random variables. The yield strength ~ is~re—
lated to the critical stress intensity factor K10 by

10

= 3314 — l.39K1C. (314)

Since KIC is a random var iable , a is also a random variable through Eq. 314.

The probability distribution of fat igue life N is estimated from Eqs. 31
and 32 using a Monte Carlo simulation procedure . T~is is accomplished by esti-
mating first the distribution functions for random variables a0, A , KIC O a
and in. Using these distributions and a digital random number generator, simple
values of a selected size for each of the five random variables are obtained.
Substituting these parameters into Eqs. 31 and 32, sample values of the same
size for the fatigue life N

f 
are determined from which statistical information

on Nf 
is obtained in the form of mean, standard deviation and probability dis-

tribution. These results ar e then compared to the results determined from the
experimental data on gun tube failure.

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR SYSTEM PARAMETERS

To determine the probability distribution of fatigue life N
fn it is neces-

sary to know the forms of the distribution functions for the five selected ran-
dom variables. For this purpose, available data for 175—inn M113 and 105-mm gun
tubes are utilized. In Table III, the fatigue data for critical stress inten-
sity factor K10, the yield strength a (calcul&ted from Eq. 314), and the fa-
tigue life Ne are given.

2 From these1data, probability density and the cumu-
lative distribution are constructed for K10 and a , and are shown in Fig. 10.
The mean value and the standard deviation are fou~d to be, respectively, ~‘K
= 111.60 ksiv’I~. and aK1 = 12.12 ksI/i~ . for the critical stress intensity

T0

factor. K1 , and “a1 = ~78.89 ksi and 
aa1 = 16.85 ksI for the yield strength

a . A two—~arameter lognormal distribution fitted for the KTC data is shown
iX Fig. 10. On the basis of the reasonably good fit observea, it is assumed
that the statistical variability of the critical stress intensity factor KT~,can be represented by the lognormal distribution . The distribution for yI~Td
strength a~ is then obtained through Eq. 314.

Experimental data for the empirical parameter A is limited. Values of A
estimated from the data Involving crack growth—pressure cycle relationship for
several 175—mm and 105—mm gun tubes are given in Reference 10. Since more dat a
are readily available for the 105-mm gun tube, they are used to describe the
statistical behavior of A. The probability density function and the cumula-
tive distribution for A are shown in Figure 11. The mean and the standard de—

( viation are = 0.877 and a~ = 0.01414, respectively . A theoretical normal dis—
tribution fitted to this result Is shown .
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Table III  Fatigue Data for 175-mm Mll3 Gun Tube

Tube K1c, ksiv’I~~ a
1
, ksi Nf. Cycles

733 80.0 222 . 8 373
976 107.0 185.3 844
1185 108.2 183.6 1,001
863* 94.2 203.1 1,011
1382* 98.2 197.5 1,411

972 101.4 193.1 2 ,194
42 107.3 184.9 2 ,196
83 106.4 186.1 2 ,449
971 108.9 182.6 3,025
155 113.6 176. 1 3,169
46 117.6 170.5 3,309

7 117.5 170.7 3,325
1255 115.1 174.0 3,438

75 107.7 184.3 3,449
115 125.2 160.0 3,476
113 105.4 187.5 3,606
826 115.8 173.0 3,698
812 107.2 195.0 4,451
739 113.5 176.2 4 ,671

1099 125. 1 160. 1 4 ,679
967 103.3 190.4 4,697
1386* 106.0 196.7 4,697

45 129.8 153.6 4,768
1258 108.7 182.9 5,019
919 109.2 182. 2 5,191

1101 115.4 173.6 5,397
158 107.0 185.3 6,193
731 116.9 171.5 7,238
1100 150.0 125.5 7,631
1131 126.0 158.9 9,652

*54.6 ksi cyclic pressure. Otherwise 50 ksi cyclic pressure.

The experimental data for the distribution of initial crack size ao in gun
tubes are not readily available . For the purpose of this study, the initial
crack si ze a0 is determined indirectly by substituting the critical crack size

from Eq. 33 into Eq. 31 and solving for a0 . In doing so , the mean values
for all the system parameters and the fat igue failure data for Nf given in
Table III are used in Eq. 31. The following physical data are used in the
calculation: 2R1 = 7.15 in., 2R0 = 15.0 in., 

~~~~ 
= 50 ksi, A = 0.85, KIC = 111.59

ksi/i~~, ,ay = 178.89 ksi, m = 3.0, E = 30 x l0~ ksi, A = 2.26, B = 0.2413. The
probability density function and the cumulative distribution for a0 are also
shown in Figure 11. The mean value and the standard deviation of a0 are 10an =

0.17 in. and °a = 0.15. For the analytical representation of the statisti~a1
v~riability of 1o. a lognormal distribution shown in Figure 11 is assumed.
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Regarding the variability of the power exponent m, a normal distribution
with means = 3.0 and 

~~ 
= 3.1 and a standard deviation am = °.1’-m are

assumed.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF 175-MM M1l3 GUN TUBE FATIGUE

Using the distribution functions for the five random variables just de-
scribed in Eqs. 31 and 32, Monte Carlo trials are conducted to determine the
fatigue fa ilure cycles Nf. The results shown in Figure 12 are based on 100,
200, and 500 trials. A direct comparison between the analytical simulation
results based on 500 trials and the experimental data from Table III is shown
in Figure 13. The lognormal distributions fitted to simulated results are also
given in Figure 13. In Table IV the results are given in terms of the mean
life and the standard deviation of Nf.
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Figure 12 Probability Density Function for Fatigue Failure ;
100 , 200 , and 500 Monte Carlo Trials , m 3.0 and 3.1.
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Table IV Mean and Standard Deviation of Fatigue Life
N f for 175-mm P4113 Gun Tube

Standard Deviation
Number of Mean (Cycles ) (Cycles)
Simulation Simulation Simulation

Trials m • 3.0 m • 3.1 Experiment m m = 3.1 Experiment

100 6164 4044 409]. 2753
200 5908 3868 3875 3952 2660 2096
500 6053 3962 4249 2848
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PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In the preceding sections, Monte Carlo predictions of gun tube fatigue life
are discussed. Five parameters in the prediction model are taken to be random
and other parameters assumed to be constant. In the present section, the sen-
sitivity of fatigue life to the individual parameters is investigated with the
aid of the following first order approximation to the variance of N

f~ 
Var ~~

Var N ~ (~N lax .) 2 Var X
i f i O

+ EE ( aN f /aX 1)
0 ( aN f /ax 

~~ 
coy (x

~~
,x 9 ) (35)

ii 
j a)

where are the parameters in the life prediction model, Coy (X 4 , x 1 ) are the
covariances of X. and X , , and the subscr~~t zero indicates that the’~part1al
derivatives are ~o be evaluated atX1 X

1 
= E(X1], the expected value of X1

.
Dividing both

½
sides of Eq. 35 by N 2 and introducing coefficients of variation

V. = (Var X
1
) /X. etc,

2 
z(aN lax )

2 (~7fl 2v2
N
f ~~ 

f 10  1 f I

+ zE ( aN f /ax .) 0 (aN f /ax~)0 p~~v .v~ (36)

where are the correlation coefficients of X~ and X . Then, under the as—
sumption~that these parameters are statistically 1ndep~ndent ~~~ = 0) ,  we de-
fine the sensitivity index as11

2 2 — — 2
ct. = (aN f /ax1)0 (x1/N~ ) (37 )

This index indicates the contribution of the uncertainty associated with para-
meter (measured In terms of Its coefficient of variation) to the uncertain-
ty of N

f 
= E(N

fI .

For the present model seven parameters a , K 
~~
‘ 
a , A , m , A , and B are in-

vestigated for the sensitivity analysis. In 9abl~ V t~e calculated lives N
fare given In terms of internal pressure cycles. The critical crack size a

at which N is reached Is also Included in these tables. The results of t~e
sens1tivit~ study in terms of the sensitivity Index are given In Table VI.
The final results are summarized In Table VII.

CONCLUDING RE~4ARKS

A probabilistic model is constructed to investigate fatigue failure of gun
tubes under cyclic pressure . A comparison of the simulated analytical results
with given experimental data indicates a fair agreement for the 175—mm Ml].3
gun tube when the mean value of the power exponent m = 3.1. However, for m =

3.0, Monte Carlo simulation predicts much longer fatigue life than for m = 3.1.
A theoretical lognormal distribution provided a reasonable fit to the simulated
model statistics. To improve the capability of the probabilistic model to pre-
dict fatigue life in gun tubes, more information on the statistical distribu-
tions of system parameters Is desirable.
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It is found that the accuracy of analytical prediction of gun tube failure
is strongly influenced by the statistical reliabIlIty of the parameters select-
ed in the crack growth prediction model. From sensitivity analysis, It is ob-
served that the most sensitive parameter is the power exponent m. A slight
change in this parameter results in a sIgnIficant change of the gun tube fa-
tigue life. The second most sensitive parameter is the empirical constant A.

These conclusions are, however, based on the condition that all the para-
meters, particularly B and m , are uncorrelated. The correlation between these
parameters , If it exists , can be taken Into consideratIon through the covari—
ance term in Eq. 35 within the framework of the first order approxlmation. In
order to estimate such a correlation, however, we need a sample of n specimens.
Upon establishing the values of B and m for each specimen, we obtain a set of
n such pairs on the basis of which the covariance value can be estimated . A
deterministic relationship B = exp (10.5 — ~.O m) is suggested between B and
m by Racicot00. The use of this particular relaEionship does considerably re-
duce the sensitivity of the number of cycles to failure to power exponent m
which agrees with the conclusIons given in Ref. 10. However, the experimental
results are expected to show scatter around such a deterministic relationship.
Indeed, the reality would probably indicate a situation between the case of
such total dependence and that of statistical independence. The analytIcal
capability to predict fatigue life of gun tubes will be improved significantly
if more statistical information on these and other parameters considered In
the study become available.

*Racicot, R.L., “Private CommunicatIon ,” August 1978.
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Table V Sensitivity of Various Parameters on Fatigue Life
Nf for 175-mm M1l3 Gun Tube

Critical Crack Fatigue Life
Parameter Size a~ Nf Life Ratio

Parameter Ratio (inch) Cycles N f/ E [N f]

a. Initial a0 (inch) a0/E[a0]
Crack
Size 0.07 0.412 1.677 6,868 1.819

0.17* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
0.25 1.471 1.677 2,804 0.743

b. Critical KIC (ksiv’iE) K IC/E (K Ic]
Stress
Intensity 90.00 0.807 1.091 3,157 0.836
Factor 111.59* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000

130.00 1.165 2.27~ 4,018 1.064

c. Yield a (ksi) a),/E (a I
Strength y

153.30 0.855 2.276 4,018 1.064
178.89* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
208.90 1.168 1.091 3,157 0.836

d. Empirical A A/E[A]
Parameter 0.770 0.878 2. 176 5,896 1.562

0.877* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
0.920 1.049 1.524 3,195 0.846

c. Power m mlE [mJ
Exponent 2.5 0.833 1.677 35,275 9.344

2.9 0.966 1.677 5,890 1.560
3.0* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
3.1 1.003 1.677 2,422 0.642
3.5 1.166 1.677 414 0.110

f . Empirical A A/E [A]
Constant 2.00 0.885 1.484 3,664 0.971

2.26* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
2.52 1.115 1.870 3,869 1.025

g. Empirica l B 8/E [B]
Par ameter 0.200 0.829 1.677 4 ,555 1.206

0.2413* 1.000 1.677 3,775 1.000
0.2826 1.174 

— 
1.677 3,223 0.853

*Co~~egpon4s to the mean value of the parameter.
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Table VI Results for the Parametric Sensitivity Analysis

Life Nf Sensitivity Index
Parameter Value Xj Cycles

0.07 inch 6868
a0 0.17* 3775 1.033

0.25 2804

90.00 ksiv’I~7 3157
KI~ 111.59* 3775 0.404

130.00 4018
153.30 ksi 4018

a3, 178.89* 3775 0.538
208.90 3157
0.770 5896

A 0.877* 3775 17. 499
0.920 3195
2.9 5890

a 3.0k 3775 189.892
3.1 2422
2.00 3664

A 2.26* 3775 0.056
2.52 3869
0.2000 4550

8 0.2413k 3775 1.062
0.2826 3223

*Co~.l.esponds to the mean value of the parameter.

Table VII The Parametric Sensitivity Analysis
Results for the 175-me M113 Gun Tube

Sensitivqy
Para meter Description Mean Value Ind x , Uj

ao Initial crack siz before 0.17 inch 1.033
any firing

KIc Critical stress intensity 111.59 ksi11~~ 0.404
factor

Yield strength 179.89 ksi 0.538
A E~~irica1 parameter which 0.877 17.499

depends on crack shape
and residual stress

m Power .xponent in the 3.0 189.892
crack propagation model

A Material constant which 2.26 0.056
depends on crack shape

Matin al constant which 0.2413 1.062
maintains dimensional
homogeneity in the crack
propagat ion .od.l
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FINITE EL~ 4ENT STRESS A1~ALYSIS OF U. S. NAVY MARK 83
BASE DETONATING FUZE BODY

0. H. GRIFFIN, JR.
Aerospace Engineer

C. M. BLACKW~NAerospace Engineer
Naval Surface Weapons Center
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the finite element stress analysis of the body of
the U. S. Navy MARK 83 Base Detonating Fuze. Three different finite element
computer programs , SA.AS, NONSAP, and SAP IV were used for different parts
of the analysis. Results are presented, and the programs are contrasted
with respect to setup time, accuracy, and computer run times. Yielding of
the fuze body during gun launch is predicted. Two possible fixes to reduce
the amount of yielding are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The loads encountered during gun launch are typically the most severe
conditions under which an artillery projectile and Its components must
function . The designer or analyst of such systems must formulate realistic
models of the system and/or subsystems, define appropriate “failure” criteri~and proceed to guide their design and production . With the advent of the hi~~speed computer and the proliferation of finite element computer programs , the
tools used in ordnance design have undergone a marked Increase in complexity.
This paper deals with the analysis of an existing projectile component ,
namely the body of the U.S. Navy MK 83 Base Detonating Fuze (BDF). A
variety of analysis tools were used on the problem, and it seems worthwhile
to compare the results and relative cost of the different tools, along with
some pitfalls which may be encountered .

BACKGROUND

The MK 83 BDF has long been certified for use in U.S . Navy 5”/38 guns.
Am a part of a product improvement of the 5”/54 MK 121 loaded and fuzed
projectile assembly, it was desired to cer tify the MIC 83 BDF for service in
5”/54 gun systems. Although the 1IK 83 BDP had not been responsible for any
malfunctions, it had been present in several 5”/38 malfunctions .0) However ,
as part of the investigation the 5”/38 design agent at NSWC requested a
thorough s~~ess analysis of the fuze body . Previous analysis* had indicated
plastic detormation of the fuze body under 5”/54 firing conditions of 44170
psi (300 MPa) chamber pressure. Plastic deformation, although not always
undesirab le , is commonly usec~ as as failure criterion in ordnance design .

*}j~~~~~~ ~ 7., Pemunal Communication. Naval Surface Weapons Center .
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In the design of a fuze such as the MK 83 (Figure 1), plastic deformation ofthe body is undesirable since ~t transfers loads directly to the mechanisms,possibly causing damage or impairing proper function. For this reason,exceeding the elastic limit of the material was defined as failure of thefuze body .

The f uze body (Figure 2) is axisymaetrjc with the exception of theinterior det ent l~ole and the externul spanner wrench holes . The materialis steel. AISI C—1117. which has a yield strength of 60000 psi (408 MPa),and an ultimate tensile strength of 80000 psi (544 MPa) at 20 percentelongation. For simplicity and since the effects of the spanner wrench anddetent holes were previously shown (1), the fuze was modeled as axisyinmetric(see Figure 3). The seating face where the body contacts the projectilebody was assumed free to slide in the radial direction and fixed with respectto the projectile in the axial direction. The threads were assumed fixedwith respect to the projectile body in both the radial and axial directions .Both of these assumptions are valid if the elements laying on either side ofthe contact line are in compression . Tension indicates the fuze pullingaway from the projectile, and the boundary conditions must be modifiedaccordingly. These assumptions proved to be correct for this analysis.The stress—strain curve of the material is relatively f la t.  For this analysis,it was approximate d by the bilinear curve of Figure 4. The 44170 psI(300 MPa ) denoted 
~B 

on Figure 5, base pressure results in an acceleration of11260 g’s of the 66 pound (35 kg) projectile assembly. The uniformlydistribu ted reaction pressure on the fuze base resulting from the accelera-tion of the .46 pound (209 g) internal fuze parts along with the projectilebody is 3233 psi (22 MPa), denoted P1 on Figure 5. Due to the small diameters(aoproximately 1 inch (2.54 cm)) involved , stresses due to angular velocitywere neglected. Also neglected were loads due to setback of the explosiveload. Previous exoerience indicated that the two commonly used Navyexplosives, composition A—3 and Explosive D. possess considerable structuralintegrity and at these acceleration levels do not transfer significant loadduring setback except to the projectile base. In any case , the base of thefuze body was the primary area of concern , and was unaffected by explosivesetback. In accord with these assumptions and to reduce computer time forthe nonlinear analyses, the finite element mesh was truncated to that shownin Figure 5 where 
~B 

and P1 are as previously describ ed, and Pp is theuniform pressure necessary to accelera te the portion of the fuze body andtheclosure cap which were removed. The magnitude of ~~ is 6980 psi(41.5 MPa). The mass of the fuze body is subjected to an acceleration ofll,260g’s. Thus the finite element grid of Figure 5 was used in all anal y8csdiscussed.

FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER PRO CRA1~
Three different finite element computer programs were used to performthe analysis . They were a modification of the SAnS III code, SAP IV, andNONSAP. All the programs are displacement formulations , wi th differen tcombinations of linear , nonlinear, and geometry capabilities . The capabi3i-
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ties of cach program are briefly described in the following paragraphs. For
a detailed discussion of the finite element method, the reader is referred to

the text by Zienkiewicz (2).
The SAAS III (Stress analysis of Axisymmetric Solids , Version 3) program

is described in detail In reference 3. It has the capability to perform
static stress analysis of axisymmetric or plane Solids with linear or
bilinear stress—strain relationships. Loads must be axisynnuetric and may
consist of any combination of pore or surface pressures, point loads, shear
loads, acceleration, and angular velocity. Thermal stresses due to
arbitrary temperature distributions are treated. An improved mesh generator
is incorporated in the NSWC version, as are grapI~ical output of mesh plots
and stress and strain contours. The bilinear capability, which may represent
either bilinear properties which are equal in tension and compression or
linear properties which are unequal in tension and compression, is accomplish-
ed by the method of successive elastic approximations. This method is
accurate when nonlinear effects are small, but fails to converge as non-
linear effects become a significant portion of the response. Convergence
is poor for relatively flat stress—strain curves. The method as implemented
is not applicable to elastic—perfectly plastic materials.

The SAP IV (Structural Analysis Program, Version 4) computer program
performs one, two, or three dimensional static or dynamic stress analysis
of linear elastic bodies (4)• Loads may be surface pressure, point loads,
ctgravity loads. Static problems are solved via Gauss elimination on the
assembled equilibrium equations. Dynamic response problems may be solved
either by mode superposition or direct integration. The program has an
out—of—core solution capability for large problems.

NONSAP (Nonlinear Structural Analysis Program) performs static or
dynamic stress analysis of one, two, or three dimensional solids (5)• Both
geometric and material nonlinearities may be modeled . For nonlinear
problems , an updated Lagrangian or total Lagz’angian formulation is availalie.
A wide variety of nonlinear material models are Incorporated into the program
Dynamic solutions are done by direct integration using either the Wilson—Q
or Newark method .

RESULTS ARD DISCUSSION

Elastic static runs made with all three programs indicated yielding of
the fuze body. The primary yield areas were near the interior fillet which
blends the solid base to the hollow cylindrical forward portion and near
the sharp corner where the fuze seats on the projectile body . Elements with
equivalent (von Mises) stresses above the 60000 psi (408 MPa) elastic limit
are shaded In Figure 6. Results of all programs were comparable. Run times
for all programs were comparable (41—78 seconds of CDC 6600 central processor
time). Core requirements are very close for all three programs. SAAS took
the longest time, and NONSAP the shortest. The reason for this is that SAAS
generates the finite element mesh automatically, while NONSAP does not.
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Figure 5 , Modified Finite El~nent Mesh With Loads
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By comparison, the SAAS input deck is 61 cards, while the rIONSAP Input deck
is over 850. Tne data Leneration requirements of NONSAP are such that one
saves time if he generates a SAAS mesh first and then converts that for
NONSAP . Data generation for SAP IV is similar to NONSAP. The NONSAP
solution times are believed to be shorter than for SAP IV due to the presence

of advanced matrix storage and solution routines, plus the fact that NONSAP
is an in—core solver.

Elastic—plastic (bilinear) stress analyses were performed using SAAS
and NONSAP. The iterative (successive elastic approximations) solution of
SAnS did not converge due to the significant plastic deformation and
relatively flat stress—strain curve (Figure 3). The plastic zoned for SAAS
and NONSAP are shaded in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Even though the
SAAS solution did not converge, the results compare favorably with those
from NONSAP. As seen by comparison of Figures 6, 7, and 8, relieving of
stresses in the plastic region results in considerable growth of the yield
surface. Solution times for SAAS (750 CP secon4s) were considerably lower
than for NONSAP (1700 CP seconds). It should be pointed out that no atteinnt
was made to minimize the number of load steps used in the NONSAP solution.
It should be noted again that setup time for NONSAP data generation is much
greater than for SAAS, thus making a NONSAP solution even more costly by
comparison than the CP times indicate.

The SAAS program computes an approximate fundamental frequency by taking
the static displacement field as an approximate mode shape and forming
Rayleigh’ s quotient for the finite element assemblage. SAP IV was used to
determine the lowest natural frequency fer comparison. The lowest natural
frequency, as obtained by SAP IV is 18598 Hertz. The approximate frequency
f rom SAnS is 37460 Hertz. The Rayleigh quotient method is not accurate, but
does indeed give an upper bound on the lowest natural frequency. Comparisons
of the SAP IV mode shapes to the SAAS elastic static displacement vector
indicate that mode 3 compares, in general, to the SAAS displacements . Mode
3 has a frequency of 32570 Hertz, which compares very well with the 37460
Hertz from SAnS . Rayleigh’s quotient , as expected ,yields good results when
the function chosen is close to the correct mode shape. Furthermore, we see
that the choice of a static analysis is justified unless loading conditions
with microsecond resolution are available, Such loading conditions were not

~vailable for this analysis, as is typically the case.

CONCLUSIONS

The ronclusion regarding the structural integrity of the body of the
- ~ 1 MDF is that yielding of the material does occur during gun launch.

. I ~ 
.
~trength of the material were increased to 80000 psi (544 MPa),

~ would be limited to small areas near stress raisers. Thicken—
d low portion of the body near the base Is advisable if possible

- r  r . i estgn  of the mechanism.

~sti’ ng ns~y be drawn concerning the choice of finite element
•~~.~~~- ‘ ,~irttcular problems. Simple programs such as SAltS are 

•nply. The presence of automatic grid generation
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saves considerable man time as well as speeding completion of the analysis.
Computer cost for automatic grid generation is usually negligible.
In using SAP IV and NONSAP , which have little grid generation and post—
processing apability, one must be careful that the grid is correct and the
results are reasonable . Selection of load step size for nonlinear -analyses
with NONSAY should be checked carefully. Results from runs with varying load
steps should not differ significantly.

For the SAnS program in particular, one must be very careful when
interpreting the elastic—plastic and fundamental frequency information
obtained from SAnS. The elastic—plastic option ~s only convergent for
samil yielding and only guarantee on the fundamental frequency is that
it is an upper bound.

In summary, finite element computer programs are readily available,
with a wide scope of applications. When used properly, they yield good
results. t.’Jhen used improperly or beyond their scope, they produce mean-
ingless imformation which, if believed, may lead to poor structural design
and ultimately to failures.
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